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pta played 111Western thought's dralectrc represent;ttron of Airrca A\ heurr\tr~drs~ur
\rve devlce In the context of t~an\culturalrepresentatron, he argue\, the 'eluvve power
of myth' cle'ites a cognitive scheme through w h ~ c hnon-Afric'ins ,~ccountcdf o ~tlie~t
expellence of A f r ~ cMore
~ ~ ger~cially,myth mdy prove to be the way In w h ~ c hpeople
r
of the new and unknown
account for t h r ~ expertence
Commenting on the significttncc poetic and mythological t h i n k i ~ ~may
g have for
intercult~~ral
exchange, Walter Kcippe argues that Uleek's contribution in the fields o f
Mythology and Con~parative1,inguistics derived from his appreciation of the contribution to modern Germanic Philology by the brothers Grimm. Fostered in an atmosphere of a sor-nantic, anti-authoritarian and derlrocratic tradition of schol:u-ship, his
methods, thoughts, ideals and values impacted on his transcription of'l/I<abbo's narrations. Iciippc suggests that this may be further explored as it concerns concepts of text,

Focusir~gon the atmosphere of uncer tarnty, complcxtty and multrplt~itywhrch seem^
to pervade ac,idernr'i, Henr~etteRoo\ pornts to the importance of ~nterdlscrplrn~~r
tty,
processes of rtlterdctron 'illd the local focu\ In South African texts 'tddressrng
transcultur,ll~\ri~She q u e \ th,~taspects of gene'llogy, c u l t u ~ difle~ences,
~~l
h ~ s t y,
o~
feln~nismand 11ter~11y
form, const~tutea motrvat~onalcluste~which contextu,~lrsesthe
phenornenon of l~terary t~anscultural~srn 'The question, however, IS why there 1s a
sp~crficImage, that ot the Bushman, whrch should suddenly 'enloy' such 1' consprcuous popular ~ t y

D. 1,loyd argues that the shrft iron1 noble to ignoble savage arose t t om travellers' and
rnlssronai~es'encounter wrth ncw peoples and new sttuatlons in the context of a develdrscourse for rmper~alexpansion dullng the flr\t years of the
opment of justrf~cato~y
Brrtrsh occupation In the absence of detatled rnformatron about Afrrcan peoples, the
e
back on themselves In order to provlde a framework that could
Europeans w e ~ folced
mahe sense of therr expeire~lcesIn so dorng they created a constr~tctmodelled after
the Adamastor d~rcoulse He refers to vrews by Barrow, Le Varllant, Thoma\ Prrngle,

-

-

John M o f f ~ tL)c~vrcl
,
I,~vingatoncand R M Ij,~ll,~ntyne.
Argurrig t h d Fynn's varnished poit~dyaliof hrm\elf as colonial ~nfolmdntorr indigenou\ peoples were 'r~med ' ~ tplocuilng a I,ind grdnt In coloninl Natal, J Pridn~ole
~ o m p d r ~ ~ t ~reads
v e l y elernellti of h ~ ls~ t ewlth~nthe w~dercontext of n~neteenthcertt ~ ly
r I~ter~lture
She i efei s to the einetgence of travel wrltlng at the beginning of the
n~netecnthLentur y 'und the fact that ~ t I~tei,u
s
y deprctron was detc~mineclby ;I d~chotomy
between 'Emplre 'tnd the S'lv,~ges' Notwithstdndrng the hosprt,~lityof 1 o ~ dLornmul
nrllei, this trend developed unchallenged with Fynn's 'varnish~ngc'not dctr<~ctrng
fiom
the f x t thdt he stood ~n 'I 'categoi y of his own'
Argu~ngth,~tPi rngle shrfts representatlon frorn ltle natural s ~ g nto distinction, drfterencc, .unc~ly5~s,
the t'lble 'tnd taxonomy, N ~ c kMe~huizenshows that his aejthet~crwas
an aesthetr~sof the clclssical eptstemelempr~eNot drawrng on the medlatlng nlythol
ogy of AdcrmLlstor,his slrnpllficdt~onof complex systerna undel the aegis of 'the recipr o ~ a bond'
l
between inldg1natlon ('utrstrc citation) and resembldnce in his poems neveittleles>exhtbrts the 1mpeiral1stepistemologic,~lframe tot oider~ngthe world -which
In his c'rse, '~rticul~~ted
the 'redson of the Enl~ghtenment',the 'spri~tof rehg~ousrevlv
alism and lomantic i d e a l ~ i ~ n '
Ilifferent from the usual focus on myths and 'tntrual stories from Afrrca, Annle Gagidno
exploles the importance of Jordan's tales bout men and wornen in hrs Taler fr~~rrz
Soirtherrl Africa She polnts out that South Afircan lrterature 1s dangerously (11
unhealth~lydet'lched fiom the non-l~ter~~te-theywho appreciate the lnythopoe~cas ~t
engages ' a ~ t u ~ ~ l i t ras
c c well
'
as 'mysteries' She illustrates the ~mpoitanceof the soclally peitlneilt themes ~utheae stoiies, e s p e c ~ ~ ~as
l l ythey engage the ovelcotning of
soclal crrje5
Exploring perceptions of the Anglo-Boei Wat anlong the Russian public, Apollon
I)'~v~dson
and Irrnd Filatov'i point to portrayals of Boer soldters, officers and the then
I'iesldent and overview varlous hinds of 11ter.ttuie produced In the process S o ~nsdtlable wcts the public denland for newr of the Boers 'tnd their challenge to the Br~tlsh
Ernpire that many magazines and publishers not normally covering of tnternatlonal
affarrs hastened to get on the bandwagon Important is th'lt the two historrcal links
between Russlans and South Africa, first wrth the Boers and secondly vla the ANC dre
vital liilks ~nboth countrres' hlstor~es
In view of racial difference in the teaching context Myrtle Hooper engages Heart of
Darkness and Mlzudi concerning 'cultural translation'. Important is how language and

c ale articulated on the conceptual object (nat~on)The production of an 'other'
is 'entlrely knowable and visible' 1s recognlsdble feature of colonial power
hnographrc practice The challenge for cultural tl'insldtlon IS to confront rmrne'lnrng and sllences In pract~ces
tzee argues that even though conservative fictions only use particular pasts
uct fictions of nation-building, they often also contain contradictory and more
'progressive' eleinents. These are sometimes at odds with expectations of an
sophisticated singularity of purpose. As an illustration she examines the work of the
-ikaans writer C.M. van den ITeever, placing his farm novels within the larger conoS his ideas about the evolution of what he regarded as the spirit of the nation.
on Conrad, Schoeman and Coetzee, R.J. Balfour explores the significance
n as trope has for their ideological and conceptual li-ameworks. To various
es, he argues, all three writers directly or indirectly expose the inability of colopatriarchal discourses successfully to contain, (distort or pervert) the meaning
cribed to that which they define as Other. Like Conrad, Schoeman and Coetzee also
ue the discourses which determine power and signification in society.
ing her focus on problematic issues related to 1930,Jo-Marie Claasserl points
erence at Fort Hare in which black and white participated on equal terms. She
at this conference's focus on 'Christianity in Action', provided possibilities
Africa which were silenced in its aftermath.
r sociolinguistic case study, Varijakshi Prabhakaran compares social stratificavidenced in Idian (1Te) and South African Telugu (STe) respectively. In the convarious historical, social and econon~icFactors and drawing on research data,
es that 1Te remains determined by social stratification-castes and sub-castes
s are present in and continued by regional dialects. This restricts both downpward socio-economic mobility. Comparatively, the hold of the caste systh African Indians has disappeared. Eve11 so, she found that social stratified on caste is still evident in speech.
g press witchcraft discourses in 1988-1989 on the eve of the Liberian civil
se M. Bourgault overviews the press' preocc~~pation
with the paranormal.
of a Liberian politico-religious symbol system and the collapsing of the
te's authority into this powerful symbolism. These are elements, she arinay provide a better understanding of the nature of Liberian culture and

Referring to the role ' E m p ~ i eand Response' play In teach~ngpostcoIonlaI literatures
in the undergraduate curr~culumIn tertlary educatron D a v ~ dAttwell engages the questlons, 1) how to develop a curl ~culumdealing wlth the literature of the coion~aIscene
and Its aftermath that does not fz111 back on mlrleadlng dlchotomres; and 2 ) why one
should bother with the llteratulc of the encounter at all? w h y should one not simply
decolonlse the canon altogether and teach an ent~relyAfrocentllc cul-rlcululllc>
B ~ tween the extremes of an exclusive focus on e ~ t h e ar htstor~cdl,]ocallsed understandlng and lndlgen~us-languagewrlting or a myoptc focus on supertlclal globallsm, he
argues, in the context of 'cultural poet~cs',for a11 approach depaltlng from a rhctorrc
of contact
Poltltlni? to vdrlous eval~~atlo~zs
of Rrder Hagga~d'scon\eivatlve tnfluence on lomalice,
Llndy Stlebel iesearches the use of landscape in the work of South African write
who clalrned to have been lnflllenced by Hagga~d,as well a? In '1~11ectsof tweiltie
century Popular culture In South Afilca She rn'~rnlyfocu5es on no~talglc

JJost-cololllal studies ~tndasks whether 11 a\ well as t h ~ d~scourse
\
,ire nclt lconocla
acts of geogl aphlcdl and hl\tol t ~ a bl r ~ d g ~ neffacing
g,
dlsc~plll~alboundal ~ c se,
ography and hlstory Po~ntingout thd 'space' has become n central explanatory co
rlsts in this endeavour makes tor welcome (tl~eoretlcal)contrlbutlons
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nothing', cldlms Fr'tnk Yerby In h ~ novel,
s
ey ('Note to the Reader') But vnce he 1s rneicly w ~ ~ t l ntict~on
g
about
h a caieless attitude to myth By way of ~ontrdat,let
Ancient Egypt, Harry Kcmp, who hcts to handle myth

most rhlngs-L~CJI cvcryddy 'w~rkinghnoulcd~c'-li
and I \ In patt truly myth We cannot a1lord to bc too dlsml\syth or patronrs~ngabout rt, lor tt 1 3 an ~nescdpablefacet of the human nund

power of myth that chall conceln me here, and myth not o n l y

a i it\elf

dl artefact that ~eprecentsthe w o Id
~ 111 a pdrt~c~lldr
way,
I istic d e v ~ c ea, way of nctually processing our experience
uch a manner that we can beg111to uncier stnnd l t I want to
in myths that ~ n ~ t ~ aseem
l l y narve and even prepostelous, may, bectic structure, actually encourage iiivestlgatlon 'tnd debate, and
us to see what o t h e ~ w ~m
s e~ g h not
t have been seen at all
roddcst sense concerned with Euiope's (01 the West's) olganlslng
cular I want to look dt the Medlte~ranedn'ind late1 Eurorounding a piace--or Indeed varloux places-called 'Eth~opia' In
sketch of
hall attempt a rapld and even tmpression~st~c
ical, medteval and Renaissance world of Med~terraneanEurope
p a ' . I shall follow t h ~ sw ~ t han equally brlef look at
pt of 'Ethlopla' once Europe had established contact In
th what was taken to be the 'real' Ethiopia o f Abysslnla
t relevance all this may have for our understanding of
uthern Africa and its lnhabltants from the sixteenth
t to make about Europe's Eth~oplanmyth IS that from
nary, dlalect~cstructure. Accorci~ngto Ilomer (Oflyssey
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1 22-24) the b t h ~ o p ~ a nweie
s
'the farthermost of men', and were divided into two,
lrvrng'where H ~ ~ e s lsets
O nand st)nle whel e he I lses' In the O d y ~ s e ythey
the favowed of Poseidon, In the I l ~ n d(1 423-4) they are vlslted by Zells and all
gods, and they are called the 'worthy' (or 'noble') E t h ~ o p ~ a nAs sl~nilarrefereilce 1
Book 23 205-7 seems to endow the Ethlop1an.l with the lmmoitality of the gods, o
least w ~ t hlong lives That Hotnel's apparently tanc~fulEthlopia inay have had
origin In the dctual kingdom of Ku\h in Upper Nubla, of whlch record also exlsts in
the Old Testament, and that 11s legenddly leputatlon was successively taken oves
the even more remote kingdoms of Meroe in the northern Sudan, Aksum rn wha
now northern Ethlop~a,and 1'1te1 the Solo~nonlcempire of A b y s s ~ n ~have
a , been ext
slvely drgued (Thompson 1969,1989, Van Wyk ~ & t h1986; Munro-Hay 1991), and
shall not detain me turther for the moment
Homer's suggestion that there werc two Ethioplas ensured the longevtty an
procreat~vepowers of his myth and allows us to spcak not n~elclyof an E t h l o ~ i a
myth but of dialectic metaphor or drscoursc of E t h ~ o p ~an
a , explanatory economy
that would take on a llfe of ~ t own.
s
Homer made no distinct~onbetween his 01rental
and Hesper~anEthloplans, but Ile~odotus,In attempt~ngto turn mythology into anthropology, did just that In reviewing Xerxes's army In Book 7 of the Hz.\torles, hc
refers to the 'eastem Ethiopians' as Indians with 'straight halr', w h ~ l e111s 'westcin
Ethroptans' are Nubians and o t h e ~ s'who came h o m the regions above Egypt' and 'ale
more woolly ha~redthdn any othei people In the world' (7 69-70). Earlier he ~ e f e i to
s
'a great city called Meroe, w h ~ c his s a ~ dto be the cap~talof [these] othci E t h ~ o p ~ a n s '
(2.29), located

The Ethiopia Metnpllor
What was at first merely a schematic geographical dlst~nctlonand then a rough
ographlc one, soon became an essentially evaluative one Agatharchldes of Cnldus,
se work on the ~~~~h~~~~~
(or ~ ~sea
dprovides
)
us with the first extensive review
Information about Inner North-East Afrlca available by the second century BC,
hly clvlllzed race in contrast to all the peoples aiound them As Burstein Puts It
atharch~des'made Meroe the centre of Greek Interest In the Sudan for the rest of
mty, (Agatharchldes 1989.21). H~ also put
common
prototypical
lptlons of the pnmlt,ve non-Ethlopians
They always live without clothes, and, as they have sexual relabons with the~rwornen
In common, they consequently conslde~the chlldien who are born the~rcommon offsprlng (5 52b).
e terms used here are diagnostic aiid became standard tropes in the late-classical,
edieval and Renaissance literature of primitivism.
Writing about a century after Agatharchides, Diodorus Siculus flattened out
e former's careful distinction between Ethiopians and other Africans, and identified
eroitic Ethiopians as Homer's 'faultless men ... the first to be taught to honour
ds' who 'from all time ... have enjoyed a state of freedom and of peace one with
er' (3.2.30. Even more importantly for the later mythography of Africa, Diodorus
arded these Ethiopians as 'the first of all men' (3.2.10 and the origi~lof Egyptian
ilisation. He thus formulated what Martin Bernal believes was an ancient Egyptian

whcrc the south d e ~ l ~ n towards
cs
the settlng sun the country ~allcdEthlOpl'~,th
last rnhdb~tcdland In that dircct~on [where] the Inen ase taller, handsomer ,111
longer hved than anywhere else (3 114)
Here was the stuff of debate and algument, a Delrldcan dffdrnrzce that would over the
centuries seek resolution In various reallties while developing into an eve1 more broadly
d~chotomisedethnography of Africa Herodotus'\ attempt to exphcate Holnells dlstlnct~onas one between Ind~ancand Africans found few successors Actual Greek
contact w ~ t hMeroe after Helodotus's tlme and the development there ot an A t t ~ c a
culture stiongly Influenced by the classical world, followed by the exteris~veexploration of the Red Sea coasts and Inner North-East Africa under the Ptolemles (Bursteln
1989, Shinnle 1967), gave currency to a purely Afrlcari dlvlsion of theEthloplans The
Kushrtlc and Meroit~cEth~opransbecame the tall, noble and long-llved eastern Ethioplans of Homer's myth w h ~ l ethe nomad~cpa?toralists furthe1 af~eld,ot Nilotlc and
negrord ortgln, became the 'other' or 'western' Ethloplans of the Woniertc parad~gm
(Romm 1992 50-55)

of the Book of Genes~s,flowing fiom paradise (Van Wyk S m ~ t h1986) E t h ~ o t ellcouraged the later myth of Prester John's Afrlcan Christian utopia, and
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tices of civilized life as these are found among the rest of mankind'. They go naked 0
in animal skins, have their wives and children in common, and sleep where night
them (3.8.1-5). None of this is new to us, largely because at almost the same time th

k Smith 1990). Thomas Winterbottom, for instance, writing in
ars of experience in Sierra Leone, specifically declared

Diodorus wrote, Lucretius produced his paradigmatic description of the primitive li
in Book 5 of the De rerum naturr~e(5.1011-1090), which specifically invoked the
features of nakedness, poor speech (or the lack of it), the commonality of wives and
children and the absence of fixed abodes as the mark of the primitive. What had started
with Agatharchides as a relatively innocuous ethnography of a particular group of
African people now became and remained for many centuries-indeed, up to our o
time-a fully-fledged discursive schema for representing the other. Lucretian p
tivism has been extensively discussed (Lovejoy & Boas 1935; Burstein 1989), a
do not wish to take the theme further here, except to stress that as a trope of the pr

the thick lips, flat nose, and particularly the woolly hair ofnegroes, circumstances on
which the advocates for distinct races of mankind [have laid] so much stress, as of no
great importance (1.196).

tive, along with the ethnography of the 'savage Ethiopian' on which it is based, i
always only one half of a dialectic paradigm that also included the 'noble Ethiopian',
thus constituting a broad discursive range for European depictions of and debate about
the people of Africa.
What this means is that Europe's discourse ofAfrica was never merely a matter
of representing Africa and Africans as simply and irredeemably 'other', as cultural
binarists inspired by Foucault and Said have tried to tell us. That it was not so can
easily be demonstrated from the record. If we pursue the motif of the 'savage Ethiopian' down the West Coast of Africa, for instance, examining its shaping influence on
the European encounter with these parts, it is tempting, at a first glance, to assume that
John Matthews's (1788: 159) infamous resume adumbrates the whole record:
Trace the manners of the natives, the whole extent of Africa froin Cape cantin t
Cape of Good Hope, and you find a constant and almost regular gradation in the scale
of understanding, till the wretched Cafre sinks ncarly below the Ouran Outang.
There are, however, a number of comments to be made about that statement, apart, of
course, from expressing abhorrence at its offensiveness. The most pertinent argument
to be brought against it is that precisely because such views were seen to devolve from
ancient stock perceptions of the 'savage Ethiopian', they were constantly challenged
by European observers who, alert to the dialectically constructed nature of the European response to Africa, invoked either personal experience or the myth of the 'noble
Ethiopian', or a mixture of both, in order to project a quite different image of West
Africa. Olfert Dapper describing Benin in the mid-seventeenth century, or Williani
Snelgrave, Michel Adanson, Jean Baptiste Labat and C.B. Wadstroln describing
Whydah, Dahomey, Senegal and other parts of Guinea in the eighteenth century, are
just a few of the names one can invoke for more carefully nuanced ethnographies of

a personal testimony which, though cast in the progressivist assumpent, nevertheless explicitly resists the pressure of Stereotypes:
describing the disposition of nations who have scarcely emerged from what is
barbarism, observers are too apt to be led astray by individual acts of
ury, and ... decide upon their charactcr with too little diffidence as
as discrimination. Thus to one people they attribute virtues too sublime to be
man frailty and depravity, while others they accuse of vices altoinconsistent with their small progress in civilisation .... If my testimony can
illg the character of the Africans in a more just and proper point of
view, it will only be a grateful though inadequate return for many acts of kindness
received at their hands (Winterbottom 1803:1.210-211).
er point to be lnade about the John Matthews passage quoted earlier, and one
will take me forward to the next part of my argument, is that 'the wretched
course, not the Xhosa and other Bantu-speaking peoples of
this offensive term came to be applied from the nineteenth
S,but the Khoi, or so-called Hottentots. Indeed, it was theKhoi who at
r the full brunt of the 'savage Ethiopian' tradition. Depicted almost
ontact with Europeans in the terms of Lucretian primitivism
atharchides-woolly hair, flat noses, clucking speech or speechlessss, commonality of wives and children, and homelessness-the
Khoi
avatars of the absolutely 'other' in European ethnography: in the words
chard who visited the Cape in 1685:
The south point of Africa is no less remote from Europe, than the manners of its
inhabitants are different from ours (Tachxd 1688:67).
cessive othering by no means signals a monolithic discourse. Prebecause the stock description of the Khoi was recognised as the derivative clasat it was, more careful observers could and did attempt to formulate
more compassionate and complex ethnographies of the Khoi. Key figures in
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mances of Rlder Haggard, and it lnsplred the enormous international interest which
the coronation of Haille Selassie attracted in 1930, as evidenced by Evelyn Waugh's
dttempt to demythologise it In Renlote People (1931) Moreover, it l ~ e at
s the root of
~st
movement w h ~ c hthe same event brought
the millennial~stand l ~ b e r a t ~ o nRastafar~an
Into berng Until well into the twentieth century Abyssrnian Ethiop~ahas commonly
been described as an archaic, patriarchal world frozen In biblical tlme David Matthew
detected 'aspects of the Chr~stianworld in Abyssinla which seems to suggest not so
much Byzantium as the late Middle Ages' (1947:174). As late as 1972 Duncan Forbes
thought that
ths, undoubtedly, 1s the Chnst~anChurch as i t once was; as ~t was before the Reformallon, as ~t was In Byzantine tlmes (Forbes 1972 132),
a sentiment anticipated by one of the most eminent living Western authorities on Eth~opia, Edward Ullendorff, who describes a land 'forcefully reminiscent of the Old Testament world' in every respect (Ullendorff 1968:3) But perhaps the most sensational
contemporary manifestation of the lasting powers of the myth of a 'noble Ethlopla' is
the t ~ a g i crecent h~storyof Ruanda, where part of the trouble between Hutu and T u t s ~
stems from a tradltion, actively promoted by n~neteenth-centurymissionary anthropology, that the Tutsi were not of Central African or Bantu ongin but formed a E-Iam~tic
artstocracy of Ethloptan origin (De Waai 1994). That myth could have such terrible
results lnay condemn but does not discountenance the myth. On the contrary, Its power
and hence the need to take tt seriously is only demonstrated the more devastatingly
The Impact of the dialectical tiope of two contrastive Ethioplas on the early
colonial mythography of southern Africa is not difficult to demonstrate One can begin with the Adamastor ep~sodein Canto 5 of Camoes's Luszuds (1572), where it is
clear that Camoes configures Da Gama's encounter with Adamastor as a rlte of passage, a transition from the 'savage Ethiopia' of one part of the tradltion to the 'noble
Ethiopia' of the other (Van Wyk Smlth 1988a). Thls 1s obv~ousfrom the careful flanking of the Adamastor episode by two strikingly different encounters w ~ t hthe Khol, the
western one warlike and treacherous, the eastern ldylllc and pastoral. Further evidence 1s to be found in the standard southern African topography of early Portuguese
cosmography with which Camoes would have been familiar, according to whlch the
~ tthe boundary between Africa and
Cape of Good Hope marked the southern l ~ m of
Asia Accordmg, for Instance, to Duarte Pacheco Perelra, whose Esnzeraldo de srtu
orbw, comp~ledbetween 1505 and 1508, was the first complete router or roteiro of the
Portuguese sea route to India, the Nile was the divldlng line between Afrlca and Asia.
T h ~ was
s an ancient ~ d e abut
, what was new was that Perelra placed the Mountains of
the Moon, Ptolemy's sources of the Nlle, at the Cape, and then argued.

At ths promontory Africa comes to an end in the Ocean, and is divided from Asia;
from this point the boundary ofAfrica runs due north followingthe course of the Nile,
rough the midst of the Ethiopias [note the plural] ... to Damiata on the Sea of Egypt
Perreira 1937:155).
early maps of Africa show this massively elongated Nile, and the myth of a
n African Nile source deluded both David Livingstone, who died in what is
mbia looking for it (Livingstone 1874), and the Voortrekkers, who gave
its name because that is what they thought it was.
h a bizarre reading of southern African geography only makes sense if we
dge the power of the myth of two Ethiopias and assume a presupposition on
early writers that in southern Africa would be found an interface between
Ily different Ethiopias or Africas such as once existed between the 'noble
s' of Kush, Meroe and Axum and the 'primitive Ethiopians' of the Sudan.
tion is exactly what emerges from early southern African ethnography.
eady indicated, the Khoi were persistently identified as the primitives of
rd. It was not accidental that by the end of the eighteenth century, when
ce sought a fitting analogy to distinguish the Galla of Somalia and southern
m his 'true' Ethiopians he should have found it in the Khoi: the Galla
mble the Hottentots' (Bruce 1813:3.243). By contrast, the Nguni peoples
ndidates for the role of 'noble Ethiopians' almost from the moment they
rst encountered. In the very year that Bruce published his Travels to Discover
the Nile (1790), a reviewer of Francois le Vaillant's South African Travhat the Xhosa were 'Cushites':
We strongly subpect that they have emgrated from Abyss~nla and ~f we do not
rmt of then be~ngCush~tes,we may at least derive their customs from the navlgaors of Solomon, perhaps the colomsts of that count1y (Ctltlcal Rev 1790 43)
ter John Barrow produced an ethnology of Khoi, San and Xhosa which
ese analogies and became canonical for much of the nineteenth century.
ote: 'The character drawn by Diodorus Siculus, of some of the Ethioees exactly with that of the Bosjesmans' (1801:1.282). He tried to
'es of vilification of the Khoi, 'the many ridiculous and false relapublic have been abused' (1.151), but found the power of myth
Xhosa, however, walk straight out of the pages of Herodotus:
en ... were the finest figures 1ever beheld: they were tall, robust, and muscular;
its of life had induced a firmness of carriage, and an open, manly manner,
dded to the good nature that overspread their features, shewed them at once
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to be equally unconscious of fear, suspicion, and treachery. A young man about twenty,
of slx feet ten inches high, was one of the finest figures that perhaps was [sic] ever
created He was a perfect Hercules; and a cast from h s body would not have disgraced the pedestal of that de~tyin the Farnese palace. Many of'them had indeed very
much the appearance of bronze figures (Barrow 1801:1.169).
Similar descriptions and heroic illustrations to support them can be found in the work
of Samuel Daniel1 and Ludwlg Alberti, and In George French Angas's famous lithographs, The Kafirs Illustrated (1849).
The encounter between white and black on the Eastern Cape frontier did not, of
course, remain a merely aesthetic one as the nineteenth century wore on. However, as
a more confl~ctualand complex perceptton of the Xhosa developed among white observers, the paradigm of the 'noble Ethiopian' was simply transferred to the Zulu. Dan
Wylie (1995) has demonstrated conclusively the excessively constructed nature of the
white Image of Shaka Zulu, and the extent to which it drew, right from the start, on
classical and Renaissance teratology, involving figures from Saturn and Polyphernus
to Adamastor. What is furthermore remarkable is the correspondence of many early
representations of the Zulu to those of Meroitic Ethiopians. Here, for instance, is C.H.
Caldecott writing up a group of 13 Zulus whom he and his father had taken to exhibit
in London:
[The Zulus are] a fine, handsome race, bold, fearless, andcommand~ngin appearance
.. . In shape tall, robust, and athlet~c,good-humoured, frank and pleasing in manner;
and with a d~gnltyof carnage and an openness of eye, indlcatlvc to the beholder of
dauntless courage and perfect Independence (Caldecott 1853:30)
of course, the broader, persistent and complex myth of the

e Manicaland of Monomotapa
avatars shadow Haggard's mahlle Charles Barter's ambitious eplc
97), feels constrained to oppose widents of Zulu origins. What lies
ing of anthropology, history and
at Nguni migrations. That there

Nguni show marked similarities in economy, local grouping, law, ritual, and symbolism with the cattle people of the Sudan, Uganda and Kenya borderlands (Wilson

ssibility of a strange confluence here of myth and scholarship brings me to a
ould suggest that in the vast body of Western or European or early white
riting on Africa, the Ethiopia metaphor, the dialectic myth of two kinds of
ia, constitutes a perceptual grid that has revealed new dimensions at least as
s it may have encouraged obfuscation. The persistence of this binarist construcAfrican difference demonstrates the need for myths that do not merely explain,
ly provide the discursive mechanisms for explanation and rebuttal. I believe
thiopia metaphor provided a cognitive scheme through which (and perhaps
11 which) non-Africans could articulate their response to people whom
ed as very different from themselves. Although the polarising thrust of the
a 'savage' and a 'noble' Ethiopia encouraged excessively 'othered' views
often enough, its very excessiveness also generated debate and dise could both elicit and accommodate comparative appraisal. Unless
e is an essential Africa which must either be wholly captured by or
e non-African discourses, we must accept the facilitating power of myth
resentation. The question then is not whether the mythic percepuropeans brought to bear on their encounter with Africans were 'right' or
good' or 'bad', or should have been different, but whether any meaningful
ent at all could have taken place without such explanatory mythographic grids
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anuel Bleek (1827-1875):
s Contribution to the Study of
thern African Cultures1

m m (1785- 1863) and his brother Wilhelm (1786- 1859) have become a house-

Dictionary) completed in 1960-in much the same way Wilhelm Hemrich
anuel Bleek has made a n opening for the study of African Languages and Litera-

tact with Jacob Grimm who was then delegated to the first but short-hved
arllament in Frankfurt-he was formed in his methods, thoughts, ideals and

rld some 8 0 0 years old, simply by reading their literature-treaties,
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epics,

Willielnz Heiizrich Inzrl~nnuelBleek (1827-1875)
Medieval romances I would call mytholog~calfalry tales, the d l v ~ d l n gelement between the mytholog~caland the f a ~ r ytale b e ~ n gthe ferment of c h n s t l a n ~ t yIn lts vanous substitution^ Through the presence of Chrlst's love, blood and r e d e m p t ~ o nand its
substitution through courtly love, jousting and rewards, the heroic tale o f old is halted
and transformed Into something new the tale 1s spllt Into two; two heroes, Parzlval
and Gawain, doubling the same path into t w o d~fferentways of adventures wlth one
sanctification in the end only T h e mythological/herorc and the fairy tale/new/modern
held apart and 111 balance
Not s o simple of course IS the task of approximating the part~cularmlndset of
those people, some 800 years ago, the emotional contours of their p r o d u c ~ n gand reproducing such literatures and how they were meant to perhaps faclhtate them as
mlndsettlng tools But that mlght dtter all b e too trivial a question withln postulates of
postmodernlty where there 1s n o apparent case for teleology
Through further exploration Into the realm of falry tales proper-1 e proper
wrthin the context of Germanlc philology and there in the first instance relatlng to the
collect~onof folklole materlal by W ~ l h e l mand Jacob Gr~mm-I came upon the equally
Folklore
famous collect~onof Southern Afrlcan Folklore-Spec~mens of Bz~~linzen
collected by W H I Bleek, Ph D and L C . Lloyd, edited by the latter, London 1911 In
paglng through, two texts held my initial attention and have subsequently never failed
to t o ~ ~ me,
c h I quote fiom the translation Into E n g l ~ s hThe first text of Bleekllloyd's
Spccinzerts 1s called '//Kabbo's Capture and Journey to Cape Town' Flrst Account
( g ~ v e nin May 1871)

I came from that place, I came (here), when I came from my place, when I was eating
a springbok. The Kafir took me; he bound my arms. ( ) We (that is, I) and my son, with
my daughter's husband, we were three, when we were bound opposite to (?) the wagon,
while the wagon stood still. We went away bound to the Magistrate; we went to talk
with him; we remained with him.
We were in the jail. We put our legs into the stocks. The Korannas came to us,
when our legs were in the stocks; (we were stretched out (?) in the stocks. The Korannas
came to put their legs into the stocks; they slept, while their legs were in the stocks.
They were in the house of ordure (?). While we were eating the Magistrate's sheep,
the Korannas came to eat it. We all ate it, we and the Korannas.
We went; we ate sheep on the way, ( ) while we were coming to Victoria; our
wives ate their sheep on the way, as they came to Victoria.
We came to roII stones at Victoria, while we worked at the road. We lifted stones
with our chests; we rolled great stones. We again ( ) worked with earth. We canied
earth, while the earth was upon the handbarrow. We carried earth; we loaded the
wagon with earth; we pushed it. Other people walked along. We were pushing the
wagon's wheels; we were pushing; we poured ( ) down the earth; we pushed it back.
We again loaded it, we and the Korannas. Other Korannas were carrying the handbar-

row. Other people (i.e. Bushmen) were with the Koranna; they were also carry~ng
earth; while the earth was upon the handbarrow. They again came to load the handbarrow with earth
We agam had ( ) oul arms bound to the wagon cham, we walked along, whllc
we were fastened to the wagon cham, as we came to Beaufort, whle the sun was hot
They (our arms) were set free In the road We got tobacco from the Magistrate, we
smoked, gotng along, wlth sheep's bones We came ~ n t oBeaufort j a ~ lThe ram fell
upon us, white we were In ( ) Beaufort jall
E a ~ l y(the next) morning, our arms were made fast, we were bound We splashed
Into the water, we splashcd, passlng through the water In the rlvei bed We walked
upon the road, as we followed the wagon, while :he wagon went first We walked,
following the wagon, being bound, until we, being bound, came to the Breakwater ( )
On the way, wc ate sheep as we came to the Breakwater, we came (and) worked at ~t
( ) A wh~teman took us to meet the tram tn the nlght We early sat rn the traln,
the traln ran, br~llg~ng
us to the Cape We came into the Cape pnson house when we
ere tlred, we and the Korannas, we lay down to sleep at noon
treading is disturbedinterferedfmasked by a reading evoked and remembered:
n's Todesfuge (1952):
Sclzwarze Milclz der Friilze wir trinken sie abends
ir- trirzkerz sie mittags ~ i n dmorgens wir trinken sie nachts
trinkeiz und trinken
schaufelrz eirz Grab in den Liiften da liegt mar2 nickr eng
n Mann wohrzt inz Naus der spielt mit den Schlagelz der schreibt
r schreibt wenrz es du~zkeltnach Deutschland dein gold~nesHuar Margarete
r schreibt es und tritt vor das Haus urzcl es blitzerz die Sterrze er pfeift seine Riiden
seine Juden hervor laJt sck~zufelnein Grab in der Erde
rlt uns spielr auf n ~ zurn
~ zTanz
chwarze Milch der Friihe wir trirtken dich nachts
.trir~kerzrlich nzorgelas uizd mittags wir trinkerz dich abends
lrinkerz und trirzkerz I...].
1.

Black milk of dawn we drink her at dusk
e drink her at midday and morning we drink her at night
e drink her and drink
e are digging a grave in tbe sky one does not lie tight there
man stays in the house who plays with the snakes who writes
who writes when it darkens to Germany your golden hair Margarete
he writes it and steps out of the house and the stars are glistening he whistles for his
he whistles for his jews for them to dig a grave in the earth
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he commands us let's fiddle for a dance
Black mlk of dusk we drink you at night
we drink you In the mornlng and at mdday we drlnk you at night
we drink and drlnk [ ](a t )
I thlnk it is the simplicity of rhythm, the nalve but pleasant flow and ebblng of words,
the unsureness of a final meaning that I experience here and this experlence has a rlng
of trueness to lt and I think it is because of its non-proclamation of truth This textinduced experlence suggests to me a particular reality which is present in the text but
not entirely, which is there wlthin myself but not exclus~velythere either; nor does it
exlst wlthin the speaker's mind alone-it IS a shared reality whlch can only become
real when and whlle it IS shared It is a reality in walting A reality which wlll become
true if it is not Invoked agaln and again and will slmply fall away and be replaced by
other realities if not invoked again and again
My second reading takes IIKabbo's account of capture and journey to be literature and, well, a plece of as much a mythological as of a falry tale nature Why? There
is a feeling of wellness wlth the hero, a feel~ngof strength, of focus and directedness.
There IS a hero to begln wlth And there he is following a path set out for hlm, to be
followed, for him to see as if it was his real life-which lt is as much as it is notbecause h ~ world
s
and the world of these adventures do not coincide, they are not
really the same, even though they are very much what they are capture, Imprisonment, hard labour
How the two are brought together one does not know the element of strangeness being estranged from one's place in a way ult~matelypurposeful,
yet beyond the hero's own reasoning-that is fairy tale stuff, that is mythological
material because lt contains duphclty, the otherness, the other side of that that does
happen and it po~ntstowards an end, an end that will become the beginnlng of a new
tale-ln other words my second readlng of IIKabbo's 'Capture and Journey to Cape
Town' takes it for me Into the frame of listening to a medieval romance
The second text I want to quote from BleekLloyd's Spec~nzensIF //Kabbo's
Journey LIZ the Ra~lwayTralrz (Fro? Mowbray to Cape Town and back )
I have sa~dto thee that the tran (fire wagon) IS nlce I sat nlcely m the tram We two
, (I) and a black man ( )
sat In ( ~ t )we
A woman d ~ d
seue my arm, she drew me tnslde, because I should have fallen,
therefore she drew me in I sat beslde a black man, h s face was black, lxs mouth
(was) also black, for they are black
Wh~temen are those whose faces are red, ( ) for they are handsome The black
s 1s black The black man then
man he 1s ugly, thus h s mouth I S black, for h ~ face
asked me 'Where dost thou come from'? I said to the black man I come from thls
place' The black man asked me 'What 1s ~ t name'?
s
( ) I sald to the black man 'My
place is the Bltterplts'
22

trikes me because of its final statement: 'My place is the Bitterpits'. Listenremembering with a twentieth century European literarily conditioned mind,
nce alone is richly connotated with associations of epic qualities: 'The
'Breakwater Prison' of then, the 'Robben Island' of today .... that is
e so far treated these texts quite liberally as narratives; I have also set
e words of Helize van Vuuren (1994:69)
our neo-romantlc obsession wlth the so-called lnpurlty of the Bleek & Lloyd collection because these texts have been preserved III a fixated form In the wrltten circult
the many questions raised by Helize van Vuuren as to for instance Wilhelm
11s in transcribing the spoken Bushman dialect and then translating it into
h by the way he had started to learn in 1848 while studying in Berlin2;
ity of the narrative context, to which the Bushmen narrators had to get
-apart from these and related issues within the context of the 'project' of
n of the IXam's oral tradition' (Van Vuuren 1994:62) I would like to
oment on three aspects: the concept of text, the idea of origin and the
kenrztr~isivztcrcsse.Thc term El-ker~rztnisiateresse-arather insistentlyademic writing in Germany from the late 1960s through the 1970s-is
te a socially responsible raisot~cl'Zrre of the direction of a researcher's
hat end the research is undertaken and who in the community would be
nsuing knowledge: those already in power or those wanting to liberate
ignorance. The context here, of course, was and-within the South
ments of today-might again be, to be aware of political power play.
keen political observer. His letters from Berlin, written during the
to his parents in Bonn, show the analytical mind of an actively
erver (see note 3). Throughout his rather short life, Bleek has repeatI a m very interested in
e d this aspect of Erken~ztt~isirlteresse.
this particular aspect from the point of scientific reasoning at the time
re I see at a glance the romantic notion of a collective cultural memory
tact in bits and pieces of fairy tales but dying out and rapidly being
a culture of industrial production; then the idea of evolution in nature and
r origins and sources: the sources of rivers, of peoples and their cultures,
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the origins of language, of history, eventually of mankind. I quote from an article in
The Cape Montlzly Magazine Vol. IX September 1874:129) 'On Inquiries into Australian Aboriginal Folklore':
I thought ~t my duty to put aside for a time the, to me, very important work of a
comparat~veGrammar of the South Afr~canLanguages, and to try to rescue, whlle it
was still poss~ble,somethng of the language and l~teiatureof thls dying out natlon
The result of these researches, undertaken under the auspices of the Government of
th~sColony, has exceeded my most sangmne expectat~ons,although we have as yet
fathomed only to a small extent the rlch mine of Bushman traditional l~terature

The second aspect, the ldea of origln, needs to be explored Fresh evidence has just
that had flourished long before our
been produced m that respect, as to c~vilisat~ons
tlme and having disappeared virtually wlthout a trace3. That in turn polnts to the d ~ r e c tion of a third aspect I want to touch upon br~eflythe idea of text I thlnk we will have
to abandon the more tradltional Ideas about texts as documents, havlng an orlglnator
and a speclfic format We also m ~ g hthen
t
have to abandon the more tradltional ways
of ~nterpretlngwhat then will have been a text In the old format I am partially and
very tentatively pointing toward lnterdlsclpllnary research m the field of cognltlve
sclence and braln research In particular To glve but one simple example. nerve endings of brain cells in the newly born need constant stlmulat~onto connect and become
n
the very base of our laying the pathways In the neural
active R e p e t ~ t ~ obecomes
network for the acqulsltion of knowledge. The physiolog~caland the intellectual are
mutually lnterllnked From repetltlon to mlmesls, thls shlft, this dzff6rance, might well
be the wing of poetry, a rhythmical reaching out and returning, the mythlcal moving of
the spirit upon the face of the waters Text as a wrltten document would then be a
script, notation, musical score, cryptogram And readlng such a text could m fact amount
to nothing more than readlng out numbers. I want to think In the direct~onof liberating
the text from academic constraints and freelng ~t so that, In the words of //Kabbo
[ ] that I may ( ) sltting, listen to the stones which yonder come (?), whlch are stories
whtch come from a distance [IIKabbo explains that a story 1s 'like the wind, it comes
from a farloff quarter, and we feel it' ] Then, I shall get hold of a story from them,
because they (the stones) float out from a distance, whtle the sun feels ( ) a little
warm, whlle I feel that I must altogether visit, that I may be talhng with them, my
fellow men (Bleeknloyd 1911 301)

b Grimm in subject matter, in method and in that particular German spirit of

esearch so interesting, not in the direction of past European History, but to
ican Culture, strong in its powerful tools of the mind to survive over
ears and to assess the changes, the damages, the adaptations and the
have occurred and still have to be faced vis-ii-vis a culture of different
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' I am refernng to Graham Hancock, Fingerpnnts of the Gods

A Quest for the Beginning and
the End (1995) Of the few traces left of earlier c~vilisations,some are presumably kept in
mythological tales
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'Moon, Man, Women, Bushmen:
Reconciling the Irreconcilable?'
Henriette Roos

A direct impulse for the paper I am presenting today*, was my reading of some of the
contributions to the third issue of Alterrzation (2,1:1995). That the journal published
by the CSSALL so demonstrably encourages ongoing research and dialogue in the
field of its specific interest, must bear testimony to the relevance and validity of both
the Centre and the journal in present day South African culture and scholarship.
In the introduction by Smit (1995:l-4), as well as the writings of Moran
(1995: 16-36), Mngadi (1995:37-45) and the book review by Van Vuuren (1995:151154), certain key words and themes linked not only the essays written by the individually mentioned authors, but also encapsulated, so it seemed to me, the pervasive atmosphere of uncertainty, complexity and multiplicity (amongst [literary] scholars)
when discussing notions of aesthetics, value, power, knowledge, feminism, nation,
culture, history and racism, to paraphrase Smit's introductory paragraph. And in themselves, these essays demonstrated that in present day South Africa, the study of the
notions listed above, is indeed following an 'interdisciplinary route, unfold(ing) through
processes of interaction and (is) ultimately focus(sing) on the local' (to once again

A few of those key words and common notions raised, form the base on which
e of my own arguments is constructed; arguments relating to the phenomnsculturalism in South African texts published during the past decade. These
ts of genealogy, cultural differences, history, feminism and liternt is that exactly these notions form a motivational cluster which
henomenon of literary transculturalism, and that they are motivations
gical discourses in South Africa today.
s instances of literary transculturalism, came to my
project currently in process, namely the effort of
within the context of an encompassing Southern
gnificant number of repetitive images,
pectrum of texts written in Afrikaans and
orians, they are also present in Black incifically during the past five years. In
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ad at the ICLA conference in 1994 and recently published (Roos 1995), 1
hat amongst others, the heightened occurrence of translations from one South
nguage into another, the novel which presents personal history as part of the
ation of the greater South African story, the feminist mood, the interest in
nd the publication of verbal narratives, and the renaissance of folklore and
are coinmonalities that speak of a marked transcultural movement in South
ture today. As a demonstration of this phenomenon, I went into greater
ow how one of these themes, namely that of the exterminated world of the
has been assimilated, appropriated and transformed in modern day texts.
ral of the essays in the above mentioned Altcr~zntionconcentrate on aspects
issue, indicates that these surmises were not entirely subjective.
en, my initial interest which led mainly to the description of what I had
ary nzotif, has broadened to include the question of WHY this specific
suddenly 'enjoy' such a conspicuous position. Especially in the case of
riting, but also with reference to most 'White' writing, there seems to be a
oxical regard for a world that has become all but totally extinct, physically
y, precisely through the annihilating disregard shown to that world in
by White colonists. And in a more academic context, the description of
d range of this particular assilnilation of an indigenous, ancient African
red new perspectives on the question of the genealogy and cultural
specifically Afrikaans literature.
the notions of 'genealogy' and 'cultural boundaries', their inherent
aning, and the almost self-evident result of uncertainty which fologue about, or analyses of, their function in textual studies, must be
he first place: I see the current interest in genealogy not as a simple
s, it much rather stems from a renewed realisation and the experience
t lives in the present. Foucault (1977: 142) wrote that
at is found at the beginning of things is not the inviolable identity of their origin: it
e dissension of other things. It is disparity.

earch for descent is not the erecting of foundations, on the contrary, ~t disturbs
was previously considered immobile, it shows the heterogeneity of what was
agined consistent with itself
the second concept, that of cultural d~fferencelboundary,does not so
to a state of visible d~fterence,as to
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articulating the differences between representations of social life without suimounting the space of incommensurable meanings and judgements that are produced withn
the process of transcultural negotiation (Bhabha 1990:313-314).
But then also, continues Bhabha,
in the restless dnve for cultural translation, hybrid sites oi meanlng open up a cleavage in the language of culture whch suggests that the sirmlitude of the symbol as it
plays across cultural sites must not obscure the fact that repetit~onof the szgn is, In
each specific social practice, both different and different~al
In this particular instance the symbol, which I shall call the 'Bushman-motf for the
purposes of this paper, is a multifaceted one, referring to the world of the Bushmen,
that nomadic group of hardy hunter-foragers who were the earliest known inhabitants
of Southern Africa, and who left not only a countryside filled with marvellous palntlngs and engravings, but, before they were exterminated by White settlers, also let
some vestiges of their narrative art be known Some of those 'cultural sites' and 'socia1 practices' as they are manifested textually, the different repetitions of the slgn, and
a hypothetical motivation for these differentials, are what I would like to discuss here
today
From the list of texts given as references, the diverse nature of the relevant
titles and the recent date of their publication can be deduced Popular fiction, prizewinning novels, docunovels, scientific reports, collections of poetry, autobiographies,
art exhibitions, philosophical treatises, children's stories, books for coffee tables are
included-a veritable postmodernistic 'cultural site' And as is to be expected in a
postmodernistic space, defining the hierarchical boundaries between genres, meaning
and intended readlng audiences proved to be very difficult when discussing these texts
Perhaps one may impose a self-styled order by referring in the first place to the
essentially oral nature of Bushman narrative, and the manner ~n which this characteristic has been presented in the writings mentioned on my list. The prime source of
Bushman folklore preserved for Western consumphon, is the famed collection by Bleek
and Lloyd from 1911. A paper read at the 1995 CSSALL conference (Koppe 1995),
gave a detailed account of the subsequent influence of that early text I would like to
draw attention to the diverse nature of my list of modern day analogies The most
reputable probably is the 1993 collection by Megan Biesele of oral narratives from the
Jul'hoan people living in Namibia and Botswana. The author, a famed anthropologist,
presents her 'translations' as faithful renderings of transcripted performances, the work
is the result of years of scientific research, illustrated with photographs and maps, the
style precise and erudite. Also presenting itself as a recording of Bushman narratives,
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ossy publication by Coral Fourie (1994). But this is a book of a different order:
scriptions' are accompanied by idealised drawings of the numerous narrators
y decorative illustrations done by the editor, interspaced by lyrical, often
sentimental 'quotes' from what is called 'Bushman songs'. And yet, both
ns reveal an explicitly feminist tone, letting the spotlight fall on female narrasing the pivotal role of women in the Bushmen society, focusing on narrning menstrual rites, childbirth, and the (femin~ne)image of the moon
analogous text is of a completely different genre, this is the collection of
Stephen Watson, titled The return of the moon (1991) Here the well known
writes the Bleek transcriptions, trying to
bnng the words of the narrators to life once more, and in such a way that they might
ontinue to speak to us who are alive in the last decade of the twentieth century (Watson

ly similar mood is created in the work of the Afrikaans poet Petra Muller
n of poems published in 1987, she uses images from the world of the
ecially the myth of the returning moon, to speak of the mortal~tyof
this vein, one must also mention one of the best known Afrikaans
1993, Knrolzna Ferretrn by Lettie Viljoen. In her story of transformalion
tion, the moon is a recumng, portentous image, one of the complicated
the shamanistic homopath~chealer Willie who once was saved from cerby a small group of Bushmen, and the narrative mood is decidedly feminist,
ng bitingly on the power games that men play
empowerment, dispossession and the conflict of race and gender form a
up of 'social practices'. One important category is made up of scholarly
ports mainly by scholars in Anthropology and the Social sciences. The
etches from the analyt~caland ethnologically sound Hunters and herders
tca (1992) by Alan Barnard (1992) to the riveting and passionately
on of what may be seen as ethnocide, Robert J. Gordon's The Bushman
rnaktng of a Namrbtan underclass (1992). This latter work makes l u c ~ duse
urch documents, photographs, analyses of movies, museum exhibits
stern' depict~onsof the Bushman people. Gordon stunningly represents
at the focus on the 'difference' between and unassimilability of colon~st
an, premised the nature of the white man's discourse on Bushmen and the
that they must disappear from the face of the earth. But a second and someeresting category is that made up by fictional works Dle koms van dze
novel by Dolf van Niekerk, depicts the growing enmity between a
ite farmer and a Bushman who suddenly appears on the drought stricken
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farm, looking for ancient engravings as a proof that the land rightfully belonged to hls
forebears. Thelr struggle forms the central plot line, simultaneously incorporating topical
situations 11keland restitution and primeval shamanist~cexperiences. Set In much earlier t~mes,both Geoffrey Haresnape (Testimony 1990) and Karel Schoeman (Hzerdle
lewe 1994) touch on similar themes. Schoeman's pr~ze-winningwork is the story of a
dying old woman, recalling her stunted life on a lonely farm. Some fragments of her
tale refer to the callous dlspossess~onof land belonging to Bushmen. In Haresnape's
novel, the narrative form 1s that of an oral report by a woman of 111 repute, a soclal
outcast, describing the last, decadent days of a n~neteenthcentury rural commun~ty
durlng which also the few remaining members of a Bushmen clan were hunted down.
But thls 1s also an intensely lyrlcal text, and In the narrator's final song of salvat~on
images from Bushmen myths Intermingle wlth allusions to Christ. The repeated references here to the moon, linked to the occult, and the Idea that the characterlsing functlon of naming people, animals and plants can attain mystlc dimensions, also occur in
the previously mentioned book by Vlljoen.
Bushmen narratives concerning the transformat~onof people Into anlmals and
v1.w verJa and the ominous part played by the moon in thls maglcal world, have for a
long time been regarded from a Western perspective as subject matter for children's
tales. Especially in the Afr~kaansliterary tradlt~on,fragments and adaptations of the
Bushmen world readlly found rts way In storles written for young readers, and as Van
Vuuren (1994) Indicates, even the Von Wielllgh collections of folklore ~ntendedfor
the adult reader, were judged as too simplistic to be Included In the llterary canon The
two small books recently published by Hanneke du Preez, Kgalagadl E l e s (1994,
1995) present thls conventional view of the Bushman as prlmltlve chlld, only half
human, at ~ t stereotypic'll
s
best In her patronlslng 'word to parents and teachers', the
author claims that these stories are
truly pr~m~tlve In the style and spint of the Bushmen
them a h n s h p for which there is no rational explanation

[and clh~ldlensense in

Just how widespread the acceptance of thls viewpoint may be, can be lnd~catedby the
fact that these booklets with their pretty ~llustratlons,were translated Into sixteen different Afrlcan and European languages and sold/are selling very well. But claims as to
the chlldllke quality of the Bushmen world can not always be taken at face value. One
of the most revered texts of classic Afrikaans literature, Dwaalstorles by Eugkne Marais,
is a collection of four lyrical tales preceded by a strik~nglymisleading foreword in
whlch the author describes h ~ writlngs
s
as tales of little meanmg, childlike, hterally
transcribed from storles told by old Bushmen. And then he confronts h ~ reader
s
with
some extremely complex and sophisticated narratives, In which the authentic deplc-

f the harsh African veld, a world of drought and hunger and transmogrification,
es a stunning indigenous manifestation of the nineteenth century symbolist mode.
structural 'exploitation' was repeated, and in my view extremely effectively, in
Miles' docunovel Krorziek uit die doofpot (1991). The real but still unsolved
r of a young black policeman by his fellow officers, who feared that he would
on their involvement in then operative death squads, is reported by Miles acto structural patterns typical of the Bushmen oral art, but also with explicit
ces to characters, episodes and even specific phrases taken from the Bushmen
dited' in 1927 by Marais (Roos 1993).
popular fiction the symbol and its different signs have become very noticers seem to dominate this trend. Piet van Rooyen
competition run by the glossy magazine De Kat in 1993 for his novel Die
er (1994), a tale of hunters, the hunted and shamanistic hallucinations. The
cter, a Namibian Bushman incongruously called Paul Chapman, uses his
ge of his people's traditional way of life to act as a policeman and
s. The very topical question of divided loyalties and lost identity
ed in a rather superficial way. Even less convincllem Kotze's Kyats van die Kalahari (1994), which underwrites the percepprimitive, animalistic nature of the Bushman world. In both cases the aualso published autobiographical texts, in which references to their fictional
and events abound. The most interesting is Van Rooyen's Agter ' n eland
); not only is the real life person of Paul Chapman extensively described, but
's personal involvement with the Jul'hoansi people of Namibia, his dealings
world famous Marshall foundation and Megan Biesele and his matter of fact
ate an unexpected but credible linkage with other textual sites.
do think that even this cursory review demonstrates how, by its pervasive
in such differing texts, the Bushman motif makes it possible for notions of
wer, culture, history, feminism and racism to be explored. This explorae cognisance that nowadays there is a great and world-wide interest in
lklore, in rural crafts, in meeting with different cultures. The introduco Contested images, a collection of scientific reports on Rock art research
owson and Lewis-Williams (1994:348), stresses the 'remarkable power of
o arrest the attention of the modern viewer'. This very fact was demonstrated
ressive exhibition of ancient rock art paintings and engravings, together
day popular crafts, held in Rotterdam in the Netherlands at the beginning
e moon. Bushmen art from the Kalahari'.
e textual power of the Bushman motif may partly lie in such a nostalgic
r a bygone world; in modern man's ultimately unrealistic wish to 'return to
ndrew Smith (Dowson & Lewis-Williams 1994:389) cynically refers to the
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oilginal ecolog~sts They are presented as an admonlt~onto those who degrade the
envlronment today Thls IS a comfortable vlew for present day colonials because l t
provides sometlung for whch the Bushmen can be adrnlred but wluch, at the saine
tlme, removes them from the polltlcal arena. It reduces the guilt of their destruction
by placing them along w~ththe Inevitable destruction of the environment consequent
upon colonial expansion The shoot~ngout of game and the decimation of Bushman
communities become closely related, even ~nseparable-unfortunate but unavoidable
(As an aside: I must refer here to the text written by Coral Fourie. The production of
that book abounds with ironies, especially in the context of Andrew Smith's words.
Not only is it published by an elitist group named 'Ekogilde', but according to the
short biographical notes, many of the original oral performances were given at the
Omega SADF base. Having had access to the subservient Bushmen soldiers stationed
at this notorious military camp, the editor's credentials appear somewhat suspect.) But
to return to the question of guilt: certainly also in a political sense the casting of Bushman
as characters in stories about racial conflict and the dispossession and restitution of
land is an easy way of fictionalising contentious issues. After all, very few claimants
to the disputed land are left. Gordon (1992:212-214) convincingly argues that the
treatment of the Bushmen in Namibia anticipated the racial ideologies of Nazi Germany, but that forgetting or rationalising this colonial experience comes easier than in
the case of the European holocaust. However, in many of the above mentioned texts
the white man's guilt is the central concern. The final paragraph of Die spoorsnyer
ends in a question: 'Wie sal die skrywer en die sersant genadig wees'? (Van Rooyen
1994:117). By touching on this sense of wrongdoing, even if it avoids the really topical, the narratives partake in the rewriting of the history of Southern Africa.
The markedly feminist mood displayed in so many of these texts may be seen
as a different form of rewriting history. By accentuating that relationships of equality
characterised these ancient societies, the struggle for gender equality in modern day
life gains unexpected support. Biesele (1994:85) defines the nature of Julhoan tales as
'organic pictures of the balance and interweaving of the powers of women and-men'.
Mysticism and the power of the subconscious are related notions; in the reports on
rock art research, through the retelling of oral narratives and even in the modern novels where only allusions to the Bushman motif appear, strong emphasis is placed on
the spiritual, the unseen and the striving for a harmonious relationship between the
everyday and the inner worlds.
Regarding much of what has been said, one may come to the conclusion that
the present prominent position of the Bushman motif very likely is just another fashionable trend. In describing the nature of so many displays of rock art in museums
today, Andrew Smith also laments what he sees as the 'manipulation of "the Bushmen"
in popular literature, advertising, [and] the manufacture of souvenirs for tourists ...'
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on & Lewis-Williams 1994:399). It is therefore noteworthy that on its back
lurb, the autobiography by Piet van Rooyen is approvingly compared to A Year
nce, that tremendously popular and very trendy European fake.
, however, would prefer to interpret the recurrence of this motif in a positive
Megan Biesele (1994:47) states that
stories play a part in engaging and motivating social energies in a desirable way; ...
stories are makers of sense ....
ilar vein it may be argued that through these recurring images conventional
ies are extended and overrun, the present literary activities are inspired by the
past, a reappraisal of a common, but long neglected heritage is done. Particuthe case of Afrikaans literature where stories about and from the Bushman
ve often been told, the latest crop does reveal a new attitude. Traditional
ves about the genealogy and aesthetics of Afrikaans literature are challenged
sed to be peripheral now becomes prominent.
hether only echoing it, or hopefully in some instances encouraging it, these
icipate in a transcultural South African discourse about new beginnings, changes, and broadened histories. Gordon (1992:220) concludes about the present
fic attitude that 'much of post-1980s Kalahari scholarship is emphasizing ... not
ence but similarity and ha[s] strong integrationist overtones'. And in a literary
oo, what may seem to be irreconcilabIe can be reconciled; stories are makers
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Noble Savage and Ignoble Savage

Noble Savage and
Ignoble Savage:
Changing Perceptions in the
Early British Period
D.W. Lloyd

The responses by travellers and missionaries to the black peoples they encountered on
the colon~alborders of the Cape during the first years of the British occupation reveal
an important shift from positlve notions about blacks to perceptions of savagery which
justify imperial expansion. Generally, other races are seen in terms of stereotypes
which are projections of the European travellers' preoccupations. This is perhaps not
surprising, because on the colonial frontier the travellers and m~ss~onaries
encountered new peoples and situations. In the absence of detailed information about these
peoples, the Europeans were forced back on themselves In order to provide a framework that could make sense of their experiences. In so doing they often created a
construct-the 'Other'--everything that the European IS not As Frantz Fanon points
out, reality is seen in Manichean terms in which the self and the Other are radically
sundered (Fanon 1968.41).
From a Jungian perspective, the ignoble savage can be perceived in terms of a
European shadow self, for ~t is an Other that 'personlfies everything that the subject
refuses to acknowledge about himself. for instance, inferior character traits and other
incompatible tendencies' (Storr 1983:221). However, ideals can also be projected on
to the Other (Whitmont 1969:165). Thls could explain the o r i g ~ nof the idea of the
noble savage.
After the Khoi in Table Bay attacked Vasco da Gama's party in 1499, the predominant European view of these people was negative. Reports of the horrors suffered
by Portuguese castaways further tarnished the image of southern Afrlca. It is not surpr~singthat Luis d e Camoens chose to present a negative portrait of the Cape in h ~ s
epic The Lusiads (1572). Adamastor, the guardian deity of the Cape, is presented as an
ignoble savage. Stephen Gray comments on Adamastor:
he is menaclng and ~nimcal,and seen across a barr~er h ~ responses
s
are essentially
ch~ldlshand they obey paternallst~cd~rectives,he is capable of love, but only carnally
Alternation 4,2 (1997) 36-45 ISSN 1023-1757
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.... he

is likely to foment rebellion, against those keep cheating him of his birthnght,
so that 1Gs strength of arm has to be encountered with superior ingenuity .... he represents heathen sin as well, still to be reclaimed by Christ (Gray 1979:27).

, Adamastor represents all that is dark and irrational, which has to be subju-

the enlightened European spirit. This constituted the dominant stereotype of
inhabitants of southern Africa for the next two hundred years.
er the Dutch, under the leadership of Jan van Riebeeck, established their
at the Cape, many European visitors arrived and commented on the Khoi. Pere most influential narrative of exploration before the first British occupation of
ape was that of F r a n ~ o i sle Vaillant (travelled 1781-84)'. Immense ideological
d occurred in Europe since van Riebeeck's time, which enabled le Vaillantf the French enlightenment-to entertain Rousseauesque ideas of escaping
he confines of European civilisation to be free to encounter uncontaminated
e2. He specifically wanted to meet mankind in a natural state for, like Rousseau,
lieved that civilisation corrupted man and 'in an uncivilized state man is natuood' (le Vaillant 1796.11:124f). Of the Gonaqua people, whom he met on the
n side of the Great Fish River he says:
d here an opportunity of adminng a free and brave people, valuing nothing but
pendence nevei obeying any impulse fore~gnto nature, and calculated to destroy
the~rmagnanimous, free and truly phlanthrop~cnature (I1 14)
lment of all that is fine in the 'savage' is found in
h s beloved Narlna With her he engages in a charmlng flirtation on the wooded banks
of the Great F~shRiver Le Vaillant's pastoral idyll is remarkable ~nsouthern African
ravel literature, as he frdnkly and sens~tivelyportrays h ~ love
s
est narrattvcs of exploration in southern Afnca belore le Vallant
are those of Peter Kolb (1719), Anders Sparrman (1775) and
son (1789) In her examination of the writlngs ot Kolb, Sparrrnan and Paterson,
Pratt (1992 41-57) notes that Kolb, In h ~ saccounts of ~ndigenousinhab~tants,
dialogue whch (like le Vaillant) gives a more benign dimension to h s representado those of Spmman and Paterson, who were influenced by 'Linnaeus' 1759 classians' (Pratt 1992:45).Pratt argues that Spanman and Paterson, unlike Kolb, saw
peoples of southern Africa as scientific abstractions, and, that seeing others as
de to imperial domination.However, neither Kolb, nor Sparrman, nor Paterson
nes as noble savages.
-Shaw (1984) In 'The Explorer, and views of Creat~on',d~scussesle Vaillant as a
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For le Vaillant, the Xhosa are also noble savages. However, he was aware of atrocities
committed by both Dutch commandos and Xhosa warriors in the Flrst Front~erWar
that had ended only a year before his travels on the eastern borders of the colony In
attempting to justify the nobility of his tribesmen he resorts to a trope whlch was to be
adopted by numerous liberal-mmded commentators that were concerned with the colon~alfrontiers He complains that the Xhosa had been slandered by the Dutch border
farmers in an attempt to justlfy their own rapacious actions to the colonial authorities.
Colonlal whites on the front~ersare seen as vicious, slothful and corrupt whereas blacks
are innocent and preyed upon Thus, 11 the Xhosa pillaged, burned farms and murdered some of the owners, it was only done in self-defence Le Valllant argues:
What 1 had learned confirmed me in my opinion that the Caffres in general are a
harmless and peaceful people, but that havmg been continually oppressed, plundered
and massacred by whites, they had found themselves reduced to the necessity of takIng up arms In their own defence (le Va~llant1.316)
He is 'convinced that they were incapable of deceiving me, attempting my life, or
robbing me of my effects' (11.24). However, the traveller has moments when he offers
another construct of the Xhosa, which is illustrated by his reflections on the wreck of
the Grosvenor off the Pondoland3 coast:
I was told that an English vessel had been shpwrecked on the Coast, that being
dnven ashore, a part of the crew had fallen Into the hands of the Caffres, who had put
them all to death, except a few women, whom they had cruelly reserved [for thelr own
use] (1 306)

Survivors of the wreck mentlon suffering abuse, but no-one was killed and no woman
was raped4. Le Vaillant has given credence to an incident which portrays the Xhosa as
viciously slaughtering helpless men and raping innocent women. His sympathy for
the suffering victims involves him in a moment of conflict between his Rousseauesque
ideals and his penchant for the exaggerations of eighteenth-century sentimentalism. In
effect he dismisses the noble savage to pander to European fantasies about Adamastor.
L e Vaillant's contrary views arise from his perception of African and Africans
as the Other. Where possible, he projected his ideals onto the non-European peoples of
The people ~nhabitmgthe Pondoland coast were not, in a narrow defin~tion,Xhosa, but
Pondo As a stranger in a strange land, le Va~llantunderstandably conflated the two very closely
related peoples and presented to Europe a simpl~fiedicon of violence
Percival R Kirby in hls True Story of the Wreck of the Crosvenor (1960:131f).

Noble Suvage and Igr~obleSavage
ern Africa. However, in so doing he was interpreting Africans in terms of a Westeology and making thein serve the demands of that system of thought. But he
denies blacks their full humanity as they exist as ideological abstractions. This
, it would appear, that, as demands change, icons of virtue can occasionally
e figures of menace. Despite the contradictions in le Vaillant's depiction of the
osa, he nevertheless inaugurates a tendency of perceiving blacks (especially the
a) on and beyond the colonial frontiers as noble savages. As in any trend there
exceptions, yet this perception of black peoples lasted well into the next century.
While le Vaillant's account of his journeys can be regarded as being in the
onal because h e subjectively relates his experience, the next important writer
e frontier, John Barrow, writes in a scientific, objective style that attempts to
e his presence in the text. This is not surprising, as he is a scientist collecting
tion about a colony that had, in 1795, been acquired by Britain. Barrow's most
encounters with the people of southern Africa occur during his first journey to
yond the eastern frontier in 1797. Because of his scientific bent, h e seldom
direct action or subjective interaction but, instead, as Marie Louise Pratt has
ted out, he offers his readers anthropological sketches:
The portrait of manners and customs 1s a normalizing discourse whose work it is to
cod~fyd~fference,to fix the Other in a timeless present where all 'h~s'actions are
repetitions of 'his' normal habits
He 1s asul gerzerzy configuration often only a list
of features (Pratt 1985 127)
tific approach both blacks and whites are reduced to
stract ideas, not subjects possessing their own individut only as anonymous members of groups which have
and unchanging characteristics. If the ethnographical portrait is to be scienluable it must be seen as objective, hence references to the subject are elimiobserver functions as a recording mechanism, a transmitter of information.
is objective and, hence 'true', can define the real nature of
es 'fixed' in a stable set of norms. This is specially imporcolonial frontier where the traveller encounters other peoples who have to
system of thought, thus rendering that which is strange
severely critical of le Vaillant's sentimental approach to
with the Frenchman's stereotypes. Thus, the frontier Boers
th, whereas the Xhosa are 'fixed' as noble savages5. His
(1988:29)comments mainly in
31) mentions how the Spartan
from the more debilitating asation' are ideals 'the British public school system would later try to reproduce'.
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There 1s perhaps no nation on earth, taken collectively, that can produ~eso fine a race
of men as the Kaffers they are tall, stout, muscular, well made figures They are
exempt, indeed, from many of those causes that, In more civilized societies contnbute
to impede the growth of the body Their dlet is simple, their exercise of a salutary
nature, their body is nelthcr cramped nor encumbered by clothing, the air they breathe
is pure, their rest IS not disturbed by violent love, nor their mnds ruffled by jealousy,
they are free from the hcentlous appetites wh~chfrequently more pioceed from a
depraved imagination than a natural want their frame is nelther shaken nor enervated
by the use of intoxicating hquors, whlch they are not acquanted with, they eat when
hungry and sleep when nature demands (Barrow 1801 2040
Barrow uses the generic portrait of the Xhosa in the above passage to argue that clvllisation produces a way of life whlch impedes the growth of the body to ~ t full
s potentlal, d~sturbsthe mlnd and depraves the splrlt; whereas ~f a man lives m accordance
w ~ t hnature, he fully develops hls physlcal aspects, has a pure lmaglnatlon and 1s balanced emotionally Comlng from a Britain undergoing an lndustrlal revolution which
caused hundreds of thousands to labour In abject poverty, live In slums, malnourished
and pac~fiedby huge quantities of penny-gin, ~t is not surprlslng that Barrow saw
Xhosa l ~ f eas idyllic6
The plight of the working poor also generated a rev~valistEvangelical movement, spedr-headed by John Wesley (1703-1791). TheEvangelicals not only attempted
to mlnister to the needs of the poor in England, but they also sent missionaries to
Africa Thus, about the time that Barrow was encountering hls Xhosa, mlsslonaries
were already arrlvlng at the Cape The Evangelicals were also partly responsible for
the llberal movements in Brltish politlcs whlch led to the abolition of the slave trade in
1807
Thomas Pringle, one of the more remarkable writers of the early Brltlsh period,
was deeply stirred by the Christian revlval and pol~tlcalIlberalism. Numerous poems
such as 'The Bushman', 'The Hottentot' and 'The Captive of Camalu' all stress the
wrongs done to the lnd~genouspopulation from a liberal Christian point of vlew.
Pnngle's major prose work is Narratzve of a Reszdence zn South Afr~ca(published in
1835 as the second part of Pringle's wrltlngs about southern Afr~ca,wlth the overall
title, Afrzcan Sketches). The Narratzve can be dlv~dedInto three sectlons In the first,
Prlngle attempts to come to terms with h ~ new
s
envlronment as well as the frontier
Boers In the second, he is in Cape Town where he clashes wlth the governor, Lord
Charles Somerset, about the freedom of the press. After this explosive altercation,
s
and liberal sentiments and a polemical strain
Pringle no longer relns In h ~ Chr~stian
"arrow knew all about hard labour HISparents belonged to the rural poor and in order to gmn
an educat~onhe worked, as a clerk, In an iron-foundry in Liverpool (Lloyd 1970 16)

erges in his writing. In the third section of his narrative, he returns to the frontier
is fully prepared to champion the Xhosa as noble savage oppressed by expioitaOne of the expressions of Pringle's sense of the noble savage occurs in his
y from the frontier to Cape Town. His ideas of justice and humanity are out, in a Beaufort gaol-a 'dismal' cesspit (Pringle 1835: 168)-stood a Xhosa
who
was truly a model of juvenile beauty ... and the mild, yet manly expression of his full
black eyes; and ingenuous open brow, bespoke confidence and good will, at first sight
(Pringle 1835:1690.
1, we are presented with a contrast between a vision of colonial oppression,
o by the vile conditions prevailing, and an embodiment of the grace and
ce of the oppressed. Like Barrow, Pringle stresses physical perfection, cand calmness of spirit. The trope is continued as Pringle subsequently argues
at, while the youth did commit a crime, he was forced into it by the murderous
es and actions of the frontier Boers (120). Hence, as with Barrow, the Boers are
to blame for the situation.
In the last section of the Narrative, Pringle is similarly outraged by the British
rities' treatment of Macomo, the co-regent of the Xhosa nation. After outlining
ings of the innocent and noble Xhosa, he concludes with what could be
credo:
Let us open our arms cordially to embrace [the black tribes of southern Afr~ca]as
MEN and BROTHERS Let us enter upon a nobler career of conquest Let us subdue
savage Afnca by JUSTICE and KINDNESS and the tallsman of CHRISTIAN TRUTH
Let us thus go forth to extend the moral influence, and, if thought to be desirable,
the territorial boundary also of out Colony, until it become an Empire (Pringle
1835 479)

en and brothers. However, the imperial rhetoric somewhat

an-a

symbol-not

actual people who may have their own ideas about

28:363). Because slaves in the Empire had been freed in 1834, some of
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the impetus in representlng blacks and Khoi as wronged Innocents was d~minished
More importantly, the sufferings of British soldiers and settlers during the 1835 Frontier War helped in the eclipse of the tradltlon It 1s difficult to expound one's opponents' nobtlity d o n e is at the receiving end of the assegai Another factor contributing
to the demise of the noble-savage stereotype was the Mfecane Wars that raged for
approximately a decade on the Highveld as a result of the expansion of the Zulu empile and the depredations of people such as the Griquas, who possessed firearms7
One of the best-known examples of Mfecane violence occurred in 1824, when
Rev John Moffat's mission at Kuruman was threatened by the Mantateesx, a people
dis?laced by the Mfecane H e called on the Griqua to help h ~ mThe G r ~ q u adefeated
the invaders, and after the battle Moffat reported that Bechuana (Tswana) tribesmen
attacked Mantatee women and children
When the enemy retreated, many of the females were left behnd, who perceiving
mercy was shown to them by the Gnquas, called out 'I am a woman, I am a woman' 1
But ths touching appeal had no effect on the hearts 01 the relentless savages (the
Bechuana), who now rushed upon them
butchering in cold blood, the helpless
wornen and ch~ldren,and hewing w~ththeir battle-axes, the heads from the bodies for
the sake of some paltry ornament (Thompson [I82711967 1, 1967 149)
From Moffat's accounts of thc ~ n t e ~ i oofr the sub-continent, a picture emerges of a
e nasty, brut~shand short This 1s scarcely
land plunged into endless v~olence,where l ~ f is
a place of noble savages The conclusion can easily be drawn that it is the task of the
s
Indeed, thls prohumane European to rescue the benighted African from h ~ plight
vided a rationale for subsequent imper~allsticp o l ~ c i e s ~
The exact cause, even the existence, of the Mfecane has been debated (Etherington 1991 321), however, modem theor~s~ng
IS irrelevant conceinlng the impact Thon~pson's1828 account
of the battle (see next paragraph) must have had on his contemporary readersh~pAlthough t h s
IS a second-hand report, related to Thompson by Moffat, I have chosen it to represent so~nething
of the prevaling conditions in the Interior of southern Africa because Moffat's own account was
only publ~shedIn 1842 Thus, Thompson's version of the battle would have had a prlor ~mpact
on Brilish stereotypes of ~nd~genous
peoples In the reglon
The Mantatees were named after the~rQueen Regent, MaNthahs~They are more correctly
named the Tlokwa, who were displaced from the north-eastern 'Orange Free State' (Bethlehem
area) by the refugees from ~mperialZulu exparlsion-lf rev~s~onlst
theories of the Mfecane wlll
allow such an explanation
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Moffat's influence was great because in 1829 Mzilikazi, king of the Matabele,
ared that all travellers had to proceed via Kuruman in their northward journeyslO.
of the more important guests at Kuruman was William Cornwallis Harris, who
d o n the Highveld plateau during the mid- 1830s. Because he was primarily intern big game, his reports about people tend to be laconic; however, his descripf wasted villages and whitening bones are all the more powerful for their terse. Perhaps the most influential traveller to pass through Kuruman was David
ngstone, later Moffat's son-in-law. Livingstone's principal aim was to save Afrifrom the horrifying effects of the Arab slave trade. In his Missiorzary Travels arzd
pches in Southern Africa (1857), he argues that the introduction of Christianity
give Africans the moral strength to resist slavery; greater economic prosperity
undermine the practice and enable the people to be 'possessed of firearms'would discourage the attacks of slavers (Livingstone 1857:675). Prosperity would
ieved by 'encourag[ing] the Africans to cultivate for our markets' (675). Furmore,
n Engl~sh
by the production of the raw mater~alsfor our manufactures, A f r ~ ~ aand
Interests will become more closely l~nkedthan heretofore, that both countnes wlll
eventually be benefited, and that the cause of freedom throughout the world wlll In
some measure be p~omoted(vi)
ms are somewhat similar to those of Pringle's 'credo', even if Livingstone lays
ater stress on the Victorian notion of material progress. Like Pringle, too, he does
ly appreciate that Africa can only be a junior partner in co-operation;
, the exploited partner. However, unlike Pringle, Livingstone does not represent
ns as noble savages, but brutalised savages in need of redemption, as well as
, material and cultural 'elevation' (673).
Yet, Livingstone does not portray blacks as viciously savage or actively ignothis representation emerges in the contemporary colonial novel about southern
which did not have to be tied to facts in the same way as the travelogue. In The
rz, or Scenes in Africa (1845), by Captain Frederick Marryat, the hero, Alexansearches for an aunt lost during the wreck of the 'Grosvenor'; and, while
tions of blacks are favourable, Alexander's real thoughts about 'Caffres'
n he discovers his aunt had died: 'you don't know ... what a load has been
thcott (1961:145) deals with Moffat's relationship with the Matabele king.
'

Patnck Brantlinger (1985 167) maintains that negatlve attitudes towards central and west
Africans crystall~sedin the 1840s-a llttle later than in southern Africa

(1838:298) mentions 'scientifically' examining the crania of fresh human remains.
ression that I have is that he was not heartless; he, like Moffat, had simply seen too
aged or decomposing corpses on the Highveld.
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removed from my mind' because 'he [his great-uncle] has no grandchildren living the
life of a heathen and knowing no God' (Marryat 1845.1:319). Obviously, living the life
of a savage is worse than death itself. Accounts of black cruelty, derived from Moffat's
description of the slaughter of the Mantatees, further endorse the idea of black savagery. The Xhosa are also guilty of atrocities for when the Mantatees flee eastward,
they 'may be said to have been exterminated, for the Caffres (Xhosa) spared neither
man, woman, or child .... their destruction was horrible' (II:71).
The stereotype of the savage, whose life was nasty and brutish, had by the
1860s and 70s become so entrenched that R.M. Ballantyne, author of The Coral Island, could, in his novel about southern Africa, The Settler and the Savage (1877),
safely assume the endorsement of his metropolitan audience when he characterizes
Hintza, the paramount chief of the Xhosa, as a man who 'possessed in a high degree
all the vices of the savage-ingratitude,
avarice, cunning and cruelty' (Ballantyne
1877:394). The novel is silent about any possible 'virtues' of the savage.
Forty years previously Pringle had vehemently defended the Xhosa; now they
wear the mask of Adamastor, as d o other black peoples of the sub-continent. The
transformation of the indigenous peoples from noble savage to ignoble savage is completed.
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The Urzvar~zcshedRenziniscerzces of H.F: Fyr~rl

Hunter, Trader and Explorer?
The Unvarnished Reminiscences of
H.F. Fynn

Although Chase did not utilise this material until he published his book on
atal in 1843, his contact with Fynn in 1829 marked the beginning of a trend in using
vnn as a source for written depictions of the Natal region. From 1831, Robert

J. Pridmore

At the time of Farewell's trading expedition to Port Natal in 18241, English writing
was fairly well established in the context of the Cape Colony ( ~ 0 1993:192-204),
s ~
From the beginning of the nineteenth century, a specific genre of travel writing had
emerged in the Cape and when the first writers began to describe European acitivity in
the interior, they followed the dominant patterns established by this framework (Pratt
1992:58-69). Broadly speaking, the kinds of literary depiction that had evolved by the
1820s were based on the essential differences between Europeans and indigenous people
and during the 1830s, this Cape colonial discourse crystalised into what Crais has
termed a dichotomy between 'Empire and the Savages' (Crais 1992: 125- 131).

th of the Cape Colony, Shaka and Dingane being instances of the kind of 'viasposition' displayed by local rulers (Godlonton [183511965:161).
Godlonton was not the first Cape merchant who realised the Significance value

Utilising Fynn: Early Writing on Natal 1830-1850.
In
1829, two Cape travellers, Alexander Cowie and Benjamin Green, crossed
the Mzimvubu river and proceeded to Fynn's umuzi on the Mzimkhulu where they
were hosted for a few days. Fynn escorted them to Dingane who provided them with
supplies and permission to request food from imizi under his jurisdiction on their way
to Delagoa Bay where they planned to open further trading networks. The expedition
was unsuccessful and on their return journey in April 1829 they contracted malaria
and died from the disease (Leverton 1989: 176). A 'hottentot' servant of Fynn's had
accompanied the ill-fated expedition and he returned with their travel notes which
F ~ n n t h e nforwarded to J.C. Chase, a prominent eastern Cape colonist (Kirby 1968: 190193) who then constructed an official report for the colonial office (Kirby n.d,: 184).
Chaserealised that Fynn was an important source of information on the interior and in
December 1829 he wrote to him requesting written material on indigenous peoples in
the Port Natal hinterland and historical information on Shaka2,
MYPaper to the Southern African Society for Eighteenth Century Studies Conference,27-30
1995 (University of Natal, Pietermaritzburg), aimed to explore the literary context
of F~nn'searly Cape career prior to 1824.
NAFP 131: Chase to Fynn, 10 December 1829. This abbreviation (NAFP) is used throughout
to refer to 'Natal Archives, Fynn Papers'.
Alternat~on4,2 (1997) 46-56 ISSN 1023-1757
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Gruharllstown Journal 15 June 1832; 28 June 1832; 24 August 1832; 28 Septcrnbe1-

2 November 1832.

The Un~~arilished
Reiiziniscences of ff.E Fynn

J. Pridrnore
ing the 1830s' and during the 1 8 4 0 ~realising
,
that this information was valuable in
arguing for British annexation he published his collection of manuscripts as The ~~~~l
Papers (Chase 1968). Included in this publication was a lengthy description o f ~ h a k a ,
probably originally obtained from Fynn, but similar to that in Isaac$' 1836 book, Chase
depicted Shaka in the most negative terms, portraying him as a 'South African Attila'
who had
responsible for the death of one million people (Chase 1968:20), Unlike
Isaac&
he did not deploy Fynn as counterpart to
and instead used
F ~ n nas ade~endablesource on the 'history of the tribes' and their helpless position as
fugitives in the wasteland which had resulted from Shaka's atrocities. For Chase, F
~
evidence of the traders' actions in providing patronage for these people under their
collective 'chieftainship' was written, and therefore indisputable proof, that the cornmunities in Natal were in Urgent need of the benefits offered by British rule (Chase
1969:34). Chase's publication represented the beginnings of an official 'settler7
historiography of the Natal region (Smith 1988:14f), just as Donald M ~ ~ d iwork
e'~
T%eRecord had marked the onset of a general South African historiography between
1838 and 1841 (Ross 19933192fl. By the time of the official annexation of Natal in
1843, there already existed a considerable literature on the region's past, many accounts being based directly or indirectly on Fynn's earliest observations in the 1830s.

Colonial Natal 1850-1855: Contextualising the Fynn
Upon his return to Natal in 1852 as a colonial official, Fynn was well established as an
accepted authority on the region. In 1850 Bishop Gray, on a reconissance trip to Natal
had consulted Fynn for information on the African people in Nata18. Gray based his
Own ideas on Fynn on the images propogated by Isaacs and Chase that Fynn had been
a 'chief' over refugees at Port Natal (Gray 1850:88-102). This notion of Fynn as someone who had had intimate knowledge of the indigenous communities in Natal, was, by
the 1850s, a widely accepted concept and it was important in providing a basis for the
way in which he was viewed in the colony. In 1852 Fynn's supposed knowledge obtained him a position as an interpreter for Pine's commission on land distribution in
Natal and his 'evidence' on Shaka's 'devastation' of the reglong became the foundation for the European history of the colony which emerged during the 1850s (Wright
1989:277).

'

NAFP 1,6: Chase to Fynn, 14 November 1834.

~

~

ionton reported in the Grakamstown Journal that Fynn and his fellow traders at
Natal
were
'
~ 'placed (like Robinson Crusoe) out of reach of humanity and its laws'13.

ard]y recognisable as a European ( I s ~ ~ 1936195).
cs
However, during the course of the century the idea of 'going native' became

AFP 3,209: Labouchere to Fynn, 29 July 1853.
Cape Town Gazette and African Advertiser 6 January 1826.
e Grahanzstowr?Jo~croal3 August 1832.

NAFf'2,119: Gray to Fynn, 26 March 1850; 2,122: Gray to Fynn, 27 May 1850.
Proceedings and Report of the Commission Appointed to Inquire into the Past and Present
State of the Kafirs in the District of Natal. 1853 pp. 5f.

ee for example Webb &Wright (1976:277).
AFP 3,219: Daniel Ljndley to Fynn, 27 October 1855; 3,222: Shepstoncto Fynn, 2January

Fynn as someone who was as 'well acquainted w ~ t hthe natlves' as Shepstone (Colenso
1855 21 6) Fynn's unlque knowledge was, for Colenso, that of an expert on the Shakan
per~odand he borrowed Fynn's wrltten notes for hls own publlcatlonl6 whtch Included
materlal on Shaka's 'cont~nualravages' of the Natal reglon (Colenso 1855.1~-x),and
hls behavlour following Nandl's death (Colenso 1855 225-227), accurately recorded
by Fynn who was an eye-witness to these events (Colenso 1855:216) Colenso also
used the ~nformationhe obtained from Fynn for his 1856 Zulu language publication
on the people hvmg in the Natal reglon prior to and during the relgn of Shaka (Colenso
1856.12-24).

Colonial Natal 1855-1860: Producing the Fynn Text
In 1856, Robert Struthers replaced Robert Moreland as Fynn's clerk and interpreter
(Clark 1972: 146). Struthers had spent the four years prior to this appointment in trading and hunting in Zululand (Struthers 1991: 16-21). As a competent speaker of Zulu,
Fynn had no need of an interpreter and later evidence given by Fynn's son to James
Stuart suggests that Struthers' main task was secretarial and that he in fact assisted
Fynn in collating and writing up his notes during 1858 and 185917.Although Struthers'
own hunting and trading reminsences were not published during his lifetime, his career in Zululand from 1852 to 1856 had been successful and he had made substantial
profits during this period (Struthers 1991: 15).
Although hunting and trading in the Natal-Zululand region had changed considerably in the period between Fynn's activiities in the 1820s and Struthers' trips in
the 1850s, it is possible to view Fynn's writing as part of a general nineteenth century
'hunter-trader' literature. Hunting in Southern Africa had, particularly in terms of large
game like elephant, moved beyond the Cape by the 1820s as the 'elephant frontier'
was pushed beyond the borders of the colony (McKenzie 1988:62). As more European hunters ventured into the interior, the 'hunting journal' became a well established
genre in Victorian imperial literaturei8. Stephen Gray has described these hunting texts
as a genre which 'epitomizes the pioneering, frontier-type experience' (Gray 1979:97f).
While Fynn may have recorded the earliest instance of European elephant hunting
from Port Natal, this activity was well-established in the region by the time that Struthers
l6

NAFP 6,60: Colenso to Fynn Junior, 23 March 1880

l7
Killie Campbell Africana Library, Fynn Family Papers, File no. 30104, Extract no. 4, Notes
on the Life of H. Fynn, dictated to James Stuart by Fynn junior, December 1906, p. 8.

l8

Notable examples are Harrls ([1841]1969), Drummond (1875)

work on Fynn's manscripts in the 1850~19.Fynn's description of a Eurod elephant hunt in which sixteen elephant were killed (Stuart & Malcolm
les into insignificance when compared with Struthers' journal where two
hant were shot on an almost daily basis (Struthers 1991:29-30).
evidence collected by James Stuart in the early twentieth century points to
ease in elephant hunting in Natal from the 1820s, resulting from European
d ivory trade from Port Natal (Webb & Wright 1979:144). Fynn, said one
nt was 'the greatest ivory trader' (Webb & Wright 1976: 1l lf). However, later
suggests that Farewell's ivory trade from Port Natal although importantm did
r on any significant scale (Hedges 1978:232-234). Archaeoiogical evidence
ted to the predominance of Delagoa Bay rather than Port Natal trade up to the
all 1987:126f), several years after Fynn left Natal in 1834. Fynn's comment
ka's consternation was great' on being shown European firearms in action
Malcolm 1950: 120) is difficult to conceptualise in the context of considere with Europeans through Delagoa Bay. Even during the 1850s, when the
ululand firearm trade was well-established, Struthers noted that it was relaple for Mpande to obtain arms and ammunition from Delagoa (Struthers
. Oral evidence from King Cetshwayo in the 1880s suggests that Fynn and
peans were important in providing trade goods like blankets rather than firebb & Wright 197819).A final point on the trade issue is Julian Uobbing's
for Fynn's participation in the east coast slave trade (Cobbing 1992: 15-17).
ains contested and there is no coherent material in Fynn's writing to either
t or negate this proposition (Hamilton 1992:42-45).
Fynn, like other Victorian writers on Africa, depicted himself as one of the
uropean visitors to the interior, reporting that on one occasion he sent Afriners in advance of his party to a local homestead 'to guard against causing too
urprise to the people on entering their kraal, for we were declared to be the
opeans who had paid them a visit' (Stuart & Malcolm 1950: 102), the context
enth century literature on Africa, he was one of the majority of literate recordviewed the continent from a narrow European perspective Davidson 1964:36f).
1850s, travellers' accounts had become a curious blend of reality and fiction,
d on a version of Defoe's RoOi~zsonCrusoe (Knox-Shaw 1987:143f) and
reason to see Fynn's (or Struthers') particular travellers' tale as an excepthis trend. Fynn's statement that
ples of hunting expeditions to Natal are Webb (1990:169-175), Hummcl & Craig

verton 1984:17, Campbell to Bell, 10 October 1828

The Unvarnished Renzirziscences of H.F Fynn

Taking mY kaffir interpreter, Frederick, with me, I walked round to the head of the
bay in search of inhabitants; we came across none, though we found several footprints (Stuart & Malcolm 1950:60).
contains the main ekments in Defoe's novel-the loyal 'Man Friday', the uninhabited
beach and the suggestive footprints (Pratt 1989:15-18).
Fynn's account also reflected the 'alien' African context which J.M. Coetzee
and other scholars have described (Coetzee 1988:chapter 1; Wade 1993:l-2). This has
been a consistent theme from the early 1800 and there is a continuity between, for
instance, Barrow's conceptualisation of the 'savage' and innately hostile Cape indigenous communities (Barrow 1802:28) to Burton's 'pallid and sickly green' east African landscape (Burton [I8561 1982: 129) and Mostert's Cape Point which he describes
as a place of 'the greatest loneliness on earth' (Mostert 1992:8). Fynn's description of
the Delagoa Bay hinterland as a place where
fevers and ague prevail owing to the humidity of the air, the wind bringi~~g
with it
noxious vapours rising from extensive swamps (Stuart & Malcolm 1950:47).
can be viewed as belonging to the same category.
In sharp contrast to the inhospitable south-east African environment were Europeans' reports of the treatment they received from local communities. Fynn described
in some detail the way in which a 'native doctor and several women' successfully
treated him for malaria (Webb & Wright 1978:42f). H e also noted that even people
that tended to treat Europeans with suspicion, would never refuse to feed a hungry
traveller (Webb & Wright 1978: 107). Altough later travellers were able to rely on
missionary stations for medical care, hunter-traders during the 1850s also mentioned
Zulu hospitality. W.C. Humphreys, for instance, on his journey through Mpande's
kingdom in 1851, noted that an important headman, Nongalaza ka Nondela, was 'exceedingly kind' to him (Pridmore 1993: 12).
Another thread in Fynn's narrative is his discovery of the wreck of the Grosvenor,
an East Indiaman shipwreck on the east coast in 1782 (Stuart and Malcolm 1993: 100t).
Although there had been information available on this wreck from the Grosvenor 5
survivors since the eighteenth century (Kirby 1953), Fynn stressed his own role in
identifying the site of the remains. Images of castaways were evident in Cape-based
literature from the seventeenth century (Vigne [1748]1993)2l, and the 'discovery' of
shipwrecks has remained a fairly common theme in writing on white exploration of
the interior (Becker 1985:90-102).
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Although much of Fynn's writing can be seen as part of a general nineteenth
y literature on the South African interior, encompassing a number of European
es towards Africa, there is much truth in James Stuart's remark that Fynn stood
' (Stuart & Malcolm 1950:ix). It is Fynn's (or Struthers')
varnishing that has made the Fynn Diary into what Cobbing has termed 'the
ub]ishing disaster' in South African literature (Cobbing 1988:524). I have
estion of Fynn's personal motives in constructing his jourd grant in colonial Natal (Pridmore 1991:24-26). It was
ic images of his own role in Shaka's
ere produced in the context of colonial Natal in the 1850s.
~ l t h o u g hnot published until 1888, specific ideas, in the Fynn text, for instance
of Fynn doctoring Shaka were particularly well received by colonial readers as
blended in with white settlers' own perception of their imperial role (Denoon
:121-125). Similarly, Fynn's negative depiction of Shaka found fertile ground in
eveloping historiography of Natal (Wylie f ~ r t h c o m i n g )It~ ~is. these varnishings
read abuse of Fynn as a supposedly authoritative source,
ularly since the publication of The Diary of Henry Francis Fynn in 1950 (Pridmore
.60-72). A comparative approach within the wide context of nineteenth century
ature on the Natal region seems to offer a more informed perspective.
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Don Quixote, according to Michel Foucault in The Order of Thirzgs, 'writing has
d to b e the prose of the world' (Foucault 1974:47) as it was in the Renaissance,
there is an unchallenged continuity between signs and things, or words and

Flocks, serving girls, and inns become once more the language of books to the imperceptible dcgree to which they resemble castles, ladies, and armies ... (Foucault 1974:47).
ype of resemblance, s o clearly undermined by the deluded hero, tells of distinco t connection. This distinction prompts the observation that language 'now posnew powers, and powers peculiar to it alone' (Foucault 1974:47). In the second
the novel, D o n Quixote is clearly recognisable to certain people who have read
first part, as h e himself becomes his own text:
Don Quixote's truth is not in the relation of the words to the world but in that slender
and constant relation woven between themselves by verbal signs. The hollow fiction
of epic exploits has become the representative power of language (Foucault 1974:47).
e will see in more detail in this essay, words in Pringle cannot be trusted in
to the lived-world of his readers; end-notes are needed to secure them in the
nding, they are not necessarily continuous with the world.
us, as Foucault points out, cognitive emphasis shifts from the value of reto that of difference. O n the basis of this emphasis o n difference, o n disss, and the 'rationalism' it entails, a new conceptual configuration or epistenze
into being. T h e modifications involved that effect knowledge include an ems o n analysis rather than analogy; a displacement of resemblance by comparison
implies a n analysis of aspects of things) and representation (as in the case of
uixote, where romances are clearly seen to b e s o many words, as are, by extenxploits of the knight himself). A final epistemological modification is the
ent of the infinite play of similitudes by the possibility, at least, of 'a com56
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plete enumeration' in the form of a table (such as the tables of genera and species
developed by the natural historians).
It is too simplistic to maintain that Classical rationalism made nature more
mechanical and calculable. There was a mechanism that offered, for a relatively short
period (the last half of the seventeenth century), 'a theoretical model to certain fields
of knowledge such as medicine or physiology' (Foucault 197456). There was also a
mathematicising tendency, 'constant and continuous in the case of astronomy and part
of physics', but only sporadic in other areas. But, according to Foucault, these tendencies should not be confused with the relation Classical knowledge bears to the mnthesis,
or the 'universal science of measurement and order' (Foucault 1974:47), which implies qualitative ordering as opposed to the merely quantitative ordering of mathematics. The ordering of elements in a system depends tipon an analysis of that system, and
qualitative analysis uses a system of signs, not algebra, as an instrument.
If signs are now freed from the world, similitude, although generally ousted,
still plays its part, as no relation of order between two elements can be accomplished
unless some degree of resemblance occasions their comparison (Foucault 1974:67).
Resemblance and sign now respond to one another in a new way. Once the purvevor of
precise marks, similitude is 'now the undifferentiated, shifting, unstable base upon
which knowledge can establish its relations, its measurements, and its identities'
(Foucault 1974:68). From this base, comparisons can be drawn th~-ougha process of
analysis, which culminates in an ordered table of elements.
The goal of Classical knowledge is to achieve the nlatlzesis in its wide sense
as a general science of order, through the table. The table is
a simultaneous system according to wluch the representations express their proxtlnity
and their distance, their adjacency and their separateness-and therefore the network,
wh~ch,outslde chronology, makes patent their kinship and reinstates thelr relat~onsof
order witlun a permanent area In thls manner the table of identities and dlffelences
may be drawn up (Foucault 1974 72f)
As Mary Louise Pratt points out, in Ilnperial Eyes: Travel Writlrzg urzd Tran~culturatiom~,
the prime exemplar of such totalising classificatory systems was Carl LinnC, more
commonly known as Linnaeus. His Systel~znNnturue comprised,
a descriptive system designed to classify all the plants on the earth, known and unknown, according to the characteristics of their reproductive parts. Twenty-four (and
later twenty-six) basic configurations of stamens, pistils, and so forth were identified
and laid out according to the letters of the alphabet. Four added visual parameters
completed the taxonomy: number, form, position, and relative size (Pratt 1992:24f).

Pr~~zgle
Tlze Aestlzetzcs of Emnpzre
wo poles of the general nzntlzesis are taxonomia, the qualitative ordering of comnatures, such as in the work of Linnaeus, and its quantitative counterpart, nzatlzesis,
narrower sense as the ordering of simple natures, which are subject to an algemethod of analysis. Genetic analysis, or, simply, genesis, is at the basis of both
Both human nature and nature are involved in the notion of genesis. They guarthe reciprocal bond' between imagination (a property of human nature) and
lance (an effect of nature). Human nature mobilises the imagination, which, if
rce of disorder and vague resemblance, restores order by duplicating repreatlon, reminds us of the present significance of the ssme representations experiin the past. Nature mobilises 'shifting resemblances and the vague murmur of
tudes', thereby, prior to any order, resembling itself (Foucault 1974:70). On this
nalysis follows two directions. On the one hand, we find an analysis that forms
table of comparisons: the analysis of impressions, of
a non-actual but sirnulta~~eous
reminiscence, of imagination, of memory, of all that involuntary background which
is, as it were, the mechanics of the image in time.
responds to an extent with the analytic of imagination, where the linear time
e n t in representation is transformed into a 'simultaneous space'. On the other

we find the analysis that tells of the resemblance between things prior to 'the
ar redistribution of their unordered similitudes'. This corresponds roughly with

lnclud~ngthe lacunae, the d~sordersthat confuse the tabulation of bclngs and scatter it
into a series of representations that vaguely, and from a distance, resemble one another (Foucault 1974 690

[nlature and human nature, within the general config~~ratioll
of the epistenze, permit
the reconciliation of resemblance and imaginatioll that provides a foundation for, and
makes possible, all the empirical sciences of order (Foucault 1974:71).
e remaidder of this essay will attempt to cast light on Pringle's attitude to
y indicating his relationship with the Classical e~7istenze.If he is morally
his subject, South Africa, he tempers this involvement with a type of
. Foucault's analysis points to the compatibility of such a taxorzonlia with
inative sensibility, or with that access to simultaneous and informing percepuliar to artistic creation.
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If we consider the title pages of ~ r i n g ~ ePoems
's
illustrative of south Africa
we get a clear impression of the tabulatory nature of his project, as hinted in
his title. Exotic people, Strange experiences, animals and places are offered, as in a
catalogue:
Song of the Wild Bushman
The Coranna
The Kosa
Evening Rambles
The Lion Hunt
The Lion and Giraffe
The Hottentot
The Caffer
The Bushman
Slavery
Franschehoek
Genadendd (Pringle 1989:vii-viii).
Reading the poems we find details drawn from life, 'illustrative' of the life around
Pril~gle,and widely inclusive, considering the flora and fauna recounted in his poems.
Thus, in place of a mediating mythology with figures such as Adamastor, which would
stress a continuum of resemblance between Europe and Africa, Africa is, to the best of
the poet's abilities, presented in terms of its own distinctness, as this is expressed in
the differences of its parts. Africa is not anything like Scotland, the locals are nothing
like British shepherds. A sense of analytic discriminative exactitude is evidenced too
inpringle's notes to his poems, which suggests that he takes this tabulating seriously,
Even from the table of contents, then, we obtain a distinct impression of what pratt
(1992:9) calls 'the emergence of natural history as a structure of knowledge, and the
momentum toward interior, as opposed to maritime, exploration', characteristic of the
new e~isteflze,
or unconsciously assumed epistemological frame for ordering the world.
Pratt sees these changes as inaugurating a totalising Europeanisation of the world, and
as thus being indicative of perhaps the most ambitious phase of imperialism. Even to
be antagonistic to imperialism, as Pringle is, is not to escape the gaze of one's own
'imperial eyes', which 'look out and possess', if only by means of an innocent-seeming process of tabulation (Pratt 1992:7).
The Poems comprise the first part of his African Sketches, published in 1834
sometimes refers the reader to this Narrative, which then supplements the other notes,
and like them, sets up a dialogue with the poetry, creating a circle of representation,
where signs refer primarily to other signs. Anything unusual, and because of his desire
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e Narrative. Also, and it is this which helps inform his strongly moral relation to
ver expanding empire1, Pringle still has recourse to infinity; he believes that Chrisity is the basis of eternal perfectibility. Hence we find a concern with the religious
ension of empire, albeit qualified by an awareness of hypocrisy and abuse not at
evident, for example, in Camoens' consideration of Christianity. By ROYCampbell's
this religious dimension has been dissipated by the analytic of finitude, or mateken to its logical (and discomfiting) extreme. Where Campbell must strive to
sh a sacral relationship with infinity, Pringle must strive against the contamiof infinity by the baser aspects of empire.
The Pringle family arrived in South Africa in 1820, as part of Britain's move to
cure the Cape (which she had taken over from the Dutch in 1806) from marauding
s, ~h~ role of the unsuspecting settlers was conceived in classic imperial terms
e Governor of the Cape, Lord Somerset:
The officials, and notably Lord Somerset, the Governor, steeped in the classics, the
only training in sociology then available, thought in terms of the Roman Wall, the
legions being in fact half agriculturalists, k~lfregimental Warriors (Lewis 1971:101).
is colonial attitude was perhaps something of a conceptual fossil. Robinson,
agher and Denny, in Africa and the Victorians (19811, note that colonial expan'was not essentially a matter of empire but of private commerce and influence'.

Exertions of power and colonial mle might be needed in some places to provide OPportunity and to protect. But empire tended to be thought of as an auxiliary, in much
the same way as the liberal state at Home. The main engine of expansion was enterprise. ~ t momentum
s
was attributed to the free energies and aspirations of myriads of
individual Britons in search of maximum opportunity (Robinson, Gallagher & Denny

is so, particularly from mid-Victorian times on, the idea of empire still formed a
op to individual enterprise, with this difference from preceding eras: the emin shifting from state to individual, heightens the sense of constitutive finitude
egins to dominate awareness from the early nineteenth century. As committed as
gle is to 'Home', his reformist tendencies, for example, go against the grain of
ennedy,in 'Continuity and Discontinuity in British Imperialism 1815-1914',notes: '...
alf-century after 1815 the empire expanded by an average of about 100,000square
num' (Eldridge 1984:29).
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local authority, representative of the state. Thus, the freedom of the press, which Pringle
advocated, might contribute to a lowering of public morale. And so Pringle finds himself standing for individual rights, which are not necessarily commensurate with the
good of the state.
Ernest Pereira and Michael Chapman, in their introduction to African Poems of
Thotnus Pringle, indicate Pringle's divided sensibility in a way that gives emphasis to
the thrust of the present essay:
Inherltlng the I cason of the E~llightenmentw111lccatchlng the spirlt of iel~giousrevivahsm and romantlc idealism, Piri~glewas to be attacked by the Tory Goveinoi of
the Cape, Lord Charles Somerset, not only for h ~ 'whigg~sh'
s
propensities, but for hls
revolut~onary(Jacob~n)sympath~es(P~lngle1989 xv)
The 'ieason of the Enlightenment' implies the Classical eputeme 1will argue that thls
eplsteme IS never fa1 from Pringle's perception, rndeed, perhaps hls African expenence ~ o n t r ~ b u t to
e s the sense of distinctiveness attdched to it Like Camoens's stay,
Pr~ngle'sstay in Africa is of lim~tedduration, some SIX years, he also bnn,us to Afrlcd
a very different frame of reference, but departs having embodied something more of
Africa than Camoens was able to do Does this frame make hlm more susceptible to
the world around hlm than does that of the earher poet? 1s the Classical epzsteme better
sulted to a more reflex~veconsideration of empire than the Renaissance epzsteine?
One suspect:, that its atomising tendency leads to a greater regard for specifics and
pecultaritles, w h ~ c hmlght have escaped attention when s~milltudeheld s w a y y h u r
the 'spirit of religious revivalism and rom'lntlc idealism' perhaps gee\ hand In hand
with the 'ieason of the Enlightenment' in Pr~ngle'scase
P~ingle'rPoenz~Illu~trnt~ve
of Southern Ajrlca has as one of its epigrdphs lines
from a ded~catorysonnet by Spenser (1970 412), whlch, however approprlate, tell of
the continuing (if unconscious) swdy of a lingu~sticlmperium, a sway at odds with
P ~ ~ n g l epolitical
's
rentrments It is unlikely that Pr~ngleeven considered the polltlcal
~mplicationslnvolved3,as late as 1928,wtth the publication of Pauline Henley's Spenser
" Pratt (1992 44-52), d~stmgu~shng
between the approaches of Kolb and natural~stsSparrman

dnd Patcrson, notes an Increasing e~nphaslson the dtfference between Kholkhoi culture and the
European p a r d ~ g mIn the latter two wrlters, for Kolb, Khotkho~cultu~esecrned almost contmuous with European culture
As George Nadel and Pe~ryCurtls (1964 9), In the lntroductlon to Irnperialisnz and Coloi~ial(1964), po~ntout 'Because of the existence of Ireland the English were not entlrcly

l~i?z

~unoccntof the colon~~ing
process Men like Ralelgh and h ~ half-brother
s
Sir Humphrey Gllbert
had gamed valuable experience m the technique of plant~ngcolonies on hostlle so11 through
attempts to paclfy the 111sh'
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Ireland, and, in fact, for many years after, Spenser's 'creative and polemical writgs' were 'treated as discrete entities' (Canny in Coughlan 1989:9):

Rude Rymes, the which a rustic Muse did weave
In savage soyl, far from Parnasso Mount,
And roughly wrought in an unlearned loome (Pringle 1989:1)
e other epigraph (in Latin), from Lucretius, refers to the Pierian realm of the
(Lucretius 1951:54), also tells of the continuing sway of a linguistic imperium
nd its trappings, which Pringle clearly considers to be benign, as did the Romantics,
ose politics were similar to Pringle's. Peacock, Shelley, Keats, Thomas Taylor and
ake all invested much in classical culture, but would never have abided the imperial
pansionism with which it is invariably linked in Camoens. But that Pringle travels
the outposts of the empire 'loca izullims anteflrita solo' ('where no foot has ever
d before', Lucretius 195 1:54) without any initial misgivings regarding the rights of
to do so, suggests that h e yet participates in the mind-set of the imperialist.
, h e is soon to qualify his participation in aspects of this mind-set, much to
ance of a local representative of empire such as Lord Somerset, who, apparall he could to prevent Pringle from succeeding in the colony (Pringle
Virtually all of Pringle's poems exhibit aspects of a tabulating tendency. Typiy in his tabulations he evokes taxoizolnia (the logically structured ordering of comnatures, such as in the work of Linnaeus); and he evokes genesis (or ordering
on a simultaneity linked to resemblances perceptible in nature and the mind
h agencies other than logic, such as superficial similarity, and memory). Algh one cannot really isolate taxonomia and genesis, it is convenient to group poaccording to which type of analytical perspective, in my view, predominates.
s, of the first type we inight include his most famous poem, 'Afar in the Desert',
popular in the nineteenth-century, when it was, of course, extravagantly praised
o less a figure than Coleridge, who declared it 'among the two or three most
ct lyric Poems in our Language' (in Pringle 1989:80). We might also include
g of the Wild Bushman', 'The Coranna', and 'The Kosa'. Of the second type, we
'Evening Rambles', 'An Emigrant's Song', and ' ANoon-day Dream'. Space dicthat I deal only with a representative poem of the first type, 'Afar in the Desert'.
'Afar in the Desert' builds upon discrimination and combination, but is not
out recourse to the play of memory. Thus, in the first stanza the distinctiveness of
experience is offset by traces of 'the Past', which lead to a comparison between
and present, but also, by the end of stanza two, an eventual distinct solitariness,
table for recounting the uniqueness of the experience:
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Afar In the Desert I love to ride,
W ~ t hthe sllent Bush-boy alone by my s ~ d e
When the sorrows of 11fe the soul o'ercast,
And, sick of the Present, 1 cling to the Past,
When the eye IS wffused w ~ t hregretful tears,
From the fond recollect~onsof former years (11 1-6)
H e refers specifically to Scotland, his principal key of comparison:
And my Nattve Land-whose maglcal name
Thr~llsto the heart l ~ k eclectrlc flame;
The home of my childhood, the haunts of my pmne,
All the passlons and scenes of that rapturous t ~ m e
When the feehngs were young and the world was new,
L ~ k cthe fresh bowers of Eden unfolding to vlew (11 13-15)
And yet, apart from the vivid 'electric flame', Scotland is conditioned by vague generality and cliche. Pereira and Chapman observe that Pringle was inclined to b e journalistic in his attitudes towards writing (Pringle 1989:xxi), often never moving beyond a
surface facility. However, h e is provoked at times by his African experience to set
aside cliche, and turn to new signs, beyond the reassuring murmuring of repetition and
convention which often plague his verse4. Thus the third stanza of 'Afar in the Desert'
takes o n a uniqueness of its own, where linguistic resemblance (in words from the old
country, such as 'haunt' and 'glen') vies with the distinctiveness of the fauna, arranged
in a sequence that does little more than enumerate. But his table suggests the simultaneity of experience in the African veld, which is not constrained by personal history or
the larger 'historical' sequence of epic narrative, say; if it verges o n science (Pringle is
philologically scrupulous in his use of diacritical marks, for example), the table yet
conveys immediate perception:
Afar In the Desert I love to ride,
Wlth the d e n t Bush-boy alone by my s ~ d e
Away-away from the dwelhngs of men,
By the w ~ l ddeer's haunt, by the buffalo's glen,
By valleys remote where the o n b ~plays,
W h e ~ ethe gnu, the gazelle, and the hart2beest graze,
And the kudri and eland unhunted rechne
By the sklrts of grey forests o'erhung with w~ld-v~ne,
Let ~tbe granted, howevel, that Pr~ngledel~beratelycult~vateda 'very szrnple style' (Prmgle
1989 77)

Prirzgle: Tlze Aesthetics of Empire

Where the elephant browses at peace in his wood,
And the river-horse gambols unscared in the flood,
And the mighty rhinoceros wallows at will
In the fen where the wild-ass is drinking his fill (11.41-52)
is in conjunction with this stanza that w e might first consider Pringle's notes. Again,
iscriminative exactitude is apparent:
The Oribi is termed by Lichtenstein the Antilope Pigmea; but it is not the same as the
Blauwbok of the Colonists, or the Iputi of the Caffers, an animal from nine to twelve
inches in height, which is, I believe, the true Antilope Pigtnaea. Oribi is the Hottentot
name of an antelope somewhat resembling the Steenbok (A. Rupestris), but rather
larger, and of a darker brown colour (Pringle 1989:83).
ote has n o bearing o n the impression conveyed by the poem. It is concerned with
ssification, and seeks to place its subject in the proper niche in the conceptual grid.
ense, the Oribi in the poem becomes displaced b y this grid, o r table, which takes
reater significance than the living creature, emphasising the present centrality of
sentation. Similar notes are found dealing with the Gnu, Gazelle, Hartkbeest,
and Eland. T h e name of this last beast draws from Pringle a disparaging obserregarding inexactitude in the application of a conceptual grid; h e in fact critia type of complacent reliance o n resemblance:
The name of Eland, i e Elk, has been applied to this an~malby thc Colon~sts,fiom
some fancied resemblance to the elk of Europe, In the same mode as many other
names of an~malshave been mlsappl~edby them (Pnngle 1989 84)
T h e following stanzas convey a similar impression of simultaneity; there is
thing much else remarkable in them, although perhaps, stanza four is more successimparting the distinctiveness of the animals:
Afar in the Desert I love to ride,
With the silent Bush-boy alone by my side:
O'er the brown Karroo, where the bleating cry
Of the springbok's fawn sounds plaintively;
And the timorous quagga's shrill whistling neigh
Is heard by the fountain at twilight grey;
Where the zebra wantonly tosses h s mane,
With wild hoof scouring the desolate plain;
And the fleet-footed ostrich over the waste
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Hying away to the home of her rest,
Where she and her mate have scooped their nest,
Far hld from tlie p ~ t ~ l eplunderer's
ss
vlew
In the pathless depths of the parched Karroo (11 53-66)

Prlngle's note regardlng the quagga tells of hls search for a natural slgn5, whlch h e
establishes through a combtnation of words, lf not all natural m o r ~ g l n(nnd 'neigh'
surely IS), then certainly havlng onomatopoetc value
The cry of the Quagga (p~onouncedquagha, or quacha) is very different from that of
e~therthe horse ol ass, and I have endeavoured to express 11specuhar character 111 the
above line (Pnngle 1989 84)
Whlle he assumes the a b l l ~ t yof language to relate to the world, h e must yet offer
gu~dellnesas to the pronunctatlon of hls subject's name
The concluding stanza suggests a temporal relatlon to tnftntty to b e derlved
from the solltar~nessand barrenness of the desett, thts IS the polnt to whlch the s ~ m u l tanelty of the table has been leadlng us, and ~t is something of a cllmax, relnforclng
slmultanelty by evoklng the lnfinlte d t m e n s ~ o nof the dlvlne, w h ~ l eat the same time
lmplylng a Genesls and teleology
And here, wh~lethe night-w~nds round me slgh,
And the stars bum bright In the rmdnlght sky,
As I s ~apart
t
by the desert stone,
L ~ k eElijah at Horeb's cave alone,
'A st111small volce' comes through the wlld
(Like a Father consol~nghis fretful Chlld),
Whlch ban~shesbitterness, wrath, and fear,Saylng-MAN IS DISTANT, BUT GOD IS NEAR1
His Interest In natural language 1s also ev~dencedln a poem for ‘Juvenile Readers', where the
cry of the honey-bird 1s rendered as, 'Clzerr-cherr;cherrz-a-cherc cherr-a-cu-coo l a f ' ,the nolse
of the bees as, 'Boonz-a-boo,foom-a boo, boonz-bonz-a-boo laf'Tlus originary language IS equated
with ~nd~genous
tongucs In one of the conclus~onsof the poem (two exist)
Now thlnk, little dear, as you s ~att your tea,
'Sugar-a-sweet-a-l~psugar-a-boota!'
If thou art a Honey-Blrd, who 1s the Bee?Alas1 the poor Negro-who suffers for thee
In the slave-cultured Islands far over the sea,
Crylng, Clzarazb uloolulal Afric uloolaf' (Prlngle 1989 88f)
f

T h e Missionary simplicity of the final line belies an expression of the rnathesis, or the
'universal science of measurement and order' (Foucault 1974:56), where w e find, s o
to speak, the terms of a qualitative equation: physical absence is countered by spiritual
presence. T h e formulaic neatness of the statement reflects scientific exactitude, but
the sentiment expressed is one of being alienated from human existence, and by implication, the rationalising centre of the nznthesis. T h e imaginative move here is characeristic. Pringle, the tabulator of empire, must also tabulate a religious dimension counter
the imperial urge, while at the same time, as the formula tells, s o clearly a part of it.
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A.C. Jordan's
Talesfrom Southern Africa
Annie Gagiano

e thirteen Tales included in the collection, this reading finds in his re-telling2 of
ese traditional stories a discernible focus on processes of social adjustment, espeally in the overcoming of social crises. In his work Myth irz Africa, Isidore Okpewho
983:69) suggests that
the more 'poetic' a tale is, the stronger is its contcnt of intellectual play and thus its
availability for exploring larger cultural or existential (as against experimental) is-

Jordan's 1940 novel Ingquinbo Yenzinyanya (translated into English in 1980 as Tlze
Wrath of the Ancestors) has a place of honour in 'Xhosa literature. Not at all as well
known is his 1973 collection, Tales from Southern Africa (Jordan 1973a), which he
wrote in English. In the collection of essays which appeared in the same year (Towards nn Africatz Lirerature-Jordan 1973b), Jordan himself wrote that 'the Englishspeaking world knows far less about ["the tales about men and women"] ... [than
about] myths and animal stories' from Africa (Jordan 1973b:4) and he suggested that
the cultural world is looking forjust these and other traditional artistic possessions, of
which South Africa itself has not become aware (Jordan 1973b:14).
In 1990 Noverino Canonici wrote that 'the folktale tradition ... permeatles] not only
literary forms, but all forms of life' (Canonici 1990: 128), though simultaneously acknowledging many signs of the decline of this cultural resource (Canonici 1900: 134136,140f). If it is true that 'cultural identities are formed and informed by a nation's
literature' (Morrison 1992:39), the various strands of South African literature may be
thought of as dangerously or unhealthily detached from the awareness of those who
are non-literate (known to be a large majority of South Africans). Renewed interest in
and use of our folktale resources may be one way of bridging this gap. For, as lsidore
Okpewho insists, 'the mythoporic fancy ... concerns itself with the entire spectrum of
the social universe' and he recognises its engagement with what he calls 'actualities'
as well as 'mysteries' (Okpewho 1983: 114)'. In the following brief discussion of Jordan's Tales (Jordan 1973a) I shall demonstrate how wide ranging and socially pertinent the themes of these stories are.
Without presuming to know the principle(s) in terms of which Jordan selected

I In We Spend our Lives as a Tale tlzat I S Told, Isabel Hofmeyr concludes 'oral literature quite
literally forces scholars to hft their eyes from the page one not only has to confront context as
a very matenal reallty, one also confronts anew the complex 11nks that unlte producer, text,
aud~cnceand the wolld (Hofmeyr 1993 181)
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A good place to begin this brief introduction to Jordan's Tales (most of which
m to have been told to him by women-by 'the widow, Noi'ali'; by his great-aunt

2.Pal10 Jordan) is with the last one in the collection: a hilarious 'Parliament of
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fashion to choose a leader according to the (apparently) perfectly sensible and appropriate criterion of which of them can stay in the air the longest. The story, in Jordan's
handling of it, becomes a brilliantly satirical anecdote, exposing the extent to which a
combination of power-hunger, pomposity and chicanery can turn a neatly hierarchical
and bureaucratically organised situation into a nightmare of competing political groupings and legalistically irreconcilable contestations: Grass Warbler hitches an undetected ride on the majestic Eagle's back and flutters and flips about in the air triumphantly cdter Eagle's return to the earth, with consequent argument, counter-argument, outrage and scapegoating in a display of ambitious power competition. Although
this story is formally one of those animal fables along the pattern of 'Why such-andsuch a creature behaves in such-and-such a fashion' (like the two previous Tales in the
collection: 'Why the Cock Crows at Dawn', 260-262, and 'Why the Hippo Has a
Stumpy Tail', 263-265), Jordan's 'Choosing a King' (2660-in its comparative length
and in the delightful, biting vividness of its portrayal of individual bird 'characters' in
recognisable political roles-is evidently a cautionary tale as enjoyable as it is potentially educational. Is it incidental that this one story has no female characters?
The tale which Jordan placed first in the collection (18-31) is called 'The Turban'-which refers to a woman's headscarf or doek. It is a moving, delicately-told
story of marital love gone wrong, faintly like Shakespeare's Otlzello, but unlike that
play in the degree of emphasis Jordan places on the larger familial and social context
of the tragedy. The story features a younger wife, devotedly loved despite her childlessness. The husband has children by his elder wife and so intense is his passion for
the younger woman that he resists pressure even from her own family that he take
another wife to 'compensate' for her barrenness. When both wives gather honey on an
expedition, the prudent older woman saves some for her children and her husband.
Expecting that his childless wife will have saved even more of the delicacy for him,
the husband is so appalled to find that she failed to keep him any that he gives her a
blow which, to his honor, kills her. Any remaining sympathy for this man (compromised by his petulance, impetuosity or harshness) is seriously undermined when he
proceeds literally to cover up his deed by stealthily burying the dead woman and her
belongings before setting out towards her people where both he and she are expected
at a wedding festival. As Scheub writes,
It is his ab~lityto contlnue wlth Me, allnost as if In a stupor, as lf noth~nghad happened, that invests the story with much of its horror, and whch slmultancously, strongly
s (Jordan 1973a 16)
underscores the love that he had for h ~ w~fe
A favourite with her people, he is nevertheless summoned from dancing and ritually,
wordlessly executed by them when an eerie little bird, a 'form' of the dead wife's
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rban, reveals his guilt to them. But the story is put in a realm beyond affirmation of
stom when it ends with the dead man's arm rising to press the woman's turban to
heart. Fascinatingly, the story indicates the unusual intensity of this passion as
ognised by this society: as both destructive (and punished when it goes awry) and
t finally, poignantly beyond the reach of the customary, outliving even its own proonists. The tale is a fascinating introduction to a group of stories of the type usually
en to have the principal purpose of unambiguously affirming social cohesion and

A tale that in Jordan's telling foregrounds domesticity by showing its disrupon and eventual restitution is called 'Demane and Demazane' (34-54) after the boyd-girl twins who are its chief protagonists. The first part of the story is the wellown 'amasi bird' episode in which the bird who undoes the field-clearing labours of
e parents is captured by the father and ransoms itself in captivity by yielding amasi
his family in a time of general drought. Under peer pressure the twin children break
e father's rule of secrecy and the bird escapes. Terrified of paternal punishment, the
ins flee into the bush, find shelter and set up their own version of domestic cosiness
he 'Rock-of-two-holes', only to encounter a cannibal (or Zim)-from whom they
cape when a mother-bird, reassuring them that they are loved and longed for at
, flies them home to a reception on their mother's best kaross. One might see this
as portraying a restoration to civil ordinariness and social and familial harmony.
~tis noticeable that adventurousness is portrayed as admirable; although it cannot
the amasi bird is lost; the children return home from their camp), it is shown to
been enriching. Like others in the collection, this story foregrounds unusual and
sgressive conduct without merely warning of the inevifability of disaster.
A story with a similar pattern of a family break-up and eventual reconstitution
lled 'Nomabhadi and the Mbulu-Makhasana' (155- 177)6. The first part of the girl
abhadi's life takes place in a village where drought and consequent starvation
killed all thechildren except herself and her two brothers. Jealous of the younger
er's bigger portions, the elder kills him and is himself put to death when his sister
als the fact. The eeriness and stress of the situation is indicated also in the surrealail that everyone here has earlier stopped speaking; the sense of doom is intenwhen the news of the sibling murder leads the other adults to kill one anotherhat murder has severed some final sustaining ideal. Social breakdown culmiyet is offset by the parents' decision to send Nomabhadi off to her prosperous
e while they set fire to themselves and their homestead. Nomabhadi, the sole
th Scheub, who concludes that 'the narrative thus becomes an
oundless emotion' (Jordan 1973a:17).
mpare the r~tsorniScheub prints on pp. 547-55 1 of his book (Scheub 1969).
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survivor of the doomed community, fails to obey her mother's final injunction to look
neither back nor to left or right. Because of this failure her life is invaded and her role
at her uncle's homestead usurped by the nearly-human but repulsive Mbulu-Makhasana
(perhaps a 'recurrence' of the elder brother's jealous greed?). The infiltration of the
family by this new form of anti-social greed is abruptly stopped when its uncontainable
intensity is exposed in a public ritual or test: the Mbulu-Makhasana's hidden and boundup tail bursts out and yanks her into a trough of milk. But not even then is the envy of
this sub-human creature finally defeated, for a pumpkin plant grows nightmarishly out
of the Mbulu-Makhasana's grave and the fruit attacks Nomabhadi while she is being
prepared for womanhood. Once again Jordan's telling of the story emphasizes not
only a need for perpetual vigilance, but for courage, meticulous care and social cooperation.
The tale of 'Sonyangaza and the Ogres' (193-216) similarly portrays the necessity of a rescue-and here, too, its success is not the sole achievement of the dashing
hunter-hero, but comes about partly due to the resolution, spirit and intelligence of
both his abducted twin sister and her little half-caste daughter, with the reunion of the
three as a family group rounding off and crowning the story (215-216), after the defeat
of the ogres.
The tale called 'Siganda and Sigandana' (219-237) is a well known story of
sibling rivalry that turns murderous. Nevertheless, Jordan's telling intensifies the poignancy in especially two aspects: by portraying the brothers as unusually close and loyal
in their tenderly mutual affection and by the strongly empathetic portrayal of the way
the beautiful white cow arouses the more cowardly elder brother's envious desire and
greed. It is unmistakably a novelist's talent which juxtaposes (the younger) SigandanaXs
spontaneous and joyous hymn to the loveliness of the white cow (227: given in both
Xhosa and English versions) with the guilt-ridden, nervy, fevered musings of the elder
brother about this cow (230) (after he has abandoned his sibling to probable death in
order to steal it). The 'happy ending' is deeply shadowed by the earlier brotherly betrayal and the grief (and dismay) it causes both father and brother. What happens is at
the end contained by the wider community, from which Siganda expels himself by
fleeing from impending retribution.
A more troubling and eerie story of social transgression and exclusion is the
one called 'The Woman and the Mighty Bird' (241-248): a tale with distinct emphasis
on a male power structure in the society depicted here and with little by way of individualising characterisation. The story is starkly told: there is, we are informed, a
powerful taboo against going into 'the depths of the forest'[tlhc depths were greatly feared by the whole community, and though no one ever
gave the reason why, the women were constantly warned by the men never to go
anywhere near the tall trees (241).
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woman of the title is, we are told, 'beautiful' and 'young' (241) and the only wife
ng the women who, when during a long spell of cold sufficient wood is harder to
, decides to risk going into 'the depths', where she finds many bundles of readywood, guarded by a fearsome and huge bird-'the mighty bird/Of manifold winde and manifold dewlap' (243), as he announces himself in a song. He allows her to
a bundle of wood on condition that she promises never to say to 'those of Ndela'
)-i.e. her husband's family-that she has seen him (the bird being described in
ally male terms: 'a big tall man'; 'a great bull'; 'a giant bull'-242). She
three times; her husband grows predictably suspicious and when he threatens
1 her unless she tells the truth, she admits to having seen the giant bird-who then
es up to the house, causing the husband to faint in a fright, and swallowing the
an before 'reced[ing] to the depths of the forest' (248). If the function of this story
erely to endorse a patriarchal social and familial structure, as Scheub suggests
-240), there are nevertheless oddities and ambig~litiesin the temporary duration
a secret pact between the woman and the giant bird and in the initial benefit this
ngs. The woman is, as has been said, hardly individualised, though the pattern of
conduct seems to indicate that she represents marital (indeed, 'female') untrusthiness and its rightful punishment. Yet the bird does not seem to have any sense of
e with the human male, the woman's taboo-upholding, disciplinarian husband.
s the story can be read as obliquely recognising the unacknowledged or
wledgeable danger of female adultery in a society that caters for male po(even though this husband has only one wife). This story is mysterious in
's handling of it and, if the woman comes across as sly and manipulative, the
is evidently harsh and unheroic: amongst all the tales this is also the one in
ere is least evidence of social mediation.
The story called 'The King of the Waters' (179-191) forms an interesting count to the 'Mighty Bird' story; Jordan first introduces the ostensible, male hero, the
owned hunter' (179) prince Tfulako, who is denied a desperately needed drink by
rs of a spring. 'The King of the Waters' relents when Tfulako promises him
t beautiful of [his] sisters to be [his] wife' (181). This peremptory though lifedecision is reported when he gets home,
[blut everybody, including the beautiful princess, felt that this was the only offer
Tfulako could have made in the circumstances. So they awaited the coming of the
King of the Waters (182),
gh no-one knows in what shape he will appear. Nkyanyamba, the 'King of the
rs' (182), eventually appears from a cyclone in the form of an inordinately big
ke. He takes up his place as a 'burden round [the] body' of the princess, 'rest[ing]
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his head on her breasts and gaz[ing] hungrily into her eyes' (182)-an evidently phallic and erotic, but threatening and alien presence. This young woman (to whom the
whole focus of the tale now shifts) also betakes herself to 'her mother's people, far
over the mountains' '. As she travels, carrying the python, she expresses her revulsion
and distress in song, to which the snake replies, also in song, proclaiming his worthiness; as Jordan puts it, they journey 'singing pride at each other' (183). On arrival the
princess pretends sexual and social capitulation; on the pretext of needing time to
beautify herself, she confers with her maternal uncle and his wife to make a plan to
save herself. Jordan vividly conveys the shuddering stress of the situation for this
young woman, who yet manages to steel herself to execute the family plot. She goes
back to the snake so well oiled that, when invited to embrace her, the creature slips
down repeatedly and is stunned-she can then go out and lock the door before the hut
is burnt down with the python in it. She is nevertheless not declared free and ready to
return home until she can handle the skull of the snake with casual fearlessness, deciding to take it back as a washing vessel for her brother: a ritual indicati.ve of her promotion in status attained by her courage and endurance in overcoming lingering fears. A
slightly ironic touch at the end is Tfulako's belligerent posture and fierce decision to
'save' the sister who has already extricated herself from the coils of 'The King of the
Waters': the closing song echoes that of Tfulako and his hunters at the beginning
( l g l ) , but changes it to proclaim the defeat of the snake, largely his sister's victory 8,
which is sung of as a communal achievement (191).
Scheub tends to see all the tales as validations of custom; my reading discerns
both validation and interrogation of (some) customary practices in Jordan's telling.of
the stories. The tale called 'Sikhamba-nge-Nyanga' ('She-who-walks-by-moonlight':
252-259) shows how custom can function to validate the abuse or neglect of exceptionally valuable individuals-a wife is neglected for supposed barrenness, but is capable of giving birth to a daughter of matchless beauty; Sikhamba-nge-Nyanga should
not be subjected to the customarily honoured but naggingly selfish demands of a withered old woman, as a result of which the whole community (including her own small
baby) temporarily loses her. This, too, then, is a story of restitution after loss and
exclusion and it shows the need to be flexible, also about 'time-honoured' customs;
here, too, a young girl (the nzpelesi-256) is the unobtrusively daring saviour-figure
of the tale.

' Like Nomabhadi in 'Nomabhadi and the Mbulu-Makhasana' (Jordan 1973x155-177).
Despite the 'ferninisation' of the focus of the tale after its opening, it is interesting that '
princess' is never named, remaining 'Tfulako's sister' (190) to the end.
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The two stories which by their unusually lengthy and detailed unfolding achieve
central position in this collection are placed back to back. They are called 'The
idens of Bhakubha' (57-98) and 'The Story of Nomxakazo' (108-152) and in both
female protagonists are the main focus of attention and reattest profoundly comnal values after social breakdown.
In the land of Bhakubha the princess, the youngest member of a large group of
t two hundred) maidens, is so charming and so much a favourite that she is
ionately nicknamed Nomtha-we-Langa (i.e. 'Mother-of-the-Sunbeam'). The girls
nd their days together and delight especially in swimming in the pools of the river
ch separates their kingdom from the neighbouring one. They make teasing but
rteous acquaintance with the young men of that kingdom, whose prince Sidlokolo
s the young princess as the loveliest among her peers during a playful yet ceremos encounter. At her first menstruation the lively young princess is, however, obliged
undergo custom' (60) during a period of social isolation. Mischievously, she plays
t in order to join her friends on one of their picnic outings and she chooses the
own and feared 'Lulange pool' (61) for them to swim in. Just as they intend
ng this pool to return home, they discover that a slimy monster has stretched out
eir clothes so that they are obliged to beg him to allow them to retrieve their
ing. This creature, too, is explicitly male and described as gazing lewdly at each
dcn as shc makes her request. Princess Nomtha-we-Langa alone, the last of the
ns, scornfully refuses until she eventually 'screwed her face and so shaped it
looked as ugly as the monster's' (65), mocking and defying him-to which he
es by biting her in the thigh. This transforms her into a monstrous version of
hile the 'Slimy One' (65) itself disappears. If the wilfulness and disobedience
rlncess have 'be-monstered' her, the effects also reach far beyond herself: the
scinates because it moves beyond the obviousness of retribution to the diffiesides indicating the protective effects of sexual schooling which members
s culture are required to undergo, Jordan's telling of the story exhibits the faring social consequences of this crisis and the widespread and socially cooperaeffort required to solve it. The story portrays two societies remarkable for the
ree to which their members generously accept responsibility both for themselves
for others (see especially Jordan's depiction of the deliberations of the Bhakubha
The author heightens one's sense of civilisation as the product of
ings and renewed compacts, compensating for human weaknesses and failsocial sophistication exhibited here is demonstrated in the way culprits are
ply expelled or ostracised; a type of containment is still operative. Jordan is
ently fascinated by and interests the reader in the courtesies of the many human
rchanges h e depicts. The maidens of Bhakubha are indeed sent into exile, but are
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given respectable shelter by Prince Sidlokolo of the neighbouring kingdom, while he
himself sets out to fight the monster and to find the princess who has herself been sent
away to an outpost-it seems, partly to punish and partly to protect her from ridicule-by her own father. In Jordan's vivid formulation, 'Sidlokolo and the youths of
his age group ... resolved to get themselves fully involved in this matter' (74). The
situation is nevertheless subtly entangled and difficult. No monster rises from the pool
to the prince's repeated challenges as if to emphasise the atypical nature of the threat
confronted in this story-almost as if to show up the shallower imagining of the typical 'rescuing prince' tale where the monster is defeated in battle or through guile.
Before setting out to find Nomtha-we-Langa, Sidlokolo is warned by one of the grandmother guardians of the princess that 'a rare kind, a deeper kind of bravery' is required
by this situation: 'the bravery to bear agony' (78). He must promise not to try to see
her in her altered state. When he and his braves eventually locate her, he is thus overcome with melancholy. For her part, the princess has to endure the bleakness of her
isolation as well as her sadness with dignity:
She never sees anyone .... The door opens ever so little and a hand and arm, all covered with gloves made of buckskin, stretches out to receive the food .... She walks to
and fro, to and fro, to and fro ... Thnking about home, thinking about the other girts
(Jordan 1973a:82).
She has been ostracised, but her deed caused the expulsion of many other women.
Watching from afar the outpost where the princess is kept, the prince and his companions see a strange, towering wall of white (surplus milk that has welled up out of an
earth pit) and 'just as the first sunbeam of the morning struck it' (92). Nomtha-weLanga plunges into it and with great joy recovers her own shape. Predictably, she and
the prince marry soon after the other maidens are returned home (many of them also
marrying young men of the adjoining kingdom). But far more than a superficial happyever-after fairy-tale, Jordan has drawn the lines of a social growth process possible
only in a healthy and flexibly complex society. Although the miracle of her healing
may be regarded as a lucky accident, there is a sense in which it is the culmination of
the many caring, tactful and committed efforts made by those in the story who love
Nomtha-we-Langa, the restoration of the princess rising-like the milk wall-from
their courage and determination to contribute mutually towards the healing of the
disrupted community. Something of the complexity of the achievement is recognised
in the charming speech of the chief counsellor at the prince's court: 'All your fathers,
grandfathers, and great-grandfathers at this meeting', he tells the prince, 'envy you
this great deed' (96), although he killed neither monster nor enemies.
Scheub's introductory commentary on the last story dealt with in this essay,

A.C. Jordan's Tales froin Southern Africa
he Story of Nomxakazo' ' (108- 152; Scheub's comments 99- 107), is interesting and
ful. This is also a tale of a maiden and of her maturing as it affects the fate of a
ole nation, but this young woman, whose very name brutally recalls the slaying of
n in the battle which took place on the day of her birth (109), is distinctly less
asant and more obviously spoilt than the princess in the preceding story. Intoxid by his victory on his daughter's birth-day (in a battle which establishes him
sputably as the most powerful ruler of the region through the defeat of his closest
al), her father the king rashly vows to mark her maturity by bringing her enough
tle to 'darken the sun' (1 10). His is indeed a distinctly warlike, rapacious societyoint subtly criticised by the tone and terminology of Jordan's opening descriptions
When Nomxakazo duly comes of age, successive offerings of cattle are all met
her smile of contempt (112), necessitating greater and greater devastation of surunding communities to raid enough cattle. Eventually the scouring warriors encounan extremely strange, huge creature, Maphundu (or 'You-of-the-Nodules'), who is
rikingly described as a huge tract of the earth itself (113). Showing no respect for
reat creating nature' lo, they raid his abundant herds of cattle. At last Nomxakazo is
tisfied: the feasting which follows leaves 'thousands of carcasses rotting on the plains'
13). The excess continues until the time for her 'coming-out' feast occurs-but then
Maphundu arrives to take Nomxakazo away in exchange for his raided cattle. Her
ther's military might cannot save her. Maphundu first humbles and disciplines her in
s own peremptory ways and then deposits her in a cave far from her native land. She
she discovers, in the country of one-legged cannibals called the Dlungu-ndlebe'l.
beauty saves her from being eaten by them and yet again she becomes a king's
pered darling until she is so repulsively fat that they decide to eat her instead. But
e prays for rain, and three times the fire is put out, the third time killing the old
nnibal king. Now the Dlungu-ndlebe fear her and let her go.
In hunger and hardship she makes her way home,
begging for food ... among people whose youthful men have been slaughtered ...
homes destroyed ... cattle ... looted, by her father's warriors, to satisfy her father's
vanity and hers (Jordan 1973a:130)
ith an English Iranslation) is recorded in thc Callaway colleclion
Callaway 1868: 181-217).
hakespeare: The Winter's Tale, 4.3.88.
cheub points out (Jordan 1973a:100) the irony that these creatures were formerly exiled by
akazo's people because their cannibalism was considered disgusting and sub-human; these
e proud people have now become more degraded than the cannibals!
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in words which by their bleakness and doom-like rhythm hammer home the cost 0
Nomxakazo and her father's ugly self-indulgence.
She eventually reaches her now wretched home, to be toid by her mother that
'death ha[s] entered this land' (133). So appalled is she now that she asks: 'Who am I
that anybody should pity me'? (135)-and that moment of deep self-abnegation b
gins her recovery and that of her people. If we think of truth and reconciliation in a
shattered land, this tale portrays the slow, humbling process needed to softenthepre
ously mighty before repentance can begin.
In the meantime the son of the rival king whom her father defeated dec
that, although he wants this most beautiful young woman for himself, he will deli
ately humiliate her father by not going through the obligatory marital formalitiesalso an arrogant
- illustration of excessive privilege. Nomxakazo is magically entice
and then kidnapped-but she asserts herself and redefines the situation by consenting
to go to the prince. The abduction becomes a state visit; she so impresses her would-be
captors that one of the prince's old counsellors is moved to declare:

relations-depicted in full and subtle detail. Earlier, the prince had told
nxakazo: 'We thank you for making humans of us' (149). She has also redeemed
d rehumanised her own broken people.
Jordan's Eles have no ring of nostalgia. If they cornmemorate and celebrate a
oud and complex African civilisation to dispel the blind condescension of European
ists, they do also point forward to what a combination of peoples in this land must
iscover and regain in their own rites of passage towards mutual recognition. These
lesfron2 Souther12Afric~rexhibit the hard-won achievements of communities beset
threats from outside as well as from within, constantly driven to redefine humanss. I conclude by citing Toni Morrison:
The ilnagination that produces WOI-k
whch bears and invites rel-cadings,
tions 10 f~lturereadings as well as contemnporary ones, implies a shareable world and
an
flexiblelanguage .... Living in a nation of people who decided that their
view would combine agendas for individual freedom and mechanisms for dev.
astati% racial oppression presellts a singular landscape for a writer H~~ stunning
is the achievement of those who have searched for and mined a shareable larlguage
for the words to say i t (Morrison 1992:xiii).

she has the heart of a human, she has a liver, she is alive in the head ... she ... mean

has . .. left us only the strai
by--the road of custom (Jordan 1973a:148).
to go back to her people still a maiden-She

,,,,

~~t surprisingly, her return home becomes the occasion for a formal proposal of mar
riage with much bride-tribute in cattle-now her own people foresee that once lnar
ried she will be 'a mother to all homeless wanderers' (152). Her role has invert
from the destructive daughter she has changed to the saving parent and leader.
Unlike the typical fairy-tale with its focus on personal Or perhaps also fa
happiness, the author stresses the social, 'national' dimensions of the st
telling embellishes and vitalises a story in which devastation among nations and th
internal rot of greed are overcome in a process of social restructuring '' ;
the story, representatives of both societies participate together in the re-achieve
tesies of 'feasting and rejoicing', their 'mingl[ing]' now that of 'friendly'
The 'Callaway version' or recording of the story (Callaway 1868:181-217) is'
Scheub (in Jordan 1973a:107) sees it as follows: 'Her odyssey leads her to a res
custom which has but one purpose: human relations based on respect and made beautiful
love1,I~ his Foreword, 2. Pallo Jordan (1973a:x)characterizes the aimof the tradition
'the reconciliation of parties rather than the interpretation of points of law'. He also suggest
that A.C. Jordan ( h s father) 'sought to transform the tale into a great collectivesy
whch the African people could be mobilized for social and political change' (Jor
(in Ihe
It seems particularly inappropriate of the folklorist Richard M.
editorial essay, 'Africa and the Folklorist', to the volume African Folklore (Dorso
single out A.C. Jordan as one of those who 'lose sight of the contemporaneit~of folklore'!
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Davidson and

Public opinion has its natural flux and reflux.
T. B. Macauley

I know where there is more wisdom than found in Napoleon,
Voltaire, or all the ministers present and to come-in public
Talleyrand
Church services are held for President Kruger's health. Orchestras in public placcs

a St. Petersburg magazine in 1900'.
The Boers and everythng that is in any way connected with them now attract the
rest of all sections of the public. In a beau monde sitting room, at newspaper

ossible results ofthe Anglo-Boer collision). St. Petersburg, 1900, p. 25.
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Literary Russia and the Anglo-Boer War
This was hardly an uncommon observation for in truth at the turn of the century the
Boers were at the height of fashion in Russia. Pictures of the Boer soldiers and officers
and of President Kruger and his generals appeared in virtually every illustrated magazine on a regular basis. Thousands of articles and many books and booklets were
published about the Boers and the Anglo-Boer War not only in the big cities of the
Russian Empire (such as St. Petersburg, Moscow, Kiev, Warsaw, Tashkent,
Yekaterinoslav, Odessa, Vilnius, Tiflis-now Tbilisi), but even in towns as small as
Borisoglebsk,-a place not easily found on a map.
The volume of these publications was enormous. In Georgia alone, for example, there were so many of them that a special study, 'The Reflection of the AngloBoer War in the Georgian Media', could be undertaken several decades later4. So
insatiable was the public demand for news of the Boers and their challenge to the
British Empire that many magazines and publishers not normally given to coverage of
international affairs hastened to get on the bandwagon. Among the publishers to carry
such articles were, for example, such unlikely enterprises as the Printers of the Staff of
the Separate Gendarme Corps, the Printers of the Turkestan Military District and the
Printers of the Poor Children's Home.
The overwhelming majority of these publications, irrespective of their quality,
were outspokenly pro-Boer. Even the titles were often so partisan that it was hardly
necessary to read the text: Wlzy We Slzould Wislz Mctory to tlze Boers; The 7'rarlsvaal.
Tlze History of its Suffering utzder Britislz Dornirzation; Tlze Boers. The Fight for Freecloionz.
It is impossible to tell how many translations of Boer literature appeared in
Russia at this time. Hundreds of journals and magazines were published in St.
Petersburg, Moscow and provincial towns and nearly all of them were interested in
the Anglo-Boer War. No bibliography of these publications exists and a systematic
search for translatlons, let alone general publicat~onsabout the war, could take yeals
We have looked through many p e r ~ o d ~ c aof
l s the beglnning of the century and dlscovered dozens of literary translations
One would hardly have expected to f ~ n da large survey of Boer songs and poetry In Rusvan at the beglnning of the century, yet there exists an art~cleent~tled'The
Poetry of the Boers", publ~shedIn Russlan m 1901 w h ~ c hhad been translated from a

Tlze South Africaiz War atzd the Russialz Public

e of collected Boer poetry published in Amsterdam in 1898. No full texts were
d and the poems were anonymous since the Amsterdam volume did not give
of the authors, yet the fact remains that as early as 1901 the Russians could
poetry. The national anthems of both the Boer republics were published by
ssian newspapers and journals in prose and verse form6. Pamphlet publicae also available7.
oer prose had come to Russia even earlier. In 1900 one of the most popular
journals published Jacob Swart's story, 'For the Motherland'. The plot of this
melodrama rested on the notion that Paul Kruger, in anticipation of war with
,spent large sums of state moneys purchasing arms in Europe without informgovernment or the Volksraad. The missing funds have to be accounted for, and
persuades a clerk in the Finance Ministry to declare that he should patriotically
ponsibility and confess to having squandered the money.
You must put up with the idea that you will be considered a thief until such
time that we can make our secret public and everybody sees that you are a

etters and first-hand accou~ltsby Boer fighters appeared frequently in Kusary periodicals. Their stories were simple and always touching in one way or
One Boer, taken prisoner by the British, related his dramatic escape from the
ners' camp when he hid himself among the bodies of his dead comrades that were
outside the camp to be buried9. Another, ad officer from the Ladysmith
, wrote of how both the Boers and the British while not making a formal truce,
eously ceased fire during the 1899 Christmas nightlo.
1900, No 3, p 48,50
vetrzore znamla Transvaalra (The Arztlzem oftlze Boers 711e
loured Banner of the fiarz~vaal) St Pctersburg, 1900

wart 'Za iodlnul Rasska~I Z nedavnego proshlogo Transvaal~a'('For the Motherland'
from the recent past of the Transvaal') N ~ v a1900, No 27, p 538

Boer War and its Reflection in the Georgian Media'). (In Georgian). In: Trudy Tbilisskogo
Gosud~rrsfvenrzogoUrriversiteta. Vol. 33. Tbilisi, 1949, p. 97-129.

ng. 'Zhivoi sredi tmpov. Neobychainoie begstvo bura iz angliiskogo plena' ('Alive
Dead. The extraordinary escape of a Boer from British captivity'). Novoie vretnia 4
1902, No. 9397.

Vera Beng 'Linka Burov' ('Lyric Poetry ot the Bocrs') Novole vrernza 27/10--9/11 1901,
No 9213

stvo pod Led~smtomIz plsma transvaalskogo ofitsera' ('Chrtstmas near Ladysmth
etter of a Transvaal officer') Russky llstok 1899, No 353

V. B. Donadze. 'Anglo-burskaia voina i ieio otrazheniie v gmzinskoi prcsse'. ('The Anglo-
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Several books by Boer political leaders were published in Russia. The first of
these, A Century o f Wrong1',and Piet Joubert's 'Message to Queen Victoria', appear
in 1900'2. General Christiaan De Wet's memoirs were published in St. Petersburg
two different translations, both from the Dutch, with Pastor Gillot contributing a pre
ace and commentary to the first translation and supplementing it with additional material. This first translation ran through three editions in 1903 and 190413and the second
translation was published twice, in 1903 and 190814.Kruger's memoirs were also translated into Russian in 190315.As these publication dates attest, the Russian public's
fascination with the Boers considerably outlasted their defeat in the war.
It is hardly surprising that notes by Villebois-Mareuil, the Commander of the
European Legion, should have been published in Russian in 190216but it is, on the
face of it, far more surprising that in the same year the Russian translation of Arthur
Conan Doyle's strong statement of the British imperial case, T h e War i n Sout/zAfrica,
should have appeared". This latter publication did not, however, derive from any beStoletiie ~~espravedlivosti.
Sborrzik materialov po anglo-burskoi voine v Yuzhnoi Afrike ( A
Century of Wrong. Collected nzaterials on the Anglo-Boer War in South Africa). Vol. 3. St.
l1

Petersburg, 1900.

" 72ansvaal. lstoriia iego stradany pod angliiskim vladychestvnnz. Poslaniie
glavrzokomanduiushchego transvaalskinli voiskami generala Zhubera k angliiskoi koroleve (The
f i a ~ ~ s v a aAl . Hisiory of iis s~fleritzgunder British dominatiorz. Message ofthe ComanderChief General Joubert to the British Queen). St. Petersburg, 1900.
[Christiaan De Wet]. Borba burov s Angliiei. Vospominaniia burskogo gerzerala Khr. Deveta
(The Struggle ofthe Boers against Daglarzd Memoirs by the Boer Gener-a1C. De Wet. Tran
lated frorn the llutch original by Ye. N. Polovtsova. Preface, comnzentary and appendix by
Pastor Gillot). St. Petersburg, 1st and 2nd ed.-1903, 3d ed.-1904.
l 4 C. De Wet. Borba za svobodu. Vospornirzaniia o trekhletnei voine burov s anglichanami.
De Wet. The Fr-eedom Fight. Menzoirs ofthe three years of the Boers'war against theEngl
Trarlslated by L. Zhdarzov). St. Petersburg, 1st ed.-1903, 2nd ed.-1908

l5

mand for a less partisanly pro-Boer text. The publication of Conan Doyle's
s subsidised by the British who must have regarded with some alarm the
political implications of the Russian public's pro-Boer passion. But even so
sher could be only found in Odessa, not in Moscow or St. Petersburg.
mong the Russian intelligentsia the British faced an uphill task. This was true
h the greatest figure of all, Leo Tolstoy, despite his pacifist convictions which
ve been expected to preclude him from taking position for either of the prots. Tolstoy followed the events in South Africa closely and made copious notes
m which he then published under the titleAbout the Transvaal War. Just how
ied his household was with these distant events is evident from the frequency
ich his wife, Sofia Andreievna, mentions the subject in her diary. Although
the main proponent of non-violence of his time, his attitude to this war
e been a special case. This is evident from the account by a reporter from
e St. Petersburg papers who visited Tolstoy at the beginning of 1900:
The Count was not willing to discuss his works, but as soon as the Transvaal and the
Anglo-Transvaal war were mentioned, the great old man became animated, his eyes
-'You know what point I've reached?'-he said, 'Opening a paper every morning I
passionately wish to read that the Boers have beaten the British'I8.
Another interlocutor related a similar conversation with Tolstoy:
'I know', he said, as ifapologising for breaking his moral religious principles, 'that I
should not rejoice at the victories of the Boers or grieve about their defeats; after all
ey kill the English soldiers too. But I cannot help it: I am glad when I read about the
efeats of the British, it cheers my soul"9.

majority of popular Russian writers of the time shared Tolstoy's attitude.
iriak strongly denounced the British in his story about the war, 'Eee'. Aluprin entitled his Boer war story, 'The murderer^'^^ the title applying only
h, of course. Nikolai Karazin published several stories about the war, all
emnatory of the British while Vladimir Giliarovsky published a similarly
m 'Thoughts of a Boer P r i s ~ n e r ' ~ ~ .

M~rnuaryKriugera (Kruger 5 Memoirs). Supplenzent to the magazine Vsemirny vestnik, 1903)

l6 [De Villebois-Mareuil]. Atzglo-trarzsvaalskaia voina. Zapiski burskogo gerzerala Vilbua
Mareil (The Anglo-Transvaal War: Notes by the Boer General de Villebois-Mareuil). Translat

e. 'L.N. Tolstoy kak chelovek. Iz vospominany' ('L. N. Tolstoy as a Person. From
s'). In: Gorkovskaia kornnzuna, 17 November 1940.
novosti, 1 January 1901.

from French, St. Petersburg, 1902.
l 7 Arthur Conan Doyle. Voirza v Yuzhnoi Apike, ieio prichiny i sposob vedeniia (The War
South Africa, Its Cause and Conduct). Translated from English. Odessa, 1902.
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slovo, 25 December 1901.
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The war re-animated the interest of the Russian public in the South African
novels of Rider Haggard, Jules Verne, Meyne Reid, Louis Boussenard and other European writers, leading to print runs for these novels which were immense for that time.
Particularly popular were the novels Pieter Maritz-tlze Yourzg Boer from the Transvuul, by the German writer, August Niemann, and Captai~zDaredevil by Louis
Boussenard.
For several years the Anglo-Boer War became the favourite subject of Russian
cheap popular fiction. One such offering, For the Boers! Russian Volurzteers in the
Trurzsvnt~l,appeared as early as 1900,the author choosing the pseudonym, ' B ~ e r p h i l e ' ~ ~ .
The most popular of these popular publications was Rose Burglzer; the Boer Heroi~ze,
o r tlze Gold Prospectors in the T r u ~ z s v a a la~novel
~,
published in series, one booklet in
a colourful cover every week. The genre of serialised fiction was thoroughly in vogue
in Russia at the time. There were endless series about Sherlock Holmes-imitations of
Conan Doyle's stories, and series about Nick Carter, Nat Pinkerton and 'the Russian
detective Kobylkin' were very widely read, even by those who sneered at their quality.
At the turn of the century these serialised novels clearly filled the entertainment space
in society which is now filled by popular TV series and 'soaps'.
'The booklets were produced by different authors, some of them not without a
literary talent, but the fact that they were targeting people without sophisticated literary tastes ultimately defined the manner in which the booklets were written. The names
of the authors were never mentioned perhaps because there were too many of them or
because they were serious writers who wrote these series for money but did not want
to be associated with this kind of literature. In any case it was impossible to find out
who actually wrote the Rose Burglzer series.
The plot of Rose Burgher is more intricate (although certainly more artificial)
than those of Dumas' novels. It revolves around Cecil Rhodes, his second wife-in
the past a poor adventurer-and her daughter, the Boer heroine, Rose Burgher. The
heroes find themselves in the richest houses of Cape Town and Johannesburg, in the
trenches of the Anglo-Boer War, in the deserted mines and on 'death islands'. They fly
air balloons, sail ships and get caught in shipwrecks. However, even this novel did not
consist of sheer nonsense; many historical realities and personalities were reproduced
col-rectly. The authors must have read dozens of books and articles about South Africa,
and certainly not only in Russian. And the style and manner ensured that the reader,
Burofil. Za burov! Rltsskiie dobtavolrsy v Transvaale (For the Boers! Russiatz Volulzleers in
the Tra~zsvaal).Moscow, 1900.
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ould wait with a sinking heart for the next
he would rush to the nearest book shop or
er issue of Rose Burgher2'.

lists, publishers and other representatives of literary circles were not
of Russian society to contribute to the pro-Boer sentiment. There were
articipants in and propagators of the pro-Boer campaign each with their
contributions to the general cause.
onations for the Boers. Albums, icons, books, luxury ediphone records with Russian poems and songs about the

svaal'skaia, Joubertovskaia and K r ~ g e r o v s k a i a ' while
~
Russian
er Pretoria, one in Orenburg near the Ural
of Cronje's imprisonment reached Russia a mass campaign was

11-wishers.After many ad-

oured into it and then the whole community (regiall cups which, when not
ratina. A bratina signified unity and brotherhood,-

nzosti, 9 Decernbcr 1899.

22

Roza Burget; hurskaia geroinia, ili zolotoiskateli v Tralzsvaale. Iionlarz iz alzglo-Durskoi voitiy
(liose But-ghec the Boer IIeroirze, or the (Told Prospectors in the Trutzsvaal. A Novel fronz /he
Anglo-Boer War). St. Petersburg, 1902.

onites are a sect of Protestant Christians widely spread in Ilolland, Germany, France,
, the USA and several other countries.

'3

onite Historian (Canada),vol. X X , NO.3, September, 1994,p. I. We are grateful to
.C. Saunders of the University of Cape Town for this reference.
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Tlze South African War and the Russil~nPublic

the word itself deriving from 'brat'-'brother'
in Russianz8.
Theatres and circuses tried to catch the public mood. The programme of the St.
Petersburg Circus, for example, was based on South African events, and the programme
of the Moscow City Circus was entitled At the lzeights of the Dragorz Mountains, or
the War between the British and the Boersz9.
Business also contributed to the craze and certainly benefited from it. Children
played with new toys which ridiculed John Bull and picturesquely glorified the Boers.
Restaurants, inns and cafks were given South African names and their interior rearranged accordingly. An inn known as 'The Pretoria' was opened in St. Petersburg
near Tsarskoselsky railway station which served the line leading to the upper class
suburb. Even in so small a town as Kozlov an inn known as 'The Transvaal' was said
to be 'doing well'.
Politicians could not but feel the mood. One member of the Moscow City Duma
(Council) wrote in his memoirs:
During the Anglo-BoerWar all the Councillors were united in their indignation agaillst
a
the British and their sympathy for the Boers. The names of Kruger and ~ o t h could
constantly be heard. Events involving the Boers generally and at Ladysmith in p
ticular were sometimes of more interest to the Councillors than the problem of buyin
the city horse tram line .... The elected members of the Duma clubbed together
order a wondcrful gold goblet ... which was sent as a gift to the commander of
Boer army3'.
Central to pro-Boer activities in Russia was the Dutch Committee for the Relief of the Wounded Boers, formed in the first days of the war and active throughou
the war from its headquarters on St. Petersburg's main street, ~ e v s k yProspect.
number of eminent people served on the Committee including the St. ~ e t e r s b u r gar
tocrat, Count P.A. Heiden, the Minister of the St. Petersburg French community,
Crottet, and three big businessmen, G. Heyse, H. Kruy s and Van der Pals. The Head of
the Committee was Pastor Hendrik Gillot, the Minister of St. Petersburg's Dutch'community, who was constantly in touch with Dr. Leyds' mission in the Hague.

The Committee issued regular information bulletins and addressed repeated
eals to the Russian people, starting in October 1899 with an appeal for donations
the Boer wounded. 70 thousand roubles were collected (a very large sum for the
e) in only a month, the money being used to send a combined Russian-Dutch hos1 (the Russo-Dutch Ambulance) of 4 0 beds, to South Africa. By December the
ations exceeded 100 thousand roubles, giving the Ambulance enough funds for six
nths, including return tickets for the staff, and the public were informed that docand nurses from Amsterdam and St. Petersburg were already on their way to
Estimates of total donations raised vary slightly according to the sources used,
t concur on the general level of t h e figures. T h e Moscow newspaper,
skovskiieVedornosti, estimated that in all the Committee had collected 165, 547
bles during the war, with 117, 300 roubles spent on the Russo-Dutch Ambulance
s widows' and orphans' allowances. A further 48,245 roubles were handed in to the
ussian Credit Bank which had opened its own Russian-Boer Fund for the restoration
ined Boer households3'.
The Committee appealed to the leading artists, actors, musicians, composers,
ers and other public figures of St. Petersburg to donate their portraits, pictures,
ographs, paintings and drawings for the cause. This was how one of the best known
to the Boers, the album St. Peter.rburg-tlze Trarzsvaal, came into existence. The
m was luxuriously published and contained reproductions of paintings by Repin,
kh, Makovsky and other world famous Russian artists, as well as portraits and
tures of ballet dancers, opera singers and actors, many of these celebrities supplenting their gifts with warm wishes of success to the Boers. The album-a copy of
ich is housed today in the Stellenbosch University library-also included key docunts of the Committee, together with pictures of its members, and portraits of Presits Kruger and Steyn, the Ambassador of the Transvaal in Europe, Dr. Leyds and
e General Consul of the Orange Republic in Europe, Hendrik M~Ile13~.

e Russian Right Contribution to the Boer Cause

Some of the Russian presents and souvenirs, the bratina among them, are now exhibited in th
Museu~nof Culture and History in Pretoria. The bratina stands in the centre of one the halls with
304 long lists of signatures, beautifully decorated with water colour paintings next to it. Several
books that were among the presents are housed in the Stellenbosch University library.

?8

MOSkovskiievedon~osti,19 February ( 3 March) 1900; Kurier, 1900, Nos. 44-51.
30

ussian public concurred in seeing the Boer struggle against the British as a battle
oskovskiie vedonzosti, 15 March 1904, No. 74.
kt Peterburg-Transvaal. Izdaniie Gollarzdskogo konziteta dlia okazarziia po~lzoshchi
nym buranz (St. Petersburg-Tralzsvaal. P~~blished
by the Dutch Conlrni~eeJorthc Relief

N.I. Astrov. Vospolninaniia (Memoirs). Paris, 1941.
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between David and Goliath but there was often little agreement beyond that for, strange
though it may seem, the Boer cause found sympathisers both among the opponents of
the Russian monarchy and absolutism and among staunch Monarchists.
Russian officialdom played a very active if not the major role in the pro-Boer
campaign. The Anglo-Boer War was boon to the pro-regime circles, not only because
it weakened Britain, Russia's main rival, but because it served conservative domestic
interests as well. Loud expressions of compassion for the suffering of a foreign people
distracted public attention from the issue of social and political inequalities at home.
Moreover, the war served to strengthen chauvinistic trends in the Russian society, a
society in which only a permanent state of excited nationalism appeared to hold out
any prospect of overcoming the tensions stemming from deep social divisions.
In February 1900 the Troitse-Sergiev Monastery sent a gonfalon, religious banner, 'sanctified at the relic of St. Sergy' to the Boers. The fathers thought of sending
'the air that covered the remains of the Saint' as well but 'in view of the dangers on the
way' the air was stored in one of St. Petersburg cathedrals until the end of the war33
This generosity towards the republican Boers did not betoken a liberal consciousness
among the leaders of the Russian Orthodox Church. At the same time that this gift was
being made the Church was excommunicating Leo Tolstoy and declaring him to be
the anti-Christ.
Conservative journalists and writers took pleasure in stressing similarities between the Russians and the Boers, some of them fairly far-fetched, for the Boers were
taken to exemplify many of the values that the government wanted to inculcate in the
Russian people: simple-mindedness, patriarchal devotion to family and community
values, fanatical religiosity and enmity to the wants of the 'depraved' West, for this
kind of mentality was thought to be less susceptible to 'alien' ideas stemming from the
Western democracies.
'The Boers have much in common with the Russians', wrote the most influential Monarchist newspaper, Novoie Vrenzia, at the outset of the war.
First, they, as well as the Russians, are ptedormnantly agitcultu~alpeople inclined,
just as we are, to the extenstve cult~vat~on
Second, the Transvaal is now sufiering
fiom the tnvaslon of foreign capitaltsts,just as Russta The Transvaal u~tlanderswho
are the cause of the war, can be safely compared to the Amertcan, Belgian and Jewtsh
cap~tahstswho overrun our ~0unt1-y~~

Tlze South African War anrl he R i ~ s s i a ~Public
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Another writer in the same newspaper argued: 'We have a lot in common with
Boers). They are muzhiks, fighting against gold mining ~apitalism'~'.
Mennonite is a taciturn, reserved "Boer"', wrote a Mennonite writer, author
t authoritative book on Russian Mennonites, 'apart from the fact that he
re guns or cannons ...'. This author was to publish a complete history of
n Mennonites under the title From the World of the Russian Boers or
e Boers look like our Cossacks', wrote a Russian author M. Protasov. They

tall and perfectly built. They are physically very strong, have remarkable endurance
and are, indeed, indefatigable. An open face with large features, darkish brown hair
and a light brown beard and moustache, kind thoughtful blue eyes-such is the appearance of the Boei3'.
e religiosity of the Boers was always stressed by conservative Russian writof the main features of their character.
he Boer professes Reformed teaching .... It (the Bible) is his only f?iithful friend; to
alone does he open his soul; it alone inspires him to his heroic deeds and to his tnily
hristian life, which leaves even his enemies, the British, in a state of dumb and
respectful amazement,

he conservative Novoie Vreirzia summed up this view:
traightforward religious farmers, who have decided to shed their blood to defend the
edom of their Fatherland will always be closer to the heart of the Sacred Rus3', than
r enemy from time immemorial---cold and egoistic England. Their deep faith makes
e Boers our own brothers4'.
(15) Oclober, 1899.
onite Historian, op. cit, p. 2.

ov. Bury i angllchane (The Boers and the British). St. Petersburg, 1900, p. 20, 27.
sov. Op. cit., p. 26.
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Glorification of the Boers went hand in hand with abuse of the British. 'Th
brave Boer endeavours to protect his independence from the greedy Brit'41,as one o
Novoie Vremia's writers put it. In such monarchist publications liberalism was always
associated with greed and conservatism with honesty. Conservatism was good, liberalism bad. Comparisons between the two, in a manner that was invariably unfavourable to the British, was a staple topic in the pages of the Russian monarchist pres
Virtually every day one could read something like: 'The liberal self-interested Brit
could not stand against the persistent and stubborn resistance of the honest and c
servative Boer'j2, or
The Boers constitute one family, alien to party struggle and any liberal negativi
'They are accustomed to strict discipline, and the elder is a bom and undisputed le
of the junior.
The juxtaposition of conservative virtue and liberal viciousness was situated in
a global context.
The deep hrstorical meaning of th~swar IS that farth, patriotrsm the patriarchal
famlly, pnmordlal tr~balun~ty,Iron disc~plineand complete lack of so-called modem
~ivrllsationhave already become such an invincible force, such a redoubt, betoie
unbeatable Brlti~hbegan to tremble,
wh~ch even the ~ee~nlngly
wrote one conservdtrve Moscow newspaperJ3
Such perspectives fitted easily Into the nssumptlon that Russ~ailconservatls
was actually carrylng the flag of all the forces of progress As one of the editorials
the Novole V r e m ~ uasserted,
As we battle wrthout cease pers~rtentlyagalnst Brltain on the terr~to~y
of the Asia
continent we wage the struggle not only for ourselves, but for humanity We fight for
the victory of the human~truianrnterest ovet the brutal egorsm of the Anglo-Saxon
race44

41
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e loathing of Russian conservatives for this perfidious liberal super-power,
e even in the titles of their books and pamphlets of the time about Britain:
olicy a s a Source of World Tragedies, The Decli~zeof British Political and
Power, Colossus 0 1 1 Clay Feet, O n the question of the Britislz military suyeriome of these publications could claim a degree of respectability but there
y that fed the Russian public with cheap and even racist propaganda. The
ican pamphlet by S.I. Glebov (pseudonym-Gnedich) was one of many exes. Glebov was something of a phenomenon who wrote on any readable topic he
d lay his hands on-in 1900 alone he published about a dozen pamphlets on such
ing issues as Bald St. Petersburg and the Hygiene of Head-Wear: The book useful
aclz and everyone; Hygiene of Lije, o r how to live llurzdreds of years, and so on.
Such an author could not fail to tackle the Anglo-Boer War. In his pamphlet
t it Glebov dealt with England in the most abusive manner he could muster. Enghe wrote, 'is a trading country, and its conscience is of the same nature'; 'we
rstand the feeling of loathing inspired by England', and so on. The Boers, on the
s , generally a very God-lovmg n a t ~ o n " ~
ary, were all 'Orthodox C h r ~ s t ~ a nand
In the eyes of Russian conservatives all means were good means when dein the noble cause of opposition to the cruel West
It is much mole approplrate to join hands with futuie M a n ~ a i and
s ~ ~Gcnghs Khans
and lead them against Europe than to fight for those who deeply hate us and try to
destroy us by hook 01 by crook,
he Novoze V r e n z ~ a ~ ~
s
pro-Boer cdmpalgn as a sponesent t h ~ massive
otion amongst ordmdry Russians This was only
other conservative newspapers were the most
vole Vrenzla collected 40 thououbles, the Sankt-Peterbur,gskl~eVedornostl, 16 thousand roubles, the
uigsky V e ~ t n l k6, thousand roubles, and the M o ~ k o v s k ~ Vedollzost~,
le
5 thousand
rs were clerks, traders, officers and clergymen, that IS,

Ibid 3-15 October, 1899

Nachalo L konets anglo-bur~kolvolny 1899-1900 (The Brglnnzng and the End of the Anglo
Boer War, 1899 1900) St Petersburg, 1900, p 22
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the same social strata who d o m ~ n a t e dthe membership of the Dutch Committee for the
R e l ~ e fto the Wounded Boers In the end even Gillot himself had to admit that only
'very seldom the donations were received from ordinary people'48
But pio-Boer propaganda had an undoubted mass appeal, for t h e R u s s ~ a nchauvinistic interpretation of the Anglo-Boer War was not merely the creation of a narrow
layer of politically conscious Monarchists, but was nourished by mass perceptions of
a more general nature It is, in this respect, worth mentioning a curious document
housed in one of the Kussian archives an anonymou3 letter addiessed to the Foreign
h
and forwarded from his office to the PoMinister, Vladimir N i k o l a ~ e v ~ cLamsdorf,
lice Department The letter, sent from Moscow some tlme in spring 1901, was the
work of severdl people (there are several different hands) at least some of whom were
cleai ly semi-literate, for the rules of grammar spelling are mostly ignored, phrases are
cut In the m ~ d d l eand many words are u n f ~ n i s h e d ~ ~
Thus one ~lnonymousw r ~ t e pleads
r
For one and a half years of the heroic struggle of the Boers, our Government has been
~ndlffercnt,and even by d~plomatlcmeans has not protected the poor wounded heroes-the Boers, thus because of that we ask Your excellency to recclve the Transvaal
Ambassador, D Leyds, durmg the first week of the Lent, and to accept the tormented
Boers under your protection
Another petitioner (in a different hand) threatens:
Don't you see that Russian soclety 1s irritated by Br~tlshimpudence, the second year
al~eady (unlntell~g~ble-AD,IF) If you do not sympathise w ~ t hthe Boers at least a
bit, and do not take any measures to defend the oppressed, then take care, we'll show
you what for Wc'll be conv~ctedanyway, but we'll send you to the better world You
rnlght think that this 1s funny, but there is absolutely nothing tunny here Remember,
last y e a klngs and tsarinas, etc were gathered to thelr fathers Theie wtll be a place
for yo^^ too In the better world Of caul se, you w ~ lnot
l believe thls lette~,and will not
get frightened, but 11 does not matter
Remember Russ~aat the Berhn Congress of 1878, where Beaconsfield and Sal~sbury
jeered at us. What r~ghtdld they have to shout and to break the San Stefano treaty,
A.L. Vitukhnovsky. 'Anglo-burskaia voina v otsenke russkoi periodicheskoi pechati (Russian
Media about the Anglo-Boer War'). In: Uclzionyie zapiski Petrozavodskogo Universiteta,
Petrozavodsk, 1962.
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Gosudastvcnny Arkh~vKoss~lskolFederatsl~(State Aichlve of the Russ~anFederation) Fund
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now is 11 not posslblc to show them, just make a demonstration on the Indlan border,
~fonly you do not want to dance to the British tune, if you don't-you have only to
l there Why have you not recelved President Kruger?
say a word, and everythng w ~ lbe
If you do not receive Mr. Leyds, you have only yourself to thank for the results
Moscow.
Yet another writer exclaims:
Who would have thought that such an obscure land could for one and a half years
fight against the colossus; i.e. David against Goliath; they are fighting for the right
cause, and if you allow them to be wiped out from the earth .... (The letter is cut at
this po~nt.)
One wonders who wrote all this. Drunken students' Intelligent, but no less
e n criminals? T h e authors certainly read newspapers for all the newspaper clichCs
ere-the reference to the 'offenders'-Beaconsfield and Salisbury, and the San
o treaty, the call for a 'demonstration' o n the Indian border, the sacred belief in
ilitary mlght of Mother Russia-just say a word, and 'everything will b e there',
t the same time some quite revolutionary soundlng threats to the government
oever the a u t h o ~ swele, one feels sure that it was such human material as this
h constituted that backbone of Russian chauvinism, the Black Hundreds

cial-Democratic and Liberal Response
opponents of Russian tsarisnl felt that the Boer republics stood for democracy
st Europe's most powerful monarchy. Others denounced Britain for what they
s yet another act of imperialist aggression in the colonial partition of the world.
g the latter was the young and still obscure Vladimir Iliich Ulyanov (Lenin)
article o n the war was published in the first issue of the Iskra, the organ of the
an Social Democrats, in 1900. Although Lenin denounced the role of British
alism in the war, as did the Russian conservatives, his vision of the Boers and of
outh African conflict sharply differed from theirs.
T h e democratic perception of the South African situation in Russia was shaped
e overwhelming influence from South Africa-that of Olive Schreiner.
Even those who have made a special study of Olive Schreiner's work and inc e seem to b e unaware of her huge and early popularity in Russia. Ruth First and
Scott published a list of translations of Schreiner's works into every possible
uage in the world, including Czech, Ukrainian and Esperanto, but d o not mention
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a single Russian translations0,-and yet there were scores of them.
In 1893, for example, Russian translations of Schreiner's story, 'A Dream of
Wild Bees', and of her novel, The Story of arz African Farm, were published in one of
the leading Russian literary journals, Vestnik Znostmnnoi Literaturysl. 'Trooper Peter
Halket of Mashonaland' was published in the same journal in 1897,just a few months
after it appeared in Englishs2; and this was only the first of many editions. Her short
stories, 'Dream Life and Real Life', were also published in Russian at the end of the
last century, and some of these were incorporated into an essay about Olive Schreiner
written by the young (and then unknown) Maxim Gorkys3.
With the outbreak of the Anglo-Boer War the tempo of publication of Olive
Schreiner's work quickened. Her writings appeared in such leading journals and magazines as Niva, Russkaia Mysl, Z/zunzal Dlia Vsekh, Literaturrzyie Vechera, Zhivopisizoie
Obozrerziie, Novy Vek, Mir Bozhy arzl Kusskoie Bogutstvo. In 1900 the Dream L f e
and Real Life stories were published as a book, and in 1904 a second edition appearedS4.Newspapers and magazines kept their readers informed about events in 01ive Schreiner's life and her remarks on a variety of subjects and political issues.
Russian literary critics heaped praise on Schreiner, one of them even comparing 'Peter Halket' to Leo Tolstoi's novels55, while another thought that Schreiner's
' ~ ~ . Life and Real Life'
'sublime fantasies are sometimes reminiscent of D a ~ ~ t e'Dream
was praised for employing 'poetic images comprising the core issues of
and some Russian authors even believed that Schreiner possessed a gift of prophecy
and sometimes called her 'the Cape Cassandra'. What made a particular impression
was that she had warned not only of the possibility of the Anglo-Boer War but also of
its dramatic results. In this connection one magazine even compared her to Jesus him-

'O
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She too preached in the deserfS8.
or the majority of Russian readers Olive Schreiner's novels and stories conheir first discovery of South African realities. They had read novels about
ica before but all of these had been written by European authors who had
ted the country and used it only as scenic background for romantic advenies. Schreiner's realistic approach was a real eye-opener, as even the first
critical essay about her was to admiP9.
ven more important was the democratic nature of Schreiner's interpretation
African problems, with its strong resonance for democratic circles of Russian
entsia. Indeed, among democratic Russian intellectuals not only was Schreiner
d the greatest authority on South African problems and her opinions often
, but effectively they adopted her view of South Africa and of more general
ems pertaining to the South African situation (race, gender, colonialism etc.).
saw Schreiner's descriptions of race discrimination and of the position of Afrias a reflection of the position of their own illiterate and deprived compatriots6'.
No wonder that Schreiner's vision of the Anglo-Boer War was accepted by
democratic intellectuals as their own. Ironically, her book about the war, An
South Africall's View of the Situation, was never translated into Russian, but
xtensively quoted and attracted considerable attention among the reading pubstand against the British invasion of the Boer republics turned her into such a
oine in Russia that Russian newspapers frequently published her pictures alonge of the bearded Boer fighters and leaders, while journalists wrote romantisions of her suffering under the British authorities during the war6'.
though the tide of the pro-Boer sentiment flowed'strong~~
among the demominded Russian intellectuals but there were dissenting voices. For a start,
esses of pro-Boer propaganda did not remain unchallenged Students of St
urg U n ~ v e r s ~ wrote
ty
that.

stnik lnostrannol Ilteratury October 1897, p 19

for example, V Lesevich, 'Ohvlla Sh~einer1 ee prolzvedemla' ('Ol~veSchreiner and her
g') Russka~anzysl 1901, Book VlII
, for example, Zhurrzal dlia vsekh June 1900, p. 767-768
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We all feel sincerely and deeply for the Boers as fighters for independence and freedom. However, we have closer and more crying needs .... Can we, indeed dare we,
forget that hundreds of thousands of our own compatriots are starving in three southern provinces, and that very unnerving news is coming fromTranscaucasia as well?'63

d an anonymous and clever pro-British book, The Anglo-Boer War and tlze RusPress, written, perhaps, b y an E n g l i ~ h m a n ~ ~ .
However, despite reservations, Russian society was seldom as united as it was
s sympathy for the Boers. T h e majority of both the right and the left, the conservand the liberals, the republicans, the Social Democrats and the Monarchists were
oer and anti-British.

Several prominent Russian intellectuals denounced anti-British hysteria. In his
book Three Corzversatior?~the influential philosopher, Vladimir Soloviov sharply rejected militant anti-British propaganda and defended Britain and its culture. Even
Tolstoy, despite his admitted pro-Boer stand, was worried by the fact that more often
than not Russian sympathy for the Boers went hand in hand with hatred of the British.
T h e liberal Vestnik Yevropy was unimpressed by the pro-Boer craze and wro
'We have enough of our own business and troubles of all kinds'64, a view echoed
the Narodnik paper N e ~ l e l i aSocial
~ ~ . Democrats were more categorical:

ussian involvement in the Anglo-Boer War and the emotional engagement of the
sian public with the Boer cause was, n o doubt, a phenomenon in Russian history
h as it was a factor o n the international arena. It has become an integral part of
s nostalgic image of itself at the turn of the century and remained this for many

For Goodness sake! Why worry about the Boers? Think about your own people. Look
at what is going on in the south: there is famine there ...66.

Five decades after the Anglo-Boer War Konstantin Paustovsky, one of the best
sian writers of the twentieth century, wrote:

Priroda i Liudi went even further and attempted to debunk the sacred subject

We, the children, were shocked by that war. We hated the British and felt sorry for the
phlegmatic Boers who fought for their independence. We knew about every battle on
the opposite side of the world .... We were carried away by Pieter Maritz, a Young
Boer from the TransvaaP9.

itself:
Our Editorial Board is often crlticised for lack of sympathy for the Boers. What are
we supposed to sympathise with? With the fact that they beat and have always beaten
the Natives? That they turn them into slaves and use them as working cattle?
they deny these unfortunate creatures even the right to be considered human bei
That, having occupied huge territories, they do not use the land and do not
others to use it, like a dog in the manger? .... Think about it: we know no more about
these 'poor' Boers than about their neighbours, the Kaffirs, the Bechuanas, th
Hottentots, and about others, even less. Isn't, really, this passionate love which has s
suddenly overwhelmed our society really rather funny?67

he Distant Echo

In 1961 a well known writer Ilya Ehrenburg wrote that when the war broke out
st 'wrote a letter to the bearded President Krugqr' and then, having stolen ten
es from his mother, 'set off to the theatre of war'. H e was soon caught and reDon Aminado (pseudonym of Aminad Shpoliansky, a Russian CmigrC journaland writer) a schoolboy at the time of the war, also went 'to help the Boers' together
th several friends. They too did not g o far, of course7'.

Strangely, even the Printers of the Staff of the Separate Gendarme Coi-ps pub-

" K~lrier6 November, 1899.
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Those who were st111 younger played then Anglo-Boer wars in their courtyard\ There was usually a small problem nobody wanted to be British. 'I was a Boer
too when we played In the streets of our village and at the school courtyard', wrote
S a m u ~Marshak,
l
a well known poet and a brill~anttranslator of theEnghsh poetry into
Russ~an~~
Writer Anastasla Tsvetaleva recalled that she and her sister Marina who was to
become famous poet, used up all the stock of paper In the house on drawings of the
a Boers In these pictures looked very heroic, whlle the
Boers and Queen V ~ c t o r ~The
Queen was, on the contrary, quite unattractive. small, fat, with a repulsive big nose
and an ugly crown73.
Anna Akhmatova, the greatest Russlan poet o t the twentieth century, mentioned
the Boers in one of her poems as part of her Image of the beg~nningof the century:
Austere and gloomy .. .
Are Boers with rifles74.
All his llfe Roman Sharlevich Sot, S t Petersburg military histonan, kept the
most preclous treasure of his childhood, a memorial Boer war medal with Pres~dent
Kruger 's portrait
A Kusslan folk song about Transvaal w h ~ c happeared at the beginning of the
~ e n t ~ l and
r y began with the words "l'ransvaal, Transvaal, my country, you are all in
flames" has survived throughout the S o v ~ eera
t and is remembered even today
In 1948 Soviet poet Mlkhail Isakovsky wrote a poem about it, expressing, perhaps, the feelings of many R u s s ~ a n s ' ~
time of
Transvaal, Trmsvaal, my country
How d ~ dit get
To Smolensk land,
How did it enter a peasant home',
I haldly even knew then

At twelveSergci Marshak Soch~nenllav chetyreklz tonzaklz (Collected Work3 112 Four Vol~lnzes)Vol 4
Moscow, 1960, p 526

"
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Tsvetaleva 'Iz proshlogo' ('From the Past') Novy tnli 1966, No 1 , p 8 1

'' Anna Akhmatova Beg vren~enl(The Runrtzlzg of Znze)
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On the wall the pictures of dead soldiers are covered
with dust.
Transvaal, Transvaal, my country, you are all in flames
Carnages, barracks, dug-outs, and w~dow'scheese-cloth
cosiness

And the coupons are exchanged for bread In the mornlng
Through years and partings, ~t rings, ~t aches In me
Transvaal, Transvaal, my country, you are all In flames7'
The Anglo-Boer War must have touched upon some vital nerve in the Russian
society if it proved to be so important to so many different people and has been remembered for so many decades. We still have to understand what it was that made the
Russians during the Soviet era feel so nostalgic about it.
In the history of relations between Russia and South Africa there were two
most important periods of direct contact, direct link. The first was the Russian involvement in the Anglo-Boer War and the second, the Soviet ties with the ANC and
SACP. Politically and ideologically the two seem to be complete antitheses-yet they
are closely interconnected: the second would not take place without the foundation
laid by the first.
Centre for Russian Studies
University of Cape Town
Department of History
University of Durban-Westville
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Preamble
ce this paper was written originally some four years ago, it seems relevant to supa little of its history. My interest in Bhabha came about somewhat fortuitously as a
It of research into the concept of 'cultural translation'; a concept which has bee rather more current, and, perhaps, rather more respectable, now, than it was at
time. Again, the quest which preceded my discovery both of the concept and of
bha was motivated by a need for a theory that would provide ways of reading
ropolitan, mainstream, canonical, European texts side by side with local texts.
is need had its roots in my teaching context: being 'white', teaching 'white' and
ack' literature at a 'black' institution to 'black' students demanded the formulation
at least pedagogical reasons for selecting texts for study, and it seemed important
as now, to step back a little from the more pressing hegemonies of, on the one
heid and the 'South African situation', and, on the other, questions of aesetic value which still seemed to permeate the English academy. The two texts which
d most productive of such formulations, and which, I confess, I drained dry,
Heart of Dark~zessand Mhudi. At the time it seemed an innovative manoeuvre to
le and compare them: and this paper represents the most theoretically developed
lation of the concerns that motivated the manoeuvre. The paper was prepared
for the 1993 Conference of the European Association of Commonwealth
s and Literature Studies, which had the distinction of being the first confere I'd been to abroad in the company of a number of South African colleagues. The
er is itself already a rewriting of earlier ideas; and this re-presentation offers me an
ortunity to test the currency of the theoretical positions I struck then: the somet self-conscious sense of writing back, critically and theoretically, to the European
re which had at last graciously overcome the cultural boycott and opened its culal and academic arms to us.
'
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In his 1990 critical collection, I-Lomi K. Bhabha made the theoretical move of coupling
the concepts of nation and narration: a coupling which I've tried to complicate by
adding the concept of cultural translation. While it is not my intention here to examine
the intricacies of Bhabha's theoretical explorations, I briefly summarise points that
emerge in his introduction to the book and in his contribution to it. Though problematic, this ethnographic concept, in my view, constitutes an interesting paradigm case
of the relations between nation and narration and can be fruitfully studied in terms of
Heurt of Darkness and Mlzudi.
Bhabha's emphasis, in the first place, is on 'nation' as an idea, as a discursive
and cultural construct, as, in his words, 'a system of cultural signification ... the representation of social life rather than the discipline of social polity' (Bhabha 1990:lf).
His theoretical move of studying the nation through its narrative address is thus one
which 'does not merely draw attention to its language and rhetoric: it also attempts to
alter the conceptual object itself', to recognise the 'performativity of language in the
narratives of the nation' (Bhabha 1990:3).
In the second place, the 'incomplete signification' that characterises the 'address to the nation as narration' has the effect of turning 'boundaries and limits into the
in-between spaces through which the meanings of cultural and political authority are
negotiated' (Bhabha 1990:4). It is in such 'in-between spaces' that new critical and
theoretical bases are developing. Says Bhabha (199016):
It is when the western nation comes to be seen, in Conrad's famous phrase, as one of

the dark comers of the earth, that we can begin to explore new places from which to
write histories of people and construct theorics of narration.
If we grant with Bhabha, therefore, that 'English is no longer an English language',
then we should also recognise the 'post-colonial and neo-colonial conditions as authoritative positions from which to speak Janus-faced to east and west', and the onus
that exists, in such conditions, of dealing professionally with local situations that are
themselves defined as liminal and borderline (Bhabha 1990:6).
Granting thus the authority of postcolonial positions, Bhabha comes to a tantalising and somewhat paradoxical conclusion. He says,
there are those who have not yet found their nation; amongst them the Palestinians
and the Black South Africans. It is our loss that in making this book we were unable to
add their voices to ours. Their persistent questions remain to remind us, in some form
or measure, of' what must be true for the rest of us too: 'When did we become "a
people"? When did we stop being one? Or are we in the process of becoming one?
What do these big questions have to do with our intimate relationships with each
other and with others'? (Bhabha 1990:7).
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estions are Said's, and they are cited to represent what Bhabha thinks must be
blematic of nationness for 'Palestinians and Black South Africans'. The paraendered, an alterity which might become apparent if we recall the traditional promice in Africa of linguistic formulations such as ubu~ztu,or the ways in which, in
ican society, the naming of an individual can reflect the renewal of the community.
ecdote from Bessie Head (1981:xxi) describes an instance of such naming:

Rebntho means 'Now we are people'. The grandparents had seen no grandchildren in
the family for a long time. Then a young grand-daughter married and gave birth to a
son. This caused joy and relief to the grandparents.They exclaimed: 'Rebatho, now
we are people again'.
ereservation might justifiably be expressed that it is precisely this 'nationness' that
as been lost to 'Black South Africans', but it is a reservation that would emerge oddly
from the pen of one who is not, I suspect, in a position to advance it with the kind of
postcolonial authority he has himself advocated. It would also emerge oddly from the
f one who has asserted that:
The 'other' is never outside or beyond us; it emerges forcefully, within cultural discourse, when we think we speak most intimately and indigenously 'between ourselves' (Bhabha 1990:4).
t my purpose simply to quibble with Bhabha when I am in substantial agreehich he gives theoretical recognition. And yet the authority with which I advance my
e is a significant one, since it draws on the ethnographic claim of 'being there'
rm is one coined by Clifford Geertz in his 1988 study Works and Lives: Tlze
nthropologist a s Author); the claim of dealing on a daily basis, in my own 'local
on', with the 'Black South Africans' who have, in Bhabha's reading, 'not yet
that directs my interest in Bhabha, and motivates
their nation'. It is this sit~~ation
the theoretical exploration of cultural translation and the comparative application
Bhabha's full-length contribution to his collection is entitled 'DissemiNation:
Narrative and the Margins of the Modern Nation', and it is in this article that I
ms in which to construe my situation: in the recognition of 'the cultural conn of nationness as a form of social and textual affiliation' (Bhabha 1990:292f),
a tribe of interpreters of [the] metaphors [of nation]-the translators of the dissemination of texts and discourses across cultures-who can perform what Said describes as
the act of secular interpretation.
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To adopt these terms is explicitly to declare my allegiances: in addition to being a
white South African teacher of black students I am one who is convinced of the need
to recognise the linguistic and the cultural interfaces that characterise postcolonial
readings of much literature in English (and in other languages as well).
The ethnographic bias of these allegiances might already be apparent: before
exploring them in relation to the concept of cultural translation it seems apposite to
give attention to Bhabha's own consideration of the ethnographic model which might
be seen as informing colonial power. In his earlier paper, published in 1986 and entitled 'The Other Question: Difference, Discrimination and the Discourse of Colonialism', Bhabha offers an analysis of such power that works towards an understanding of
'the processes of subjectification made possible (and plausible) through stereotypical
discourse' (Bhabha 1986:149). In this analysis he asserts that [the]

The ethnographic requires that the field of knowledge-the total social factmust be appropriated from the outside like a thing, but like a thing which
comprises within itself the subjective understanding of the indigenous. The
transposition of this process into the language of the outsider's grasp-this
entry into the area of the symbolic or representation/signification-then makes
the social fact 'three dimensional'. For ethnography demands that the subject
has to split itself into object and subject in the process of identifying its field
of knowledge; the ethnographic object is constituted 'by dint of the subject's
capacity for indefinite self-objectification (without ever quite abolishing itself as subject) for projecting outside itself ever-diminishing fragments of
itself'.

predominant strategic function [of colonial discourse] is the creation of a space for a
'subject peoples' through the production of knowledges in terms of which surveillance is exercised and a complex form of pleasure/unpleasure is incited (Bhabha
1986:154).

f i t was Bhabha's contention earlier that the address to nation as narration attempts to
lter the conceptual object itself, it seems fair to register the ways in which revisionist
ethnography has done so too (and here I draw a distinction between it and the tradiional ethnographic practice which might be seen as constituting a model for colonial
er). Amajor figure in such revisioning is James Clifford who, in a collection entiWriting Culture: The Poetics and Politics of Etlznogra1lhy, makes the radical claim
t ethnographic writings should be recognised as fictions, in the dual senses of havbeen made and having been made up (Clifford 1986:6). He speaks in particular of
exive accounts which

'Colonial power', he says a little later,
produces the colonized as a fixed reality which is at once an 'other' and yet entirely
knowable and visible. It resembles a form of narrative in which the productivity and
circulation of subjects and signs are bound in a reformed and recognizable totality. It
employs a system of representation, a regime of truth, that is structurally similar to
realism (Bhabha 1986:156).
If the production of an 'other' which is 'entirely knowable and visible' is a recognisable feature of colonial power, it is also strikingly characteristic of traditional ethnographic practice. Recognising this, we should recognise also the perilous susceptibility of conceptions of ethnicity to a spirit of ethnocentrism (and its ugly sister racism)
in any study which insists on cross-cultural difference.
This corrective notwithstanding, there remain important reasons why literary
studies should retain-or develop-an interest in the sphere of ethnography. Not least
among these is the substantial theoretical upheaval which the discipline has undergone, in response to postmodern suspicions of grand narratives and reflexive explorations of the literary nature of the narrative activities of the ethnographer.
Indeed it would be doing Bhabha himself an injustice to oversimplify his appreciation of ethnography. He speaks, in the article in Nation and Narration to which
I have already referred, of the 'narrative splitting of the subject of identification [that]
is borne out in Levi-Strauss' description of the ethnographic act', a description which
Bhabha (1990:301) summarises as follows:

have the effect of transformingthe 'cultural' text (a ritual, an institution, a life history,
or any unity of typical behavior to be described.or interpreted) into a speaking
- subject, who sees as well as is seen, who evades, argues, probes back. In this view of
ethnography the proper referent of any account is not a represented 'world'; now i t is
specific instances of discourse. But the principle of dialogical textual production goes
well beyond the more or less artful presentation of 'actual' encounters. It locates cultural interpretations in many sorts of reciprocal contexts, and it obliges writers to find
diverse ways of rendering negotiated realities as multisubjective, power-laden, and
incongruent. In this view, 'culture' is always relational, an inscription of communicative processes that exist, historically, between subjects in relations of power (Clifford
1986:14).
ther than the objectification of the self which Bhabha, following Levi-Strauss, recses as characterising ethnography, Clifford's version is a subjectification of the
ct of study: a deliberate recuperation of the autonomy and intactness of the lanage-culture systems being studied, and, in traditional parlance, being translated.
It has not been my innovation to apply the concept of cultural translation to
arration: I am following the initiative of Robert Hampson in a study entitled 'Heart
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of Darkness and the Speech that Cannot be Silenced' (1990), which is in its turn a
response to the comparison Clifford draws between Conrad and the anthropologist
Malinowski. Yet if we join Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin (1989:36) in recognising

cross-culturality as the potential termnation point of an apparently endless human
lustory of conquest and ann~hilationjustified by thc myth of group 'purity', and as the
bass 011 wluch the post-colonial world can be stabillzed
we might get some sense of the productivity of the concept of narration as cultural
translation.
The use I am making of the concept here is twofold. First, I wish to take up
Bhabha's contentions about 'Black South Africans' by reflecting on the ways in which
the act of cultural translation that takes place in Joseph Conrad's 1902 novella Heart
of Darkne.rs is reversed in the 1930 novel Mhudi, which has been identified as the first
novel in English by a black South African. Subsequently, I wish to position myself, in
the terms Bhabha (1990:293) advocates, as a 'secular interpreter', as a translator of
'the dissemination of texts and discourses across cultures'.
It has been my concern elsewhere to offer readings of Heart of Darkrzess and
MIzudi which seek to reveal their respective alignment on 'two sides of Empire' (Hooper
1992), and which seek to contrast the respective treatment given in them to 'woman of
darkness' and 'mother africa' (Hooper 1993). I will here restrict myself to the positioning of the respective narratives as acts of cultural translation: that is, in relation to
the communities which they evoke and in relation to the Empire of their day.
In the article referred to already, Robert Hampson draws attention to the pressures of audience which are brought to bear on Marlow's act of narration. Citing Benita
Parry, Hampson (1990:26) reminds us that Conrad's
or~glnalconstituents were the subscribers to Blackwood's and New Revzew, an audiencc still secure in the conv~ct~on
that they were members of an lnv~nc~bte
imper~al
power and a superior race
It is Hampson's (1990:26) own observation that:
Comad shows his understanding of the parameters within which he was writing by
mirroring them in Marlow's relations with h s audience. Marlow's audience, like the
readershp of Blackwood's Magazi~ze,is made up of males of the colonial service
class.
Marlow's narrative of Africa is thus predicated on the imperial language-culture system which he shares with his auditors. As Tala1 Asad (in Hampson 1990:26) points
out:
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When anthropolog~stsreturn to their countries, they must wrlte up 'the~rpeople', and
they must do so in the convent~onsof representation alleady c~rcumscribed by the~r
discipl~ne,~nstitut~onal
life, and w~dersociety
has elsewhere drawn attention to the relative power of languages out of which
to which translation occurs, in the first place by citing Walter Benjamin's innction that the translator should (though doesn't often) allow his or her own lanage to be 'powerfully affected by the foreign tongue', and in the second by insisting
at the translator's language is not always willing to 'subject itself to this transformg power'. H e says,
I att~~bute,
somewhat fict~tiously,vol~tionto the language because I want to emphasue that the matte1 is largely sometlung the tianslator cannot deternune by ~ndividual
activ~ty(any inoie than the individual speaker can affect the evolut~onof h ~ or
s he1
language)-that ~t 1s governed by inst~tut~onally
defined power relat~onsbetwccn the
languages/modes of hfe concerned To put it crudely because the languages of Thrd
World soc~et~es-includ~ng,of course, the societies that social antlrropologists have
trad~tionallystudied-are 'weaker' in relation to Western languages (and today, especially to Engl~sh),they are more likely to subm~tto fo~cibletransformat~onin the
translat~onprocess than the other way around (Asad 1986 1570

plicating the picture Asad offers is the fact that the allegiances of the 'translator'
either simple nor clear-cut. Daniel Kunene, for example, who is also by birth a
South African, and whose first language is Zulu, describes the difficulties he
ienced in translating the Sesotho text Chaka into English. Despite an initial decihat his 'first loyalty was to the original', in the end, h e tells us, 'I split my loyalty
ually equally between the donor language and the recipient language' (Kunene
xx). The reason he offers is that:
The translator comes as a k ~ n dof cultural go-between who prov~deshls good servlees
to pass on, as best he can, the benefits of one culture to the practrtioners of the 'other'
culture (Kunene 1981:xix)
rom these problems-the authority of medium and the allegiances of the translait should b e apparent how significant is the question of 'for whom' the transla. Unlike criticism, Asad (1986: 156,159) points out, which, in order to be
, 'must always be addressed to someone who can contest it', cultural transaddressed to 'a very specific audience, which is waiting to read about another
e of life'. And unlike linguistic translation which is 'faced with a specific piece of
course produced within the society studied', the challenge confronting cultural
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translation is the 'meaning implicit in a range of practices' (Asad 1986:16), the silences that must be responded to and interpreted.
It is perhaps the respective responses to silence that most crucially distinguish
the narratives of Heart of Darkness and Mhudi. As Chinua Achebe (1978) has claimed
in a biting critique of Conrad's novel, Africa serves merely as a setting or backdrop for
the story that is Kurtz (as Seidel 1985:86 has put it), and the Africans are effectively
silent. The focus of my interest has been the African woman in Conrad's text, and
particularly the iconic mode in which she is represented. The African woman in Plaatje's
text, by contrast, is the central character around whom the narrative coheres, and a
woman who is defined, in large measure, by her voice. Deriving its power from the
community which sanctions it, Mhudi's voice is nevertheless a distinctly individual
one, and one which I believe reflects both the concerns and the communal positioning
of her writer.
Unlike the complicated frame which characterises Conrad's text, the narrative
strategy which Plaatje adopts is relatively straightforward: predominantly omniscient
with a brief first-person recapitulation given to Mhudi in Chapter 3. The critical attempt to read the novel as the narrative of 'Half-a-Crown', the grandson of the protagonists, is rendered most obviously problematic by the 'padded Victorian style' of
which Plaatje has been accused (by Janheinz Jahn, amongst others, cited in Couzens
1978a) because, in combination with a sophisticated incorporation of images, symbols and structural devices gleaned from oral tradition, it reveals the writer's location
at the interface between two demanding language-culture systems. Unlike Marlow
who represents an alien culture for an audience of intimates in the language he shares
with them, Plaatje is representing his 'own' culture for an 'alien' audience in the 'alien' language.
As the first black South African to write a novel in English, Plaatje thus stands
as a particular instance of the concatenation of the concepts of nation and narration
which concerned Bhabha. A founder member of the South African Native National
Congress, Plaatje travelled abroad both to England and America to plead for their
intercession at a time when extremely punitive legislative measures were being enacted against his people. His decision to write inEnglish, then, (made, as Tim Couzens
1978b:61 has it, without fuss), can clearly be understood in terms of his desire to
represent their cause.
It should also be understood in terms of the two 'objects' Plaatje specifies in
his Preface to the Original Edition:
(a) to interpret to the reading public one phase of 'the back of the Native mind'; and
(b) with the readers' money, to collect and print (for Bantu Schools) Sechuana folktales, which, with the spread of European ideas, are fast being forgotten (Plaatje
1978:21).
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potential loss of his cultural heritage was plainly a keen experience for Plaatje.
yet the problems that confront him in his narrative endeavour are endemic to its
ural translation because it comes so close to the ethnographic act of salvage which
es Clifford (1986: 1120 denounces thus:
Ethnography's disappearing object is, then, in significant degree, a rhetorical construct legitimating arepresentational practice: 'salvage' ethnography in its widest sense.
The other is lost, in disintegrating time and space, but saved in the text .... The recorder and interpreter of fragile custom is custodian of an essence, unimpeachable
witness to an authenticity. (Moreover, since the 'true' culture has always vanished,
the salvaged version cannot be easily refuted.)
laatje's concern with the preservation of oral culture against the inroads of British
ialism, we must, furthermore, recognise two paradoxes. On the one hand, the
ation of oral culture takes place into the medium that is threatening it. On the
her, in inscribing traditional stories Plaatje is effectively abrogating many of the
tions they would have had in an oral culture, not least of which is the delimitation
ccess. His act of c~llturalpreservation, then, impacts back upon the culture it is
king to preserve because he is translating it for an alien readership. In this regard,
tje is very like the character he writes: dislocated out of the community of oral
ure by his education, by his use of English, and particularly by his act of inscripthe voice he attains is an implicated voice, a hybrid voice characterised by the
reticism which Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin (1989: 180) recognise as the 'condiithin which post-colonial societies operate'.
Yet since, in addition to the voice he allows Mhudi, Plaatje succeeds in incorating multiple language-culture systems into his text, his achievement might be
as approximating the kind of polyphony which has been recognised and advod by revisionist ethnographers. In Clifford's (1986: 15) words, again:
As Bakhtin ... has shown, dialogical processes proliferate in any complexly represented discursive space (that of ethnography, or, in h s case, a rcalist novel). Many
voices clamor for expression.
gain, 'as written versions based on fieldwork, these accounts are clearly no longer
e story, but a story among stories' (Clifford 1986: 109).
The questions with which, in conclusion, I would like to return to Bhabha are
se: whose nation? in whose language? for which readers? Given the authority I
ve claimed for my position as a postcolonial critic and teacher, it is perhaps apposite
emphasise the subjectivity of this reading: the texts I have chosen to exemplify
rocesses of cultural translation are English texts because I am English-speaking; my
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interest in Bhabha's comment is motivated b y m y experiences, as a white South African, of black South Africans. T h e differences of which I write are not those of alterity,
but those of multiplicity, and the nationness of which I am myself conscious arises in
the complexly rendered discursive spaces of dialogical processes. I hope these are
spaces which Bhabha himself would deem worthy to explore.

************

This is the point at which the original paper ended. I would, now, like to recur to the
bracketing comments with which this version of it began, because, looking at the
paper with older eyes which have witnessed some changes in the interim, (of both a
sociopolitical and an academic nature), it seems curiously incomplete. I have, subsequently, made filrther studies using the terms outlined above: of Mofolo's Clzaka, of
Lessing's Grass is Sirzgirzg and Rooke's Grove of Fever Trees, even of Coetzee's Life
and Titlzes of Michael K. Part of m y efforts have been directed at incorporating a
theory of reading and readership into the paradigm of narration as cultural translation,
and in doing so I have drawn o n Nkosi's concept of cross-border readers who are
interpellated by the texts they read and which read them. I have also been conscious,
within the defined field of Conrad studies, for example, of the incursions and
reclamations that are being mounted by critics and scholars abroad. O n e cannot simply revert to the parochialism of 'hands off our lit'-tempting as this response might
be. Yet despite m y awareness of the proliferation of postcolonial theory (with which I
battle somewhat vainly to keep up), one of the reasons I feel I speak with more authority now than I did at the time I made these explorations is, perhaps paradoxically, the
confidence of canonicity, in its more positive aspect. To writers, critics and theoreticians abroad who would speak on behalf of the South Africans, black and white, who
'lost their nation', it is much easier in 1997 than it was in 1993 to retort, N o they
haven't! Haven't you heard ...? Haven't you read ...?!
Department of E n g l ~ s h
University of Zululand
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The Afrikaans Farm Novel and
Idealised Sons:
C.M. van den Heever's Farm Novels as
Narratives of the Nation

ideological content of ostensibly innocent fictions of the land written by w h ~ t e
th African writers. Central to his reading of South African (white) pastoral IS his
view of the farm novel as
essent~a~y
conservative , it looks back, usually in a spirit of nostalgia, to the calm
and stablllty of the farm, a st111polnt mediate between the wilderness of lawless nature and the wilderness of the new c~tics,~t holds up the time of the forefathers as an
exemplary age when the galden of myth became actual~sedIn hstory (Coetzce 1988 4)

Carli Coetzee
ding of especially the Afrikaans farm novels of the 1930s focuses on the
thers. In this reading the farm novels pretend to concern a moment
In this paper I argue that in conservative fictions of nation-building, fictions that are
often assumed to make only affirmative use of the particular past they care to remember and construct, there can be found contradictory and more subtly 'progressive'
elements. These are sometimes at odds with expectations of an unsophisticated singularity of purpose. As an illustration I examine the work of the Afrikaans writer C.M.
van den Heever, placing his farm novels within the larger context of his ideas about
the evolution of what he regards as the spirit of the nation ('Die Afrikaa~zsegerlagte',
or the Afrikaans idea).
I take up some of the issues raised in J.M. Coetzee's discussion of Van den
Heever's work in his Wlzite Writing (1988) (without which my own would not have
been possible), but direct my attention differently. Whereas Coetzee reads Van den
Heever's novels as fictions of the attainment of a particular kind of consciousness,
namely the anti-individual consciousness that allows the farmer to imagine himself
part of a collective and timeless husband to the farm owned beyond question, I read
these texts as fictions of the 'Bildung' of individual members of the nation, in a continuous and evolutionary differentiation from the forefathers. Coetzee's reading stresses
the tendency In the novels to hagiographise the forefathers and their ways.
I aim to p a n t out how Van den Heever desiies to show the new generation of
'Afrikaner' men (and, to some extent, women, as I argue in my paper) the way in
w h ~ c hthey ought to differ from their predecessors

The farm novel, the past and idealised patriarchy
With the publication of Coetzee's White Writing: On the Culture ofletters in South
Africa, the South African farm novel was re-evaluated and theoretical interest in the
genre reactivated. Coetzee, making use of some of the insights of the critical literature
on the German Bauernromarz (Zimmermann 1975, Schweizer 1976), pays attention to
Alten~ation4.2 (1997) 114-122 ISSN 1023-1757
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" history' (Coetzeee 1988: 11); time in these novels is the cyclical time of the

e family, of indisputable succession and obedience. The farming family, in
eading, functions as a structure that directs all movement and development

he value of this argument lies in its foregrounding of the ideological under-

s revealing a concealed ideological desire or programme can be discerned in
1 literature on the German farm novel of the 1920s and 1930s, most notably
k of Gerhard Schweizer (1976) and Peter Zimmermann (1975).
Coetzee regards as one of the chief ways through which the farm novel achieves
ical goal (an attempt to naturalise white ownership of the land) the particuof depicting the forefathers. In the novels, he argues, one sees
effoits to buttress Afrtkanei patrlarchallsm in order that a heightened sign~ficance
should be attached to the acts of the founding fathers, to mainta~ningtheir legacy and
perpetuating thcir values 'Illus we find the ancestors hagiographsed as men and women
of hcloic strength, fortitude, and fa~th,and inst~tutedas the originators of lineages
(Afr fanlzlzes) The farms they carved out of the wilds, out of primal, inchoate matter,
become the seats to whch the11 lineages are mystically bound (Coetzee 1988 83)
h generation, argues Coetzee, must re-establish its natural right to the farm; the
lvidual farmer needs to learn to see himself as an embodiment of all those who
gone before him, and whose responsibility towards the land he perpetuates. Thus,
oetzee's reading, the realisation of the self as the 'transitory embodiment of a
eage' is tied to a particular kind of experience of the land that, in Van den Heever's
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fiction, is available only to (male) Afrikaners (Coetzee 1988:87). At the heart of
den Heever's farm novels, Coetzee argues, is the transition from (false and limi
individual consciousness to (true and timeless, because cyclical) lineal consciousn
In this state the farmer sees the meaning of his farm revealed to him, a meaning
supposedly revealed to each new husband-farmer who proves his worthiness o
name and land of his forefathers.
This reading relies on the fiction of cyclicality built into the family name that is
passed on from fathers to sons. Presumably, then, the revelation of the farm as source
of meaning and anti-individual identity must be part of the experience of every generation. Van den Heever's work, contrary to the expectations of a genre that characteristically supports conservative political programmes and the maintenance of
patriarchally dominated family life, exhibits what seems like a liberalising tendency
in this regard. Instead of locating the 'idea of an ordered and happier' time in the past,
these novels attempt their critique of the present through a presentation of an im
future. In many of Van den Heever's farm novels the transformative experie
located in the present generation, which is contrasted favourably with the uncons
and animal-like existence of the forefathers. Van den Heever's texts do not cont
simply the contradictions that are the effect of an attempt at ideological blinding.
aim is not to 'cover and to evade' the instability of the period; instead he wi
exploit and direct the changing fortunes of the nation.
It is to this aspect of Van den Heever's work-my reading of which deviate
from Coetzee's-that I now turn.

The Afrikaans idea
Van den Heever's fictional work of the late 1920s and 1930s, is self-consciously c
cerned with the creation of the new Afrikaans nation, represented in the novels
farming families, especially by the sons who distinguish themselves from their fath
by being more consciously aware of their relationship with the land. The novels are
thus, as Coetzee also suggests, narratives through which Afrikaner (male) identity is
presented as having its foundation in a mysticised ownership of the land. The consciousness of this new generation of sons differs significantly from that of their for
bears, however, who are shown living in a state of unconsciousness. In his reinvention
of the 'Afrikaans' farmer and relations within the Afrikaans nation-family, Van den
Heever emphasises the evolution, rather than persistence, of the content of the Afrikaans
idea.
The transformation that Van den Heever's works are concerned with is, then,
not one that occurs for each generation, but one that is part of the experience of a
particular group. It follows, too, that this group includes all Afrikaners, and not only

he farmers among them-the
for the Afrikaner.

farm stands metonymically for land as the farmer stands

family in Van den Heever's farm novels
e novels written during the late 1920s and 1930s, Van den Heever develops some
f the ideas related to his theory of the Afrikaans idea by means of men who are born
to a lineage which owns the land, but who are initially unconscious of their true
onnection with it. The connectedness to the land is something potentially shared by
11 the male members of the lineage, but Van den Heever is interested in showing how
the new generation is more consciously 'Afrikaans' than their forefathers. Most of his
1s deal with the conflict between the generations, yet more than the relationship
een father and sons is at stake, since Van den Heever aims to show how the new
ration will improve on what has gone before. In many of these novels, set in a
e roughly contemporaneous with their composition in the 1920s and 1930s, it is
d that farms have been in the family since the Trek-an originary moment seemy beyond interrogation (Van den Heever 1928:99; 1930:69; 1935: 178).
Van den Heever's farm novels undoubtedly serve to legitimate white ownerof the land, and in this sense they share the conservative impulse that characterthe farm novel generally. What is interesting in his work, however, is his concern
mproving on the values and ways of the fathers. The nation he wishes to contribis one in which blood is valued highly; yet he chooses to do this by developing
farmer type who is gentler than the stern patriarchs of the past.
With one notable and fairly late (1944) exception, Van den Heever avoids the
of unconsciousness in his narrations. Coetzee has shown that the novels 'display
eloping engagement with the problem' of consciousness (Coetzee 1988:88). One
n for Van den Heever's avoidance of the time of the unconscious forefathers is of
e the problematics of depicting a consciousness that does not articulate itself.
he does choose to write about the unconscious period in the history of the volk,
when the founding fathers are supposed to have lived in an harmonious relaip with the land, however, Van den Heever is faced with one of the implications
e Afrikaans idea, namely its condonation of aggressively acquisitive claims on
d as basis for Afrikaner national language and spirit. Van den Heever wishes,
oetzee has suggested, to preserve in his farm novels a putative
organic mode oS consciousness belonging to a people who, from toiling generation
after generation on the family farm, have divested themselves of individuality and
become embodiments of an enduring bloodline stretching into the mythical past
(Coetzee 1988:6).
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This bloodline connecting the generations is traced through the patriarchal name whic
fathers bestow on the sons, who must prove themselves worthy of it. Crucial to t
propagation of the name and the 'blood' is thus the begetting of sons who can perpe
ate the lineage. Likening the farm novel's end to that of the romantic novel of m
riage, Coetzee argues that the attainment of lineal consciousness, and the awareness
one's status as husband to the land, is its desired 'consummation' (Coetzee 1988:101
The appropriate end to the farm novel shows the individual farmer's conscious e
trance into the line of husband-farmers who have been wedded monogamously to th
land of the ancestors (Coetzee 1988:86).
While the forefathers were similarly wedded to the land, Van den Heever
that they lived unaware of their eroticised bond with the ancestral farm. Many
den Heever's novels are concerned with the moment when this relationship is b
to consciousness-the moment, too, of the birth of the Afrikaans national idea.
shows how, in the unconscious (and less Afrikaans) stage of the nation-family's exi
ence, relations within the family, like the relationship between the farmer and his lan
remained undervalued because unarticulated. The new generation of farmers he
ates are more benevolent rulers over their households and value the ties of blood
bind families together. In this way authority within the household can be legitima
and through it the right to ownership of the land. The threat to the propagation of lin
consciousness is thus significantly located in the farming family's relations amo
themselves, and the wider world is relegated to a position of relative unimportan
In the plots he provides for the previous generations, Van den Heever s
that ties of blood, most often represented in the novels by the love of mothers,
sometimes disrespected. The patriarchs are often concerned with profit, and to t
end they exhaust both the land and their kin. In the narrative that ends with the ma
rlage between a farmer and his land, there IS no positlon for women other than as
glvers to the next generation of sons, who carry the name of the father. Women ha
leave the farm of then- fathers and take on the name of another farm's bloodline.
they have to earn their rightful position within the family, but Van den Heever s
some of these women exhausted and ignored as the husband-farmers misguid
undervalue the organic unit that is the family and its land.
Van den Heever's plots of the attainment of lineal consciousness by the m
farming families, if read as narratives of the growing awareness of these men as
bers of the familial nation, also seem to be concerned with accommodating mo
and daughters-who are present in their role as carriers of 'blood' rather than power
in the new Afrikaner family-nation. The new generation of Afrikaners will includ
and respect the contributions of both men and women; those excluded during the ea
lier phase of Afrikaner identity, it is suggested, were the women members of the fam
ily itself. In a number of his novels, and most significantly in Laat vrugte, Van de
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eever presents, critically, the position of mothers in the previous generations. In the
s of mothers, he writes, one sees
the far melancholy about things that have remained unclear, about an early, passionate adventure, when, far and high, the heart went to pick the pure flower of love (Van
den Heever 1939:25)'.
ower metaphor is more explicitly applied to the early dreams of a farm girl in
other passage, where the destroying force is identifiable as the unsympathetic farmmen of this 'ox-like'2 generation (Van den Heever 1939:26):
Yes, the years have taught her, they have cut more sharply and restrictively across her
life, with heavy, thick-soled boots they have tramped on her existence, they have
erased her dreams like foolishnesses, like spiderwebs, merely covering the
thoroughway; they have pushed everything away, down, lower, towards the earth.
And now she has only her body, her mother's body that has been pulled down by the
years, and her dreams lie trampled on the ground like a flower on the ploughed field,
where it does not belong, where the practical things, hard deeds, reign alone and the
rest is rubbish (Van den Heever 1939:69)3.
his generation of men, all shows of emotion are regarded as 'womanly weakto be countered if one wants to retain mastery. The animal-like fathers treat
bers of their own families as-in a revealing set of nomenclatures-'servant'
n den Heever 1928:8) and 'slave' (Van den Heever 1939:59)5.In Lnngs die grootpad
ie learns about the purifying value of suffering from his rpother (Van den Heever
verre weemoed oor dinge wat onbegrepe bly, oor 'n vroee, dnftlge avontuur, toe d ~ hart
e
e
blom van h e l~efdegaan pluk het
hoog d ~ sulwer

are het haar geleer, dit het skerper en vaster oor haar lewe heen gesny, dit het met
soolskoene op haar bestaan getrap, dit het haar drome soos sothede, soos spinnerakke,
le deurgang versper, weggevaag; dit het alles weggedruk, ondertoe, af, laer, aardc toe.
het sy nog net haar liggaam, haar moederliggaarn wat afgebeul is deur die jare, en haar
e 1C weggetrap in die grond soos 'n blom op die ploegland, waar dit nie hoort nie, waar die
se dinge, harde dade die enigste is en die res bog.
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1928:51), and marries a woman with the same name as his mother, an indication that
not only the patriarchal name and values will be carried on in the next generation.
I-Ienning in h a t vrugte is said to have the gentle eyes of his mother (Van den Heever
1939:220) and grows up to value her and to sympathise with her sorrow.
The value attached to Afrikaner women as carriers of blood, and the need to
include these women in the nation, can be read as a reaction to certain external influences, most notably the opportunities open to young women in the cities. Hofmeyr
notes that the city's employment profile favoured the entrance of young women into
the labour market. The young women who were sent to the city in order to help support their families not only were in a position to question parental authority, but some
ended up marrying non-Afrikaner white men (Hofmeyr 1987:lOO).
An even greater threat to the maintenance of pure Afrikaner womanhood was
that posed by the 'entry of the daughters of the new [Afrikaner] proletariat into the
vice market' in Johannesburg (Van Onselen 1982: 146). In Lungs die grootpad a daughter
leaves her father's farm after the entrance of an acquisitive stepmother; her ruin and
eventual suicide In Durban is emblematic of the destruction of Afrikaner womanhood
by the clty Van den Heever's farm novels emphasise the central~tyof Afr~kanerwomen
(as mothers) to the success of the farming family, this contlibution refers metonymically
to the role of women as the carriers of the values and 'blood' of the nation. When
education for women is advocated in the novcls, this is motivated as necessary in
01-der to deserve and assist a husband (Van den Heever 1928:23,143). In Droogte a
'feminist' character, and the views she expresses are clearly marked as unacceptable
by her anglicised name ('Joey'), her use of English words and the fact that she smokes
(Van den Heever 1930:67). In Croci the 'feminist' character reads books on the pas'
tion of women, as well as 'erotic' literature-an association that is intended to sho
the unworthiness of this un-Afrikaans approach to the woman question (Van den Heev
1933:75).
The farm novel as a narrative through which the Afrikaans nation is imagine
as a community of interlocking families in this respect differs little from the way tha
other nations have invented themselves. Presenting the family as the organic unit withi
which relations need to be reformulated significantly locates important tensions withi
the 'nation' itself, rather than between the Afrikaans nation-family and other 'nations
which may lay claim to the land. Writing at a time when authority within the Afrikaner
family seemed threatened by the possibility of economic and social independence for
urbanised Afrikaner women, Van den Heever is most concerned to include women,
and Afrikaner daughters especially, in his reimagined nation. Thus the protagonists of
the farm novels characteristically learn to respect ties of blood, a value shown being
held by, as well as being represented by, farming women.

The Afrzkaarzs Farm Novel and Idealzsed Sons
The new generation of farmers, conscious of their Afrikaans identity, are often
as more 'feminine' than the forefathers. Not only do they show respect for
of mothers, but they are often educated, and hence able to formulate and
erpret Afrikaans ideals. The stern patriarchs of the novels are not simply
raphised for their strength, fortitude and faith (Coetzee 1988:83); they are shown
esent the outdated shape of the Afrikaans idea. One reason for the choice of
1 men as carriers and interpreters of the values of the nation may well be
den Heever's concern to legitimate his own position as an intellectual articulating
ideals of the volk. The novels also reveal that, for members of the reinvented nan, intellectual abilities will be at least as important as physical strength. Through
racters like Hansie in Ln~zgsdie grootpad, who returns to the farm where his predssors are said to live unconsciously, like plants (Van den Heever 1928: 178), Van
n Heever develops the possibility of a new ideal of (intellectual) masculinity in
ntrast with the sometimes destructive patriarchy identified with the previous gen-
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rdening in
ther Countries':
hoeman, Coetzee, Conrad

ost a century earlier, also makes use of the garden as a trope, but the ideological
conceptual framework employed by Conrad differs considerably from the work of
latter novelists. Although Schoeman in Another Country ([1984]1991) has been
cused of a lack of social commitment, the novel in fact contains a sustained debate
ntred o n the ability of a European language (and consequently its community of

K's labour. Conrad's short story ' A Smile of Fortune' (1912) examines

In all three texts, that which is defined as Other b y the dominating discourse

I shall refer to Saussure's ([I9151 1988: 10) understanding of the signifier and
nified in his lecture, 'The Nature of the Linguistic Sign' as well as to Lacan's
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course' of postcolonial literature using the three texts cited above. Further to this I
shall locate each landscape discussed within suitable literary antecedents. By drawing
on the metaphoric and metonymic meanings gardens have had within certain other
literary genres, Schoeman, Coetzee and Conrad problematise as well as chart the assimilation of the trope of the garden, familiar in medieval and renaissance texts, into
colonial and postcolonial texts as a space and entrep6t.
A language community occurs where the members of a group are agreed upon
the transmission of meanings through language. As Saussure (1915:8) says, 'the meaning of a word exists by virtue of a kind of contract agreed upon between members of a
community'. This contractual agreement through languzge upon the purpose and significance of the European presence in South Africa is examined by Schoeman through
his rendition of the lives and lifestyles of the succeeding waves of colonists in
Bloemfontein. Arzother Courztry (1991) is therefore concerned with the European colonial transplantation into South Africa. The novel contrasts Versluis' journey to 'awareness of Otlzer centres of Self with the fear and inability of a colonial community to
allow for such an awareness (Eliot [1871]1965:243; e.a.).
While the coloniser is prepared to penetrate and exploit another space, the colonial community allows for no reciprocity in its relationship with the land that sustains it. Coetzee (1988) in White Writing discusses the preoccupation white South
African writers have with a landscape that escapes containment within their language.
According to Coetzee, the conceptual and linguistic framework of the colonists suited
the landscape of Europe with its vertical as opposed to horizontal plains. South Africa
with its vast plateaus of desert scrub and long grasses and flat crowned savannah trees
demanded of the European eye, aesthetics and linguistic repertoire, considerable adjustments. It was this challenge to accommodate the land within a suitable conceptual
and linguistic framework that colonists mostly sought to deny. By preferring to re-cast
South Africa through existing ideological and linguistic lenses, the colonists become
prone to fissures, anxieties and difficulties with themselves and the land, evident in
the art and literature of the colonial period.
An example of such a text, although it is not set in South Africa, is Cotirad's 'A
Smile of Fortune' (1912). This narrative illustrates the colonist's problem of accommodating the landscape to his expectations vis-2-vis his treatment of the garden, the
place of women in colonial society, and the representation of subjugated races. The
gardens of Arzotlzer Country (1991) which are located in South Africa, are the symbolic embodiment of the limitations of language used by Europeans in the context of
colonial Bloemfontein-a spring of flowers. The colonist's seeking to belong and problem with articulating the experience of belonging in Africa, is evidenced in the ambiguous physicality of 'literary gardens'.
In other words, by refusing to acknowledge that which pre-dated their arrival,
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colonists establish a contradiction within their psyches. Theirs is a refusal to recise the inevitable process of hybridisation that accompanies a cultural transplantainto another context. This contradiction defines their existence against the eleents, instead of their accommodation to those elements. The garden as a concept is
biguous because it is of necessity a manifestation of cross-cultural fertilisation (in
very sense), and yet is viewed by the colonists as a bastion to shield and nurture them
gainst the encroaching forces of an alien land. A change of ideological optic might
ult in the view of the garden as a gift from the land to the community in need of
uring. But then such a view would collapse the binaries that characterise colonial
ourse and would make nonsense of notions of Self and Other.
In Conrad's short story 'A Smile of Fortune' (1912), the younger Jacobus, a
chandler and owner of an enchanting garden, is ostracised by a community whose
es are based upon the false binaries of Self and Other. Jacobus' elder brother, also
wn as Jacobus, has sown his wild seed across the island, creating a labour force of
-treated mulattos, the treatment and placement of whom are acceptable in the cone p t ~ ~framework
al
of the colonist. But the younger Jacobus however, a result of his
egrading infatuation with a travelling circus woman-who refused to many him whilst
evertheless bearing him a child-continues to suffer condemnation by the islrind's
ecayed French aristocracy for his transgression of bourgeois convention. The wilful
reation of a mulatto caste is therefore not as problematic for this comntunity as the
rth of a white child out of wedlock.
The colonial communities of Bloemfontein in Arzotlzer Country (1991) and of
e tropical isle in 'A Smile of Fortune' (1912), share the refusal to acknowledge the
ther, who may be a bastard, an indigene or a mulatto. Their refusal is belied by the
t that their gardens, the spaces which sustain them, are themselves products of
ss-fertilisation. The 'shared agreement' Saussure speaks of concerning the meanof the word, termed here discourse, is predicated upon racial and gender binaries
ich are as possessive as they are alienating. Schoeman's gardens-those of Hirsch,
German-Jewish storekeeper, and van der Vliet are prime examples-are never
rely ornamental. Their function is that of the Biblical garden which sustains surival, possession of the land and pleasure. 'Keep(ing) Europe alive ... in the heart of
frica' (Schoeman 1991:8), as Mr. Hirsch states, is a defensive stance against the
ptiness and consequent incomprehensibility of the land. This perception of emptiess is false. The emptiness is really an idea of self that is based upon false binaries,
hich as part of a larger discourse, that of patriarchy and racism, is imposed upon the
nd. The garden in such a scheme becomes a means of defence against an existential
security. Mrs. Hirsch, referring to the garden, says her husband 'conjured it out of
othing' (Schoeman 1991:32). The semiology of the garden encompasses all that is
posite to the wilderness (the space, or the nothingness) that Mrs. Hirsch fears: it is
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order against chaos, shade against sunlight, survival against starvation, knowing against
the unknowable and so on. As d e Jong (1988:2) claims in her discussion of Another
Country (1990):
The concept of 'Wl~teexperience' is able only to convey meaning insofar as it denies
and excludes its subconscious links with 'Black experience".
Hirsch's garden, like that of Mrs. van der Vliet, ripples with the sound of voices: the
mistress and the servants, the former fearful and suspicious of the land, the latter in
servitude to the transplanted values of the deferred Centre, which may be the Kassel or
Delft the European left behind (Jacobs 19955).
Ironically the 'nothing' Mrs. Hirsch speaks of, which is the wildness of Africa,
implies a sign, as Saussure would suggest, that cannot be possessed; a space that cannot be translated into understanding. It is everything that falls beyond the 'knowing'
of the garden. Later Mrs. Hirsch speaks of the gardens flourishing as a 'provisional
victory' against a country described as 'an enemy, an inimical being' (Schoeman
1991:33).
The land, to which is ascribed the status of Other, is able to--and in the story of
Versluis does-reclaim its own. With his use of High Dutch, fastidious habits and
bourgeois values, Versluis is the epitome of one who distinguishes between self and
other. In the person of Gelmers, the unsophisticated rural Dutchman, who is also suffering from tuberculosis, Versluis meets his Doppelganger. The realisation that within
the system of fine discriminations (whether based upon language, race or class) there
can be no accommodation with the ultimate Other, Death, is what changes Versluis. To
live and die in peace he must abandon the assumptions, values and perceptions of the
white colonial community in Bloemfontein. The land as signifier within their discourse is able to elude control of, and finally undermine the dominating discourse.
Ultimately we are led to believe that the land has reclaimed its own, in the person of
the terminally ill Versluis:
the unknown land grew familiar and the person passing through could no longer even
remember that he had intended to travel further. Half-way along the route you discovered with some surprise that the journey had been completed, the destination already
reached (Schoeman 1991:311).
Versluis goes out to the land alone, and yet not alone; he is 'embraced' and 'absorbed'
as its own. A complete shift in perspective is evidenced here, now Africa becomes that

' Begrip soos blanke ervaring dra egter net betekenis oor in die mate waarin dit sy ondergrondse
verbintenis met swart ervaring uitsluit ....
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ch is associated with Self and Europe becomes that which is Other and unknown
The postcolonial debate around the trope of gardening recognises that the garn forms part of the semiology of colonial discourse (it is not for nothing that Jan van
ebeeck writes in his diaries of the need to 'plant gardens' for the replenishment of
.C. ships). In Coetzee's (1983) novel, Life and Times of Michael K, the garden is
within the same semiology, but employed to a different purpose. K's garden
etical sign, an undermining and fertile negation of the sterile sandy
of the Cape Town municipal gardens in which he worked before leaving with his
her. In 'A Smile of Fortune' (1912) the garden lies within a coalescence of disourses which evidence patriarchal and colonial strains. Saussure (1915: 10) refers to
'linguistic sign as not a link between a concept and a name, but between a concept
a sound pattern'. The 'sound' garden is a concept which implies reference to the
le discourse of colonisation. The signifier (garden) is the word whose sign is emied in the oasis-like symbol apparently captive in an alien and wild space, and
e signification is the discourse which establishes itself in opposition to that deas Alien or Other.
Nowhere is this better demonstrated than in Coetzee's first novel Dusklands
4), which in this context is used to illuminate the value and difference of K's
en in comparison to the others. Eugene Dawn, strategist and mythologist, annces the abolition of Man's relationship with mother earth. Dawn's proposal, sinrly similar to Kurtz's 'exterminate the brutes', and reminiscent of Nazism's 'final
ution', insists on the complete sterilisation and poisoning of the Vietnamese 'earth'.
ot only is his repugnance against the sons of the (Mother) soil revealed in his trea, but more importantly in his understanding of his sexuality:
My life ... has become a continual battle to keep my polse of mind aganst her [his
wife's] hysterical assaults and the pressures of my enemy body (Coetzee 1974:8;

lly, Dawn's belief is encapsulated in his advocacy of the Athena myth:
We have the capac~tyto breed out of our own head ... our future belongs not to the
earth but to the stars (Coetzee 1974:31).
e horrific outcome of Dawn's internalisation of that myth is portrayed in his subseuent breakdown and his mutilation of his son; effectively Dawn becomes a fragd and self-alienated being, the Chronos figure who devours his own seed. In
his end portrays the consequences of betrayal of the relationship between earth
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Reading the sign through its possibilities of signification enables the reader to
find beneath its enigma, as Genette (1988:76) observes, a question which refers to the
assumptions and fears that surround and seek to know that sign: 'the inimical being'
(the untamed wilderness). Critically this realisation brings forward the acknowledgement that within the discourse of binaries, possession is also dispossession, inclusion
can also mean exclusion and potentially, Self may well mean Other.
The Life & Times of Michael K (1983) re-affirms that bond between the soil
and the life it brings forth. Here the ashes of his mother and the sustenance of the soil
affirm K's life, both physically and spiritually, between the fences of competing discourses. Coetzee implies a perpetual state of conflict between these two discourses:
while we are aware of the discourse of oppression, the discourse of resistance forms a
powerful, but implied presence in the novel. Both discourses define the soil as a subject and sign to be known, possessed and regulated. Lacan's discussion of the signifier
and the signified when applied to our analysis is particularly helpful as it makes the
problematic nature of the garden as sign less resistant to interpretation. 'There is', he
suggests, 'a perpetual sliding of the signified under the signifier' (Lacan [I95711988:87).
If Hirsch's garden in Al~otlzerCountry (1991) is the European interpretation and translation of Africa as well as embodying colonial discourse, then it may also be validly
claimed that the symbolic act of gardening becomes metonymic of the act of naming.
In other words cultivation becomes the physical embodiment of a language's attempting to affix a single meaning to the land, thereby coming to 'know' it. This is clearly
not the case in LI& & Tinzes of Michael K(1983), where K's relationship with the land
is not one of overlordship, but rather of symbiosis.
In fact what Lacan (1988:85) views as the signifier's intrusion into the signified makes us question the very place of that signifier in reality. Mrs. Hirsch's oblique
reference to the 'provisional' and therefore temporary nature of the garden and its
ability in collusion with the land to defy its European interpretation comes to mind. If
meaning is contingent, then this is evidenced in K's garden which is initially unrecognised as a garden by the opposing discourses of the State and the Resistance fighters.
K's answers to the soldiers' interrogations as to the nature and purpose of his plot are
remarkable for their ability to elude committal to either of the factions who criss-cross
the former Visagie lands:
'I'm not what you thlnk', he said, 'I was slceplng and you woke me, that's all'. They
[the soldlersj gave no slgn of understanding (Coetzee 1983.123)

The crucial lesson K must learn, and does learn on the Visagie farm, is not to become
accustomed to possessing the land (as colonial-capitalist discourse would have it):
'Whatever I have returned for, it is not to live as the Visagies lived ... the worst mis-
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f the young Visagie's discourse, K abandons the land and the seedlings. He must

native, this type of writing, as described by Ndebele, became maimed and stunted.
Michael K represents an effort to be non-binary, non-oppositional and yet to

ing' claims that in Michael K, 'freedom is defined negatively: it is to be out of all
camps at the same time', but this is not the point Coetzee makes regarding the
dious nature of ideological camps. These camps destroy those within and seek to
stroy those without.

h Africa. In the painful and bloodied process of negotiating the emergence of a
discourse the 'incessant sliding' of the signified under the signifier takes place.

iscourses the land is vital to the process of birth.
Concurrently Coetzee implies a connection between the interregnunz and its
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soldiers' harassment of K, their attempts to extract information and thereby extinguish
resistance to state dominion. Or alternatively there are the attempts of the liberal doctor to elicit K's story, hoping for a place for himself and for K in the as yet uncertain
future.
If Coetzee located Life & Times of Michael K (1983) in the future, in an interreg~zut~i
between eras, did Schoeman not for comparable reasons position his narrative
a century before the successive years of Emergency and Isolation? If one text portrays
the birth and the other the death of an epoch, both essentially with similar recognitions
and concerns, how can Schoeman's Another Country (1991) be dismissed by de Jong
as irrelevant and lacking in social commitment? Not only does Another Country (1991)
demonstrate the inherent self-destructiveness of colonial discourse, but also the potential of those 'between the fences' to anticipate an alternative which acknowledges
that real belonging must mean the collapse of artificial binaries which alienate people
from each other and the land.
Adele Scheffler, the crippled sister of the young Lutheran pastor in Bloemfontein,
and guide to Versluis' awakening soul, is one who refuses the inappropriate European
colonial translation of the African landscape. Marginalised in the community because
of her deformity and gender, she nevertheless sees the need 'to give the silence a
voice' (Schoeman 1991:200) on its own terms and not through the use of German or
High Dutch which she views as irrelevant (if not damaging) to the South African
landscape. The cultivation of flowers, the neatly tended vegetable rows and swept
pathways of Hirsch's and van der Vliet's gardens may appear initially to be innocuous
in themselves. But their meaning is belied by the incipient patriarchal discourse of
exploitation, possession and contempt for the space into which these communities
transplanted themselves. Voicing the silence is not re-creating the landscape to reflect
one's own discourse, but is rather allowing oneself to be re-created by and through a
new context without being compromised by the 'cultural baggage and arrogance of
the deferred centre.
Conrad's short story 'A Smile of Fortune' (1912) although in many ways dissimilar to the two South African texts, is included here because its portrayal of the
garden powerfully evidences the collusion of the dominant discourses of this century:
patriarchy and colonialism. Driver (1988:4,3) in her essay 'Woman as Sign in the
South African Colonial Enterprise' shows that the purpose and place of the woman
within patriarchal discourse is 'to perpetuate the (racial) divisions of colonial discourse'. 'A Smile of Fortune' (1912) also provides a particularly good example of the
'signifier's' ability to elude any attempt at fixing signification.
A young captain approaches an island identified as 'the pearl of the ocean'
intending to trade with the merchant Jacobus and becomes mistakenly involved with
the younger of the two brothers, the ship chandler. Conrad conflates the metaphor of
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the pearl used to identify the island with the promise of commercial wealth. Later the
' becomes synonymous with Alice, Jacobus' daughter, born out of wedlock, whose
the embodiment of his disgrace, and who is associated always with her father's
ificent garden. Alice is a child of a union which is disgraceful to the decayed
ch aristocracy because it represents a possibility which menaces them: that of the
gitimate but racially 'pure' offspring of the ruling caste. Her father, accepting and
ritical of the aristocracy's judgement, sequesters Alice in his garden, thereby preenting her socialisation in human and humane company. By agreeing with their verict on his infatuation, Jacobus develops in Alice the maladjusted, suspicious and
ived person that she is. Alice becomes the external manifestation of the deformity
bus perceives in himself.
Her slatternly appearance-the dirty, flimsy wrapper, soiled shoes and unruly
ass of hair-owes itself to Jacobus' self-disgust. She is at once a contrast to, and
roduct of the old garden which she inhabits. The garden's allure and beauty is belied
and owed to, her presence. Conrad opposes the signification ascribed to Alice by
community which seeks to discard her. At times she offers the reader poignant
ight into the person she might have become, but for the maiming discourse of her
her. The garden owes its luxuriance to Jacobus' wealth which is gained from specuive trade in the Pacific area. It begins to assume the accumulated meaning of the
etaphors of corrupt commercial gain, the seductive woman and the seduction of the
ung man. These are potentially three linked signifieds for the signifier, the garden.
Lacan's (1988:89) definition of a metaphor is illuminating regarding the multile significations Alice comes to bear within her imprisoning garden:
The metapl~or'screative spark springs from two signifiers, one of which has taken the
place of the other in the signifying chain, the hidden signifier there remaining present
through its metonymic relation to the rest of the chain.
It follows from this that if the garden is metonymic of the colonial enterprise, it may
so potentially be a symbol of the female's signification in patriarchal discourse. Driver
rms woman 'an object of exchange' within colonial discourse; she is the means and
site of mediation between cultures, or in this case discourses: the pearl of great price is
the promise of wealth and the possession of the female. In describing the garden, the
young man sees Alice as synonymous with the space she occupies.
The garden is Conrad's (1912:41) reconstruction of the medieval idea of the
enic garden, a co-mingling of European aesthetics and lush tropical vegetation:
it was magnificent ... smooth green lawns and a gorgeous maze of flower-beds displayed around a basin of dark water framed in marble rim ... she [Alice] did not stir ...
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as if watching the vision of some pageant passing through the garden in the deep rich
glow of light and the splendour of flowers.
According to Foucault (1986:24) the garden may also be construed as a heterotopian
site because it evidences the presence of conflicting discourses in society. Heterotopias, says Foucault, are 'capable of juxtaposing in a single real place several spaces,
several sites that are in themselves incompatible' (Foucault 1986:25). The garden in
'A Smile of Fortune' (1912) is the discourse within which Alice is held captive, and is
simultaneously the space from which she captivates and damns the proponents of that
discourse, her father and the young captain.
Conrad's garden is a paradise which becomes desolation, a sign which eludes
capture and taunts the would-be possessor. There is no doubt that Joseph Conrad is
drawing upon the literary genre of the medieval courtly romance. Alice may be compared to the Rose at the centre of the enclosed garden in Guillame de Lorris and Jeun
de Meun's The Rornance of the Rose ([c. 127711962). The allegory of the courtly romance is equally present in Edmund Spenser's poem The Faerie Queene (1609). Book
I1 Canto XI1 of this poem, where the meaning of the rose receives sinister extension,
details the destruction of Acrasia's 'Bower o f ~ l i s s by
' the intrepid Sir Guyon. Although the knight here must also undergo a series of trials, as in The Romance of the
Rose, Spenser allegorises the quest by transforming the 'rose' (Bk I1 Canto XII:74f).
Acrasia, although seemingly pure, and surrounded by a Bower of roses and flowers, is
nevertheless the seductress (11. XII:77). Her real purpose, as the agent of evil, is to
transform goodly knights into slaves of their sexual appetites. Jacobus similarly, and
perhaps more perversely than Spenser's Acrasia, uses the lure of his daughter as an
instrument (and not an agent) to capture the young captain through his appetite for
wealth and sex.
Alice in 'A Smile of Fortune' (1912) like Acrasia, is 'imprisoned' by her bower.
The sustaining irony of her situation is that she is the product of her father's unrestrained sexual appetite. In effect she is his lure to the garden, the price of which is
neatly figured by Conrad in the golden sovereigns with which the young man acquires
a cargo of rotting potatoes, which he in turn sells to the traders at Port Philip Heads
where the hinterlands are afflicted by a famine. This act evidences the young man's
slide into corruption.
Coetzee's discussion of Girard's triangular forms of desire in Doubling the
Point (Attwell 1992:74) elucidates for us the sign called Alice. The captain's idealism
and naivetC cloaks 'the spirit of covetousness' within him. It is the reprobate Jacobus
who manipulates that 'spirit' hoping to escape from his own shame. By extending
commercial and other favours to the captain, Jacobus hopes that he will be able to rid
himself of Alice. This would have the consequence of removing the material embodi-
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ent of his disgrace in the eyes of the island aristocracy, thereby bringing about his
conciliation with them. Clearly Jacobus conceives of no responsibility towards Alice;
e is a cast-off from a time best not remembered.
The subject, here the young captain, yields, according to Girard, his autonomy
he sign (or model as Girard terms it), Alice. Jacobus manipulates the captain's
sire to possess the 'pearl' and allows for the conflation of Alice with the desired
ome of commercial success. But Alice is possessed already, not only by her garn, but by implication by her father. She becomes the intended 'object' of a very real
hange' whose consequence is alluded to via the space she occupies:
The garden was one mass of gloom, like a cemetery of flowers ... she mused mournfully over the extinction of light ... only whffs of heavy scent passed like wondering
souls ... like a voluptuous sigh (Conrad 1912:SOf).
young captain, aware of the 'ignoble transaction', begins to see the garden as the
of treachery; Alice threatens suicide, refusing to be removed to what she perceives
e another prison. Further to this, the young man is repelled by his attraction to
lice represents to him, which is the sexual relationship of a human animal to a
. This insight is finally what appals the narrator and reader about Jacobus. Alice,
turn, realises that by choosing to remain in the garden and accepting the status her
er created for her, she avoids any further degradation at his hands. Her response,
ctively the only human(e) choice available to her, signifies the sign's refusal to be
ed either as sign or as object of exchange:
The sign always to some extent eludes control by the will, whether of the individual
or of Society: that is its essential nature (Saussure 1915:9).
e , unwilling to become another signifier in someone else's night-sky, remains
ner to her garden and Jacobus to his disgrace. Finally the exchange which Jacobus
ished to bring about does not take place. Critically Conrad appears to acknowlge that the attempt of patriarchal-colonial discourse to determine the place of woman
a 'Sign' results in the obliteration of any signification.
If men are viewed as bearers of civilisation and woman as the occupants of
baser stations associated with the 'natural', as Driver (1992:457) maintains, then Conrad
ainly problematises that role, showing that through its 'dehumanisation of the opressed' as Sartre puts it, Patriarchy damns its victims and adherents, depriving both
the autonomy of choice.
Unlike the narratives of Coetzee and Schoeman, Conrad's narrative is unable
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discourses. It is unable to imagine an alternative means o f constructing that world.
The figural narrator, the young man, tainted by his experience, returns home to England where commercial transactions and sexuality are regulated and policed by society and the law. Jacobus, his daughter, and by implication the entire island's population of mulattos and enfeebled aristocrats remain petrified within self-annihilating
discourses, embodied in the garden.
B y choosing the garden as a site of transfer between discourses, all three narratives effectively prevent dominating discourses (and interpretations) from de-limiting
the boundaries of signification, thereby reserving for themselves areas of unknowing
o r what Naipaul (1964:32) refers to as 'areas of darkness'. Like Conrad, Schoeman
and Coetzee also critique the discourses which determine power and signification in
society. But as their texts are postcolonial, they demonstrate an acute awareness of the
fragmentary nature of discourses and flux. These narratives foreground the ability of
hidden voices to intrude, re-interpret and overturn seemingly transparent ways of representing the land and its relationship with succeeding generations of migrant peoples.
Department of English
University of Natal (Durban)
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A Conference that Could Have
Changed our World:
Fort Hare 1930
Jo-Marie Claassen

Introduction
The year 1930 was momentous in South African history. The country was, like the rest
of the world, slowly recovering from the ravages of the depression, but it was beset by
many problems. Newspapers of the time reflect the concerns addressed by conference
after conference: labour problems and the condition of poor whites1. 'Race relations'
referred to the relationship between Afrikaans and English speakers. Relations between black and white were termed the 'native question'. In this era the ANC, under
leadership of Dr. A.B. Xuma, was concerned with the same thing, but its conferences
were almost exclusively attended by black members, to such a degree that Die Burger
of 12 July 1930, while reporting in almost neutral terms an ANC meeting held at
Worcester in the Boland, thought it worthwhile to mention the fact of a lone white
female in the audience (Die Burger 12/7/1930:3).
In such a climate an unusual conference, in which black and white participated
on equal terms, was held at Fort Hare under the auspices of the then uniform 'Students' Christian Association of South Africa', apparently, however, on the initiative of
its 'native branch' (sic).The assembly, held from 27 June to 3 July 1930, was termed
the 'Bantu-European Students' Conference' and speakers were drawn from all walks
of South African academic life, with guest speakers also bringing greetings from the
Indian, British and American Student Christian movements.
Although the conference was by its very nature Christian, and a great part of
the programme devoted to religious exercises of varying kinds2,the theme of the conference was 'Christianity in Action'. This 'action' was to be to find solutions to racial
conflict through the economic upliftment of black South Africans. If the spirit of the

' Dze Burger of 18 July 1930 reported on a h~ghprof~leconference held at Pretor~awhch could
come to no concrete proposals for the upllftment of pool wh~tes,but had called for Church and
State to co-operate
An average of 54 mlnutes per day for the week's durat~onwas spent on devot~onalexercises
Toplcs addressed on the first four days were almost exclus~velyrehg~ous
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ference had been allowed to take root in South African society as a whole, the
ory of the subsequent sixty-five years might have been very different. However, its
ious aspects were brushed aside, its economic proposals were ignored by the poa1 establishment of the Hertzog era, and its social arrangements were made the
bject of a witch hunt which effectively ended all such contact for more than half a
tury. Worse, the practical combination of religion and politics practised within an
litarian setting was seized upon as virtually anarchic. As will be shown below, it
s made clear that in future white Christian students' interpretation of equality bee God as reaching into the sports field and the dining room would not be tolerated
y the white establishment.
Most participants in this historic meeting are long since dead, or, due to old
e, they are no longer able to give a lucid report of all aspects of the matter. I have,
ever, been fortunate to obtain a copy of the programme of the conference (Figure
s a well as a forinal photograph of all participants (Figure 2), and a pre-conference
ment entitled 'Introduction to Conference Topics' edited by Max Yergan, the black
erican who had been one of the prime movers of the conference. It has been easy
ough to look up newspaper reports of the era, as well as to follow the subsequent
bate in Church publications of the time. I have decided to concentrate on the reporte in Die Burger, as the mouthpiece of the Afrikaner establishment, and of Die
erkbode, as embodying the official policies of the Dutch Reformed Church of the
. Together these reflect the reactions of the 'coloniser' to a combined effort of its
'youth wing' and that of the 'colonised' in a unique chapter of the 'colonial disourse'. The oral testimony of my mother, now 90, who was involved indirectly in
reparation for the event, and of my aunt, who died in 1995 and who actually was a
elegate, has been invaluable3.The reminiscences of some of the other participants,
and reflections on the conference in the epitomised biographies of others have also
rded certain insights (Brookes varia, Beyers 1987). What follows is, however, in
ain a reflection of the shifts of focus on the conference, as these could be gleaned
the daily and weekly publications referred to above.

here had been a great deal of preparation beforehand. A letter to Dze Burger of July
930 attests to the build-up of publicity before the event Three years previously a
lar conference, on a much smaller scale, had been held at the Lovedale Institute
cording to one of my oral sources (Latsky), the success of thls small conference4,
tlme of the 1930 conference travell~ngsecretary tor schools of the SCA References to then
narrat~vewrll be glven by means of the~rsurnames
A contingent from the Western Cape travelled to Fort Harc by train to attend (Latsky)
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arranged by Rev. Willem Conradie, then of Stellenbosch, and Rev. A. Cardcross Grant,
warden of St. Matthew's College, at the end of September 1927, had led to a decision
to launch the larger meeting. Yet even this conference had not been the first of its kind.
Brookes (1933:16) refers to a series, held at different venues, starting with an initiative of the Dutch Reformed Church in 1923, and repeated in 1925 under the auspices
of the so-called 'Joint council^'^. In January 1927 the DRC again convened a meeting
of black and white leaders (Brookes 1933:16).
White students participating in the September 1927 conference had included
seven young men from Stellenbosch, almost all from the (Dutch Reformed) Theological Seminary, six young ladies from Huguenot College at Wellington (at that time a
liberal arts college for women falling under the University of South Africa) and one
young lady from the University of Cape Town. The heartiness, friendship and mutual
enrichment experienced by these young Bolanders and the Xhosa-speaking students
at Fort Hare led to further student co-operation (Latsky). In February 1929 the Joint
Councils held a leaders' conference in Cape Town with twenty-seven black and
eighty-two white delegates, 'which evolved a programme of action, sane, liberal and
practical, that is in itself a justification of the Conference movement' (Brookes 1933: 16).
So, the winter conference of 1930 was the sixth in a series. From an open letter
addressed after the event to both Die Kerkbode and Die Burger by the then President
of the SCA, Professor H.P. Cruse of Stellenbosch, and its General Secretary, Fred
Liebenberg6, it is clear that the main initiative for this larger conference had come
from the 'Bantu Section' (sic) of the Students' Christian Association, under the leadership of Max Yergan, who had been the driving force behind the establishment of this
section eight years previously. The scope of the conference, as planned, was ambitious, encompassing the whole of its strong local membership (at both the 'Native
College of South Africa'-now Fort Hare-and the Lovedale Institute), that is, 130
black students, as well as fifty-three white students from all other South African universities'. Other interested persons made up the total of three hundred and forty-four
Brookes (1933 14) expla~nsthese as co-operative bodles operating in indrv~dualtowns, on
whlch black and whlte representatives met to 'serve as a rallying polnt [for] publlc opinlon on
race questions' From th~sdeveloped the Institute of Race Relat~ons
October 1, 1930.

'

Brookes (1933:17) lists the Universities of Cape Town, Stellenbosch, Witwatersrand, the
Universily Colleges of Transvaal (now UP), Natal, Rhodes, Grey (now UOFS) and Huguenot,
the theological Institute of Wellington and St. Paul's Theological College, and the Heidelberg
and Bloemfontein Normal Colleges. Six of these were 'wholly or largely Afrikaans-medium'
(Idetn).From a declaration issued in December 1930by the Nusas Executive, it appears that the
invitation had been circirlated by that body (Die Burger 23/12/1930).
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delegates (sixty-nine black, eighty-seven white 'senior visitors', many of them academics from various South African universities, and five overseas visitors (Brookes
1933: 17). A wide spectrum of political figures had been invited, but it appears that not
all came. In particular, apart from the brilliant and liberally-minded Cape Parliamentarian, Jannie Hofmeyr, none of the Government had responded to the invitation to
join the discussions.

Social Arrangements
Preparation by the local organlsers had been almost ludicrously sensitive to current
white prejudices and South Afilcan moles one whole floor had been set aslde for the
white visitors, beds had been fitted with new cotton trcking mattlesses, stuffed with
fresh grass Whlte delegates were expected to brlng thelr own plllows, sheets dnd
blankets Separate dinlng facilities were provided for, but it 1s to the credlt of the
vlsitlng students that they chose to sit nt unsegregated tables, inlttdlly, as one young
delegate candidly confessed, from curiosity, but, after the frrst day, from Interest and
frlendshlp (Dze Burger 10/9/1930) The formal photograph of the delegates (Flgure 2)
shows clearly the relaxed attltude of all-something not to be wondered at in a normal
soclety, but for the South Africa of the 1930s, remarkable In the extreme Delegates
are grouped according to age and gender, not rac~alappcarance My second oral source,
Miss Boshoff, appears as the furthest to the right of a group of women in the second
row from the rear, standlng next to a local delegate, whose arms are folded before
him8 The seated figures (th~rdrow from the front) are clearly the senlo1 delegates, and
here, too, there is clearly no social dtscr~mination
The seven day programme was very full, but Monday afternoon, the fourth
afternoon of the conference, was set aside for relaxation At the 'Sports meeting' all
the ~ndlvldualevents (a team event pillow fight, foot races, long jump, and, for the
ladies, a potato-and-spoon race) were won by black students Whlte students from the
northern and southern universltles organlsed a rugby 'lntervarslty', and some bold
spirits then decided on an 'rnterrac~al'match (letter from W. Wessels in Die Burger 10/
911930, Brooks 1933.17) Of this match more below
Max Yergan had prepared a pre-confe~encedocument, which, as he explained
in 1ts foreword, was aimed at providing Information on 'the general llne that [would]
be taken at the conference', to sharpen Issues as preparation for Intelligent discussion
and to suggest questions fol such discussion, and to suggest books for preparatory
reading He saw the conference as 'livlng evldence oi a splrlt dissatisfied with a
world where false gods are worshipped .' (Yergan 1930 Foreword) Clearly the conference was aimed at effecting a change In the attitudes of whltes and the conditions of
Her eyes and memory had both failed hei to such an extent at the time of writing so that ~t was
impossible to ask her to ~dentifyany of the major flgures
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blacks in South Africa, but this change was envisaged as the fruit of a spiritual deepening and of the discovery of common spiritual values. Yergan's Introduction (1930)
does not contain all the papers to be read at the conference, and also has three papers
which did not form part of the final programme. One, by the Bishop of Bloemfontein
(Carey in Yergan 1930), had a spiritual content, and two were on economic and social
problems of black people (Ross & Henderson in Yergan 1930). Also, judging from
small discrepancies between the titles of papers printed in this document, and those
printed on the programme of the conference (see Figure I), some speakers had adapted
their papers between the printing and their delivery at the conference9.
In spite of Governmental non-response, the programme (Figure 1) lists an impressive array of high-powered speakers: the opening address by the Cape M.P. had
been preceded by welcoming speeches from the local magistrate, the mayor (presumably of the town of Alice), the principals of the Lovedale Institute and the 'South
African Native College'. Fraternal greetings were delivered from Student movements
in Ceylon, Great Britain and the United States. The chairman of the World's Student
Christian Federation, Francis P. Miller, chaired the conference, and was one of the
first speakers, with as his topic, trends in student thought world-wide. Clerics, both
white and black, from throughout South Africa, led devotional topics-a Presbyterian
minister from Pretoria, two theological professors from Stellenbosch, the President
and ex-President of the Methodist Church in South Africa, the moderator of the Bantu
Presbyterian Church, ministers from Johannesburg, Pietermaritzburg and Lovedale,
and also laymen with theological leaningsi0.
Although the titles differ slightly, the topics appear to concur in the case of printed articles and
talks by Shepherd, Pim, Phillips, Ballinger and Brookes, all 1930. Cf. Figure 1. Only Oswin
Bull's written paper and oral topic appear to differ widely, but as both are spiritual matters, we
shall not pursue the topic further.
lo Some read papers on spiritual matters, others led devotional periods. See Figure 1. The
names, in order, are: Rev. A. Cardross Grant, Warden of St Matthew's College;Rev. E. Macmill~an,
St. Andrew's, Pretoria, who was a leading figure in the Moral Rearmament Movement (the
so-called 'Oxford Group') and had been Moderator of the Presbyterian Church of S.A.; Prof.
A.M.K. Cumaraswamy, Trinity College, Ceylon; John Ramsbotham, Cambridge, England;
George E. Haynes, New York (an American black, perhaps, but not certainly, the same person
who later became UNESCO chairman for Educational Reconstruction-Who's Who 1952);
R.H.W. Shepherd, chaplain and director of publications at the Lovedale Institute, author in later
years of about 700 pamphlets and books, and later moderator of the Ch~trchof Scotland, a rather
conservative thinker, according to Beyers (1987:750); Prof H.P. Cruse, Stellenbosch, SCA
Vice-President; Rev. Allen Lea, President, Methodists of SA; Dr. D. Moorrees, DRC students'
minister and great enthusiast for missions; Rev. Edwin N. Ncwana, Pictermaritzburg; Rev. G.H.P.
Jacques, Ex-President, Methodists of SA; Max Yergan, SCA Organiser; Rev. W. Mpamba, Moderator, Bantu Presbyterian Church; Oswin Bull, layman.
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Not all the clerical speakers devoted themselves to 'devotional topics'. On
Monday, June 30th, the fourth day of the conference, delegates, no doubt inspired by
three days of spiritual fare and fraternal communication, turned their attention to the
practical application of the spiritual call to practise justice and equity in society. The
first speaker on social issues was the Rev. Ray E. Phillips of Johannesburgii, whose
paper on 'Conditions among Urban Bantu:had appeared in the Introduction as 'Bantu
Urban Social Conditions' (Phillips in Yergan 1930:22f). Talks were for the most part
paired, and the complement of Phillips' paper was a talk by Mrs Charlotte Maxeke of
Johannesburg on 'Social conditions among Bantu women and girls'12. For the remainder of the conference speakers were from a secular background, except in the periods
set aside for devotions.
The list of 'secular' speakers reads like a 'who's who' of the later South African Liberal Party and the early executive of the ANC. Some of the black speakers
were lesser-known, apparently local dignitaries, such as Mr. T. Makiwane of the
Transkeian Agricultural Department, who, while painting a chequered picture of African rural life, pleaded for a return to the land. H e was paired with W.G. Bennie, former
Chief Inspector of Native SchoolsI3 to talk on 'Bantu Rural Life'. Presumably their
talks would have complemented the papers by Ross and Henderson (in Yergan 1930).
Of these, Ross had made the important point (in Yergan 1930:15) that black labourers'
wages were often kept low by employers who erroneously assumed that black people
were supported by subsistence farming and needed to work only in order to buy 'luxuries'. Henderson's paper (in Yergan 1930:18-21) was an extract from an address held
before the 'General Missionary Conference of S.A.' (not dated). In it, he quoted figures from the Blue Books of 1875 that showed that, in the present era, economically
speaking, blacks were losing ground:
' I A missionary of the American Board Cornmlssioners for Foreign Mlss~ons(Congregat~onal
Church), who started both the Helplng Hand for Natlve Glrls Organi~atlonand the Bantu Men's
Social Centre The Institute for Race Relations was constlt~~ted
at h ~ house
s
in 1929 His book,
Tlze Bantu are Con~zizgappeared In 1930 (Beyers 1987 620)

"
See F~gure2 thlrd row from front, just to the left of the ln~ddleof the row, a buxom lady ~n
black
l 3 He was grandson of the msslonary genlus John Bennie, known as the 'father of Xhosa
Iitelacy', and son of John Agnell Bennte, Free Church of Scotland mnlster at Lovedale He
later init~atedthe teaehlng of Xhosa at the University of Cape Town, and from 1930 on was
lnvolved tn producing Xhosa literature for young people He also revised the orthography of the
Xhosa Bible, wh~chwas publtshed posthumously (Beyers 1987 52f)
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A family of six was spending in 1875 an average of 12.18s. on blankets and articles of

apparel. In 1925, when the cost of these articles had increased greatly, it was spending
only 2.3s.3d., which gives 7s.23d. per individual (Henderson in Yergan 1930:19).
Henderson also stressed the imperative for religious workers to concern themselves
with economic objectives, and to place their expertise at the disposal of those
non-religious organisations who were working to improve economic conditions, even
at the risk of conceding the credit for it to the secular body. For him the Church should
function 'seven days a week' in social and educational upliftment programmes (in
Yergan 1930:20).
The call for an equitable economic order had further been addressed in the
Introduction (Yergan 1930: 1 6 0 by Howard Pim, a chartered accountant who was a
noted philanthropist and a Quaker lay worker among boys in Johannesburg. His philanthropic interests were wide-ranging. He was one of the founders of the Joint Councils movement, a former vice-mayor of Johannesburg, a nature lover, member of the
Council of Fort Hare. His major concerns were the upliftment of the destitute and the
criminal (Beyers 1987.V:650f). His talk would have followed the same lines. This
paper, too, was supported by joint talks: by Miss Margaret Hodgson, of the History
Department of Witwatersrand University, and by Professor D.D. Jabavu of Fort Hare.
Miss Hodgson, who was also later to be a founder member of the Liberal Party of
South Africa, was to achieve fame under her married name of Ballinger, as one of the
four 'native representatives' in Parliament (Beyers 1987.V:26f). On this occasion her
historical survey of parallels in labour enfranchisement in Britain and South Africa
ended with a call for the recognition of black citizenship (Die Burger 2/7/1930:9). Her
fellow speaker was the famous son of a famous father. D.D. Jabavu had been the first
South African black to achieve a B.A. degree from the University of London. The
refusal of the board of governors of Dale College, King Williamstown, in 1903, to
accept him as student, had been one of the reasons why his father, John Tengu Jabavu,
the educator and independent newspaper publisher, had led a campaign for atheestablishment of the 'South ~ f r i c a nNative College' at Fort Hare (Jabavu 1922:72-94). He
had been the first academic appointee to this College (1915), and had followed his
father's footsteps in the Classics, as well as branching out in Anthropology and African studies, thereby combining the Old World and the New (Beyers 1987.111:448;
Mandela 1994:42,47).
We can guess the thrust of this session by examining Pim's paper (Yergan
1930:16f). In it he pointed out that a 1926 recommendation for a Commission to be
appointed to carry out an economic survey of South Africa black people had not yet
been obeyed, that such a commission would need to break new ground with regard to
methods, and that its premise should be the economic unity of all, black and white,
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nder a common government in a single state, stressing that the 'predominance of the
1 over the economic aspects of human life should not be forgotten' (in Yergan
16) and emphasising that black South Africans had an enormous capacity for
ent (in Yergan 1930:17). His call had been that the investigation preliminary
economic survey should proceed immediatelyL4.From a report in Die Burger
f 2 July it would appear that some of his points would not be acceptable today as
ropagating racial stereotypes and accepting discriminating practices as 'natural': a
call for whites to bear the expense of pass law administration, and not to inflict its
osts on verskrikte naturelle (frightened natives). A later report gives more of the connt of this session, including Miss IIodgson's stress on the irrelevance of colour in
hat she reckoned should be seen as a class struggle. This report also emphasises
f. Jabavu's call for: 'Tax according to ability and allocation of land according to
d' (Die Burger 7/7/1930:9).
The next topic clearly tied in with the previous one, and related to industrialisa. The co-secretary of the Johannesburg 'Joint Council of Europeans and Bantu',
Selope Thema15, added his voice to support a talk which had also appeared in
rinted form. The first speaker here was Miss Hodgson's future husband, William
linger, the Scottish trade Unionist and prominent socialist who was organising for
Industrial Commercial Union, the strongest black union in South Africa at the
el6.He had himself been educated through the Workers' Educational Association in
otland, and later acquired a bursary for study in Denmark. Apparently, he came to
uth Africa with the intention of instituting a similar educational systeni for the
liftment of workers in trade and industry. Beyers (1987,V:28) portrays him as hava somewhat abrasive personality. His paper first gives a short socialist-style theoon after, and must already have been in existence, without h s
black labour. This is ascribed partly to the migratory (seasonal) nature of black labour, and
f able-bodied men to do 'women's work' as domestics, a point also touched on by Mrs
(see below). The report advocates raising living standards of rural blacks, employment
women, and the deployment of black men in different areas, reallocating certain jobs to
(Die Burger 21/7/1930:7).To what degree this report influenced subsequent legislation
outside the scope of this paper.
He was later (1935) to join with Dr. A.B. Xuma and Z.R. Mahabano in founding the
-African Convention', which chose Prof. Jabavu as its president (Beyers 1987,V:955).
had run out and that the I.C.U. had been bankrupt for some time. See Beyers
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African blacks are thrust 'from Feudalism to Industrialism'. He lists, predictably, racial and tribal differences, legal and legislative bars, the lack of educational facilities
and the lack of the franchise as the principle obstacles to the improvement of their
conditions. The paper calls for a minimum living wage, and suggests questions for
consideration, which range from the organisation of and part to be played by to the
unions, the need for the redistribution of land, the responsibility of students to enlighten 'their people' (presumably both black and white) about such matters, and the
need for Labour Colleges and similar bodies (Ballinger in Yergan 1930:26).
Only two of the seven days of the conference were devoted to social aiid economic matters, and the final session on the second day was again 'devotional', but
with a difference. Two speakers addressed the practical application of the delegates'
faith to the burning matters at hand. The topic of 'The Racial Question in the Light of
Christ's Teachings' was treated first by Dr. A.B. Xuma, the well-known gynaecologist
and obstetrician, member of the Joint Council in Johannesburg, and remarkable for
the fact that in that same year the ANC had chosen him, a non-member, and in his
absence, to join its executive (cf. Mandela 1994:passirn"). According to Beyers
(1987.V:994f), Dr. Xuma's talk, entitled 'TheBreach in the Bridge between white and
black', compared circumstances of black people in South Africa with those in the
U.S., and his conclusions were optimistic. Die Burger of 7 July comments on the
speaker's passion, and sees as his major contribution the observation that not 'lawless
Communists' but the 'laws of the land' were turning the indigenous population into
fertile soil for Communism to grow in.
Perhaps the most remarkable presentation at the conference was that of the
second speaker in this session. It was more in the way of a confession than a scholarly
paper. The printed version is predictably spiritual in its advocacy of Christian love and
a search for truth in every person's attitude to 'the other' (Brookes in Yergan
1930:27-29), but on his own evidence Professor Edgar Brookes deviated from this to
recant much of what he had ever written before on the topic of race relations (Brookes
1977:43-45). He was an English speaker froin Natal, an economist at the Transvaal
University College (now University of Pretoria) who, on his own evidence; had been
so impressed by the Afrikaner 'struggle' with which he became acquainted after his
appointment at T.U.C., that he had argued in his doctoral thesis for 'rights for all' in
the 'separate development' mould. Such advocacy out of t h e mouth of an
English-speaker had been manna from heaven for the Afrikaner establishment. The
" Soon after the confeience he announced the ANC's plans foi the future, whlch would Include
recogn~tlonof detnbahbatlon and the fact of permanent urbanisation of many black clties, where
s
permanent markets would be encouraged ( D l e Burger 12/7/19303) He became ~ t president
agaln In 1940, led the Antl-Pass-Law Campalgn in 1944, and was arrested but not charged
durlng the 'Treason Trla1'-affa~rof 1958 (Beyers 1987 V 995)

dissertation (Brookes 1924) had been published with funds made available by the
Prime Minister J.B.M. Hertzog (Beyers 1987,V:98). Brookes had, however, after unt the American South, changed his attltude and was then further
dertaking a v i s ~ to
influenced by South African liberal pohtlcal thinkers (who w ~ t hhlm founded the Instltute of Race Relations in 1929) and by Dr. F.N.D. Buchman of the Oxford Group At
the conference he now stood up officially to recant his own former t h e m and to argue
for economlc integration (Brookes 1977:43-45)".
1 took the opportunity of standing up and publicly re~anting-yes, I remember I
used thc word 'recant'-the doctrines of sepaate devclopment set forth in my HIStory of Natlve Pol~cysevcn years before 1had now put apartheid behlnd mc for ever
[I had] the courage to get up and make thls pub11c statement I an1 glad that I made
tt It was leaping into cleanness

For Brookes, t h ~ cleansing
s
of the soul led to a lifetime of ltberal actlvitles and educational stnvlng. His own personal catharsis helped him perhaps to understand the leap
in thought that many of the young whlte delegates had undergone in the first few days
of togetherness, but it was perhaps also this catharsis that spelled the death knell of the
movement, as wtll become clear below For the moment it was soberly reported in Dze
Burger and his call for all students to commit themselves to a life of victoi y, also over
prejudice, tor white students to Invite their black colleagues to a similar gathering,
was conveyed without comment (Dze Burger 3/7/1930 6)

Initial Reportage
In~tlalreportage In Dle Burger appears fairly neutlai, and was probably sent in by a
delegate as 'correspondent' The first report appeared on the Wednesday of the conference, reporting on the Monday's sesston on economics Pim and Hodgson are neutrally reported, but Professor Jabavu's talk, which laid blame on polttlctans for fostering mlsunderstandlng, and a call for government intervention In the form of laboui
bureaux, was glven the greatest emphasis by being the subject of a tliple heading
'Politicians Taken to Task'I'Natrve Leader's Outburst'/'Dlscussions at C ~ n f e r e n c e " ~

'' Also In 1930he collaborated wlth J H Hofmeyr, Ronald Curiey, H Ramsbottam, Rheinallt
Jones, T J Haarhoff and Olive Schreiner on a book to celebrate 21 years of union (Brookcs
1930.177,46) It was equally l~beralIn ~ t advocacy
s
of an integrated economy, even ~ftts dpproach may now be found to be unpalatably paternaltstic
Die Pol~etls~
(slc) Geroskam/Naturellele~erse U~tlat~ngIBesprekings
op Konfelensle (Dle
Burger 2/7/1930 9)
l9
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The next day the newspaper gave its correspondent's fairly sober enthusiasm for the
success of the conference, a (for the era) sensational twist by wrenching into a subheading the comment that 'Colour had been totally forgotten' (Die Burger 7/3/1930:6).
Die Burger next ran a much longer report, dated 2 July, with a colourless triple
headline giving the topic and thrust of the conference. It carried a rCsumC of several of
the talks, among others, Pim's, and short thumbnail sketches of some of the speakers,
including Mrs Maxeke. Racist terminology is unselfconsciously applied to the venerable lady20,but the report itself is obviously positively meant and shows appreciation
for her multilingualism, good humour and intelligence. The reporter's assertion that
the Tuesday of the conference had seen 'stormclouds appearing' is not borne oat by
the report itself, which is redolent with the obvious good humour that prevailed. This
rather ingenuous report2' manages to convey the general atmosphere and anyone who
has experienced the weariness of a week-long conference will recognise the mood that
lay behind the 'loud cheers' that greeted Professor Brookes, as the last speaker on the
fifth day.
Reportage in the official organ of the Dutch Reformed Church (to which perhaps more than half the white student delegates belonged) was not long in forthcoming. The first report appeared on July 16, some two weeks after delegates had returned
home, in the same edition of Die Kerkbode that carried a longer article on a schools'
SCA conference held in June at Cradock, and apparently attended by white high school
students only. The article on the Fort Hare conference, by Rev. J.W.L. (Lou) Hofmeyr,
was the first in a series of six, running weekly from July 16 through August 20. These
were wholly positive, and, while purporting to give an overview of the entire proceedings, treated one topic each week, in turn. These were:
I

Composition and Purpose: 'To Decide what Jesus would have Done-how to Apply the Golden Rule';
I1 The Greatest Problem of our Time: 'How to live in Peace with One Another';
I11 Greetings from the British, American and Indian (sic) Associations;
IV The De-tribalised Native (sic) in the Cities: A Call for Black Cities 'near European
(sic) Cities' (and grateful recognition for those already established, also an analysis of Mrs Maxeke's talk and approving report on her call for black-white women's
councils);
Unrepeatable in this day and age. Remarkably, when quoting speakers, the writer refers to
'young men' and 'girls', (ongetroudejong mans and meisies), an uncommon practice at a time
when pejorative racist terminology prevailed, in apparent unconsciousness, in most situations.

O'

The writer was naively pleased that the black students had called for a hymn in Dutch (Afrikaans
was not yet used in religious exercises at the time).

"
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The Rural Native (sic), with Positive Report of Mr. Malliwane's (sic) Talk on Land
Reform;
I Means to Improve Race Relations: 'What Will be the Result of all this Discussion?'
This last section (DieKerkbode 201711930) gave a glowing account of barriers
ken down, co-operation promised, friendships forged, penfriends and book lendenvisaged, determination of black and Afrikaner to learn each other's language,
mises to eradicate prejudice and racist language, and appreciation for the need to
ognise one another as fellow South Africansz2.

, except in the lives of some individuals perhaps23,this good work and good will
re soon undone. Already on July 11 the first negative rumbling appeared in the
er columns of Die Burger. 'Jong Afrikaner' from Agter-Paarl wrote, decrying
-called professors' who were trying to remove the barriers between black and white.
lready, this first letter carries all the hallmarks of racist rhetoric: 'Old Jim sleeping
my sister', Palestine as the hub of the world, whence Ham moved into Africa and
vience, black 'ingratitude' for white 'munificence', the provision of unappreciee education, 'a call to drive the white man into the sea', Voortrekker independe, the oorsese (foreign) ignorance of these liberal professors, philanthropy without
ulgence exercised by noble leaders of the past like George Grey, and a call for
regation. This writer sounds as if he had 'read the book'. The letter is a classic
ple of uninformed prejudice.
Ten days were to pass before the next letter was published, together with a
from Professor B.B. Keet of Stellenbosch Theological Seminary, and F.J.
nberg, General Secretary of the SCA It had clearly been held back until their
could be prepared. The rhetoric of the correspondent is even more excessive.
her factor was involved: the writer accused Die Burger of having been led by the
and of participating in the encouragement of 'abhorrent practices' such as mixed

The matter enjoyed considerable reportage in other journals as well (e.g. Het Zoeklicht,
er of the DR Mission, 15 July 1930), but I wish to keep to these two, in order to trace the
ces of establishment Afrikaner thought on the matter.
Die Burger of 19 July reports a meeting of the inter-varsity 'Students' Parliament' where
d reform was discussed. It is not possible to ascertain how many of those involved had been
enced by the Fort Hare conference, but there does seem to have been a spirit of openness
t the discussion, whch may indicate positive influence.
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sports. Advocates of these things, he said, were clearly 'SAP supporter^'^^. The language of this letter does not bear repeating. The writer was afraid of the broadening
influence of the conference, and reported in veiled language a schools' SCA meeting
addressed by a returned delegate (his hints were clear enough to achieve
near-identification of place, educational provenance and identity of this young zealot).
His less than veiled references to Fort Hare College as institution, to Mr. Yergan as a
black American and to the ideals of the Conference make disturbing reading, even
after more than sixty-five years, as does his attack on the Students' ChristianAssociation and its influence at white schools of his time. The reply was dignified and to the
point:
The tone of the d~atribeIS a~medat confusing the reading publlc, the SCA does not
reply to anonymous accusations, but calls for thc wrlter to come forward openly to
discuss hls objectlons, and the general readershp should not allow ~tsclfto be ~ntluenced by such a letter
The reference to the SAP must have stung Die Burger to the quick. Four days later
appeared a second level editorial, entitled 'Playing with Fire' ('11 Gespeel nzet Vuur). It
chose as the object of its criticism Prof. Brookes' call for the desegregation of universities, as being the place where black and white should meet. It referred to the logical
conclusion, only to deny it, that desegregation of education would lead to interracial
friendship: the editor of Die Burger reckoned that interracial antagonism would arise
from perceptions of inequality of rights, but did not conclude that this anomaly could
be ended by the awarding of equal rights. Inequality remained axiomatic and segregation was the only way to keep black students pacified. The editor went on to question
the wisdom of the social mixing at the conference and ended with a flourished generalisation:
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familiar and the logic unimpeachable, if the basic premises of the writer are not questioned, as we now do. Its influence on its readership was devastating.
The next letter-writer was less vitriolic than the first two. 'Questioner' ( ' 1 1
Uitvraer) from Stellenbosch criticised the Stellenbosch theologian Du Plessis for havg written that the fear of 'Equalization' (Gelykstellilzg) was a chimaera that had been
ried at Fort Hare. This obviously more educated (but less logical) writer quoted Dr.
iselenZ5on the 'danger' of equality as leading to French-type assimilation, and he
unched a polished attack on Du Plessis' 'death of a chimaera' as meaning the end of
e 'vo1k'-and as laying a new burden on ministers of the Church. This he contrasted
ith Hertzog's 'admirable policy of segregation' and he called for a successor to take
er when 'the hero weakened at last', as weaken he must in his position as 'sole
litical defender of South Africa'. The threads of his argument are difficult to distinish, but the smoothness of his prose could have swayed many (Die Burger 12/71
30).
Two days later the second-level editorial was again devoted to Fort Hare, and
w Die Burger coined an alliterative phrase that was hereafter to be substituted for
e official designation of the conference: '11 Flater varz Fort Narc ('A Blunder at Fort
are'). Apparently Edgar Brooks had said in an interview with an Anglican Church

The white students wele not segregated, but ate togethcl, prayed together, played
together, and shared the same roof It IS good that ths should be known The stu
dents are aware that they flouted convention,but the fire ot lrbelal~smIS burning h~gh
In our land '6
e editor went on to call upon the executive of the Students' Christian Association to
arify the issue 'in the interests of the Association itself'. This editorial is a model of
sidious rhetoric: subtle praeteritio 'it refuses to believe' (koester vir geen oonzblik
gedagte) that the Association approves of such 'social egalitarianism'. There is 110
English equivalent available to convey the pejorative connotation of the Afrikaans
nboerrlery (perhaps 'bundling together'), a word loaded with a heavily negative

The piecedent created in a moment of thoughtless enthusiasm and in an art~fictal
atmosphere, can easily have the result that the v~talcond~t~on
for the p~eservat~on
ot
wh~teclvll~zattonIn S A could be affected, to the eventual detriment of both whtcs
and natives
He left his readers with the question whether it was safe to leave interracial consultation in the hands of persons 'prepared to play with fire'. Here, too, the rhetoric is
The South Afncan Party of Gen Jann~eSmuts were the sworn polltlcal enemies of the National Party, of wh~chDie Burger st1111s the official mouthpiece

, the bass of the notonous 'Bantu Education Act' of 1953 Brookcs
nd Macaulay (1958 114) cornment that the good work of the Booker Wash~ngtonTuskegee
nstttute, w ~ t h~ t motto
s
'Separate but equal', could spawn an Elselen Commiss~on,pclpetuatlng
nbal and llngulstlc d~fferences

24

26

Die Burger (14/8/1930:6),here retranslated froln an Afrikaans translation of Brookes' words.
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meaning, which was hereafter frequently to feature in the rhetoric2'.
As the Afrikaans saying goes: the fat was now in the fire-and
'fire of l~beralism',Brookes h~mselfwrote, fo~ty-sevenyears later,
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All honom to Mr Howard Plm that he stopped a football match that had been arranged by the students between t h e m s e l ~ e s ~ ~

it was not th

one afternoon there was a rugby football match between the whites and the A
cans present So far the Afnkaans-speaking world had looked on the conference
growing uneasmess, but thls was too much, for Calvinism, apartheid and rugb
the threefold cord of Afrikanerdom (Brookes 1977 45)
T h ~ sIS in hindsight. A scant three years after the event, when he delivered t
Stokes-Phelps lectures at the Un~versityof Cape Town, he was more sanguine

(1933.170:
The chlef artlcles of the charge aga~nstthose responstble for the Conference were t
common meals at whch black and white students sat s ~ d eby side, and fratern~zat~o
on the play~ngfields It may not even now be generally known that th~spro
‘de-segregation', as it has been happily termed, was a spontaneous act of the s
themselves, who broke down the perhaps too tlmld arrangements for conven
separation made by those respons~blefor the Conferencez8
This was borne out by the words of a student from the Missionary Institute at Welli
ton, W. Wessels, one of the few letter writers openly defending the matt
careful exposition of what Brookes called the 'too timid arrangements' an
how it came about that he relinquished his original intention to 'eat at a
ble'. H e described four categories of games, at all of which the black stud
white. His comment on the rugby match is revealing of a conventional attitude scarc
conceivable today:

ssels stated that he h~mselfdisapproved of the interracial 'pillow fight~ng'event, as
a 'contact sport', but referred to all other games of this nature occurring daily on
, where black and white children played togethePo. Another participant, signlng
self Afgevaardzgde (Delegate), wrlting on 11 September, told of particlpat~ngin
long jump, but not the rugby.
It is clear that after 14 August Die Burger was on the warpath The polem~c
on the letter pages w ~ t ha sertes of defence and rebuttal3' but the battle l ~ n e s
the editorial pages were now extended to the pages carrying news A first
etter by Professor H.P. Cruse, vice-pres~dentof the Assoc~ation,describing
ence and explaining its aims, conduct and results, was publ~shedon an Ins page (Dle Burger 21/8/1930), with the comment that the executive of the
uld be m e e t ~ n gin December only, after which a 'code of conduct' (vnste
y n ) would be announced. The implication was that a code was needed. In thts
enthusiastic and posltlve sertes of weekly reports by Lou Hofmeyr in Die
d e was just running out, and that the journal on 27 August had a short comment
n some unhappiness about 'small matters that some of us
approve' (dingetjies ... wnt sommige van orzs /lie kart goedkeur nie) but
r appreciation for and a continuation of the newly positive attitude engenthe conference. Die Kerkbode never did express itself more strongly, either

Pim toe dat hy '11wedstryd in voetbal stopgesit het wat onder die
(Die Burger 10/9/1930).

''

This editorial was questioned and criticised in the editoriaI of the September edition
Nusas, the official journal of the National Union of South African Students, whic
quoted Leo Marquard as saying 'Students are Revolting' (reported in Die Burger
by December the Nusas executive felt obliged to publish a disclaimer of any responsibility in
the matter, and to any opinion on it. This was reported in Die Burger of 23 December, and on the
next day it carried a rCsumt of the comment by Die Volksblad (Bloemfontein) that Nusas had
left the SCA 'holding the baby', and relating the Fort Hare incident to what it considered an
'equally serious' declaration by the Nusas 'Students' Parliament' in favour of 'free love' (Die
Burger 23/12/1930).

Brookes (1933:17). The speaker continues with an interesting comment: 'Only in 1932 did a
similar "de-segregation" of a prominent Native leader take place on a South African-bound
mail steamer, at the initiative of the returning South African International Rugby Team.'

'8

as severely criticised by 'Jong Afrikaner of Agter Paarl', in a vitriolic diatribe which
ent 'the blacks don't want it anyway', and hauling up Piet Retief
e Burger 12/9/1930).
Rev. W.S. Conradie of Grahamstown, who 'had been there and seen no harm' (Llie
eer of Cape Town (Die Burger 26/9/1930) (see below). Con:
tellende' (Interested)(Die Burger 12/9/1930); 'Jong Afrikaner' (Young Afrikaner) (Die
2/9/1930); J.J. van Zyl of Tarkastad, who considered the white students' participation
rnedering (a humiliationldemeaning) (Die Burger 3/10/1930; Fred Hattingh of
ntinued segregation as obedience to the cormnand 'honour thy
(3/10/1930); G.D.J. Venter of Bloemhof, who attacked de Beer
e communal Corninunion celebrations (Die Burger 17/10/1930).
:
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Recantation
On August 30 the SCA Executive met at Stellenbosch, and its declaration, signed by
Prof. B.B. Keet, its President, and F.J. Liebenberg, its general secretary, was published
as 'news' on page 7 of Die Burger of 11 September. A four-tiered headline appears
innocuous:
Rapprochement was needed at Fort Hare Congressmight attitude had to be create
for discussions/SCA Executive answers/Eating together justified by unusual
stances?
The insidious question mark at the end of the last sub-heading immediately underc
any impression of neutrality. Turning to the leader editorial of the same date, we fi
an alliterative flourish in its heading: Die Flater Vergoeilik3'.The editorial itself g
a deconstruction of the various arguments, and quoted the unfortunate Wessels' le
of the previous day, as indication of the corruption and decadence of the ~roceedin
at Fort Hare. The leader's most positive point, and one with which modern read
can agree, is that the SCA declaration was too concerned to try to counter the news
per's own earlier criticism by careful hedging and damage control: 'that it had no
been so bad, that life would go on as usual, the white students, as guests, could
have behaved differently, given the circumstances'. The SCA declaration does stri
o11e as timid, and its last paragraph even went so far as to enjoin members to observ
greater care in the future33.
The leader editorial of the next day, September 12, continued the attack un
the heading Maatskaplike Segregasie (social segregation). It called into question
polarisation of attitudes, decrying the kind of attitude that considers that there is n
mid-way between racial hatred and indiscriminate fraternisation. It then went
stigmatise all that had occurred at Fort Hare as being examples of the latter ex
which it continued to criticise in strong terms, wrenching out of context the words of
the English missionary author Oldham to 'prove' that social integration was i
ble and unacceptable. Here the editor was redefining the issue, setting his own pa
eters in a binary trap, and then pushing his opponents into the corner he wished to s
them34.This rhetorical ploy was countered a fortnight later by Rev. D.F.B. de Beer of
"

'The blunder glossed over'. Afrikaans f and v are identically pronounced.

Mrs Latsky comments on thls that the SCA was in the end fighting for its very continuation
and without such a recantation, it would most probably have been forced to disband. This di
occur, under similar circumstances, some thirty-five years later.

33

34

See de Kock (1995:65f) for similar examples.
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ape Town, who quoted Oldham more fully, showing that Oldham's thrust had been
o show the absolute imperative for Christians not to allow for barriers between man
d man, (Die Burger 26/9/1930). On the whole, however, more letters were pubhed condemning than defending the proceedings at Fort Hare.
By October 1, Die Burger had succeeded in persuading its readership (which
luded many members of Dutch Reformed Church councils). On the same day Die
rkbode carried, and Die Burger reported, a repudiation of the conference by the
urch Council of the Stellenbosch DRC. The statement called in the usual terms for
finding of solutions to racial conflict, affirmed its adherence to the missionary
eal, but 'feared that missionaries' work would have been harmed' by the events at
t Hare. On 24 October Die Burger called a halt to further correspondence on the
tter, with the publication of a defence of the conference by J.H. van Schalkwyk of
lo, who took the paper to task for its 'unchristian' spirit in its criticism of the
. This correspondent's arguments appear as typical of his time, and in some ways
ra135, but it is interesting that Die Burger chose to close the polemic on a relaCorrespondence in Die Kerkbode, a weekly, continued longer, presumably also
ause its readership was geographically more widespread, and postal services were
w. A writer from Bethal Mission Station, Transvaal, in December 1930 questioned
ability of black and white truly to have understood one another, 'as so few whites
familiar with the African languages', an admirable sentiment, but clearly based
total misconception of the linguistic and academic atmosphere at the 'black' Uniy36.Another letter, published a week later, also from a missionary, from Senan,
n, appears even more disturbing, reflecting, as it did, an extremely illiberal attihe writer quoted with approval the leader of ~ i e ~ ~ u rof
g e12r September and
its criticism of the declaration by the SCA Executive. He ended by calling for
to take a stand3'.
chalkwyk nevertheless adhered to est.~blishmentthought, for, on
own admission, practical reasons, but he did argue for contact between white and black, if
for the sake of academic 'research'. He admitted that Christianity could not justify segren but deplored the prominence Prof. Brookes had given to the social mixing, which he
a minor matter ('In bysaak'). He stressed the need for the intelligentsia to meet, while
to 'more serious evils'--immorality and miscegenation, where white also met with
k (Die Burger 24/10/1930:11).
endrik Hofmeyr (Die Kerkbode 12/12/1930).
A. Malherbe (Die Kerkbode 17/12/1930).My research did not produce any further offideclaration by the DRC, but Die Kerkbode of 11 February 1931 carried areport by Rev. T.J.
official students' chaplain of the DRC, on the spirit prevalent at the SCA Council meetId at the Strand in December 1930, declaring himself satisfied with the attitudes of stu-

Jo-Marie Claassen

This call had in part been answered by the Stellenbosch DR parish on Octob
1 1930. An official statement by the Full Council of the SCA had, however, also b
published. When the Council met in the Strand from 17 to 20 December 1930,
students were fully conscious of the weight of establishment disapproval that
been brought to bear. The chair at this meeting was the Professor Cruse who had been
one of the participants. One can imagine that he too, experienced pressure. Their dec
laration was published in Die Kerkbode of 4 February 193 1. It ratified the Octobe
letter published by the Executive, and added two resolutions: that it would in future
more careful of 'national feeling' (volksgevoel) and that it acknowledged 'the fact
existing racial differences' (diefzit van bestaande rasseverskille). With regard to
second resolution, it quoted a declaration by the Executive of the 'South African
tive College Students' Christian Association', who, while restating their determi
tion to work for social justice for all, and welcoming all offers of help or invita
from the white section of society, 'did not wish to insist on intimate social contac
Again one is left speechless at the tact with which the black students accommodated
the timidity of their white counterparts.

Conclusion
And so the new-found unity was dissipated. The men and women at this conferen
were in some cases the leaders, black and white, in intellectual thought and politics
the next three decades. Some, like Edgar Brookes and the Ballingers, went on to fu
a calling to work for justice for all, others in the conference movement went on to 1
spectacular careers of service39,but others, we can imagine, were scared off from
further attempt to continue the lines of discourse opened at the Conference. Only
ing the Sixties were similar attempts at interracial student contact explored by the
SCA, and after the second of these, what had been feared after Fort Hare took place,
and the unity of the Association was dissolved.
The leader editorial in Die Burger of 11 September 1930 had as its final clinche
a rhetorical arlynatorz: would these white students, it asked, be holding a similar
ference at Stellenbosch in the next year, to which black students would be invite
their guests? On Saturday, 9 July 1995 while still working on this paper, as I came
from my office in the Old Main Building of the University of Stellenbosch, my head

A Corzfererzce that Could Have Clzanged our World
ed with disturbing phrases and images from the racism of most of the letters I had
n reading, a rainbow throng of young people poured from the university theatrey were attending a conference of the National Party Youth League. I could not help
flecting on the lost years40.
Department of Classics
University of Stellenbosch
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the first CSSALLConference,Durban, September 1995.Thanks
Miss Boshoff retired as head of Child Welfare in Cape Town in 1965, her sister devoted
lifetime, with her husband, ministering to the poor in St. Stephen's DRC, Cape Town.
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STUDENTS' CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
OF SOUTH AFRICA

Bantu-European s t u d IS'
~ ~Conference
~

27/11 June

to

3rd July, 1930.

Saturday, June 28th
Devotional Period
led by the Rev. A. Cardross Grant (Warden of St. Matthew's College).
Address : "The Revelation of God the Eternal."
Rev. E. Macmillan, D.D. (of St. Andrew's
Presbyterian Church, Pretoria).
Fraternal Greetings from the Indian, British and
American Student Chrlstsan Movements
Prof A M K Cnmaraswamy (of Tnnity College, Kandy, Ceylon)
Mr John Ramsbotham (of Cambridge Unsversity, England)
Dr George E Haynes (of New York, U S A )
Dinner.
Discussion of the moining address.
Address : "The Unique Revelation of God in Christ."
Rev. R.H.W. Shepherd (of Lovedale).

Programme of Conference.

Evening Devotions

(Subject to alteration ifnecessary)

N B Unless otherwise stated all meetings of the full conference
wlll be held in the hall of the Chisttan Union at Fort Hare

Friday, June 2 7th

Sunday, June 29th
A period on Bible Study, conducted by Professor H.P. Cruse (University of
Stellenbosch).
Commun~onServices, as announced

430pm

Open~ngCeremony of the new "Christian Union "
(See special proglamme for full detals)

Address "What does God Require of the Indrvldual'"
Rev Allen Lea (President of the Wesleyan Methodist Conference of South
Afrsca)

600pm

Supper

Council & Staff meeting

745pm

AT LOVEDALE.

Dinner.

OPENING OF CONFERENCE

AT LOVEDALE.
Dr H.P. Cruse presiding.
Address : "Present day Life and Thought amongst Students."
Mr Francis P. Miller (Chairman of the World's Student Christian
, Federation).

( a ) Welcome to Delegates and Visitors.
The Magistrate. The Mayor.
The Principal of Lovedale.
The Principal of the South African Native College
( b ) Installation of the Chairman of the Conference.
(cj Opening Address,
by Mr Jan H. Hofmeyr, M.P.

9.30-9.45 p.m.

Evening Devotions

AT LOVEDALE.
Address : "The Christian Ideal for Human Society to-day."
Dr George E. Haynes, (Secretary of the Federal Council of Churches of
N. America.)
Evening Devotions.

Monday, June 30th
900am

Devotional Penod,
led by Dr D Moorrees (Minister of the Dutch Reformed Church for
work amongst students)

9 30-10 45 a m

Address "Condttions among urban Bantu "
Rev Ray E Philltps (of Johannesburg)
Address "Social Conditions among Bantu Women and Gtrls "
Mrs Charlotte Maxekc (of Johannesburg)

11 15-1 00 p m

Discussion of the above addresses in full conference

I15pm

D~nner

230pm

Sports

715pm

Addresses "Bantu Rural Llfe "
Mr T Maklwane (of the Transkeian Agricultural Department)
Mr W G Bennle (formelly Chef Inspector of Native Schools)
D~scusslonin full conference

9 15-9 30 p in

Wednesdq July 2nd
Devottonal
ottonal Penod,
led by the Rev. G.H P. Jacques (Ex-President of the Wesleyan Method1st Conference of South Afr~ca)
ist
0-10 00 a m

Buslness
mess Meettng.
Meettng

- I 1 00 a
a.lll.
dress : "The Witness of the Ages to God's Gtft
Gift of Power
Power.""
00-1
m Ad&ess
Mr Max Yergan (of the Students' Christian
Chrlsttan Association).
Assoctatton)

30-1 00 p m

:ussion : "How can students and others work for the Vlctory of God's
Dtscuss~on
Cause tn
in the World ?"
7"
ner.
people "
tress : "The Influence of Christ in the Life of a people."
Address
Prof A M K Cumaraswamy (of Ceylo)

m
pm

Evcning
Evcning Devottons
Devottons

Evening Devottons

Thursday, July 3rd
Tueschy, July 1st
900am

Devotional Pertod,
led by the Rcv Edwin N Ncwana (of Pietermaritzburg)

9 30-1 1 00 a m

Addresses "An Equitable Econormc Order"
Mr Howard Prim (of Johannesburg)
MISSM L Hodgson (of the Wltwatersrand Universtty)
Mr D D T Jabavu (of Fort Hare)

11 10-1 00 p m

Address "Industriali~atlonand the Bantu "
MI R V Selope Thema (co-Secretary of the Johannesburg Joint Council
of Europeans and Bantu)

115pm

Dlnner

2 30-4 00 p m

Dtscusston of the momlng's addresses in full conference and In groups
MI W G Balltnger (adviser to the I C U )

7 45-9 15 p m

AT LOVEDALE
Address . "The Ractal Question
Questlon in the Llght of Chrtst's Teachlngs "
Dr A B Xuma (of Johannesburg)
Prof Edgar H Brookes (of the Transvaal Unlverstty Collcge, Pretoria)

9 15-9 30 p m

Evening Devotions

Devottonal
rottonal Period,
led
(Moderator of the Bantu Presbyterian Church)
ed by the Rt W Mpamba
Mp
ess . "The
"The Life
Life of
of Love "
Iress

trman of Conference)
tller (Chatrman

Lovedale Press.
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Social Strnrificntiorz irz Soutlz Aft-zcarz Telugu

Telugu and the Caste System in South Africa
Swan (1985.281-283) and Bhana (1987:79) demonstrate that the majority of the
A7zclIzru~came from lower caste groups (see table 1) and from uneducated classes
They were recruited for hard manual labour based on thelr physique rather than on
their educational quallficat~onsDespite the fact that some of the immigrants could
read and wrtte Telugu, most did not have any formal education in the Telugu language.
W ~ t hthe exception of Pundrt Varad%charyuluno other petson has immigrated from
the Brdh~nrnclass until recently AS Natdoo (1986:115) states, 'At no time did the
country receive a truly representative cross-section of Indian soclety .'

Table 1- Distribution of Telugu castes3 among Madras passengers -1860-1902
(percentages)
Total average

Traditional professions in India

ballja
b6yu
cetty
c~ikalrld6bhl
~avara~/guva~a
ge/ztii4
golln
karn~za

3,3
03
03
1,7
1,7
1,4
1,o
0,9

a iudru caste
hunter
merchant
washer man

kapu

2,s
1,4
23

Castes
--

madlg u
r?zclla
parlnh
re&&
teluguS
~ l p pm
a
unknown (along
wlth Tamils)

14,6

1,7
1,3

non-vegetarian merchant

Telugu-speaker
herdsman
agriculturtst
farmer
cobbler
parlah
same as tniila
agrlcultur~st
0,7 Telugu-speaker
a mtning caste who are tank diggers

10,7

(Bhana 1987 79)
Telugu C ~ S ~ Care
S separated from the Tamil castes See table 6 for other Indian Telugu castes
and thelr professions
"entu

(Gentoo)is not a caste The Telugu-speakers were referred to as Gerztoos by the Dutch

' T h ~ could
s
be the relaga caste (oil-monger)

In the state of Andhra Pradesh, India, the gavarcz, kanzrna, reddl and kapu castes
re considered as m ~ d d l eclass castes. The remain~ngcastes are considered lower castes
Due to the confusion concerning the English terms or foreign culture of understandtng, the meaning of the terms vura~zaand j n t ~ ,'caste' is not always understood
orrectly This has lead to many different views Mesthr~e(1990 336-337) quotes Dutt'5
1931:3) summary concerning caste as follows:
Wlthout attempting to makc a comprehensive deflnltion i t may be stated that the most
apparent features of the present day caste system are that members of the different
castes cdn not have matrlmorual connect~onswllh any but persons of thcir ow11caste
that there arc rcstlict~ons,though not so ngrd as in the matter of marriage, about a
member of the caste eatlng and dniklng w~ththat of a dlffelent caste, that In many
cases there arc fixed occuoattons for d~fferentcastes, that thele 1s some hlerarchrcal
gradation among the castes, the most recogn~zcdposltlon bang that of the BJiihini~rzs
s
for llte, unless
at the Lop, that birth alone decldes a man's connection with h ~ caste
expelled tor vlolatton of hls caste rules, and that translt~onfrom one Laste to another,
lugh ol low is not poss~bleThc prestlge of the Brahrr~arlcaste 1s the corner-stone of
the whole oigan~zatron
s most trequently accepted attributes of castes as endogcimy6,
esthrie (1990 337) l ~ s t the
cupdt~onalspeclalrsatron7, hreratchy8, comn~ensdlltydnd hereditary rnen~bersh~p
utt correctly p o ~ n t sout that marriage IS strictly confined to members of one's o\\n
ste group, stlict r~ilesale followed concerning eating 'tnd dr~nhlngwlth other a j t e
oups It 1s the wi iter's personal experience that the Indian Telugu corninuntty rlgrdly
liows the I ules and prescnpt~onso t the caste of one's blrt21 Desptte one's ~ n d ~ b l d u ~ t l
lllty oi merit acquired thtough education, or soclo-economic status attamed thiough
conornic activity, this cannot be changed A sub-group within a caste may try dnd
ntll 1970's endogamy (marrymg wlthtn the aame caste 01 ttrc tribe) was strictly foilo~cdby
st of the Indrans 111 South Atrr~aEndogamy 1s still rigidly followed by mo.;t ot the 'lclugu
tes m the nlodcrn Andllra Pradesh, lndta
he caste system In Indla has a traditional oc~upationalspeclalis~t~on
such ~ 1 sa DD)a must
unt the ciikall must be a washer man, the lniidlga must be a cobble1 and so on Howcvci, this
J1 o~cupat~onal
spccictltsvt~onis not rigidly followed evcn In Ind~aIn the prcsent-day
and was long forgotten by the Indian South Africa~~s
hc Indlan castes system has a fourfold class~fication~nwhtch the Bliihmlns occupy the top
sitlon, K ~ h a l i l v n(warnors)
~
next, followed by V a l s l ~ j ~(merchants)
a~
and finally Slzitdras
ork~ngclass) There are also the 1iarya11~
(untouchables) who occupy the bottom of the caste
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attain higher socio-economic status. Even here, however, it will still belong to the
same hierarchy (cf. Sivarama Murty 1980).
Based on available ship lists at the University of Dmban-Westville Documentation Centre, it was mainly the Telugu dialects of Eastern, Central and Southern
which found their way to South Africa. Various socio-economic factors such as
marriage, Tamil numerical majority, the virtual absence of a separate Arzdhra identity
and religio-cultural reasons (the shared Dravidian heritage which influenced the creation of common religio-cultural practices among the Andhras and the Tamils) created
the conditions whereby Tamil, being a dominant 'in-group' (Indian) language to Telugu
in South Africa, substantially influenced Telugu (Prabhakaran :994a:68). Many imn~igrantTelugu speakers became bilingual in Telugu-Tamil. In the process of the Andhra
assimilation with the Tamils, later generations became either fluent or passive or semifluent bilinguals in both languages.
Due to this assimilation, the Arzdhras lost their separate identity. It gradually
led to the erosion of their ethnic mother tongue (EMT). In addition, English exerted its
influence on the Andlzras. Due to its status as a lingunfranca, it superseded Telugu
and prompted them to learn English. Most shifted their EMT towards English. A
small group of loyal Andlzras, encouraged by the arrival of Sir Kurma Reddy, Second
Agent-General (1929) and Sri Srinivasa Sastry (the Indian High Commissioner in
South Africa, 1929-32) founded the Andhrn Mahn Sabha of South Africa and are at
present trying their utmost to nurture and retain the Telugu language.
Particularly since the mid-1950s, caste does not have the same function in the
Indian South African situation. Kuper (1955) observes that by the middle of the twentieth century, the Indian population of South Africa did not maintain the rigid caste
system anymore. After the first few decades in South Africa, it did not play an overtly
important role anymore. Currently, it is not maintained and does not exert any influence on their socio-political life. However, many present-day Telugus remember their
original caste backgrounds. Even so, as they are primarily from the upwardly mobile9
in South Africa, the caste system does not have a rigid hold on their lives as in India. In
interviews, while discussing their caste backgrounds, the Andhras did not register any
fear or guilt about it. Although still aware of their caste background, they are not casteconscious any more. This is conversant with Mesthrie's (1992:7) statement that, in
general, caste-consciousness was reduced within one or two generations of the Indian
emigration. It was not relevant to their daily life or in the struggle for their survival in
an alien environment. A small group of people within the South African community,
however, (e.g. the Gavnrn k6rnutjs, the non-vegetarian merchant caste) still refer to
The upward mobility of the Telugus in their caste system is discussed in the following subheading.
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themselves as Gavaras and maintain their distinct caste identity even in behavioural
pattern and religio-cultural activities (cf. Prabhakaran 1995).

Indian Telugu (ITe) and STe
In India, Telugu (one of the major Dravidian languages) is spoken in Andhra Pradesh
which lies in the south of the central part of the Indian peninsula. This region has
about 9 0 million Telugu speakers. Sanskrit scholars of ancient times named the speakers of Telugu Andhas. Telugu itself, has a two-pronged development, one from the
ative Dravidian languages and the other from Sanskrit.
The origins of Telugu dates back to the second century BCE and has a long
rary history going back to the eleventh century CE. Currently, Telugu is the only
vidian language in India which shares its linguistic borders with five others: two
e from the Dravidian group of languages (Tamil and Kannada) and three from the
o-Aryan languages (Hindi, Marari and Oriya. Due to foreign invasions it was spoically exposed to various other languages and cultures throughout the centuries.
his brought about many linguistic changes and in time made it very assimilative in
he present state of Andhra Pradesh, India, consists of twenty-four districts
h four main Telugu dialects: the Northern, Southern, Eastern and Central dialects
f. Prabhakaran 1996: 119). However, since Telugu society in India is divided into a
zeable number of castes and sub-castes, many more may be discerned. Bralzinin
eech contains such prosodic features as aspiration, retroflexion and sibilance, intact,
borrowed or re-borrowed from Sanskrit. Other caste speakers, who were traditionnot exposed to Sanskrit, substituted these prosodic features with those indigenous
e Telugu language. An individual educated in Telugu may then have two types of
onunciation: one that helshe has acquired because of education, i.e. pronouncing as
the spelling, and the other which is normal in hislher colloquial speech.
There exist many caste and even more sub-caste dialects in Andhra Pradesh.
ce they lack some n~orphologicaland phonological features of Sanskritised Telugu,
u linguists usually do not regard them as standard dialects. In India, the formal
ch of the Central region has become the norm for standard Telugu (cf.
1974).
Outside Andhra Pradesh Telugu is spoken in various states of the Indian subtinent as well as in other countries such as Mauritius, Malaysia, Singapore, Burma,
iland and more recently in the European countries, the United States of America,
anada, Australia and South Africa among others.
The Telugu language in South Africa is a separate dialect which developed on
s own through contacts with South African languages such as English, Zulu, Fanagalo,
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South African Tamil and BhojpuriMindi. Due to the socio-economic and political
sanctions imposed by India and various other countries on South Africa during the
apartheid years, STe speakers are not aware of the linguistic changes that have occurred in modern Telugu in India or elsewhere. Furthermore there was no immigration
of any kind of Telugu language speakers from India after the indenture system ended
in 1911 (except for a handful of priests and teachers who were imported before 1945).
All these factors virtually meant that South African Telugu had no linguistic contacts
with India.
On the question 'How far does the STe resemble the original Telugu dialects
that were brought into the country?' (Prabhakaran 1996:118-127) it can be demonstrated that STe is an ainalgamation of various dialects which came with the immigrants. In time, it developed as a new dialect due to its contacts with other languages
in South Africa.

tried to ~mitatethe upper middle caste Andhras by changlng their names, surnames
and life styles (see the following sub-sect~onsfor more details) At this stage there was
no correlation between thelr original castes and their occupations A lower caste person from C13 or C14, for example, became an offic~alprlest in a Hlndu temple and
performed prayers and preslded at weddings, basically functioning as a Brahman. The
r ~ g i dcaste hierarchy became blurred These changes led to the attrition of many caste
termmologies, occurrence of semantic changes and finally contributed to the upward
mobihty of the Telugu (Indian) community in general (Mesthrie 1990 339-344,
Prabhakaran 1994b, 1995b & 1996).
Sivarama Murty (1980:380) demonstrates that it is possible that

3 Upward and Downward Social Mobilities-The Andtzra Situation in South
Africa
Over the one hundred and thirty seven years of ~ t presence
s
in South Africa, the socioeconomic development of the Sl'e speaking community determined the fate of Telugu
During the long process of tts evolution, any society usually evolves to the good With
'In inciease 111 the quallty of edu~ationand improved living conditions comes behavtourdl pattein change and upwaid ~0cii11mobility 'Progiess' is rarely rejrogiessive
1he ~ o c ~ o l ~ n g ustudy
i s t i ~conducted by Sivdiamc~
Murty In the distrlct of Srikhkulam,
Andhia Pradesh, India, on the social mobility of the Telagcl~and Velurl~as(see table 6 )
shows ilpwaid '~nddownwdrd mobility iespectively 111s study illustrates how lower
caste Alzclhrlrccs (in this instcince the Telngn~)achieve soclal piogressivencss due to
educakon, literacy and econoiiltc development On the contlary, mainly economlc
factors produced retrogle4sion among thc Velnt~zusIn the Indian South Atrican context, change hLtsbeen inainly progres51vc Retrogression, howevei, can also be identified (m'unly among immigiants-see sub-section 6)
By the 1940r a new generation of educated Arzdhms (and other Indians) called
the 'new elites' were emerging They weie vety aware of the11 caste h~eraichywlthin
the Indian community These new elite A~~r~/zrcc~
clearly demonstrated an upward social mobility and as Mahaiaj (1992 4) comments,

Downwaid mobility, however, does not exert an influence on a vernacular in the Immediate generatton. It mainly affects future generations. The wrlter hypotheses that
this statement of Sivarama Murty 1s applicable to the ITe situation and differs in the
STe situation. Especially two sociolinguistic aspects of STe vlz the social stratifical
in the
tion revealed in the language and the way in whlch upward s o ~ l a mob~llty
South Afr~canArzdlzru community affects language change in STe, substantiates this
hypothesis In the next sections, t h ~ shypothesis will be argued for In the contexts of
upward inobllity and the social stratification of STe with infoimation gathered In fieldwork.

were d~ffercntiatedfrom the~rundcrclass roots in telms of the~rsuperior positions i n
the occupational hierarchy, made possible by their advanced educational q~~allfications
D u r ~ n gthis process of evolutionary upward mobility, the lower caste Andlzr-as

an upward mobility 111 a certain caste people contributes for the development of contextually vaned alternations in a l~nguisticsystem in the immediate generation due to
literacy and the other contributing variables llke prestige and power

Questionnaire-based Interviews Eliciting Words and Sentences in Translads known to have undergone change and ieported to be dtagnostic of Indian Telugu
e dialects, both regional and social were focused on In addition, ~ntormationwas
tamed from religlo-cultural domalns in which STe 1s mostly used today (cf
bhakaran 1993, 1994 & 1995) Following Labov (1972), information was also elictween 1989-1996 by the researcher and her research assistants. The quick questione was administered to 80 chosen fluent (both ITe and STe speakers), semi-fluent
passive STe speakers of various generations.
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4.2 Interviews
Interviews were conducted in the provinces of KwaZulu-Natal, Gauteng and Eastern
Cape (especially in the former homeland, Transkei). These were useful in obtaining
information on caste dialectic retention and change. The interviews were conducted
with the help of two research assistants and some informal assistants (fluent STe speakers) who volunteered to help.
4.3 Interpretation
Since all raw data must be interpreted, and when not available, compared to existing
studies, a hermeneutical approach was used which included available data documented
on caste dialects of ITe and research conducted among various Telugu dialects and
classlcaste variants in India.
5 Age, Sex, Generation and Caste Awareness of Interviewees
Details about the formal informants and the interviewees are presented in tables 2
through 5.
Table 2-Age

of the sample
-

Below

20
6

21-30
10

31-40
14

41-50
15

51-60
15

60+
20

Total
80

-

Table 3-Sex

of the sample

Male
37

Female
43

Total
80

Table 4-Generation of the sample
G1
10

G2
8

G1
G2

=
=

G3

=

G4 &G5

=

G3
25

G4
27

G5
10

Total
80

Immigrants to South Africa from India (Andhra Pradesh)
First generation born in South Afrlca whose parents were born in
India.
Second generation born In South Africa whose parents were born in
South Africa
Third and fourth generations born In South Afrlca whose grandparents and great grandparents were born in South Afr~ca

Table 5-Caste

awareness of the sample

Aware of the caste background
Not aware of the caste background

62

Total

80
-

6 Social Stratification in STe
Various sociologists have worked on the problem of social stratification (Sahlins 1958;
Kirchhoff 1955 and others). In the recent past, linguists have contemplated the role of
'social dialects' in linguistic change. Sociolinguists such as Labov (1966; 1970),
Gumperz (1958), Klass (1980), Pandit (1972) and Bright and Ramanujan (1964) have
put forward their hypotheses on the role of social dialects in linguistic change. In this
paper I briefly evaluate the hypothesis advanced by Bright and Ramanujan (1964).
Bright and Ramanujan (1964:471) have proposed a hypothesis to account for
the dynamics of linguistic change. This hypothesis is concerned with the role of 'caste
dialects' in linguistic change. An earlier version of this hypothesis is as follows:
In general, the Rrahnzzlz dialect seems to show grcat Innovation on the more consc~ouslevels of hngulstic change-those of borrowing and semant~cextens~on-while
the non-Brclhn~uzdialect sllows greater ~nnovationIn the less consc.lous type of
change-those IIIVOIVIII~ phonemic and morphological replacements (Bright &
Kd~nanujan1964 47 1)
Bright's hypothesis has another pait which explatns the bl-directiundllty of lmguistic
change in Brallrnln and non-B~dnurzdialects In term ot the literary factor (Bright &
Ramanujan 1964.478)
Until recently (ct Mesthrie 1990, 1991 and 1992), little attention was paid to
e social stratification present in the various South Afr~canlanguages (both ind~gous and immigrant) This is espec~allytiue of the study of South African Indian
If the conspicuou4 presence of social stratification In Indian languages in
ica and the caste lntluence on language are considered, this IS surely a situl
to address
on researchers w ~ l have
Although ITe has attracted the attentlon ot various soc~olinguists(Donappa
74, Krishnamurti 1974, Radhakrishna 1983, Sankara Mohan Rao 1983, Sivaramd
urty 1979 and Venkateswara Sastry 1994 among others) t r ~ v ~attentlon
al
was glven
the soclal stratificatlon Sivarama Murty (1979 & 1980) and Venkateswara Sastry
994) try to illustiate some of the main sociohnguistic var~ablesin ITe In this section
y main aim is to present some sociol~nguisticfeatures which clearly mark the social
lalects of the present-day STe speakers
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Following Sivarama Murty (1979:92f), the author provides a random caste
breakdown of a small village in Srikdkulam district (in modern Andhra Pradesh, India). Representatives of most of these (except Brilzrnaq) castes appear to have emigrated to South Africa (cf. Swan 1985:231 and Bhana 1987:79).

Table 6-Telugu castes and division in modern Andhra
Pradesh (Cl- C14I0)
No

Caste

Traditional occupation

Drcihnla~~
knl ilni k6mati
guvarrl kdnzuti
teluga
kLip14
velanzn
iarabu
vadrai'gi
talakali/telaga
ponbra
ztn
mangali
cukali
mhla

(priest and pure vegetarian)
(vegetarian merchant)
(non-vegetarian merchant)
(a variety of Naidu)
(a variety of Naidu)
(a variety of Naidu)
(gold-smith)
(carpenter)
(oil-monger)
(vegetable vendor)
(basket maker)
(barber)
(washer man)
(harijans)

Sivarama Murty (1979 96-98) classifies these 14 caste groups Into Sour classes based
on their soc~alstratification as follows Class 1 (Cl-C4 and C7), Class 2 (CS-C6),
Class 3 (C8-C10) and Class 4 (Cll-C14) Being aware of the ITe caste system and
l ~ n g u i s t ~variables,
c
the writer follows the same class dtvlsion from C1 to C14.
The soc~alstratification perceived in STe wlll be discussed under three categorlcs V I L 1) address terms used by the speech community, 2) linguistic vdriables, and
3) other social variables noticed

6.1 Address terms used
Address terms used by t h ~ sspeech community can be once again d ~ v ~ d etnto
d three
lo

To facilitate easy reference, the following abbreviations are used in the text C = Caste, HC
Caste, MC = Mlddle Caste, LC = Low Caste, GI-G5 = Generations 1-5

= High

categories: 1) kinship terms; 2) third person pronouns (male and female); and 3) politelimpolite suffixes added to certain words.

.1.1 Kinship terms used
many Indian languages kinship terms are used among the members not only within
e family and the caste but also concerning members of other castes as well. ITe is not
exception to this norm. Sivarama Murty (1979:93) observed this among ITe speakers of a small village in the modern Andhra Pradesh state, India. He noted this across
C2 to C8 and states that use of kinship terms across other castes is not common with
C1 and is less frequent in C9-C14, the lower class. His findings also illustrate that C5
(Kbpus) use kinship terms more frequently than any other cominunity because they
address the other four (C 1-C4) communities with kinship terms. The reverse is very
rare. In the ITe social system, the immediate lower group (especially of the middle
caste) tries to develop its relations with the immediate upper group. However, the
upper groups do not like to develop such relations with lower caste. Thus the trend in
ITe is upward mobility rather than downward.
The following are the kinship terms used among the ITe communities. 'The
der indicates the relative frequency of the items used. 1) ninrnn uncle; 2) an7rrza
other; 3) ayyn father; 4) rln~rrzufather; 5 ) nkkn elder sister; 6) tat~r/nz(drlyounger
rother; 7) nnrzn elder brother; 8) DZva brother-in-law; 9) vcrdirra sister-in-law; 10)
eddanznrn inother's elder. sister; 11) pirrrzun~rnamother's younger sister; 12) cirzrzQann
er's younger brother; 13) 11cc{aniinilcz father's elder brother; 14) peddayjja father's
er brother; 15) tarn grandfather (both maternal and paternal); 16) nyy!yon-~rnn
father's
other; 17) nnz~nnnrrnn~~lotlier's
mother. It is imperative to state in this context that
Blahtrrnc~s,the upper caste, never address any other com~nunitywith kinship terms.
his is reserved for members of their own caste.
Mesthrie's work (1 990:345-348) denlonstrates that although the domain of kinip terms is 'susceptible to influence from the dominant language' (English in
waZulu-Natal), the South African Bhojpuri (SABh) retained most of its original
nship terins over the years. Similarly, many of the above mentioned kinship terms
rvived in STe, however, their usage is limited only within the family and not across
the other castes. During interviews, almost 90% of the interviewees stated that they
e aware of most of these kinship terms and use them only wlthin their home and in
ose famlly dolnalns
During her stay In South Atiica the author has obselved a few of the STe speaks of Knmrnn, Kapu dnd Gavara castes addressing the Brri1zmar-E caste Immigrants
~ t hkinship terms such as arzncz, rarnnzud~i,nkka and arnnzn (displaying upward mo-
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bility). It is necessary to note in this context that they do not use the same terms wit
the local born STe speakers who are not their relatives. These findings substantiat
Sivarama Murty's notion that lower caste Telugus address upper caste Telugus with
kinship terms in order to improve their social situation. However, it is interesting to
note that within a few years of their immigration, some of the Brnlzrnan caste IT
speakers have changed and are addressing the STe speakers (although aware of the
latter's lower caste status) as anna, vadlrza, mama and arnnza Thls type of downward
mobility is not possible In the ITe social situation. This is unique to the STe situation
Some of the present-day Brahnzczn iinmigrants to South Africa are trying to develop
their relations wlth the STe speakers and display a downward mobility, wl~ichis unusual among the ITe community

6.1.2 Third person pronouns used
In the Telugu language, third person pronouns are mainly used as reference terms.
When a Telugu speaker (addresser) refers to others or reports about other persoils
(both male and female), helshe uses these pronouns. ITe has different degrees of politeness and impoliteness. This is present in the reciprocal determination of the use of
certain pronouns and the castelsocial stratification of the addresser. For example, the
ITe speakers use terms expressing high degrees of politeness, viz. (w)viiru, iiyarla and
atanu (to refer to male only) to higher and middle caste Telugu speakers. They use
w2cddvaf-l~for lower caste people (see table 7). The middle caste ITe speakers use the
terms ayana, atarzu and atrigudu for the higher, middle and lower caste groups respectively. However, lower caste refers to the middle and higher caste people as atarzu, and
use vsldu to the equal caste people.
Table 7-Third

person pronouns (referring to male persons)
Class

Terms used

Class 1

vnru, 15yarzu,atanu

Class 2

ciyalza, utanu

Class 3

ayana, atanu, atagiinu ( d u )

Class 4

a t u g a u , vEdu/cZdu

STe

atanu, vTzdu/ndu (commonly)
ciyana (by present immigrants only)

The pronouns used to refer to females exhibit social stratification in ITe too. The terms
used by and for the higher caste Telugus to refer to female in the third person are:
av(w)ida (very polite), knze (polite) and adi (impolite and intimate) (see table 8).

ble 8-Third

person pronouns (referring to female)

Class

Terms used

Class 1

Ev~da

Class 2

civlcln, cirne

Class 3

Erne, adi

Class 4

adi

STe

h e ,

adi (always) a arnn16y (derogatively)

Due to the choice of kinship terms and/or the third person pronouns used by an addresser, it is evident that an 1Te referent can identify the caste status of the addresser
However, it is imperative to mention that educated middle and lower caste people tend
to use higher caste terms m formal and careful speech,
The tables (tables 7 and 8) and the interpretatLon of the tnformation clearly
demonstrate that STe speake~sexhibit social strat~fication~nthe use of third person
pronouns and display both upward mobility and social stratification in the use of certain kinship terms.
6.1.3 Addressing-polite/impolite suffixes added (masculine)
Socral stratification is also evident in the choice of use of other addressing suffixes
added according to caste Table 9 is self explanatory and illustrates the polite/impolite
terms used by different caste groups of ITe and STe speakers It 1s pertinent in this
context to note that while using these suffixes, the ITe speaker IS very caut~ousThe
on is that the use of a lower suffix fol a high caste person is offensive Inversely, to
a higher (very polite) suffix for a lower caste person indicates s'lrcasm Due to a
lack of caste consciousness amongst themselves, the STe native speaker doer not observe such caution. This use of the wrong suffixes, often offends Immigrant ITe speakers.
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Table 9-Addressing-politelimpolite

terms used (masculine):

Table 10-General

Linguistic variables in Telugu

C2
Castes

Class

terms used

Comments

Br&lzma!z

class I

2n1a~<li

most polite form

K@u

class 2

2tna!z<lr, dt7z6y

most polite, just polite

Telukc~lz

class 3

enzayyn, Crnoy

slightly polite

M~irzgali

class 4

babu, ayya, ril

polite, slightly polite impolite

STe

(usual1y)

drtzuyyn, undi & ra

slightly polite polite impolite
and intimate

Although ~t is evident from the above table that the STe is closer to LC reflex in its
gcne~alIlngu~sticvariables, ~t still reflects some features of H C variety In addressing
others as -uyya & -nizrlz ' (almost every one uses these terms) However, the STe speakers use -nnclz' only to address the Telugu teachers or the Telugu lecturer (at UDW).
They use the term arnrnii very frequently to address any woman or young g ~ r lMany
.
uneducated Telugu (as well as T a m ~ l )speakers literally translate this term amma
(mother) Into 'mummy' and use it to address any woman of Indran background. Lastly,
~t is pert~nentto note that not all the Gavara, Kanztna and Kiipu caste people of STe
exhtbit the salient features of their caste illustrated above.

6.2 Linguistic features-social stratification
6.2.1 General linguistic features
Table 10 provides information regarding the general linguistic features observed in
different caste groups of ITe and STe speakers of different generations. The features 14 are phonolog~calfeatures whereas the remaining two are morphological and general
features respective1 y.

Retroflex I.,!,? are phonemes
Aspirated stops are available
q is a phoneme
Initial vii becomes b
Past suffix 'marker - ' i n '
Use of niiru for 2nd p. sing.

ITe
C3

C4

STe
GI-G5
-I+

(cf. Sivarama Murty 1979 : 94-96)
This table displays both the social stratification and upward mobility of the STe community. It is mainly d ~ l eto education, literacy and contact with Tamil. In ITe the retroflex /l,s,,n/ are phoneme only in class 1 (castes 1-4) and absent in other classes. The
presence of two out of three (111 and In/) of the retroflex are found in STe speech
contexts. Many of the present-day G3-G5 STe speakers who are bilingual and fluent
in STe and South African Tamil (SAT) retain and maintain these retroflex due to Tamil
domination on STe (cf, Prabhakaran 1994b). This retention of retroflex is a good example for upward mobility in STe.
The use of miru for second person singular demonstrates an upward mobility
due to education and literacy. Only the STe speakers who are educated in the Telugu
language maintain this feature. Other STe speakers from G2-G5 do not display this
feature in their speech context (both formal or informal). The remaining features (2-5)
in the above table demonstrates social stratification and MC and LC varieties.
Social stratification is reflected in the Telugu villages in Andhra Pradesh, India, in many other linguistic variables. Venkateswara Sastry (1994) demonstrated some
of them present in different castes of modern Andhra Pradesh. Following Venkateswara
Sastry (1994:315-3 19), STe can be compared with some of those linguistic variables
as reflected in the Indian Telugu castes.
The table below clearly demonstrates that although STe speakers originally
iled from lower middle castes, they display both high and middle caste linguistic
and social stratification. Some of these features display upward mobility. For
, word initial stress and regular vowel harmony, two usual linguistic variables
essed in HC and which are totally absent in MC and L C are frequently witnessed
STe. Similarly, presence of the fricative /f/ which is totally absent in lower caste
eech patterns is occasionally present in STe (cf. Prabhakaran 1994a & 1994b). Hower, the presence of hyper forms, irregular vowel harmony, makes STe closer to MC
and LC varieties.
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Table 12-

Table 11-Other linguistic variables according to castes

Phonetic difference between high and low caste
Telugu speakers

High Caste

IIC

No Features
1 Word-initial stress

+

2 Vowel harmony (regular)

+

3 Vowel harmony (irregular)
4 Internal ,ya~ldlti(by deletion of unstressed syllable)-

+

5 Smzdhi (regular)

+

MlLC STe

+++
+-

7 Emphatic stress (prolonged at the time of constant release)

-

+
+

8 Presence of fricative /f/

+

+-

9 Presence of /a:/

i-

10 Presence of [ w ] in word-initial and medial position

+
+

1 1 Iv'llp distinction

+

+-

6 Hyper forms

-

+

+
+
+-

Middle and

STe

Gloss

[bzryaw]

fear

Low castes
/bN

[bhaya111(6)] [bayawl

Md

[klzu:ni]

W

[ku:ni]/ Icari~pu]
(nzukluzrn(~)] [tnukaG]

[camnpu] [saccQ~o:vu] murder
(mugawl
facelmouth

/dfd

(ba:dlla]

[ba:da] [katta]

pain

/gW

[ g h a ~ i f a s ~ l a ] [gari~asa:la]

[gn~i;asa:laJ

famous Telugu
singer

/gW

[n~e:~lzam(w)][me:ga&]/ [mabbu]

[mabbu]/ [nzbbu]

clouds

/dW

[dharzarrz(G)]

[danaG]/ [rutkn]

wealth1rnoney

[ba:da]

[da~zaiii]

Table 13-Other phonetic differences and caste variables
Phoneme

+-

Grapheme

Upper caste

Other castes

ma
nn

+
+

+
+

STe
I-

+
I-

+

Any sociolinguist with an awareness of Indian Telugu caste systems would
easily differentiate between the high and low caste Telugu speakers. This is precisely
because of the many phonemes, aspirations, retroflexion and sibilance, intact, as borrowed from the Sanskrit language. The middle and lower caste would not use them in
their formal and informal speech. However, educated people in Telugu try to maintain
two pronunciations in their speech. The one type of pronunciation is that acquired due
to education, i.e. pronunciation as per spelling requirements in careful speech. The
other type is normal in histher colloquial speech. Table 12 and 13 illustrate some of the
phonetic differences between the HC, MC and LC Telugu speakers and compares
such difference within the STe context.
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Brahmin caste
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Caste differentiation reflected in the use of Telugu
lexis
Middle and lower"

Gloss

(orthographic form) castes
a:hdikatrz

taddindina

ditia

death ceremony

bho:jatzaln

annat/ku:du

ku du (mostly)m-(rarely)

food

jalanz

mar^icirzi:Jlu/rzi:[lu

ni:llu (mostly) tzi:&u(rarely) water

bo:dlziEcu

ne:rpu

samnpu:rnanz

pu:rtiga:/ anta:

anta:

completely

dustudu

ceddaviidu

dongo:du

mischievous

swaprznrn

kaln

kala

dream

y rasunrzutn

satztdsatrz

santOsarn

happyhappiness

putrudu

ko&ku

kodku

son

poutrudu

rnatzavadu

grandson

dhu:li

durnmu

dust

dhnnam

da(abb~r/r.u:ka

ru:ka

money1 wealth

kalya:~lam

viva:l~nnd~elli

yelli (mostly)yelli (rarely)

marriagelwedding

durgandlzanl

va:sana

gubbu

bad smell

upnca:ranz

se:va

se: va

service

vidlzawa

viduva/nzun<la

rnuczda/ bo:di

widow

teach

Thta table clearly demonntrates the soclal stratification In STe against upward soclal
mobillty

6.3 Other social variables according to the castes
In the ITe caste system, the caste and social stratification are also reflected in the ini
yCru (surnames) and names of the Telugu. Most of the Telugu castes have certain
sufflxes attached to surnames and names (see table 15). These serve to indicate caste
"

The second lexis in the column are of the LC varieties

status. In modern civilised and urbanised Telugu contexts, this practice is gradually
disappearing. Many, too, have Sanskritised names (which may conceal the original
aste system) and use these more often than their Telugu ones. Although similar cirumstances are evident in STe situations, it is interesting that many of the present-day
outh African Telugu speakers still have names (with or without the knowledge of the
caste background or significance attached to their caste) which demonstrate social
stratification and their caste background.

Table 15-Telugu caste name endings

No.

Castes

Names generally end in

kalinzi konzati

ravu, miirti, ayyu
dora, riivu, nzurti, ayya, anna
ndidu, rnurty, ayya, anna
I Z Z ~ ~rCIvu,
~ U ayya
,
cichri, nzurty
haffadu, Gcdl-i

ndidu/tzdi&7,iircclri, nyya, annu, odu, gddu

rom the information obtained during interviews there is especially one good examle of a Telugu family name (the original immigrant name was taken from the ship
lsts and was confirmed by the immigrant's grandson during an interview) which clearly
emonstrates the social stratification and upward mobility of the Telugu castes in South
frica. The original immigrant was called appigcldu who hailed from the mudiga caste
see the table above). His son was named latchanna (reflecting the upward mobility of
eir caste towards either telaga or k i p u (i.e. from C14 to C 1 or C2). The grandson of
e immigrant (the present-day STe speaker) is named varadaruju (again indicating
pward mobility towards the rdju (Kshatriya) caste (not present in the table above)
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grandfather

son

grandson

Aspiration is rarely Sound and almost absent in casual and informal speech;
hyper corrections are evident in formal speech.
none of the families included in the study have any relatives in South Africa.

present-day STe speakers are still taking place.
hese findings show variatiolls in the present generation. In some of the immigrant

7 Summary and Conclusion

as the third century B.C.E. Social variation includes all kinds of differences in
stratification is evident due to the availability of different caste, sub-castes an

A few concluding comments concerning the downward mobility of the presentday immigrant ITe speakers in South Africa may be made.
Since the early 1980s, ITe speakers of various castes have immigrated to South
Africa. They settled in the four former honielands and became citizens or resident

y any prestige due to their caste status or due to their educational qualifica,a downward mobility in the immigrant generation ITe speaker or in their
ama Musty's hypothesis and demonstrates that the STe situation is unique and
ent from the ITe situation. In the ITe situation, the downward mobility of HC
h variety and an upward mobility of a LC towards a HCi2are not possible. This
an important finding and needs further research. This may focus on a similar socio-
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tic changes in their speech patterns were documented.
1

The three retroflex consonants s,l,n, d o not occur freely and the difference

interviewees informed the writer that his father, an immigrant
ntury, was a 'shit-bucket carrier' and later became a priest in a
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Occult Discourses in the Liberian Press Under
Sam Doe: 1988-1989
Louise M. Bourgault

Part I: Introduction
With peace threatening to spread over Liberia in the wake of recent elections, it seems
an excellent time to attempt to disentangle some of the causes of the horror of the past
seven years. Indeed, many an observer has commented on thc stcite of deep spiritual
crisis which has pervaded Liberia throughout the 1990s'. This research examines press
witchcraft discourses in 1988-1989, the period leading up to the Liberian civil war
which began on Christmas eve 1989 and lasted almost until the election of War Lord
Charles 'Taylor in July 1997.
Interest in this research, however, actually predates the civil war. The author
has long held a desire to explore discourses in the African press, an aspect of African
media studies which has been sorely neglected in the literature (Bourgault 1995:202205). Her specific interest in this context is occult discourses, whetted largely by the
remarkable prevalence of witchcraft stories in the Liberian press during 1988-19892.
Indeed, even the most cursory of glances at the press of this period reveals a decided
preoccupation, some would say an obsession with the paranormal. An understanding
of this predilection would surely shed light on the nature of Liberian culture and possibly help in understanding the civil war which was soon to follow.

A Look at Liberian History
A
Liberia's 'modern' culture began with the establishment of the first colony of freed
American slaves in 1822 at the mouth of the Mesurado River in what is today Liberia.
In 1847, the Monrovia settlers issued a 'Declaration of Independence' from the ColoI
Sec Enoanyi, cspccially Preface pp. xi-xv; Ellis (1995: 1650; KpatindC (1990: 16-23);Diallo
(1990:24f).

The author served as Chef of Party for the USAID supported Liberian Rural Communica
tions Network from April 1988 to March 1989. For a discussion of that project, see Bourgaul
(1994).The project was provided with all weekday cditions of the daily press published during
that time. 'This study was derived from the author's personal collection of the week-day newspapers which shc judiciously collected from that period.

ion Society and putatively became Black Africa's first independent and soverrepublic (Liebnow 1987:lG). The early settlers, who generally settled in coastal
s of Liberia were joined by other groups: freed slaves from Barbados and human
from slaving ships captured on the high seas. Settler penetration into the interior
country was piecemeal during the nineteenth century. And it would not be until
entieth century that the tribes of the hinterland would be officially incorporated
150 year story of the relationship between the 'settlers' and the native
men is a rather sorry and exploitative one in which the Americo-Liberians meted
their African brothers treatment not dissimilar to that which they had received in
. It is a story of detribalized persons ofAfrican ancestry assuming overlordship
es. The story includes the forced labor of ethnic Liberians, expropriation of
bal lands, and the denial of their rights. The story of Liberia is also one of the
'enfranchisement' the Liberian 'natives' or 'country people' of the interior by
-Liberians. Since the 1980 coup, this process has taken on terrible violent

he Creation of a Liberian Politico-Religious Symbol System
dy of witchcraft discourses in Liberia must begin with an overview of Liberian

y. Liberian popular cosmology is a pastiche of traditional African religioements, bits of popularized Islam, and liberal doses of nineteenth and twenristianity filtered through waves of returning ex-slaves, and European and
n missionaries.

onal Secret Societies
teen or so ethnic groups native to Liberia (Liebnow 1987:35) were organized
ally and temporally into a variety of societies, most of them secret, whose task
maintenance of spiritual and temporal order. Probably the best known of these
Poro and Sande complexes of the west and central Liberia. The Poro and
ditions are believed to have come south and west along with Mande speaking
uring the 1700s from what is now Sierra Leone and Guinea. The Poro (male)
male counterpart (the Sande) are viewed by scholars as being particularly
entieth century saw a rapprochement between the Americo-Liberian settlers and the
the interior. President Arthur Barclay, during h s tenn (1904-1912) extended citizenLiberian 'tribes', though they were not granted the privilege of suffrage until the
a which began in 1944.
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significant institutions because their spiritual authority (authority governing ritual
matters) is pan tribal or pan ethnic, stretching across easily half of Liberia and into
parts of Guinea and Sierra Leone as well4.
The Poro and Sande complexes functioned to socialize members, to maintain
relations with the spirit world, and to maintain political and social order. Socialization

boundaries, and the exigencies of secrecy6. The terror which these rituals inspire
demonstrated viscerally the depth of awe the society required of adherents, adherent
who were sworn to secrecy under pain of severe punishment or death.
Bellman's much quoted work on the Poro, TIze Language of Secrecy (1984
informs us that the content of secrets actually was less important than the demon
tion of their form. The maintenance of secrets (ifa mo 'you must not talk it')
largely a matter of shifting context. When and with whom secrets could be shared

and they were not to trifle with its leadership.

from Guinea for the last few hundred years.
religion in Liberia, if not to say all of Africa, has been poorly understood. Colo
self-justification and missionary myopia combined with nineteenth century so
darwinism to relegate African religion to the realm of savagery. This is an as'signme

initial ritual. See also Bellman (1984:Chapter 6).
For a further discussion of the power of secrecy in Africa, sec Cotter (1993:5).
See Liebnow (1987:36-35),for a linguistically driven account of Liberia's ethnic groups.

which African religion is finally emerging in the hazy sunset of modernism in the
ht of the twentieth century.
The Settlers, not unlike European colonialists elsewhere on the continent, were

politician of considerable acumen, William Tubman sought in the wake of

Secret societies not incorporated in the Poro, societies such as the Leopard and

America-Liberians were not content to ban secret societies which they feared.
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1980s rumor and fear abounded about the power of the secrets hovering over the ransacked remains of the Masonic edifice. Historian Gus Liebnow's remarks are telling
in this context.
Another ~nstitutlonwlth dlstlnct pol~ticalovertones was also dealt a mo~talblow at
the time of the coup-the Masonlc Older, whtch served as a semi-rel~g~ous,
semlpolltlcal guardlan of Wh~gprivilege One experlcnccd a sirange feeling 111 the weeks
following the coup In passlng the Masonic Temple high above Mamba Point In
Monlovla The now sacked ed~ficestood s~lent,~ t windows
s
and door half ajar, the
w~oughtIron gate around the courtyard stand~nghalf open, and not a soul was In sight
on what had once been ~ t well
s manicured grounds The temple appeared to be totally
lrrelev~ntto the new 1,iberian soclety Yet at the same tlme, the vacated bu~ldlng
seemed to pose the hngerlng menace to future trespassers that mght be attributable
by a Gola or a Mende tribesmen to the wounded sp~rilprotecting a de~ecratedgrave
of the Poro secret society The Masonlc Order's power may have been diminished,
but few would rlsk fate by turther abuslng ~t (L~ebnow1987 202)
Liebnow's passage clearly sheds light on the sensitivity of Liberians to signs
and metaphors within their culture.

Christianity
Throughout the 1800s, meanwhile, a Christian symbol system had been rooted into
the political stylistics of the nation of Liberia.
Within a very short time after settlement in 1822, missionaries from Europe
and America had begun coming to Liberia. By 1838, there were ten schools founded
by church groups and staffed in most cases by Black settlers. Drawing from the rhetoric which emboldened U.S. settlers, the Liberian Republic's first President, President
Joseph Jenkins Roberts talked of the 'manifest destiny' of the settlers to bring civilization to what were believed to be tribal heathens (Liebnow 1987:24). And not surpris
ingly, 'manifest destiny' came to have an important if unseemly economic underbelly.
Missionary activity in the interior was encouraged by the settlers who charged the
~nissionariesfees or taxes on their missionary 'concessions'. In this way, missionaries
to the Liberian interior participated in the settlers' colonial project in ways analogous
to Christian missionaries elsewhere on the African continent. The latter, operating at
the pleasure if not the behest of colonial powers, often provided for natives and colonials
alike, an important ideological undergrid to economic exploitation of virgin territories.
It is noteworthy in this context that missionaries in the country established
printing presses in Liberia and published religious tracts and newspapers from the
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s. Thus, early on, the Christian churches were involved in disseminating a Chriseligious discourse that would help to create and to sustain a generalized Liberian
lture, while promoting English literacy9.
With a symbol system which privileged Christian culture came the native inferity complex. In popular parlance and popular iconography, what was of Americorian origin or Kwii (i.e. 'civilized' in the Kpelle- the largest ethno-linguistic group
e country with about 20% of the population) was good; what was from the 'couneople' (Liberian English for ethnic Liberians) was badi0.Thus the generalized
ian cultural formation, was a Christian one skewed toward the more elitist Episaptist, and Methodist creeds. Indeed the identification of members of the True
Party, which dominated Liberian politics from 1877 to 1980, with certain estabent churches was clear. Tubman (1944-1971) was himself a Methodist minister,
olitical speeches drew heavily from theBible. Tolbert (1971-1980), Tubman's
esident and his successor, was the pastor of a Zion Baptist Church and also
as head of the Baptist World Alliance.
Syncretistic churches, of which there have long been a great number in Africa"
eveloped rapidly in Liberia. These were tolerated as long as they did not pose a
the Whig hegemony.

150 years of Americo-Liberian rule, efforts were made to control the incurslam into the Liberian territory. Missionaries were particularly encouraged to
Christian beachheads in towns in the northwest in the path of the Mande
). Islam, as part of its own sweep downwards, neverthein with Marldingo traders. They became known for their esoteric brands
urgault 198811989; Ellis 1995:188), popularized 'folk' variants of Islam,
dle eastern orthodoxy.
All of these beliefs fused into a generalized Liberian culture, one which was
s. It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the many
- a history of the Liberian press, see Rogers (1988).

onia David's 1992 article 'To Be Kwii is Good: Personal Account of Research in a
age'. See also Twe's (1997:91) article 'The Asili of Liberian ~sychology'which
at Liberian c~lltureintenlalised negative self-images from 'American sstreotypes of
nd violent and uncivilized'.
umer (1977) and also Turner's Forward in Hackett (1987:~-xi),and Hackett's (1 987:237-
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religious discourses which appeared in the Liberian press during the period covered
by this investigation. This paper limits itself only to those discourses which make
mention of the paranormal.

C
Newspapers Surveyed
From a privately held collection of nearly a year's worth of week-day Liberian daily
newspapers, the author randomly selected the month of June 1988 as a source of stories on the occult which would serve to supply material for a more focused analytical
read1? From this process, the following papers were included in the survey: The DailJ,
Observer, the Spectator, the Liberian Mirror, the Liberian Herald (Catholic), and the
Standard. All of the papers surveyed in this research were private or quasi-private, as
the state-run New Liberin~zhad ceased publication or came out only infrequently during the 1988-1989 period when this author was collecting newspapers.
A careful examination of these papers revealed that accounts of the paranormal, stories concerning the paranormal or mentioning the paranormal occurred in at
least one of the five published papers nearly every day. The Liberian Herald, the paper
of the Catholic Church was the exception, as no stories of this type were found within
its pages during the period of time studied.
A central assumption of the subsequent discussion is the existence of an integral link between the narratives appearing in the Liberian press and the social arrangements and preoccupations of readers. Such assumptions have become commonplace
in post-modern journalistic analyses which are sensitive to the rift between accounts
in newspapers and the 'reality' they purport to depict. Post-modernism recognizes the
role of audience as consumer in the shaping of newspaper articles which are more
story-like, more humanized, and more self-referential (Luthar 1997:49). Such approaches have long been seen by the present author as inherently more reasonable
than the (vain) modernist search in so much of the African press for such chimera as
objectivity and an abstracted, distanced perspective. Drawing from Obeichina,
Okpewho, and others, this author has described the role of the oral narrative shaping the mass media including the written press in Africa (Bourgault 1987:211-236;
Bourgault 1995: 180-205).
The arguments presented herein are also enriched by those of Cameroonian
scholar Achille Mbembe. Mbembe uses the African novel and the African press interchangeably to support and inform his work on political symbolism in what he calls the
'post colony' (Mbembe 1992a: 1-30). Mbembe defends this practice by noting the close
kinship between the two, 'the sort of functional reciprocity between narrativity and
"

See Note 2 above.
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orality'. H e adds that 'all human experience has a temporal quality and there is a
t link between lived temporality and the narrative act' (Mbembe 1992b:134).

emost, African folk tales.
Drawing from the above specialists of the text including many the Africanists

th efforts to look behind the articles in a search for the 'accuracy' of the
the purposes of this discussion articles have been grouped in a two-fold
on: A) stories of the occult involving no criminal proceedings, and B) stoart II of the paper will describe and discuss the stories, informing the reader to
nt possible as to the emic meaning of the stories in the Liberian context. Where

een arbitrarily numbered 1-16.

Part 11: The Stories
he Occult in Non-Criminal Cases
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humanJoccult interaction. A description of these articles follows.
Story 1, 'Barolle to Upset Cornerstone' appeared in the Spectator (June 3
1988:7), the typical sports page of most papers. The non-bylined article speculates on
the Liberian soccer team's (Barolle's) ability to beat its Ghanaian (Cornerstone) opponents.
Mighty Barolle which was reported to have been in secret canip (e.a.) is expected to
put LIPa hard fight against Corners as the Ghanaian side is affectionately called.
This story implies that team members have traveled to a sacred/powerful venue
to obtain important 'medicines' (figuratively 'powers', literally 'potions') which will
enable them to win the match. This is a typical practice in competitive sports14.
This author is surprised to not have uncovered more references to 'nxedicine in
sports' within the period examined as the practice is said to be very comlnon.
Stories 2 and 3 both ran on page 8, the back pages of the Daily Observer (June
2 and June 7 1988). Story 2 is entitled 'Man Gives Birth to Twins'; while Story 3
features the headline 'Yekapa Hospital Denies Twins Story'. Both were written by
C.Y. Kwanue. In the first account, a man has allegedly given birth to twins, a male and
a female, the first of whom, the boy, has died. According to 'eyewitnesses', so the
story would have readers believe, the man and his spouse went to a healer because she
failed to conceive a child. The healer reportedly gave the wife some medicine which
the man seems to have taken by mistake. After he gave birth, the story continues, the
man admitted to hospital officials, that he used witchcraft to transform himself into a
woman, and to have sexual intercourse with men. Another hospital official is alleged
to have told the reporter that an operation was performed in order to make it possible
for the man to give birth.
Clearly this story contains several different discourses on occult phenomena:
the medicine potion, the man's initial sexual transformation through witchcraft, the
hospital's alleged performance of an emergency 'sex change' surgery, the birth of
twins'" and finally the death of the boy twin. Almost one week later, the Daily 00server ran the follow-up Story (Story 3 ) , rare in the case of occult stories. 'Yekapa
Hospital Denies Twins Story', Story 3, carries a photo of a European physician, Dr.
l4

A number of Liberian friends and specialists have rernsu-ked on the typicality of seeking
'powerful medicine' in order to gain an advantage in competitive sports. See also Allen's
(1992: 124-142) novel, for a fictionalised account of this practice.
" The birth of twins is often considered portentous in a number of traditional African cultures,
including many Liberian ones. See Bourgault (1988/1989). See Also Gay's 1973 novel, Rcd
Dust on the Greet1 Leaves: A Kpelle Twins'Childlzood.
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ennert Reitner, who purportedly is responsible for the denial. Reitner, moreover, is
orted to castigate hospital nurses for spreading stories. The article documents Dr.
tner as also urging reporters to verify facts and to seek clarification before publish. Clearly dissatisfied with Reitner's account, the reporter has solicited the opinion
erian physician at a different hospital to inquire if such a birth were possible.
wer provided by this second physician clearly straddles two phenomenologies
te representative of the views of many educated Liberians:
Dr. I.F. Jalloh explained that biologtcally i t was not possible for a man to give birth to
a child. But he said 'when witchcraft is implied in African Science, it is i~ldisputablc
that such may happen'.
y seeking a quote from a Liberian doctor, the seporter is clearly trying to
himself from a charge of unprofessionalism. Journalist Kwanue goes on to
that he has been called to the Observer headquarters to defend himself.
Story 4 is entitled 'Lightening Kills 65 year old Woman', by Miaway Gruah.
on page I of the Mirror, Story 4 served as the paper's lead story on June 7, 1988.
story details the death by electrocution of a woman in Nimba county. An account
her brother describes how he failed to rescue her. 'The whole body was filled
l
The story
electricity and each time I tried to save her I received ~ o w e r f u shocks'.
n to narrate that the old woman's home was subsequently burned in the fire. The
r describes the 'whole episode' as 'very mysterious' .
Death by lightening is one of the many causes of death regarded in Liberia11
gy as a 'bad luck death'. This belief is widespread among many of the ~ i b e s. 'Bad luck' or inauspicious deaths are believed to be the result of witchcraft,
ty business', i.e. the occult (Bourgault 1992:220. But in a curious circularity of
, victims are often blamed for their fate. The logic employed herein is that those
lve in black magic will ultimately become its targets. So when a 'bad luck'
efalls a person, the person is seen as having dabbled in the occult. Victims of
spicious deaths do not receive proper funerals, for a proper funeral assures
ontinued participation of the deceased in the affairs of his or her living kinsmen.
oped that without a proper send off into the spirit world, the victim's spirit will
far away and find other living beings to trouble. An alternative explanation of
man's death could be that a relative of the victim has 'witched' her. The cornof the woman's brother, particularly the account of his attempted rescue, may
nterpreted as a means of deflecting potential accusations of his compliance or
ticipation in his sister's 'bad luck' death.
Asimilar story, Story 5 , 'Mysterious Death Hits Duala' by John Adams, tells of
ty-six year old man who collapsed and died while reading a letter to his relatives.
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The article, which appeared in the StancZard (June 2 1 1988:8), reports that the relatives
were panic stricken. We can assume they believe as the Liberian adage says, that 'No
one dies for nothing', a reference to the belief that death occurs because of causative
human agents. Indeed the term 'mysterious death' is clearly code for allegations of
witchcraft. Like the brother in Story 4, the relatives undoubtedly fear oncoming accusations of witchcraft. Alternatively, they may also fear becoming its next victims.
Story 6, bylined 'our reporter', tells of an encounter by a human with a water
spirit. Entitled 'Woman Dies After Speaking with Crawfish in Grand Bassa County',
it appeared in the Spectator (June 14 1988:8). This story tells of a fisherwoman who
died soon after meeting 'a black fat ten-fooled crawfish from the Mechlin River'. The
women is alleged to have narrated this event to her husband, shortly before her death,
as the content of a recent dream. In the dream the crawfish accused her of having
caught all of his relatives and he has warned her that this would be the last time.
The black fat crawfish is undoubtedly some variant of a water spirit (in Kpelle,
kaknlee) which promises men or women success in their waking lives in exchange for
a human life, sometimes that of a relative, sometimes their own. This spirit, like the
more well known mammy water, eventually extracts its 'pound of flesh' for the pact
made with it.
Mammy water myths have been explained as powerful warnings against excessive accumulation (Bastian 1993: 129-166). Story 6 appears to recapture the same
theme. For the article goes on to say that the 'lady' in questivn had become a successful trader, one who had built a large home from the proceeds of the sale of crawfish
caught with hand-made baskets. But fish trapping in this manner is clearly a female
role-ascribed subsistence occupation. Such work is thought unlikely to amass serious
capital particularly by women. If at all, it could have become accumulative onlv in the
wake of the spread of the money economy to the 'country people' in the post World
War I1 era.
What can these stories mean? And what is their function? The sports story is
little more than a gossipy speculation on the Liberian teams chances. This mention of
the occult is a mere harmless aside. The twins story is a concatenated lot of contradictory rumors. Its open- ended style invite comment and discussion, engaging readers to
start their own discourses. Clearly the European doctor in Story 3 felt compelled to
respond in a subsequent story. But his action only opened up the floor to more discussion, a response by a Liberian medical doctor. The twins' story seems to also be giving
a moral lesson, castigating the father for his careless sexual practices and possibly
warning against the dangers of homosexuality. Certainly the crawfish story provides a
moral lesson. The lightening and the letter stories provide cautionary messages. They
remind the reader that danger abounds, that powerful forces are on the loose that can
strike at any moment. They are accounts by reporters who obtained them from the
persons directly implicated.
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Stories 1-6 stylistically resemble tabloid stories in the western press. They opto amuse the audience and to sustain a belief in popular witchcraft discourse.
stories are essentially open-ended - with many unanswered questions, many
olved details, and often with contradictory reports. Such articles make ideal pieces
oup reading, where more literate members of African villages or neighborhoods
newspapers to the unschooled. The missing details will then be filled in by the
s and wili continue to circulate in the medium of 'pavement radio', or as it is
in the francophone nations, Radio Trottoir. Eventually, they may resurface in
ress again, transformed into new articles, new folktales for urban massesi6.
The above stories also stand out because they make no mention of perpetrators,
ey contain neither direct nor veiled accusations of witchcraft. But a far greater
ber of press accounts treating the occult include accusations or allusions to crimioccult behavior on the part of the perpetrators. A number of these are detailed

Criminality and the Occult
ries 7 through 15 have been grouped together in this section because they share in
mon accounts of victimization, and an apparent or at least possible level of
inality. In all but one of these accounts, the perpetrators potentially face arrest or
tually being held pending trial. The vast majority appear to derive from 'beat
s' from the police, from the Ministry of Internal Affairs, or from unnamed 'secuThe beg~nningof Story 7, "'I Killed Seven Persons" W ~ t c hConfesses In a
rch', sets the tone and mood of the articles w h ~ c happear In thls sect~on
In the wake of the rising rate of witchcraft activities in the country, a Inan identified as
Junior MacCarthy has revealed his involvement in the killing of several persons in
the Logan town area.
Story 7, written by E. Frederick Baye, appeared in the Mirror on (June 28
8:l). The article provides an account of a young man, Junior MacCarthy, who
ng an alleged religious conversion, confesses to participating in the killing, among
others, of a two year old baby. In the course of his confession, MacCarthy has
d two conspirators, one of whom is the baby's mother. MacCarthy claims to have
n up the pact when his colleagues asked him to give over his mother to the witches.
nt radio' or Radio Trottoir,see Ellis (1989);Nkanga (1992); and
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The story, with its sensational headline, is accompanied by a dramatic news photo of a
pastor brandishing a large cross at the church where MacCarthy confessed.
Though the legal implications of the story are not treated in the article, those
accused by MacCarthy will undoubtedly face investigation by officers from the Ministry of Internal Affairs.
A non bylined Story 8 involves an accusation of murder whose motive appears
to stem from the threat of witchcraft. 'John Early Charged with Murder', appeared in
the bilingual Spectator (June 7 1988:8).This story deals with a father, John Early, who
has recently been charged with the murder of his 25 year old son, Samuel. The story
goes on to provide an account from witnesses saying the two had quarreled after the
father had refused to give the son money to support the younger man's girlfriend. The
son threatened to 'fuck with him (sic.)' if his Dad did not give him the money. The son
said he would kill his father and that 'nothing would come out of it'. The threat sounds
very much as if the son had planned to use occult powers against his father, and thereby
has caused his own death.
Story 9 by Victoria Nyumah reports on the death of a man 'in the prime of life'
and the subseq~tentarrest of his ex-wifelgirlfriend in connection with his death. The
article entitled 'Death in Girlfriend's Room', appeared in the Daily Observer (the
premier paper) June 21, 1988, on the back page, page 8. The deceased apparently died
in Monrovia with his ex-wife, Miss Borbor, who is also the mother of two of his
children. His current wife and additional children (number unspecified) are reported
to live in Buchanen. Another girlfriend, a neighbor of the ex-wife in Monrovia is also
reported to be among the mourners, for she too, notes the article, has a child by the
deceased. The article reports that the girl friend, Miss Borbor, in whose room the man
died, has been 'arrested on suspicion', even through a later paragraph indicates that
the pathologist who examined the body 'suspected no foul play'. One can only speculate that Miss Borbor has beer] accused of 'foul play' within the franlework of 'African
Science'. Indeed, as noted above, many Liberians believe that most deaths (except for
death by 'old age') are caused by human agents. Once again the Liberian expression,
'no one dies for nothing' comes to mind in this context.
Both Story 8 and Story 9 contain decided elements of terror as they clearly
implicate the occult in the commission of murder. Indeed tradition dictates that to kill
one's kin is an abomination. Both of these stories also contain elements of the moral
tale, warnlng that acqulsltlve lovers can cause 11fts between kln In Story 8 the girlfriend's financ~alneeds led to deadly violence between Samuel Early and h ~ father
s
John In Story 9 the vlct~mseems to have run afoul of a life w h ~ c hincluded too many
different love rnterests
Story 10 1s entttled 'Alleged W~tchcraftGlrl Reveal Human Feast Palaver Int
Affairs Probes' Written by Edmond A Sakpa, Story LO appeared In the Stc~ndard
198

: 1) with a continuation on page 6. It reports the investigation

tty Darpoh, accused of involvement in witchcraft. The story
e Ministry of Internal Affairs of being a witch, and that in
ngs against her she has accused two Internal Affairs Miniskers, Cecilia Washington and Sarah Richards of being witches themselves. The
used, Miss Darpoh, is said to have admitted being involved in witchcraft against
rians'. But she has named conspirators Washington and
gedly demanded that she deliver her mother to the witches
n for murder. Betsy, having no relative other than her mother, is said to have
ted the witches, Cecilia and Sarah who in turn, 'beat her'. Cecilia and Sarah have
y have asked to prove their innocence through a sassywood
In Liberian English, those who do harm to others in their dreams are called
ches, or in Kpelle, stick people or wiil~i~ U I (Bellman
A
198456). Liberians believe
when individuals go to sleep at night, their dream spirit may take over. In dreams,
rnay fly (travel) from place to place and cause harm. Witches are particularly
to eat new victims. Participants in witchcraft covens secure their membership
comes with membership by delivering up their loved ones.
A variant on witch covens is the secret society (mentioned above) named after
n animal, i.e. leopard society, baboon society, or crocodile society, for example.
the activity appears to be similar. Participants meet one another in the world of
, deliver up victims which the group may harm, kill, and sometimes 'eat' (acturds Invade Town', appeared with no byline in the Daily 0 0 Here the occult is heavily implied though not directly stated.
rds, especially in a group, are extremely rare in Liberia, so this story seems to be
count of an attack by members of the leopard society. The description of the
rd invasion moreover, belies the 'other worldly' origin of the animals.
The elders [in Duanpea Town where the attack is alleged to have taken place]
ained that around the time of the incident, there was a heavy downpour of rain,
while the people were asleep, the 'leopards' began chasing domestic animals. The
rs said there was nothing much they could do but run for their lives. They said that
heard what appeared to be the sound of a wild animal pounding on the door with
of 'truth test' wluch involves the administration of a poironous
a qualified Loe The innocent or truthful are s a d to be only mldly afd by the poison whereas the gu~ltyaie s a d to become v~olently111 or to dic
nfess~onhas no doubt been extracted from temfied v~ctirnsof
Another method of adrrunistering an ordeal 1s to touch the skln (somet~mesthe tongue)
e accused w~tha red hot cutlass
, by
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its claw. No one was reported injured or physically attacked by the 'wild animals'.
The use of quotation marks by the Observer in this account makes it clear that
the intruders are not to be seen as real animals. Moreover, anthropological descriptions of Leopard Society attacks describe 'leopard' behavior as curiously human
(Bourgault 198811989). Clearly the villagers of Duanpea Town are terrified.
Most of the elders who spoke to our correspondent said they had a sleepless
night on June 15; and that in the morning, they saw footprints of what looked like the
ones made by leopards. When they traced the footprints, they were led to a valley
where skull of a sheep was found. The inhabitants there have appealed to authorities in
Zoe-Geh to provide some protection for them against strange wild animals because
they believe that the animals may one day come back.
The response of government officials to a reported incident of an illegal secret
society in instructive in its inactivity.
There has been no official statement from the office of Nimba Superintendent,
but an executive in the office of the superintendent confirmed the report of the incident. However, the executive said no official position had been taken because 'our
Zoe-Geh Commissioner Karnue has not written us in particular'.
The above stories 10 and 11 are different from those detailed below. In the
above stories, there is no mention of body parts. The assumption is that the victims of
witchcraft or Leopard Societies are killed and 'eaten' whole by the witches or 'leopards'. The following stories, which seem about equally common in the Liberian press
of the period under study, treat the subject of 'heartmen'. 'Heartmen' in the popular
Liberian cosmology refers to individuals who are said to trade in human body parts
useful in the concocting of potions used to cause harm to others. An individual who
seeks power over others or who would cause them harm may seek out the aid of a
'heartman'. This author has uncovered no mention of 'heartmen' in the anthropological literature. There is however, mention of secret societies falling outside the Poro
which do trade in body parts. One such society is the Crocodile Society which drow
victims, sometimes leaving their bodies on the riverbanks often with partsremove
(Bourgault 198811989), The author suspects the cultural formation of heartmen to be a
modern transposition of beliefs from older secret societies.
The first 'heartman' story, Story 12 is entitled 'Father Arrested for Attemptin
to Sell Son for $2000'. The article is written by A. Boakai and appeared in Liberia
best paper of the era, the Daily Observer (June 16 1988:8). This article describes t
arrest of a man from Guinea who is alleged to have come to Liberia to trade his son
a 'heartman' for the latter's use of the son's body parts. According to the report,
rity forces have arrested this man. How this individual came to be suspected o
heinous crime is not given; nor is any information provided on the man's response
the charges.
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Yet another 'heartman' story, Story 13, "'Ritual Killing" in Bassa: - 7 Under
e', describes the arrest by the Ministry of Internal Affairs of seven persons ald to be involved in 'ritualistic killing'. Story 13, written by James K. Forkpa,
red in the Daily Observer (June 22 1988:8). One victim's body, that of a three
Id, is alleged to have been found along the banks of the Timbo River with these
missing: penis, eyes, ears, tongue, nose, fingers, and front upper teeth. The story,
h could equally be referring to a Crocodile Society murder, reports that 'the seven
apprehended last Friday when a traditional ordeal (see below and see Note 17)
nated them in the killing'. Information as to how or why this ordeal was held is
vided to the readers.
The next ritual murder story, Story 14, is entitled 'Mysterious Murder Hits
le'. The story, written by Samuel H. Lavalie, appeared in the Standard (June
. The story provides an account of the discovery of the body of an elderly
several parts missing, found wrapped in a sheet, hanging from a tree. The
written in an incomprehensive purple prose, contains a thick nest of accusations
r police work against the local police by a government official. These are folset of protestations and counter claims from the decidedly defensive newly
local police chief. This story clearly raises the specter of police (and other
compliance in the murder of the old man. It suggests political disagreement
ding the murder at high government levels.
t another 'heartman' story, one with no byline is Story 15, which appeared in
y Observer (June 9 1988: 1). '11 Under Probe in Rivercess-In Connection with
eath' reports that eleven persons are being investigated in connection with a
urder. The circularity of the discourse seems particularly evident in the text of
Confirming these reports, Rivercess County Attorney, Mr. Morris Kaba, said that the
arrest of the 11 persons followed a ritual performed [an unnamed exercise in the
divination] by a cultural inspector (name not given). He said that the ritual pcrformancc stemmed from mounting concern and pleas froin some citizens who called on
county officials to probe the death of their colleague.
A closer read suggests that powerful individuals are trying to frame certain
for ritual murders and have engineered a divination to obtain information
spirit world. The article continues in this vein.
It [intenogation of 11 suspects] was based on citizen cries that the county invited the
cultural inspector to perform the ritual, he said. Mr. Kaba added that it was during the
performance of the ritual that the 11 persons, including a senior district officer (e.a.),
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A few paragraphs later, the article is more revealing of the apparent political
nature of the story.
In another development, Internal Affairs Minister Edward Sackor has appointed Mr.
Wallace Joe as Acting Superintendent of Rivercess County. An Internal Affairs release issued yesterday said Minister Sackor made the appointment to ensure an uninterrupted and smooth administration of the County in the wake of the dismissal of Mr.
Franco B.S. Grimes by Dr. Samtlel Kanyon Doe recently.
This report appears to link Doe and his patronage machine in accusations of
ritual murder and closed sessions of divination.
It is noteworthy that none of the witchcraft, 'heartmen', or ritual murder stories
specifically mentions dreams, so it is unclear whether the alleged perpetrators are
believed to have committed these atrocities while asleep or awake. Indeed, oral discourses on witchcraft or 'society business' typically fail to mention the dream aspect
of the activity unless it is specifically prompted by the researcher (Bourgault 1988/
1989).
Of course, from the point of view of witchcraft theory as social control, it matters little whether the perpetrators were awake or asleep. For being asleep is no excuse. Liberians generally believe that individuals make a choice to tap into the occult
powers deep within them (Bourgault 198811989). Those who do fly around in their
dreams have made a decision to do so. But there is also great circularity and contradiction to this discourse. Believers also allow that it is possible to get 'trapped' into witchcraft i~ladvertently,i.e. by making a pact with a stranger who turns out to be
'otherworldly'. Witchcraft discourse is thus inherently conservative. It operates to
encourage people not to be greedy lest others become jealous and resort to occult
powers to get even. And witchcraft discourse also discourages jealousy lest envious
feelings lead to 'bad dreams' wherein the jealous dreamer veers into illicit or immoral
dream behavior (Geschiere 1997).
The witchcraft, heartmen, and ritual murder stories also appear to follow the
classic witchcraft pattern of using powerless persons to entrap them into naming names
(Truzzi 1974:663).They therefore have considerable political significance. Like Stories 4,5, and 6 discussed in the first subsection, these stories are also cautionary tales.

tem of victimization. And most significantly the stories described in this subsecbear the mark of officialdom. They update readers on the day to day business of
timization, the latest targets of such practices, and the futility of fighting the occult.
so doing, the,se stories inform readers about who has power to regulate death, to
erate in secret, and to use terror tactics.

articularly active after a 1985 coup attempt against the Doe regime (Liebnow
89). Doe was also known for his appointment of barely literate members of his

as left to ponder the answer.
One additional story in the sarnple touched on the occult in some fashion but
ifficult to classify. Story 16, 'Soldier Flogs Mask Man' is included here because

was flogged by one of Doe's soldiers, after the mask [masked dancer] broke a
w on the soldier's vehicle.
This particular story cries out for some explanation. Liberians typically believe

illages or towns in conjunction with the enactment of a ritual. Because the mask
ably did not consider it 'living'. The action nevertheless represented enough of

horror of their accounts, some of which are accompanied by gruesome photographs,
they invite terror. Those, like Story 14 which castigate police or those which implicate
other officials (Stories 11, 13, and 15) have a double function. They teach readers th
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Part 111: Discussion
What can we make of the above collection of witchcraft discourses? A present observer of the African scene, Wuslzington Post reporter Blaine Harden supplies a commentary on witchcraft in modern Africa, which provides a useful starting point.
Juju murders afflict modern Africa in a way that shopping mall and workplace murders affect the United States. Abhorrent, unpredictable, and atypical though the violence may be, it happens enough to be a symptom, in Africa as in America, of how
tradition, myth, and modern stress, can twist behavior. Nursing a grudge and infected
with the gun-toting American spirit, a self-styled Rambo goes shopping for nameless
enemies with an A K 47 assault rifle. In need of a spiritual edge over his competition,
a tradition-steeped, profit-crazed African businessman goes shopping for a juju merchant and a fresh head (Harden 1990:Sl).
Harden's comments, though relevant, must be particularized for Liberia. Witchcraft discourse in Liberia was undoubtedly far more than a business practice, however
much enmeshed with government as business generally has been in Africa. In Liberia,
witchcraft was even incorporated into the highest levels of government! And when
Samuel Doe toppled the Americo-Liberian power structure, he severed the rather tenuous and albeit artificial politico-religious edifice. For a populace steeped in myth and
magic, this had important consequences. Doe's actions created a vacuum in the politico-religious order.
As noted above, Tubman had recognized the enormous politico-religious power
of thePoro. He had attempted to regulate this power by putting it under the Ministry of
Internal Affairs. The ministry (under the close guidance of these patronage-ridden
presidencies) had appointed a Chief Zoe. And serious accusations of witchcraft ultimately had come under federal level jurisdiction. Thus the federal government had
become (at least in theory) the ultimate arbiter of matters of customary law. In terms of
Liberian politico-religious symbolism, the power over good and evil resided within
the Americo-Liberian ideo-religious symbologies: mainline Christianity, especially
Baptist and Methodist conventions, and secret Masonic brotherhoods.
Doe's coup, complete with the smashing of the Masonic Temple, symbolically
broke the politico-religious power structure. In the months that followed, it was as if
bottled up spirit forces had begun to circulate. Doe himself was in need of 'spiritual
power' both for protection and for political demonstration. And having broken th
symbols of the past, according to Stephen Ellis, Doe had to improvise. Doe had th
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier erected to the memory of the Armed Forces of Liberi
(AFL),
and some say he sacrificed a hapless soldier and buried him below it (El
1995:191).
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Doe was known to search endlessly for 'strong (traditional) medicine' and to
ontinually looking for supernatural advisors (Ellis 1995: 190). In bids to consolite his earthly as well as his spiritual powers, he came to attend both Church and
sque (Ellis 1995:190). In politics, he courted the Mandingo, a Muslim ethnic group.
reapproached the Poro and took the title of tarnue (Liebnow 1987:269). But since
's Krahn tribe is not part of the Poro edifice, his title-taking was seen by Poro
s as nothing more than dabbling. And after 1985, Doe reauthorized the FreemaAs tensions increased throughout the 1980s, Liberia saw a great deal of relius foment in Liberia. Islam made significant inroads. S o did the ethnic based
ncretistic churches such as the Lorna Church, the Bassa Community Church, toer with fundamentalist sects of all stripes. The Jimmy Swaggert Crusade came
n while Swaggert was enmeshed in troubles in the U.S. for having been caught
Louisiana call-girls) and preached a revival. Swaggert even left his tents behind.
ickly became makeshift churches for itinerant Christian fundamentalist preachfollowed in Swaggert's wake. They gathered huge crowds with promises to
d the power of Satan' and to 'deliver adherents from the evils of witchcraft'. At
point, Satan did indeed need binding!
Eventually, of course, the mainline churches rebounded in the 1980s and rered from thcir taint of settler elitism. But when they did, their umbrella organizathe Liberian Council of Churches began to preach a social gospel. And mainline
rches themselves began to agitate for political change as Doe's rule got more arbiy, more capricious, and more bloodthirsty.
All the while, Doe failed in his attempts to reorder Liberia's socio-moral order.
yron Tarr's analysis of Doe is telling in this context.
Doe controlled none of the auxiliary sources of power which enabled his predecessors to manipulate the authority relationships which both personalized and concentrated power in their hands. He was perceived a usurper whose hands were stained
with blood. For example, unlike Tolbert, who was a Baptist pastor, or Tubman, a lay
leader of the Methodists. Doe's efforts to join Tolbert's former church ostracized him
and the admitting pastor. Doe could not mesmerize persons awed by the formalism
and bombastic expressions that had sustained the illusion of a Liberia central to African redemption and rejuvenation (Tan 1993:76).
Ellis (1995: 192) remarks that Doe himself was never able to commit to a spirrder. Though he tried them all, none, it seems, would have him. And in the end
11 turned against him.
There is nothing particularly unusual about an African Head of State, (or any
wrapping himself in powerful symbolism or even resorting to extra-temporal
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aids. This is common political practice. What was different in Liberia however, was
the structural position of the occult, i.e. its institutionalization at the federal level.
Unlike the neighboring countries whose policies had been to outlaw witchcraft (Guinea
) , to treat it as a local matter (Nigeria and C a m e r o ~ n ) 'the
~ , domain of
for e ~ a m p l e ' ~or
the occult actually formed part of the official government. This gave any Liberian
head of state the power to directly manipulate the occult. Doe's predecessors, Tubman
and Tolbert, of course, had also enjoyed this power. But in keeping with the maintenance of an aura of ante-Bellum southern Protestant gentility, they had tended to deemphasize this aspect of their 'True Whig' one-party states (Ellis 1995: 189). And what
had been an exceptional story of witchcraft terror before 1980, became almost a ritual
daily occurrence afterwards.
Doe played his symbolic cards with a vengeance, using 'mysterious disappearances' to rid himself of his enemies. He also used arbitrary arrests and extra-legal
trials (Liebnow 1987:262). That the Doe regime should cleave so ably to witchcraft
discourse only shows the extent to which he was a man of the people.
Surely not all of the stories provided in this paper emanated from Doe's craving for power or his bid to control forces. Some of them clearly came from the people
or from the reporters. For Doe and the Liberian people shared a common epistemology and a common symbol system.
According to Mbembe (1992x41, who draws from Michael Bahktin, 'the grotesque and the obscene are, above all, a matter of plebian life'. Mbembe's discussion
of political symbolism in the post-colonial Francophone African politics, moreover, is
applicable to the Liberian situation. Mbembe argues, for example, that the political
symbolism of eating, dominates Francophone Africa's Big Men. Mbembe notes that
in contexts of scarcity, the politics of eating, especially immoderate eating, takes on
important signification. Africa's Big Men, notably Eyadema of Togo; Mobutu of former
Zaire; and Biya of Cameroon; are not only metaphorically large, they are big in physique. To become that way, they are seen by their subjects as literally and metaphorically 'eating the state'. Indeed, former strongman of Zaire, Mobutu Sese Seke was
fond of saying, 'L'dtnt, c'est inoi!' ( ' I am the state!'). All three of these leaders had
regular recourse to occult power (see Bourgault 1993:88).
's The Poro was outlawed in Guinea by President Sekou Toure after the country's indepcndence from France. Toure regarded thc Poro as a rival and a threat to his powen See Bellman

(1984: 14fI.
l9
Geschicre (1997:173) writes that many African judicial experts are of the opinion that colonial legal structures which they inherited, particularly in the Anglophone countries, ignored the
phenomenon of witchcraft and thus left serious holes in their legal systems. Geschiere's 1997
volume on witchcraft documents, among other issues, the beginnings in the 1990s,in Cameroon,
of governmental level prosecutions of witchcraft.
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Mbembe reminds us that African notions of witchcraft are related to immodereating, i.e. that witches and other creatures of the occult eat their victims. (Liberian
mor held that Doe ate Tolbert's heart after slaying him!) One needs only to examine
hotos of staff sergeant Samuel Doe from 1980 with those of a decade later to see just
ow much eating Doe did. By 1988 Doe's scrawny soldier's body had ballooned into
lence, straining the vest buttons of his three-piece suit. And Doe's menacing
ar sergeant's jaw had filled into a bureaucrat's flaccid double chin!
Achille Mbembe's (1992x23) very controversial work notes that
the populace have internalized authoritarian episte~nologyto the point where they
reproduce it thenlselves in all the minor circ~imstancesof daily lifez0.
writes that authoritarian symbolism trickles down to the common folk who repeat
se plays for grandeur in their own intimate circles: 'in cults, secret societies, culiy practices, leisure activities, and modes of consumption, dress styles, rhetorical
es, and the political economy of the body' (Mbembe 1992x23).
Mbembe's work stresses the peasant's interest in the grotesque. He also notes
the subject of the post-colony displays a 'talent for play and a sense of fun which
akes him lzorno ludens, par excellence' (Mbembe 1992x5). For Mbembe, the subf the post-colony, ever oppressed, is ready at any instance, to turn officialdom
joke. He is ready to parody and ready to mock at any moment. Mbembe adds
that it is this capacity as honzo 11idens (this capacity for play) that enables the
subject to switch identities quickly. And Victor Turner (1992: 115) adds that
fe is taken up in constant role playing, facilitating a phenomenology which
fting of loyalties following a change of government. Elsee this author has argued that the nature of oral culture is also helpful in this regard
The peasant as lzonzo ludens, par excellence, explains, according to Mbembe
dictators can go to sleep at night lulled by roars of adulation and support only to wake
up the next morning to find their golden calves smashed and their tablets of law overturned. The applauding crowds of yesterday have become a cursing, abusive mob.
Perhaps Mbembe's remarks can serve as some sort of answer to the question
nyi asked about mobs jeering Doe in the early period of this decade's Liberian
rian music aired on National Public Radio recounted how memshasa, especially managers, had borrowed from the bombast of
butu in claiming important titles for tl~ernselves.
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Who are these people marching and asking the man to step down? Are they not the
same ones who, In 1980 when he toppled the Americo-Liberian regime, danced and
marched for days and weeks and months, singlng praises to his heroism? Are they
not the same people you and 1have seen In solidarity marches pledging support to the
man whenever he has crushed a coup? (Enoanyi 1991 190
It should be recalled that the ruler of the post-colony is in the pay of the greater
powers. This fact is well known among subjects. T h e ruler's pretensions to grandeur
and invincibility are a kind of comic opera orchestrated by the 'Big Man', his henchmen, and his public relations operatives. Peasants, all too familiar with the spinning of
yarns, recognize to varying degrees, that the post-colony is government by (to use
Mbembe's Gallic terminology) 'simularum' (Mbembe 1992a: 14). But to openly contest the image of the state is to attack the government itself.
These facts explain why insults or criticisms of people in power, especially the
head of state, are treated s o harshly in the post- colony. Like the secrets of the Poro
must
which many people know but cannot discuss, the 'simulacrum' is $a tno-'you
not talk it'. The real power the government has, then, is like that of the Zoes. The
government has the power to enforce the 'doing of secrets'.
Department of Communication & Performance Studies
Northern Michigan University
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Teaching Colonial Discourse in South Africa

Teaching Colonial Discourse in
South AfricaISouth African Literature as
Colonial Discourse1

t entails a serlcs of dichotomies-tradttional/modern, orallwritten, past-ortentedl
emporary, local/lnte~national,and so forth-from which whole areas of expresculture are made to disappear. The disappeared tnclude the ongoing re~nventton
oral traditions In the ltght of modern experience, or as Barber (1995.12) puts ~ tthat
,
huge domain of sem-oral, semi-wntten contemporary popular culture, In wh~chmaterlals migrate through prmt, speech, and electronic media In a network of allus~ons
whlch brings a wlde range of 'literary' expiess~onwithln the reach of the semi-literate
school-leavers who make up the majonty of the contemporaly urban Afncan masses

Dav~dAttwell

'Empire and Response' is probably the most popular formula for the teaching of
postcolonial literatures in the undergraduate curriculum in tertiary education anywhere
in the English-speaking world. Its seductive clarity cannot easily be dismissed, since
any number of writers-as the well-marketed manuals amply demonstrate-have made
productive use of the archive of colonial textuality in shaping their work, both in
writing back from a relatively autonomous vantage point and in parodic re-writings of
colonial texts whose authority as the point of reference is not entirely questioned. The
result is the plethora of courses in which Heart ojDarkness is paired with Things Fall
Apart, Jane Eyre with Wide Sargasso Sea, Robinson Crusoe with Foe, Othello with
Seasor2 qf Migration to tlze North, The Tenzpest with any number of possibilities, and
SO on2.
But these courses and some of the surveys w h ~ c hservtce them embody the
deficlenctes of much postcolon~alwork to whtch Karin Barber (1995.3) and others
local~sedunderstanding
have objected, name1 y that they block 'a properly h~stor~cal,
of any scene of colonial and post-Independence llterary production In Afrtca', by selecting and overemphaslsing
one sllver of literary and cultural productton-wntten l~teratureIn the English language-and [by tieatlng] ths as all there is, representative of a whole culture or even
a whole global 'colon~alexper~cnce'
Barber is particularly concerned about the effacement of indigenous-language writing
in this paradigm, and the notions of the postcolonial with which it is often associated,

' T h s essay was originally wrltten for a panel on the teachng of Afilcan l~leidturesat the
annual confereilcc of the African Literature Assoc~at~on,
'M~gratingWorlds and Words PanAfrican~smRevisted', held at the State Unlverslty of New York at Stony Brook, In Maich

ssay goes on to address this misgiving in an absorbing examination of the work
era1 contemporary writers of Yoruba fiction whose theme is the anomie of urban
Barber's timely critique, however, brings the potential for over-emphasis in the
er direction. For instance, in his endorsement of her article in the editorial preface
e issue of Research in African Literatures in which it appears, Abiola Irele (1995:2)
Barber's refined sense of context enables her
to prov~dea demonstrat~onot an autolzonzous realm of ~maginativeexpresston, drivcil
essent~allyby pressures irlternal to the soclety from whlch ~t ernarzates ( e a )
ould seem logical to affirm the antithesis to the myopia of superficial globalism in
way, that is, to affirm, as the alternative to what Barber (1995:4) calls
stcolonialism's 'theoretical lock-out' of indigenous-language expression, the epislogical privilege of the local. B ~ l this
t
is really a false opposition. Despite her
rical claims, for example, Barber's own discussion of Yoruba-language writing
I that it would be quite wrong to assert an unqualified notion of autonomy.
gunwa, she tells us, was
a cultural broker par excellence, a Ckristlan convert, a cultulal nat~onallst,who celebrated Yoruba culture in the name of the ‘African race', whlle purveying 'enlightenment' to the Yoruba readers to whom he addresses hls books (Barber 1995 10)
he also tells us that post-Independence l~terarycompetit~onsfor tndlgenous-language
cont~nuea tradition started by the Church Misstondry Soctety (Barber 1995 IS),
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In thls essay I do not address the hubr~sof trylng to teach postcolon~altheoly to undergraduates I am assuming most readers would share my sense of the absurdity of such an undertdktn
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respected great works of Engl~shhterature, as translmtted through the schools systern, [and] read Imported popular literature from Arnenca such as detective stolles
and romances (Barber 1995 16),
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and thatokediji's Atdtd Are're, which she discusses as an exemplary text, makes use of
'cinematic cuts, stream of consciousness, and a feverish, dreamlike, at times almost
surreal ima&ination'-a narrative mode Barber (1995: 17) herself describes as 'modernist'. It is clear that whilst Barber (1995:16) claims to affirm autonomy-'specific
internal agendas defined and expressed in local terms1-her actual analysis constructs
Yoruba-language writing as a complex mode of cultural translation, in which the literary resources of disparate cultures are transformed in the formation of a new expressive culture.
One of the explicit treatments of cultural translation in recent years is, of course,
Pratt
Mary Louise Pratt's (1992) Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Transcult~rati~n.
(1992:4) writes about 'contact zones' as 'spaces where disparate cultures meet, clash
and grapple with each other in highly asymmetrical relations of domination and subordination'. The notion of 'contact' foregrounds
the interactive, improvisational dimensions of colonial encounters so easily igllored
or suppressed by diffusionist accounts of conquest and domination. A contact perspective e~nphasizeshow subjects are constituted in and by their relations to each
other. It treats [colonial] rclations ... not in terms of sepaateness or apartheid, but in
terms of copresence, interaction, interlocking understandings and practices ... (Pratt
1992:7).

The reference to apartheid here is not altogether satisfactory, unless Pratt is alluding to
the fact that apartheid was indeed an attempt to manage such closeness by throwing
into reverse the history of urbanisation and deracination that modernity had brought in
train. Cultural translation is a function of contact, and if, as Barber unwittingly shows,
the term is applicable to the development of Yoruba-language fiction, how much more
relevant it must be to South African literatures which are the product of a long history
of various struggles over the means of representation amongst indigene and settler,
settler and colonist, and settler and settler-a history not altogether shared by Nigeria.
Indeed, so decisive has this history been in South Africa, that literary histories have
conventionally tended to privilege black English-language writing as the true bearer
of resistance over and above indigenous-language writing which has still not wholly
overcome its historical patronage by mission-school and government presses.
To return to questions of pedagogy: how then does one develop a curriculum
dealing with the literature of the colonial scene and its aftermath that does not fall
back on misleading dichotomies? Before answering that question, I shall deal with
what for some might be the prior one: why bother with the literature of the encounter
at all? Why not simply decolonise the canon altogether and teach an entirely Afrocentric
curriculum? I am not suggesting for a minute that courses in the literature of the encounter should substitute for courses in African or diasporic literatures. But I am sug
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g that properly conceived, they are a necessary adjunct to such courses. Teache literature of the colonial encounter could entail an analysis of how literariness
literary value are established and negotiated in cultures which have been, and
tinue to be, subject to colonial intrusion. The broader 'cultural ~ o e t i c sI' am referto here could serve as a necessary caution to the unthinking entrenchment of
ary forms whose diffusion was a function of the civilising mission (de Kock 1994:
, The point would also be to draw students into an understanding of the manyred cultural transactions that have lead to the formation of a 'national' literature. (I
Id not want to argue that the textual emphasis here excludes consideration of orature:
subject deserves full and separate treatment.) It almost goes without saying that I
arguing (and here I support Barber's position) that the sweeping generalisations of
'Empire and Response' formula ought to be counterbalanced, if not replaced, by
engagement with the specifics of a particular literary and historical context.
Pratt's work begins to delineate what we might informally call the rhetorics of
ontact. I shall extrapolate from two such rhetorics: 'anti-conquest' writing entails
strategiesof representation whereby European bourgeois subjects seek to secure their
innocence in the same moment as they assert European hegemony;
quently, 'in travel and exploration writings these strategies of innocence are constled in relation to older imperial rhetorics' (Pratt 1992:7). 'Autoethnographic1 writ-

instances in which colonized subjects undertake to represent themselves in ways that
engage with the colonizer's own terms .... autoethnographic texts are those the others
construct in response to or in dlalogue with those metropolitan representations ....
[They] are not, then, what are usually thought of as 'authentic' or autochthonous
forms of self-representation.... Rather, they [involve] partial collaboration with and
appropriation of the idioms of the conqueror ... [and they are typically1 addressed
both to metropolitan readers and to literate sectors of the speaker's own social group,
and bound to be received very differently by each. Often such texts constit~ltea group's
point of entry into metropolitan literate culture (Pratt 1992:7).
One may use these terms as the starting point for a course or syllabus, recognisthat while they do not wholly escape the self-other binarism, they certainly corncate it and lead eventually to its erasure in the proposition that the colonial scene
tails a continuum of transculturation which includes all the expressive cultures which
1 the impact of the encounter in a given context; in other words, one recognises
olnts of origin, but only in order to observe that nothing is left unchanged in a historia1 process which ceaselessly throws up new expressive forms. To put this in curricu-
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lar terms, one might begin by selecting a wide range of nineteenth century materials,
including but not limited to the literary, which introduce the imperial rhetorics to which
anti-conquest writing is a response. I have found visual texts the most economical way
of doing this: the orientalist paintings of North African subjects by GCrome, Delacroix
and Renoir, for instance, and landscape paintings of the South African interior by
Samuel Daniell, F.T. I'Ons and Cornwallis Harris. Visual imagery dramatises effectively the imperious 'roving eye' of the explorer, the tension between foregrounded,
organised space and backgrounded, disorganisedlthreatening space, and the replication of perceptual models drawn from European contexts. After this visual material
one could begin a discussion of anti-conquest, using extracts from John Barrow's Travels
(1806)-discussed by Pratt herself-but also a work such as Catherine Barter's Alorze
Anzong tlze Zcilus (1866). Students might be expected to identify the particular 'strategies of innocence' at work in such texts. Barter's narrative is particu'larly useful in
extending Pratt's analysis, to show that the strategies of innocence are both more marked
and more conflicted in the feminine subject position. The end-point of this process
might be an analysis of Thomas Pringle's and Roy Campbell's ethnographic poems
(which are heavily anthologised and which could usefully be recontextualised). Pringle's
ambivalence, for instance, becomes more apparent to students if it is understood as
anti-conquest. Consider the following stanzas from 'Makanna's Gathering' (Pringle
1970:48):
Wahe Amakosa, wake I

And arm yourselves for war
As Lomlng winds the forest shake,
I hear a sound from afar
It 1s not thunder In the sky,
Nor Ilon's roai upon the hll,
Bul the voice of HIM who slts on tugh
And blds me speak fus ~ 1 1 1 1
He blds me call you forth,
Bold sons of Kahabee,
To sweep the Whte men from the earth,
And dllve them to the sea
The sea, whch heaved them up at first,
For Amak6sa's curse and bane,
Howls for the progeny she nurst,
To swallow them again
Recent anthologisers of this poem refer to it as helping to initiate a tradition of protest
poetry by 'adopting a pseudo-persona in order to advocate retaliation by the Xhosa
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inst the injustices of British colonial incursions' (Pringle 1989:xxiv). But this is
leading. In his African Sketches, Pringle's tone in discussing the career of Nxele
akanna') is entirely unsympathetic; indeed, the syncretic prophecies and rousing
toric are presented as a dangerous charade by a power-hungry lesser chief (aped to Pringle 1970:144-148). Students could be asked to resolve the anomaly:
does Pringle seem to extend support to 'Makanna' in the poem, only to withdraw
the historical memoir? The notion of anti-conquest enables students to make sense
f this: as one student put it to me:
Thomas Prlngle chose to write 'Makanna's Gathering' from the Xhosa antt-colonla1
prophet's point of vtew because by the tnne he wrote the poem, Nxele's challenge had
already been curta~led
ngle's representation of aspects of Xhosa cosmology in the poem-as in the fanatireverence for Uhlanga, or the anthropomorphism of the sea as the terrible mother
o will swallow the White Man she once disgorged on the shore--enables the settler
gination to become awakened to a full apprehension of surrounding dangers. The
aphic sonnets, 'The Hottentot', 'The Bushman' and 'The Caffer' encode a similar
lence: secure in the tradition of ethnographic reportage, they offer a critique of
r morality from within, thus humanising, indeed 'civilising' settler consciousRecognising this ambivalence is surely more valuable than attempting to posin Pringle as the founder of a line of oppositional discourse. Anti-conquest provides
venient explanation of it, enabling students to see it as a quintessentially settler
e which facilitates partial adjustments to the colonial environment while ensuring
ion of privilege. At the level of cultural poetics, one could point out that the
ic mode of a poem like 'Makanna's Gathering'-the distancing of immediate
rence-makes possible a safe area of imaginative apprehension for the settler cons as it struggles to come to terms with the frontier; the detached, iconic qualaesthetic, in this context, helps to secure the historical position.
A suitable selection of autoethnographic writing would have to begin, perhaps
ly, with the work of Tiyo Soga. The point here would be to show that there
rent Sogas, beginning with the well-known, post-Enlightenment Soga, the
porary of Edward Blyden, proclaiming in the Kirzgwilliarnstowrz Gazette the
y Xhosa homesteader's right to the discourse of rights3-a useful corrective to
prevalent opinion amongst many students that pan-Africanism was born in the
hed thls statement as 'Defensor' Slnce Soga and thls passage In
ant~alcntlcal attention recently, I have not quoted the relevant
ssage See de Kock (1994, 1996) and Attwell(1997)
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1960s and that it involves an assertion of 'tradition'. Students (not to mention some
public figures in South Africa) could usefully be shown that pan-Africanism also has
roots in the French and American revolutions, that it is a Black diasporic phenomenon
acting reciprocally on African political consciousness by appropriating the discourse
of Reason. But Soga also had another rhetoric, which was written in Xhosa-exemplifying Pratt's point that autoethnographic writing is 'heterogenous at the receiving end'.
Here (in translation) is part of the passage in which Soga welcomes the first issue of
the Lovedale mission's Xhosa-language newspaper, Indaba:
So it is, night follows day! Greetings Mr Editor! We hear that you will be reporting
and publishing events. Is thls true'? So we are to have anational newspaper! The news
will come right inside our huts. This is really welcome news. We Xhosas are a race
which enjoys conversation. The sense of well-being among us is to hear somethng
new. When a man who has thlngs to relate comes to a home a meal is cooked in a tall
pot because the people want him to eat to his satisfaction so that the happiness which
is the result of a good meal will open his heart and the sore parts will heal. As soon as
that happens there will be a stream of news flowing out of the mouth ... (Soga 1983:151).
Whereas the first Soga brought an Afrocentric consciousness into a detached, Enlightenment mode of European textuality, here the situation is reversed. Here he brings
textuality into a realm of Xhosa orality, and develops a narrativising voice which mimics
oral discourse. However, Soga's (1983: 151) attitude to orality is ambivalent, because
despite the enthusiasm of the opening paragraph, later he is suspicious:
One advantage we shall reap w~ththe comlng of this journal is that we wlll be confident that the people now w~llget the truth about the affairs of the natlon As people
who are always hungry for news often we find ourselves dupes of dece~versunder the
gulse of relat~nggenulne facts We are fed w~thhalf-truths by travellers who pass near
our areas
The chief advantage of the journal for Soga (1983:152), however, 1s that it wlll become
a beautiful vessel for preserving the stones, fables, legends, customs, anecdotes, and
history of the tribes. The activities of the nation are more than cattle, money or fo
A subscriberto the journal should preserve the copies of successive editions of lin
and at the end of the year make a bound volume of them. These annual volumes i
course of time will become a mine of information and wisdom which will be a pre
cious inheritailce for generations of growing chldren.
Here autoethnography, as folklore and oral history, appears as the instrument whereb
a living orality is transformed into literate tradition, which in turn helps to consolidate
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certain national consciousness, the ultimate purpose of which is to domesticate moernity. Autoethnography is here shown as cultural brokerage.
The differences between Soga's English- and Xhosa-language writing might
ad to an examination of the choices-with their attendant risks and opportunitiesat writers of autoethnography face, given their interstitial positions as products of
ission schooling. Over-schematically (in pedagogic shorthand), these choices can
e said to involve either entering the traditions of the colonial culture and adapting its
rms and genres to new concerns, or activating indigenous traditions and adapting
hem to changed historical circumstances and performative situations. The first choice
s the advantage of engaging the hegemonic culture in what is the language of power,
ough it entails the risks of allowing that culture to dominate to the point that the
utoethnographer is unable to establish a position of authority, or isolating the writer
m possibly the most desirable audience. The second choice has the advantage of
peaking from a position of strength, secure in a known idiom, but it entails the risk of
t being understood or even taken seriously by those in positions of cultural authorOne sees these strategies with their successes and failures being played out in
work of early black South African poets. In 1906, in response to the Bambatha
ellion, there appeared in the Durban newspaper Ilalzgu Lase Natal a spate of pos, some of them published anonymously, which dealt partly with the efforts of the
s to recreate the Shakan tradition of seventy years earlier. This traditionalism
the imagination of some of the literate elite who used the occasion to reflect on
state of Zulu-and African-authoilty and custom in the idiom in which they had
n schooled, an idiom permeated by Romantlc and Victorian models Thus
rdsworth's 'Tlntern Abbey' appears in 'Amagunyana's Soliloquy'
And o'er this grand old Eth~opianveld,
High guarded on 11s farmost hnes by you,
Blue mountam range, how oft, for countless moons
My kin hath chased the stnped herd and slam
And roasted on the spit, and ate, and ate,
T111k~ngscould eat no inore (Couzens & Patel 1982 3%)
ot all of this writing is amusing; at times, the negotiation of subject positions it
ntails is acute and poignant. In the same poem we have a transculturated, literate
ice taking on a putatively pre-modern persona in order to critique the 'Christian'
steme through imagery of contrasting landscapes:
In yonder vale he's placed his
Kraal marked everywhere with all that never
s
unnatural paths; his
Grew. I hate h ~ most
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Close right angled corners and hot walls ....
My home is all the
Vast horizon wide, my couch is earth, my
Blanket quilted stars ... (Couzens & Patel 1982:36).
The final triumph of this negotiation comes when the poet affirms an Africanist spirituality, engaging with Christianity but reserving the right to express it on his own
terms:
Tis true the Whiteman brings
a Book which tells
Of many a vision yet unknown to mine.
I may not read the hazy mazes of
His much curved ink, but I read earth and sky

And men and should it all prove true in hours
Not yet arrived that his Eternal one
Is Great or greater than our own Great-Great,
Then will I do Him homage and serve Him,
And in the manner he had fashioned me.
But not in theirs (Couzens & Paiel 1982:36).
The second of the autoethnographic strategies mentioned earlier-that of activating
traditional forms and adapting them to meet new challenges-is demonstrably more
confident and effective than the first. Of many available possibilities one might use
translations from the well-known Xhosa-language poets S.E.K. Mqhayi and J.J.R.
Jolobe. The former's praise poem to the Prince of Wales-which he delivered on the
occasion of the prince's visit to the country in 1925-ironises its praise names to the
point where there can be little mistaking Mqhayi's intentions ('body-that-smokes',
and 'scourge-of-the-nation') and asks hard questions about colonialism's contradictions (the bible and the bottle, the missionary and the soldier [Chapman & Dangor
1982:34Q). Similarly, Jolobe's 'The Making of a Servant' is a powerful allegory of
subjugation and resistance, written in an idiom in which there is no cultural anxiety:
I can no longer ask how it feels
To be choked by a yoke-rope
Because I have seen it for myself in the chained ox.
The blindness has left my eyes. I have become aware,
I have seen the making of a servant
I11 the young yoke-ox (Chapman & Dangor 1982:39).

As the narrative of the ox's subjugation reaches its point of climax through the poem,
so a countervailing voice, through direct interpolations and the refrain, intensifies in
its articulation of defiance. This double movement-along with other factors such as

regularity of the stanzas-suggests that this is not, in fact, a poem constructed
ely on autochthonous lines; evoking oral modes, it is crafted as a written text which
ustains repeated readings. To return to the theme of a cultural poetics: aesthetic Iity is, in this context, transculturated as an authoritative discourse at the service of
can nationalism.
As a corrective to the possible impression that the emphasis on rhetorical straties is to some degree ahistorical, I have found it useful to teach two contrasting
ssages dealing with the subject of circumcision rites in the Eastern Cape. The first is
John Henderson Soga, from his pathbreaking The Ainu-Xosa: Life and Custonzs
31), and the second is from Nelson Mandela's autobiography (1994). J.H. Soga
ites dispassionate ethnography, museumising the activities and songs of the abakweta
timeless formulations that have intrinsic historical value. By contrast, after describg the initiation procedures he experienced, Mandela recalls an elderly chief haranguing
e new initiates, and telling them that while they thought they were now men, they
in fact subservient to the State, and that until liberation was achieved the rite
t very little. The younger Mandela's disappointment is contrasted with the mae Mandela's retrospective agreement with the position taken by the chief. Mandela's
t subjects autoethnography both to the discursive antinomies of conventional Westautobiography (the assertion that Mandela's book turns its back on the European
autobiographical tradition is at best, only partially true), and to a profoundly historical
erstanding of the changing meaning of tradition under oppression. Interestingly,
Soga's neutral version was written at virtually the exact historical moment when
dela was undergoing the rite, although the contextual complexity is erased from
he earlier account.
I hope I have demonstrated some of the possibilities for allowing the notion of
ultural translation to facilitate a wide-ranging discussion of rhetorical strategies that
olve during the early phases of a colonial literary culture. The strategies discussed
re develop in more complex forms later in South African literatures, but this analyenables students to identify a range of strategies comparatively, with the emphasis
n their mutual, interactive development. If there is a 'new South Africa' agenda here,
ared towards unassailably heterogenous classrooms, so be it, but I do claim that this
proach at least de-emphasizes the construction of a homogenous national tradition.
also makes pedagogic sense, at this point in our history, not to construct South
frican literature as a field of competing canons and traditions, but rather as theatre of
ity in which various expressive modes are deployed to secure cultural authority,
varying degrees of success.
University of Natal (Pietermaritzburg)
Department of English
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The Return of the Lost City:

frican Romances

In a strange, oblique way the last eighty-five years of South African fiction has [sic]
been an extensive footnote to Rider Haggard. We had to wait until 1972 before we got
a serious 'literary' novel about explorers [Fugard, S. The Castaways].His allegorical
battle of love and hate, light and dark, energy and entropy, the cry of the smothcred
soul for release from rational anguish-all these are still with us. His work is visionary, touclung on the primordial experience (Maclennan & Christie 1973:35f).
Although the above extract from Maclennan and Christie's unpublished work Drenrn
Efe will make some hackles rise, there is an element of truth in the
akes. Though Rider Haggard's influence on successive British rowriters and colonial civil servants is well known, his profound influence on
cumented. C.S. Lewis (1984:128) in an essay
60s entitled 'The Mythopoeic Gift of Rider Haggard' asked why
olbstinately, scandalously Haggard continues to be read and re-read'. H e came to the
nclusion that Haggard's continued popularity rested 'on an appeal well above highater mark' derived from a 'great myth' (Lewis 1984:131) that Haggard had develd in his African romances. While noting Haggard's influence on South African
ature, most South African academics have been less positive. They see him primaly as a conservative, imperialist writer and have not always noted his contradictory,
omplex position on central ideological positions of his age.
Stephen Gray (1979:lll) sees Haggard as part of a boys' adventure story linee stretching from Captain Marryatt and R.M. Ballantyne, through Buchan and Stuart
ete, to Wilbur Smith. Since they all 'conform so rigidly to established patterns', he
ges that it would be a 'tedious business' to discuss them separately. Though Haggard certainly used the formulaic adventure model, his interest lies in the manner in
which he projected doubts about his age and person onto the imaginative geography
he constructed in these romances; and in this sense he is not as straightforward a
' writer as Gray seems to imply. Paul Rich (1984:135), in an essay entitled
and the Development of the South African Novel' which discusses Jess at
Alternation 4,2 (1997) 221-237 ISSN 1023-1757
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some length, together with novels by Buchan, Paton, Gord~merand Coetzee, relterates the durablllty of Haggard as a romance wrlter and wrltes:
romance formulas remaln deeply embedded wlthin the South Afrlcan literary expe
ence and it may, ~ndeed,take generations of urban living before the nostalgia for t
pastoral and tdylllc 1s finally dnven from the heart.
It seems that, as Rich points out, nostalgia is a particularly powerful force
what might be called the 'Haggard legacy' in South African letters. More pointed
while South Africa has undergone profound changes in the twentieth century-hlstorically, politically, economically, socially-to which, in Said's terms (1978), the
manifest level of discourse bears witness, there remains a barely changing latent level
of nostalgic discourse about Africa. In terms of landscape, that is evident in an ongoing tradition of romance adventure tales, the lineage of which Gray outlines. It seems
that Haggard captured not only the Zeitgeist of his age in his African romances, but
also for succeeding generations of South African writers and readers he left a legacy
of nostalgia for a kind of Africa, cast forever in amber-a mythical Africa that i
echoed particularly in the geographies of his successors. The more the manifest 1
of discourse has changed, the more the latent nostalgic desire for Haggard's 'safe
secret' (Haggard 1894:762) African spaces has survived. At the end of the twent~et
century with South Africa profoundly politically altered, with violence on the increase
and the urban jungle becoming more than a metaphor, perhaps it is no wonder tha
Wilbur Smith, billed by many as Haggard's current successor, is the world's bigge
popular seller with over a hundred million sales to his credit (Smith 1997:72).
This article will trace a strand of this 'Haggard legacy' in twentieth centur
South African romance literature-especially as regards use of landscape. I focus o
the role of nostalgia in the depiction of South African topography in the texts of So
Plaatje, Stuart Cloete and Wilbur Smith- South African writers who claim to ha
been influenced by Haggard. It is in the work of these writers that the latent level
nostalgic discourse is loudest1.I shall also consider aspects of twentieth century popular culture in South Africa that show evidence of Haggard's influence.

'

For a fuller discussion of Haggard's influence on and cross-fertilisation between 6
rary writers and those of the twentieth century, see Etherington (1984: 107-119). One wr'
not consider in the chapter as he falls somewhat outside the sequence established, but
shall briefly mention here, is Laurens van der Post, whose closest link with Hagga
similar belief in Afiica as representing a primitive and vital phase of the European psyche wit
which the European had to come to terms to progress. Harnmond and Jablow (1970: 146) s
him out as one 'who has given the most vivid portrayals of Africa and the Africans since
gard. He has recaptured the wonder of the ~ f r i of
~ the
a early explorers'. Etherington (1984: 1
sees Van der Post as illustrating 'another way in whch Haggard's influence has echoed do
the corridors of twentieth-century fiction'.

Tlze Hybrid Legacy of Rider Haggard5 Africaiz Rornances

1 Plaatje: Mhudi (1930)
leap from Haggard, specifically in Nada the Lzly (1892) to Sol Plaatje's Mhudz
1930) whlch was halled as the first novel wrltten In Engl~shby a black Afrlcan, IS not
s blg as ~tmay superficially seem to be. For a start, Plaatje, In a letter to Sllas Molema
ated August 1920, described Mhudz as
a novel-a love story after the manner of romances; but based on historical facts ...
with plenty of love, superstition, and imaginations worked in between ... wars. Just
like the style of Rider Haggard when he writes about Zulus (quoted in Chennells
1997:37)'.
risman further draws the two writers together by noting that they 'mark either end
the imperial trajectory in black South Africa', since Haggard's Zulu romance was
ritten during a time of full British control over Zululand and Plaatje's Mlzudi came at
e end of an era of British imperialism in South Africa. Both were sympathetic to a
ro-imperial British position but anti-Boer; both used the historical romance form for
novel set during the period of the Mfecane (Chrisman 1992:144).
Mhudi, though published in 1930, was written closer to 1917 when Plaatje
ublished his Native Life irz South Africa, a scathing attack on the Natives' Land Act of
1913, a law which restricted blacks to being wage labourers, unable to own or rent
own land outside the Reserves. For Haggard, who wrote in a letter to Sir Bartle
, 'The natives are the real heirs to the soil and surely should have protection and
nsideration ...' (quoted in Pocock 199351) this would surely have also seemed a
, exploitative step to take. Mhudi tells the story of the displacement in the 1830s
e pastoralist Barolong people by the forces of Mzilikazi, their later ill-advised
g of forces with the Boers who had trekked up from the Cape and their subseent victory over Mzilikazi who was forced to retreat to present day Zimbabwe where
founded the Matabele nation. The narrative is seen through the lovers Mhudi and
a-Thaga, Barolong refugees who shelter in the wilderness where they have a child,
er which thev ioin ur, with others of their clan at Thaba Ncho, befriend the Boers,
fight Mzilikazi's army, finally trekking off into the sunset in a Boer wagon given
em to start afresh at Thaba Ncho. Plaatje said in his preface that he wanted 'to
rpret to the reading public one phase of "the back of the Native mind"' (Plaatje
5: 17)-as Haggard ( 1 9 4 9 : ~ )also wished in Nada the Lily to 'think with the mind
speak with the voice of a Zulu of the old rkgime'. Couzens (in Plaatje 1975:13)
rprets Plaatje as intending in Mlzudi to launch

.

d

(1992: 144). Both Chennells and Chrisman give their source as
outh Africarz Nationalist, 1876-1932. Berkeley and Los Angeles:
niversity of California Press. p. 254.
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a defence of traditional custom as well as a corrective view on history, ,..
also an
implicit attack on the injustice of land distribution in South Africa in 1917 ,,.. ~h~
novel, in other words, is a moral attack on the descendants of those who were ~ ~ 1 corned to the land and helped by their hosts to drive off those who threatened it,
It is in the nostalgic depiction of traditional custom and interdependence of people and
land that PlaatJe most echoes Haggard, in m y view, and it is o n this small, specific area
of overlap between the two that I shall focus.
PlaatJe evokes in Mhudi 'a veritable green world of romantic pastoral' (Chrisman
1992:159). In describing the centuries' old ways of the Bechuana tribes in the central
' h n s v a a l and Kalahari regions, Plaatje writes:
In this domain they led their patriarchal life under their several chiefs who owed no
allegiance to any king or emperor. They raised their native corn whch satisfied their
simple wants, and, when not engaged in hunting or in pastoral duties, the peasants
whiled away their days in tanning skins or sewing magnificent fur rugs. They also
smelted iron and manufactured useful implements which today would be pronounced
very crude by their semi-westernized descendants.
Cattle breeding was the rich man's calling, and hunting a national enterprise,
Their cattle, which carried enormous horns, ran almost wild and multiplied as prolificall^ as the wild animals of the day. Work was of a perfunctory nature, for mother
earth yielded her bounties and the maiden soil provided ample sustenance for man
and beast (Plaatje 1975:Zl).
Similarly, Haggard ( 1 9 4 9 2 3 ) evokes in the opening pages of Nada tJleLily a
pastoral idyll based o n an agrarian society at peace, prior to its destruction by Chaka
some years hence:
Before the Zulus were a people-for I will begin at the beginning-1 was born of the
Langeni tribe .... Our tribe lived in a beautiful open country; the Boers whom we call
the Amaboona, are there now, they tell me. My father, Makedama, was chief of
tribe, and his kraal was built on the crest of a hill .... One evening, when I was
little, standing as high as a man's elbow only, I went out with my mother below t
cattle kraal to see the cows driven in. My mother was very fond of these cows, an
there was one with a white face that would follow her about. She carried my little
sister Baleka riding on her hip; Baleka was a baby then. We walked till we met the
lady driving in the cows. My mother called the white-faced cow and gave it mealie
leaves which she had brought with her. Then the boys went on with the cattle, but the
white-faced cow stopped by my mother .... My mother sat down on the grass and
nursed her baby, whle I played round her, and the cow grazed.
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th the passages from Mhudi and Nada the Lily sound the same elegiac note-both
cieties described would shortly b e crushed: the Langeni b y Chaka, the Barolong by
zilikazi who broke away from Chaka; in both books the spaces thus vacated by the
feated peoples would b e overrun b y the Boers. In both books too, the 'wilderness' in
nurturing guise, offers the chief protagonists succour and shelter. Mhudi and Raaga find a hiding place in 'an untenanted wilderness' (Plaatje 1975:63) in which
-Thaga is able 'to regard himself as a king reigning in his own kingdom, [with] the
imals of the valley as his wealth' (Plaatje 197552). In the 'monarch-of-all-I-survey7
convention, h e is able to climb a tree next to the hut they have built and 'survey the
land in every direction and see what was going on, at least between his home and the
horizon' (Plaatje 1975:53). Unusually for the convention, Mhudi who is shown as
extremely wise and brave is also given a bird's-eye view scene:
One day, I decided to walk along the stony slope to the summit of a koppie at the far
end of the ridge. My limbs being much better in spite of the abiding stiffness, I could
pick my way much more easily over the rocks. I couldn't tell what part of the world
that was, but when I reached the summit, a wide stretch of country was exposed to
view and the sight of the outer world fascinated me immensely. Emerging from my
limited outlook of many days in the ravine, where only the music of the birds could
reach my ears, the sight of the extensive landscape was like being born afresh. The
succession of woods and clearings, depressions and rising ground, with now and then
the gambols of a frisky troop of gnu among the distant trees, where the woods were
less dense, refreshed me, for 1 had never seen the world to such perfection .... I enjoyed [he refreshing view for a time, although haunted by fear and loneliness; then I
retraced my steps and wandered back towards the ravine where there was food and
water (Plaatje 1975:37).

ypical of Haggard's texts: Ra-Thaga cannot see the world lying before him like a m a P
as can Quatermain in King Solomon's Mines, but 'at least between his home and the
orizon' the view is clear; Mhudi acknowledges her 'limited outlook' as she is in
iding, and though she enjoys the 'perfection' of her 'refreshing view' from the hill,s h e remains 'haunted b y fear and loneliness7-sentiments usually absent from the
re confident, mascu]inist position of earlier imperialist texts. This is not surprising,
e n the imminent break-up of the pastoral edenic world they had once inhabited.
What Plaatje conveys is a sense of historical forces closing in, leaving a latent desire
for the untrammel]ed, 'Africa-as-paradise' whose occupants live in harmony with the
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vision of a paradise destroyed by a cornb~nationof warring white tribes and zulus,
rwhlchl bears some erna ark able slrnilant~esto parts of the lmpcrl&lst vlslon of parad ~ s elost (Hutchlngs 1981 10)
However, despite the gathering storm clouds, Plaatje manages to end ~
/ on a~more ~
regenerative note than does Haggard rn Na& the Lzly whtch ends In a 'genocidal
closure' (Chrlsman 1992 166) In this way, Chrisman suggests that Plaatje follows the
romance Pattern more faithfully than Haggard, for the endlng In Mhurll, In which
Mhudi and Ra-Thdga leave the Boers to begin a new life and Mzlllkazl and Unlnandl
dre reunited in the birth of an heir, maiks a new cycle of 11fe ~t 1s a new cycle (empered, however, by cdutlon, aware as Plaatje was of the difficult~esthe black man in
South Africa was to face from 'such CI uel people' (1975 102) as the Boers-slmslarly
described by Hdggard

d

(1978.39) remarks on d~scussingSouth Afr~canI~terature,'Cloete's own works can be
described as seeds of that same, now extlnct, imperial Rower, still flourish~ngin this
last of all colonial gardens'. Perhaps it was t h ~ sdissatisfaction with an increasingly
changing lndustrlal~sedEurope that led Cloete to seek for new opportunities In South
of the move harks to a nostalgia for the wlde open spaces of
~ Africa, his ~nterpretat~on
h ~ forebears.
s
South Africa was in my blood I had been brought up on storm of huntlng lion and
elephant, of Kaffir wars The vast horizon made me want to get on a horse and ride
towards ~t 1 wanted to hunt, to camp under the stars, to s~nkmyself ~nto~t Much of
thls was, of course, due to the way I had been brought up with stories of ~ f r i c ato,
what I had read-Rider Haggard, Livlngstone's Travels, Du Cha~llu,Selous and the
works of other explorers But I Lhnk ~t went deeper than that It was ln my blood as
as my brain My famly, father and son, had been here dmost 300 Years We
were not newcomers nor had we taken land from other people as the Amellcan settlers had taken it from thc Inhans (Cloete 1973 41,72)

2 The 'potboiler' legacy: Stuart Cloete and Wilbur Smith
A rather crrtical analysls of Mhudz states that
the novel shows only that Plaatje was capable of writlng a potboiler In ordel to ralse
money for a more impoitant set of projecls [to collect and print Sechudna folktales],
and Illat h s really scriulls effort had gone into Natlve Lge In S o ~ t Africa
h
(Christie,
Hutch~ngs,Maclennau 1980 8 1)
Despite any imperfections Mhl~dlmlght have3, it is certainly not a potboiler For H ~ ~ gdrd's legacy In that veln In South Afr~canliterature, we must turn to the novels of
Stuart Cloete and Wilbur S m ~ t hCloete (1973.166) who quite candidly described himself as 'by my own definttion a first-class second-class writer-nelthel highbrow nor
lowbrow', was born In England in 1897, the year of Queen Victorla's Diamond ~ u b l lee Born Into an uppel middle-class famrly of South Afrrcan origrn, Cloeteis formative years were spent in England and France, where hrs childhood reading Included
Kipling, Captain Marryat, Sir Gilbert Parker and Haggard, whose works 'were the
l i t e i a r ~milk of my boyhood from whrch I have never been weaned' (quoted in Cohen
1960 231). Glven these l~teraryinfluences, it was perhaps lnevltable that, as Rabkln

Couzens (In Plaatje 1975 10) calls some readers' crltlc~smsof Plaatje's style as be~ng'rmtative or derivative', 'a very superficial judgement' He discusses the dlfficult~esa black wrlter of
the tlme would have had In placlng '1 work with a publisher aware of a reading public 'who
could see no value in thtngs black and who demanded slavish imitation of the whltes' (Couzens
rn Plaat~e1975 11) Furthermore, Couzens (in Pladt~e1975 11) points out that Plaat~eas llngurst
would have been sensitive to nuances of language as witnessed In the humour whrch 'lles just
below the surface of Plaatje's style'

He managed a ranch sn a very Isolated part of the Transvaal bushveld eventually buymg h ~ own
s
farm, Constantla, near Irene. Of Constantla, which rn ~ t name
s
nostalgically and fruitlessly recalls ~ t gracious,
s
grander Cape namesake quite removed from
the ar~drtyof the Transvaal scrub, Cloete wrote 'It was, though I dld not know ~tthen,
the place where I saw the A f r ~ c aabout whlch, later, I was to spend my 11fe writing'
(Cloete 1973 107) It was hele that his wrltlng career got its s t a t after he showed a
s
storles to a vislting frlend, Arnot Robertson (Four ~ r ~ ~ h t e Peo~zed
few of h ~ short
pZe), who In turn showed them to Sarah Gertrude Millin among others-all of whom
said he had some talent Cloete sold up and returned to England to devote himself to
wr~tlngHIS breakthrough came with Turning Wheels (1937), a book the task of ending which he acknowledges defeated him 'so I killed the lot' (Cloete 1973.179), but
whlch nevertheless was chosen m the United States as 'Book of the Month' ensurlng
~ t success
s
and his future career as a writer
The Africa that Cloete descrrbes 1s still nostalgically the 'Africa-as-paradlse'
famll~arto readers, but it 1s an Eden won at great cost, drenched in blood, and burden& with growing- fears of the black man, resulting in a pervasive raclsln f i d r f i ~ ~ ~ g
W]?eelscarries the welghty bitterness of an author who has Just missed the imperial
boat and feels cheated of hls birthright. It IS the story of Hendrik van den Berg and his
followers who leave the Cape Colony ~n 1836 on the Great Trek northwards to search,
literally, for Hendrlk's vlslon of parad~se,which they flnd at Nylstrom (nowadays
spelt Nylstroom) In the Transvaal. U n l ~ k eHaggard who generally dlsllked the Boers,
Cloete dep~ctsthem as

.,
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the white Noble Savage, the suitable inhabitants of Africa's spacious paradises ....
Love of Ilberty, as Cloete points out, mingles in their search for the earthly paradise
and lifts it above the mere greed for crops and herds (Howe 1971:125).
Though Cloete invests the Zulus with some degree of noble savageryThey were elephants that trampled those who opposed them. They were lions who
ripped up and destroyed.They were Zulus: their glory was undenied (Cloete 1967:372)
-they are generally seen en masse as a barbaric and animal-like menace to the individualised, heroic Boers. After a Zulu attack on Nylstrom, Cloete writes:
The lands, too, were devastated. Here was wanton anger let loose. Here was the result
of taking land from the natives and thinking that those who came down from their
mountain fastness to stare and trade, or even to work, were tame (Cloete 1967:343).
The phrase 'taking land from the natives' seems, incidentally, to contradict Cloete's
proud assertion that his forebears had not 'taken land from other people' previously
quoted. Cloete's frequently disparaging and generally downright racist attitude to blacks
in this novel and others leads Tucker (1967:203) to assert that Cloete 'is the descendant of Rider Haggard, with this important distinction: he denigrates the black warrior,
whereas Haggard idealized him'.
Despite the slip recorded above where he acknowledges the 'natives' prior
ownership of land, South Africa is generally seen by Cloete as empty and Africa in
and large this was a new and empty
general as 'a dark continent' (Cloete n.d.:9)-'by
country washed clean of life by the spears of the Zulu impis' (Cloete n.d.:20). Rags of
Glory (1963), a 'big novel ... painted on the immense canvas of the South African
veld' as the blurb tells the reader, and set at the time of the Anglo-Boer wars, confirms
the 'empty land' possibility:
Pretoria was where civilization ended in Africa. In one direction, to the south, were
roads, railroads, towns-Cape Town, the ocean, and Europe. In the other, scattered
farms like their own GroenpIaas, and then nothing. It was true that the President had
built a railroad to Delagoa Bay so that the republic would have an access to the sea
that was not English. But it was an empty land the track ran through, a wilderness of
low veld, and many had died of fever in its construction. (Cloete 1974:21)
The imperialist's enthusiasm for new, wide open spaces is tempered by the knowledge
of how hard-won are the small settlements established in the vastness and, with the
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hindsight of Empire's decline, there is a recognition of how ephemeral these enclaves
were. Cloete carries the strain of imperialist and Boer aspirations in South Africa, and
while he could reluctantly accept the decline of British imperialism in Africa, in this
novel he pins his hopes on white Boer survival in South Africa. This dream is defeated
by a combination of Zulu might and 'the slow wearing down of disease and from the
outside pressure of the wilds ... forcing them always into a smaller circle ...' (Cloete
1967:314). Overtaken as Cloete's dreams of Africa were by the harsh realities of history, his African novels keep alight the nostalgic latent lamp of desire for a vast, empty,
fertile Africa but he has lost Haggard's idealism and his contradictory, complex position on Africa; instead, using crude tools, Cloete overlays Haggard's more subtle maps
with garish, prurient nightmare.
Wilbur Smith is thecurrent, reigning 'modem Rider Haggard' (Johnson in Smith
1995). He was born in 1933 in Northern Rhodesia, now Zambia, of British parents
from Brighton who bought a maize farm on the Kafue River, near Mazabuka. His
British roots however hold firm; despite an African childhood Smith (1995a) maintains: 'All my tradition is British, and if there ever had to be a choice for me, I would
have to go with my British antecedents'. Some of theseBritish roots include an education at Michaelhouse, and a reading diet of Rider Haggard together with other boys'
adventure classics (Smith n.d.:4).
Starting off his working career as a tax inspector for the Inland Revenue department in Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia, Smith wrote When tlze Lion Feeds (1964)
which, though rejected by seventeen publishers, finally saw the light of day and changed
its author's career path entirely. This novel begins the saga, set in the last quarter of the
nineteenth century, of the Courtney family in South Africa. Like his novels which
were to follow with disciplined regularity, it uses 'the 'Haggard' recipe larded with
adult sex [which] provides Wilbur Smith with his international best-seller fare: 'endless safaris and seductions, big game, game women, an Africa where the approved
politics are thoroughly conservative' (Chapman 1996: 131). Always adamant that he
writes to entertain rather than instruct--on Rage (1987) Smith (1988: 100 commented
'It's not a political thriller and I'm no message writer .... The thought of being labelled
one gives me goosepimp1es'-Smith has however consistently raised the ire of leftist
academics by his wilful manipulation of history to suit his novels' political ends. Harries (1989:4) reviewing Rage remarks that:
Smith still sees Africa through the eyes of Rider Haggard, and his African characters
speak in pseudo-biblical tones borrowed from King Solomon's Mines.More dangerously, their pronouncements sometimes intertwine innocently with those of other nonfictional black leaders. Fact and fiction enter into complicity.
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Rage is particularly apposite as an example of fact and fiction intermingling-set in
the politically volatile context of the 1950s and 1960s in South Africa, it includes
known historical figures such as Nelson Mandela, Verwoerd, Malan and Sobukwe;
together with a thinly disguised Joe Slovo (Joe Cicero) and Winnie Mandela (Vicky
Gama). It covers the documented events of the Defiance Campaign, Sharpeville and
the formation of Umkonto we Sizwe and Poqo. There is nothing intrinsically sinister
in this-many adventure tales are set against a verifiable historical backdrop-but
what needles critics about Smith is his manipulation of historical events, his occasional alteration of historical sequence and characters to suit his own conservative
political agenda. In the 'Author's Note' placed unobtrusively after the last page of this
long novel, Smith (1987) disingenuously writes:

There is no Ayesha in The Sunbird but there is a similar attempt in both books to
imagine an ancient white civilisation in the heart of Africa. There is evidence that both
before and after writing The Sunbird, Smith was preoccupied with this question. In a
review of the novel, Smith is quoted as saying:

Once again I have taken some small liberties with the timetable of history, in particular the dates on whch Ut7zkhontowe Sizwe and Poqo movements began .... I hope that
you, the reader, will forg~veme for the sake of the narrative.

It is fashionable now to believe that Zimbabwe was built by Africans without outside
influence-it is becoming a politicallarchaeologicalmatter but I don't set out to prove
or disprove their theory-I leave the question open (Smith 1972x17).

He is seen as an apologist for apartheid South Africa in his novels written during that
time and, given the immense popularity of his books (as previously mentioned and in
countless editions and translations):

This is a little disingenuous as he goes on both in this article and in another to discuss
archaeological ruins at Delphi in Greece which he felt confirmed his 'white built'
theory in The Sunbird:

... it seems very probable that in the English-speaking world outside Africa Wilbur
Smith is having, via his fiction, a greater formative influence on the popular concep-

It was a tremendous thtng-findlng definite llnks and a bu~tdlngsystem In Greece
echoed In Zimbabwe, thus relnforclng my Ideas and making themmore credlble (Smth
1972b 28)

tion of Africa in general, and of South African society, history and politics in particular, than any other single individual (Maughan-Brown 1990:134-135).
The work which most recalls Haggard and which draws on the lost white civilisation
theme most strongly is Smith's early novel The Sunbird (1972) 'derived from the
work of H. Rider Haggard' (Stotesbury 1996:229). The story concerns the discovery
of the Lost City of the Kalahari somewhere in Botswana by archaeologist Ben Kazin
and his sponsor Louren Sturvesant. This Carthaginian empire was based on gold mining over 2,000 years ago; now all that is left are traces of the ruins, hidden treasure and
the legend of
a race of fair-skinned golden-haired warriors from across the sea, who mined the
gold, enslaved the indigenous tribes, built walled cities and flourished for hundreds of
years before vanishing almost without trace (Smith 1974:21).
Couzens (1982:47) remarks on the similarities between She and The Sunbird:

The whole plot of The Sunbird, like She, is based on the idea of reincarnation, of the
great civilisation of the past, in Haggard's case Greek [actually not, rather Egyptian;
Kallikrates is called 'the Greek' to show his outsider status, Ayesha is more closely
Egyptian in descent, as is K6r], in Smith's Carthaginian, gradually destroyed with
only the ruins left, tended by a degenerate mass of blacks .... Thus The Sunbird is a
reincan~ationitself-it is a reincarnation of Rider Haggard's writing nearly 100 years
before.

Tangri (1990:298) points out that far from remaining outside the political debate in
archaeological circles current in Rhodesia during the 1960s and 1970s, Smith in The
Sunbird launches
a general accusation running through the book that archaeologists are biased scoundrels siding with Black Nationalism, too blinkered to accept the truth of ancient Mediterranean colonists.
he Rhodesia Front of course sided with this opinion of Great Zimbabwe's origins, as
was in their interest to portray Rhodesia's most famous ruins as white in origin, thus
ustifying their own political existence.
In Haggard's She, the lost civilisation of Kor collapses with Ayesha's demise,
ut in Smith's twentieth century incarnation of She it is a black slave who escapes
across the Zambezi returning with a guerilla band who brings about the Lost City's
wnfall. However, Couzens (1982:49) is correct when he observes that, unlike Hag-
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gard who 'represents expanding British Imperialism' and its contradictions, 'Smith
contains the tensions of South African imperialism'. Though the Lost City of Tlze
Sunbird with its ancient origins can coax a small frisson in modern day readers, it has
little of K6r and its mistress Ayesha's mythical power. As Africa on a manifest level is
made more and more known and knowable, so does the quest for a lost white civilisation in Africa become harder to sustain (though not less desirable on a latent level). In
the 1990s, the Haggard legacy on this score is reduced to the glitzy theme park of the
Lost City and its Palace located in what was the apartheid homeland state of
Boputhatswana.

3 The 'popular culture' legacy: The Lost City and Indiana Jones
If ever one had to look for an example of a postmodern geographical and architectural
site in South Africa, then The Lost City, located within the physical space known as
Sun City, would be a good one to call upon-in true postmodern fashion, it is selfreflexive, self-ironising and intertexual. The Lost City, opened in 1992, is a 'made
geography', created in the form of 'apostmodern architectural dream' (Hall 1995:179)it is a $300 million hotel complex set amidst fake sculptured rocks, hills, humanplanted rain forests, a created dam, an artificial seaside complete with surfable waves
and beach sand, a bridge which has a simulated earthquake every evcning at dusk so
that it trembles and smokes, and a synthetic chlorinated river through which an electrically generated tidal current flows. The brainchild of Sol Kerzner, known as the 'Sun
King' given his status as chairman of Sun International Resorts, The Lost City in an
ersatz manner draws on the well-worn discourse of Africa, together with that discourse's historical antecedents and successors-the narratives of early explorers to
Africa, the adventure stories of the late nineteenth century (especially those of Haggard), the spectacular World Fairs and Exhibitions of Haggard's day, the blood-soaked
dangerous Africa of Cloete's potboilers, the novels of Wilbur Smith, the evergreen if
worn myth of 'Africa-as-paradise', and simultaneously as a heart of darkness.
Each hotel room in each of Sun City's four hotels, of which The Palace of The
Lost City is one, has an information file on the resort which includes the narrativising
myth of The Lost City. It is a generic synopsis of any number of Haggard's novels
which, as Pocock (1993:244) suggests, 'could be seen as the inspiration of The Lost
City pleasure resort'. The 'legend', as the narrativising myth is called, begins 'A long
time ago', which recalls the 'Once upon a time' entry into the world of fairytale, and
then proceeds to outline a formulaic, conservative European bed-time story of Africa,
with a happy ending. In essence, it describes the story of 'the Ancient Ones' who were
'a nomadic tribe from Northern Africa' (thus smarter and whiter than their southern,
darker brethren, it implies, as such narratives always do) who settled in the Valley of
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the Sun 'attracted by the fertility of the land and the perfection of the climate'. This
was for centuries a Haggardian 'safe and secret' place, as the exotic city with its Palace was sited in a 'secluded valley which was shaped by an ancient volcanic crater'.
However, one day a strong volcanic eruption destroyed this settlement, and the benevolent dictator-king and his family escaped 'borne to safety on the backs of the alert
kudus'. Though the royal family returned, the Palace decayed and was finally deserted, but its fame lived on however in 'the imaginations of explorers', one of whom
apparently is Sol Kerzner:
Almost three hundred years after the great earthquake, In the last decade of the twent~ethcentury, an expedition came upon thls sacred locale and its ruins. The leader of
the expedition saw the crumbled towers, the heaps of stone and pieces of carvings, in
the still majestic palace and the remains of the surroundmg village, a legacy of untold
value, silvered with age. He dedicated himself to restoring The Lost City to it's [sic]
original splendour (hotel information sheet, The Lost City at Sun City).
The authors of this late twentieth century version of the fairytale, 'Africa as lost white
civilisation in deepest, darkest Africa', are Kimberley, Allison, Goo and Wong, intertional resort designers based in California, whose 'brief was to create a fantasy
a' (Murray 1996: 156), in much the same way as they had created a fantasy America
uroDisney. The legend they created in The Lost City is deliberately derivative,
referring to similar older romantic narratives, thus the legend can be exotic yet familto its visitors. It should give its consumers a sense of dkja vu, and yet an equal sense
wonder at how well afresh the old Africa myth has been, literally, constructed.
om the harsh realities of poverty-stricken former Boputhatswana, once ruled by the
artheid puppet Lucas Mangope, Kerzner lets rise like a phoenix the promise of treasre, a new Africa, an ancient (constructed) cultural heritage, all in keeping with the
ew South Africa freshly emerging from its dark political past with Mandela at its
ead. As Haggard created for his jaded, urban audience the promise of a new start
elsewhere in Africa, so does Kerzner provide a new African theme-park in the political and natural wilderness. One could even say that some of the tensions of the imperialist age which found their expression in Haggard's fictional African topography can
also be seen in The Lost City yet they have lost their subtlety and have become banal
and self-conscious: the golf course clubhouse constructed i la Great Zimbabwe has no
stery about its origins-the builders are black labourers hired temporarily by white
ned multinational conglomerates, the building plans drawn up in America, the emire-builder a late capitalist entrepreneur who has 'dedicated himself' to making money
a spectacular fashion. The range of possible interpretations and manifestations of
atent discourse about Africa has been even further diminished:
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The world has one role for Africa-as a destiny for other people's expeditions, and as
the home of 'dark forces'. Rider Haggard, Wilbur Smith and Sol Kerzner have all
seen this point-and have become wealthy (Hall 1995:198).
While I would argue that Haggard had a far more complex vision of Africa than either
Cloete, Smith or Kerzner, I would agree that it is this monofocal view of Africa that
pertains in the popular imagination.
Sol Kerzner has literally cashed in on this fixed romantic mythology surrounding Africa and has been appropriately enough pictured by the media 'through character-formulae already popularized by the genre of adventure-romance, such as capitalist and cultural visionary, working-class boy makes good, and sexually and financially
driven male hero' (Murray 1996:159). Both Hall and Murray find links between the
media images of Kerzner as metaphorical 'Sun King' who 'discovers7TheLost City at
Sun City, and Louren Sturvesant in Wilbur Smith's The Sunbird who discovers the
Lost City of the Kalahari, a man who is 'building a chain of luxury vacation hotels
across the islands of the Indian Ocean. Comores, Seychelles, Madagascar, ten of them'
(Smith 1974:205), and who with his 'golden curly head, his sun-bronzed features'
(Smith 1974:24) appears as a literal sun king. Kerzner has also been compared to the
maverick adventurer Indiana Jones of the popular adventure films, and it is film as a
medium for translating Haggard into a modem idiom that I shall briefly consider before concluding this discussion on Haggard's legacy.
The Indiana Jones film character who combines intelligence with commonsense
and humour in his daring exploits in exotic locations, including Africa, has been seen
as a latter day derivation of Haggard's Quatermain-Couzens (1994:7), in a review of
Pocock's biography of Haggard, remarks 'Allan Quatermain lives on in Indiana Jones
and perhaps even in bits of Crocodile Dundee'. The 1985 Hollywood version of King
S o l o n ~ o S~ Mines,
z
starring Richard Chamberlain and Sharon Stone and filmed in Zimbabwe, was described as 'an Indiana Jones type adventure yarn with loads of fun and
action' (quoted in Murray 1996:161). Murray makes the useful point that for many
contemporary film goers, the original Haggard romance of the film's title would be
unknown except as hearsay or a long-ago childhood tale, hence theneed for intertextual,
comparative referencing to 'explain' the film in more up to date fashion
in terms of a broader contemporary cinematic adventure genre which could be said t

include Steven Spielberg's Indiana Jones epics, and Romancing the Stone and
Jewel of the Nile' (Murray 1996:161).
In the case of King Solomon's Mines though, which has never been out of print, an
which has had tjve film versions made of it thus far, the story (or idea behind it) ha
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lingered on, albeit with some alterations. The 1950 version of King Solomon's Mines,
shot in Kenya and starring Stewart Granger as Quatermain replaces the character of
Curtis with that of a woman (Deborah Kerr) looking for her husband. This, incidentally, has been one of the most telling alterations to Haggard's original tale-Haggard
could imagine a love/sexual relationship between black and white though he suppresses
it eventually, but almost one hundred years later Hollywood apparently couldn't. The
Goodfioulata relationship in King Solornon 's Mitzes was replaced in the 1936 Gaumont
British production and the 1950 and 1985 Hollywood productions by a white-white
love interest, which makes for interesting speculation on the progress of race relations
in the West, and on what boosts box office sales in the twentieth century. Davis comments on these changes in relation to the 1936 version which stars Paul Robeson as
Umbopa, who is thus made to sing as well, that 'it is unsettling to see what has become
of it [the book, King Solornoiz's Mirles]' for not only has the racial composition of the
love interest been altered, but there is also a 'shift in emphasis from a quest for a
missing brother in the novel to the itch for diamonds in the film' (Davis 1996: 147).
What such fiims have done is to re-make and re-create through technological
wizardry an image ofAfrica, its landscape and peoples which is disturbingly for someand nostalgically for others-familiar. Despite some of the changes to the manifest
discourse (the technology to capture images of Africa more advanced, the budget bigger), the latent discourse of desire juxtaposed with fear is relatively unchanged: Africa
in all the film versions of King Solomorz's Mines is still a place where one can be tested
to the limit, experience adventure, capture treasure (now in the form of money-generating celluloid images) and be threatened by half-naked savages, intriguing and dangerous like the landscape used as backdrop.

Conclusion
What 1have tried to show is that Haggard's legacy has been far reaching in this century
and continues to be displayed even in quite divergent forms derived from the original
texts. What this speaks of primarily is the enduring power of a discourse which Haggard tapped into, with its fixed dreams and fears of Africa articulated frequently through
the use of landscape, which in the more popular cultural manifestations blurs people
and landscape into one equation. The appeal of adventure, particularly Haggard's romance recipe, in a geographical world where there are few secrets left is seen in cultural forms as diverse as Wilbur Smith's novels and the non-fictional books and films
of the National Geographic Society. In its late twentieth century manifestations as
theme park site or the set for a slapstick movie star adventurer, the Haggard legacy has
been diminished and degraded to the level of watered down commercial pap. It has
lost touch with the complexities and occasional subtleties of the original Haggard to-
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pography, which, though it in turn built on the images of Africa that earlier explorers
had taken back to Europe, achieved a fresh power that captured the imagination of his
age.
Department of English
University of Durban-Westville
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In Rob Nixon's contribution to the edited collection, Text, Theory, Space: Land, Literature and History in South Africa a n d Australia, the writer Bessie Head is described
as having been engaged in an 'iconoclastic act of geographical and historical bridging'
(p. 252). In thinking about the collection as a whole, I have found this a fruitful phrase.
Can the publication of Text, Theory, Space itself be said to constitute such an act? Is
post-colonial studies itself not perhaps an 'iconoclastic act of geographical and historical bridging'? And if it is, what is the new position of the older disciplines that are
gestured at in the phrase-that is, geography and history? Does post-colonial studies
represent a meltdown of disciplinary boundaries, or is it more akin to a conversation
between disciplines? How are these issues played out in the pages of the volume under
review?
The project which emerged in the wake of the publication of Edward Said's
(1978) book Orientalism-that of revisiting, reassessing and theorising the-,imperial
and colonial experience which has shaped and continues to shape many of our societies-is necessarily an inclusive project. The post-colonial focus pulls together in new
configurations concerns that used to be the subject material of particular academic
disciplines. For example, because of the need to revisit the history of imperialism,
scholars other than historians of the nineteenth century are now interested in this period. Similarly, people other than human geographers are now paying serious attention
to space. Post-Foucault, it is widely recognised that mechanisms of spatial control are
central to mechanisms of social control. Scholars like Said (1993) have pointed out
that imperialism itself was an act of geographical violence which necessitated the
control of space. More broadly, the plethora of new studies on space and spatial identiAlrernation 4,2 (1997) 238-246 ISSN 1023-1757
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ties suggests that 'space' has become a central explanatory concept in contemporary
social theory.
These new concerns are reflected in the key words included in the title and subtitle of the volume under review. Thus one finds the word 'history' in the sub-title of a
book described as an 'unprecedented, landmark text in post-colonial criticism and
theory' (inside cover)-a book in which the majority of contributors turn out to be, not
historians, but literary theorists, or at least scholars of literature. Similarly, 'space' and
'land' are important markers in the title and sub-title of the volume. Both these concepts, like 'place' and 'landscape', are traditional concerns of human geographers and
have engaged them for many years. Clearly, others are now interested in and working
with these ideas too. The historians, historical geographers and cultural geographers
whose work has traditionally focused on the intersections between history and geography in particular places, have been joined by a plethora of other voices.
This renewed interest, both theoretical and empirical, in the spatial and temporal nature of human experience, is all to the good. It should be welcomed rather than
defended against by those of us trained in disciplines which have traditionally been
centred on this problematic. For sub-disciplines like historical geography, which has
tended to be empirically rich but theoretically poor, the injection of theory which accompanies the foray into post-colonial studies is an exciting development, long overdue.
However, I would argue that the melting-pot approach is neither desirable nor
practicable. Rather like polka-dot underpants, disciplinary training tends to show
through. This is a good thing: post-colonial studies can only be strengthened by the
input of people who are sensitised to historical specificity, or who have thought deeply
about space, place, and landscape. If I have a criticism of the collection Text, Theory,
Space, it is that too little of this background-too few of the dots-show through.
Despite the promise of the title, the editors have invited mainly literary theorists to
contribute. Out of a total of sixteen contributors, it appears that only five are historians
and, more troubling, only one (Sophie Watson) is a geographer.
This would not be an irremediable situation if writers showed themselves aware
of work done in other disciplines. The footnotes of some scholars trained in literary
studies show that a genuinely inter-disciplinary conversation has taken place. For example, David Bunn's fascinating paper on the Natal sugar baron William Campbell,
who created and maintained a private game reserve, reveals a close reading of work by
both historians and cultural geographers. Bunn's work consequently has a historical
depth and sensitivity to spatial politics that is missing in some of the other contributions. Nhlanhla Maake, for example, writing on the changing politics of national symbols in South Africa over the course of the twentieth century, bypasses a rich
historiography to cite a single history text. Thus while some contributors have come
close to achieving a real bridging in their work, others have been less successful.
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The remainder of the review considers the extent to which a cross-disciplinary
conversation has taken place in this volume, and suggests ways in which 'post-colonial studies' has been, or could be, strengthened by an engagement with history and
geography.

History and Colonial Comparisons
The editors of Text, Theory, Space should be congratulated on having attempted a
comparative task which is long overdue. One of the o b v i o ~ strengths
~s
of post-colonial
studies is that it encourages comparisons between different contexts in which similar
politics of conquest have been played out; between spaces in which the colonial experience has been roughly similar. For an English-speaking community of scholars, the
spaces of the British settler colonies are an obvious focus. Thus the collection represents movement towards another kind of historical and geographical bridging, that
between the pasts and scholarly traditions of Australia and South Africa. (It is worth
noting that this volume can usefully be compared to another recently published comparative study focusing on South Africa and Australia, this time with an environmental focus-an edited collection entitled Ecology and Enzpire: Environmental History
of Settler Societies. (See Griffiths & Robin 1997.)
This bridging has not really happened before. At one level, it is puzzling, as
Gillian Whitlock points out, that so
little attention has been paid to the settler stateslinvader territories of Canada, South
Africa and Australasia, although the 'white Dominions' were collectively important
to imperialist thinking in Britain in the late nineteenth century (p. 65).
Whitlock suggests that the task has perhaps been avoided for political and strategic
reasons. She is fully alert to the danger that in subverting political strategies (used, for
example, in Commonwealth literary studies) which deliberately focused on processes
of decolonisation rather than on the experience of colonial settler societies, onk might
inadvertently be repeating the initial act of silencing by rehabilitating the voice of the
coloniser. Some of the contributors to this volume, including Whitlock herself, seek to
avoid this trap by paying particular attention to the voices of white women, who were
both part of and yet distinct from the 'masculine' colonial endeavour. The focus on
women and the ambiguities of their gendered position in the colonial order, reflected
in papers by Kerryn Goldsworthy, Michelle Adler, Kate Darian-Smith and Gillian
Whitlock, is an important strength of Text, Theory, Space.
However, the danger I wish to highlight---one which links to my concern about
the possible coalescence of disciplines in post-colonial studies-is that of glossing
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differences between societies, of making broad generalisations about very different
places. This is a danger to which historians perhaps are particularly alert. The papers
in the volume which attempt a direct comparison between Australian and South African experiences (Gillian Whitlock, Liz Gunner, and Terence Ranger) are located on
the knife-edge of this tension and are therefore most aware of it.
All three of these contributors handle this issue well. Liz Gunner is properly
tentative about stretching comparisons between indigenous oral traditions across continents, from Zulu oral tradition to Aranda poetry: she places a question mark after the
subtitle of the section of her paper which raises the possibility of 'cross resonances' (p.
125). Gillian Whitlock notes that one needs to proceed with caution when attempting
to incorporate South Africa into comparative post-colonial frameworks. (Unlike Australia, South Africa is apparently only recently being looked at in this way, presumably
because prior to the transition to democracy many overseas scholars felt it inappropriate to do research here.) The danger, as Whitlock sees it, is that post-colonial scholars
become
ralders of the 'lost ark', turnlng to the 'new' South Afr~cato prove what we already
know, seeking (and finding) evldence whch justifies theorles produced elsewhere
(P 68).
Terence Ranger's piece, which compares the symbolic history of two famous
rock formations, the Matopos in Zimbabwe and Uluru (the former Ayers Rock) in
Australia, is perhaps most sensitive to the dangers of comparison and is self-conscious
in examining them. As an historian, Ranger is able to view the differences between the
two places partly in terms of historiography-a perspective often missing elsewhere
in the collection. In a fascinating reflection on the construction of academic knowledge, Ranger describes his thought process in researching and preparing the article.
First, he was struck by the similarities between the two places. Later, he became increasingly aware of the difference~.In particular, the history of the Matopos seemed
far more dynamic than that of Uluru. There was an actively remembered black history
and a much more active white history associated with the Matopos, whereas Uluru
appeared to be associated with an ahistoric, dreamlike, Aboriginal past. Ranger came
to the conclusion that these differences were differences in the way that history had
been written, rather than in the histories themselves, and was able to caution the reader
about this disparity in scholarly traditions. Interestingly, Ranger cites the work of a
cultural geographer, Phillip Clarke, when suggesting how a more contested and dynamic view of Aboriginal relationships to the land could emerge (p. 164).
The only objection one could make to Terence Ranger's piece is that it is not
set in South Africa, but in another southern African space, namely Zimbabwe. The
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t~tleof the volume does specify South Africa, and one wonders why the ed~torsdid not
broaden the tltle to 'Southern Afrlca', or alternatively lnclude work by historians and
hlstorlcal geographers who are working on sim~lartop~csin South Africa itself.

Geography and Colonial Spaces
The bridging which has taken place in Text, Theory, Space between post-colonial studies and recent work in geography, is less impressive. This is disappointing because, at
first glance, this bridging appears to be one of the most important contributions that
the collection has to make. Geographical concepts like space, land, and so on are
privileged in the title as well as in the description by the editors of what the book is
about-in their words, issues of 'land, space and cultural identity in South Africa and
Australia' (p. 2). Spatial metaphors also predominate in the categories under which
the papers are arranged. Thus Part One is 'Defining the South'; Part Two is 'Claiming
Lands, Creating Identities, Making Nations'; and Part Three is 'Borders, Boundaries,
Open Spaces'.
Unfortunately, these categories do not work particularly well: the papers seem
to be rather randomly inserted into the different sections. One wonders why the fascinating papers on women and travel are found in 'Defining the South', for example,
and are not flagged more clearly under a specific heading. (Why, for that matter, is
David Bunn's paper on the setting up of a private game reserve part of 'Defining the
South'?) The second section in particular becomes something of a hold-all, with seven
papers grouped together in a way which obscures the real compatibility between some
of them. For example, Tony Birch's excellent analysis of the attempted renaming of
the Grampians National Park in Australia resonates strongly with Ranger's writing on
conflicts over heritage, space and place.
This randomness may reflect a wider failure to engage seriously with geographic concepts. Certainly the promise of a focus on space, suggested by the section
headings as well as by the title and the editors' introduction, is not fulfilled, If the
'complex interactions between space and power' (p. 2) are a dominant theme in the
collection, why do so few papers focus on issues which are being explored in contemporary geography? Why are the technologies of spatial control through which empires
were actually established, so conspicuous by their absence?
I am thinking, for example, of work on mapping as an exercise in spatial control. Tony Birch is one of the few contributors who mentions the power of maps.
Birch's reference is to J.B. Harley's (1988; 1992) work on maps and control. (Due to
an editorial oversight, Harley is mistakenly rendered as Hartley.) In attempting to
understand the competing histories and claims to the landscape being played out in the
contemporary landscape, Birch also takes seriously some of Paul Carter's (1987) ear-
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lier work on 'spatial history'. This work looked at how, through mapping and surveying of what had been constructed as an empty social space, 'the land was ordered and
labelled, becoming a colonial possession' (p. 180). Birch revisits the role of Mitchell,
a figure about whom Carter also wrote in Tlze Road to Botany Bay (1987). Mitchell
was the colonial surveyor who mapped the area in which Birch is interested, and he
shows how through mapping, Mitchell gave the land a new, British history, expunging
the histories of indigenous people.
Birch also points out that mapping is closely allied to naming, as the names that
places were given on maps inscribed the landscape with new identities. Generally
these identities were recognisably British. Even when indigenous place names were
ed, this did not represent any kind of lingering resistance, but rather the unquesuthority of the imperial power to appropriate the indigenous and turn it into
ng 'quaint' (p. 177).
Before leaving the mapping issue, it is worth noting the absence of any actual
map, deconstructed or otherwise, in Text, Theory, Space.
Another, related disappointment is the failure of most contributors to take seriously spatial concepts and practices which centrally shaped the experience of colonised peoples and, indirectly, that of their colonisers. An excellent example is the idea
of the 'reserve'-a term which epitomises British efforts to control and order the conquered environment. Reserves were created not only for animals, as discussed by David
Bunn in his paper, but also for people. In South Africa, the spatial division of land
which created the 'native reserves' in the nineteenth century formed the basis for the
apartheid policy of spatial separation and the core of the bantustan system (Welsh
1971; Christopher 1994). In other parts of the former British empire, indigenous people continue to live in 'reservations'. Both David Bunn and Liz Gunner refer to Aldous
Huxley's ([1932]1977:37,115) metaphorical Reserve or Reservation in Bruve New
World; but this is the closest one gets to a discussion of reserves. The word does not
appear in the otherwise quite useful index.
Geographers are presently engaging in comparative work within a broadly postcolonial frame. Recent examples of such work include the 1994 collection Geography
and Empire edited by Anne Godlewska and Neil Smith, as well as a similar collection
edited by Heffernan, Bell and Butlin (1995). Contributors to these volumes are attempting to come to terms with the history of their own discipline, which is of course
closely associated with the building of empires. Geographers provided support through
their role as cartographers and by providing a 'scientific' rationale for environmentally-based ideologies of racial superiority current at the time (see Livingstone 1992).
In the Australian context, the geographer Jane Jacobs has recently published a
book entitled Edge of Empire: Postcolonialism and the City, which looks at spaces she
'somewhat unfashionably refer(s) to as the "real" geographies of colonialism and
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postcolonlal~sm'(Jacobs 1996:3). In her book, Jacobs takes seriously the ways m which
Brltlsh imper~alismcarved ~ t way
s through space and uses t h ~ sunderstand~ngto analyse the current spat~alisedcultural polit~csof post-colon~alAustralia, including current anxieties around land claims. (It is interesting to note that, in the South African
material included in Text, Theory, Space there are very few references to the current
land reform process despite the promised focus on 'land'. This may be a function of
the fact that the papers emerged from a conference and thus were prepared some time
before the Department of Land Affairs' land reform programme got underway.)
Perhaps the reason that Jacobs is not referenced in Text, Theory, Space is that
the two books appeared contemporaneously. Equally, and more problematically, it
could be a function of the fact that scholars working in a literary studies disciplinary
tradition are simply unaware of related work in geography. It is unfortunate that the
conversation which could have taken place between disciplines in Text, Theory, Space,
has not really occurred.
As already noted, the only explicitly geographical paper in the book is an urban
planning paper by Sophie Watson. Watson's piece is located within recent planning
literature, which attempts a reconsideration of the modernist assumptions of urban
planning. Watson concludes her analysis of planning for multi-culturalism in Sydney
by stating that 'planning has to break out from its rational, comprehensive strait-jacket
and formulate new possibilities' (p. 214). This is an important contribution, but represents only a small part of thc broad spectrum of contemporary geographical work that
might have enriched a volume on post-colonial spaces.

Conclusion: Iconoclasm and Anxiety
What the volume Text. Theorv. Sauce does bring" out beautifullv is the anxious underbelly of colonial power. The triumphalist narratives of a rampant imperialism are balanced, in several of the papers, by the eruption of suppressed or displaced fears on the
part of participants in the colonial project. This theme is less fully explored for the
South African case, and would present a fascinating direction for further work. In the
Australian material, the theme of underlying anxiety is quite well developed. For example, in Paul Carter's piece, a suppressed fear of 'groundlessness' manifests itself in
the Victorian psyche through a fascination with spiritualism. In Sue Rowley's chapter,
bush-induced madness overtakes those who try to inhabit the land they have apparently claimed and domesticated.
These concerns resonate with Jane Jacobs' analysis of the controversy over the
old brewery site on the Swan River in Perth. (It is interesting to note that Tony Birch
also refers to this case, albeit to make a different point. Seep. 178.) In claiming the old
brewery site as a sacred space, an Aboriginal group destabilised the apparently solid
ground beneath the feet of the white citizens of Perth. Jacobs shows how the
2.

x

uncanny appearance of an unknowable Abonglnal sacred In the secular space of
the clty of Perth set In tram an anxlous pol~tlcsof retemtonallsatlon (Jacobs 1996 130,
see also Gelder & Jacobs 1995)
This is a theme which could usefully be explored in the current context of land reform
in South Africa.
Moving away from the familiar is always anxiety-provoking. To return to the
phrase with which I began this review, anxiety is implicit in the 'iconoclastic act of
bridging' which participation in the project of post-colonial studies requires. One is
being stretched beyond the comfort of disciplinary traditions and boundaries. But this
tension and anxiety ought to be productive. While not losing sight of the strengths of
(and differences between) disciplines, the mid- 1990s seem to be presenting us with a
moment of engagement, a moment when the potential for cross-disciplinary conversations is almost unlimited. The collection Text, Theory, Space, while representing an
important beginning, still feels like a rather one-sided conversation. It is up to historians, geographers and literary theorists to engage with one another, thus continuing and
deepening the conversation.
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Book Reviews
On the Mfecane Aftermath
The Mfecane Afternlath:
Recorzstructive Debates in Southern African History

by Carolyn Hamlton
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ISBN 1-86814-252-3
Revlewed by Ke~thBreckenndge
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istorlans love to fight The reasons for t h ~ sbad temper are not all that clear Henry
K~ssingerwould have us believe that ~t is the insignificance of academic fights that
makes them so bmer, and frequent Wlth more justice I mlght agree w ~ t hMark Andrews (a form~dableNatal and Sprlngbok rugby lock forward) who recently explained
that aggression motivates when all the other lncentlves (money, power, love) have
diss~pated.Whatever the case, arguments make for the best kind of scholarsh~pAnd
few debates m southern African historiography have been as bad tempered, or proved
as productive, and interesting, as the controversy that erupted around J u l ~ a nCobblng's
c l a ~ mthat the narrative of the expansion of the Shakan kmgdom m the 1820s was an
Invented 'alibl' for colonial dispossesslonl Much of the r~chnessof t h ~ sdebate has
been captured by the anthology edlted by Carolyn Hamilton entitled The Mfecaize
Afterinath: Reconstructzve Debates

In

Southern Afrzcan Hzstory.

In broad terms, Cobbing was argulng for a complete reappra~salof n~neteenth
century Southern African history. He rejected the widely accepted idea that the Shakan
state had sent shock waves of v~olenceacross the subcontinent In the 1820s, and po~nted
an accuslng finger at the earllest forms of colonial power In the place of northern
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Nguni territory as the eye of the Mfecane hurricane, Cobbing offered three external
sources of violence: the Portuguese slave trade from Delagoa Bay, Griqua and Bastaard
raiders in the northern Cape, and the invasions of British settlers and troops on the
eastern Cape. In every case he stressed that it was a search for forced labourers by the
representatives of the emerging colonial order that prompted the systemic violence of
the 1820s.
In Tlze Mfecane Aftermath most of the details of Cobbing's sweeping critique
have been undone by the careful historical research of almost a dozen scholars. Yet the
substance of his claim-that it was a colonial search for labour that encouraged regional violence-remains intact. Only raiding across the northern Cape frontier-of
Cobbing's three 'external sources' of conflict-has survived historical scrutiny with
any measure of integrity, but that has been enough to prompt the revision of the early
nineteenth century history of southern Africa2. Several scholars have re-opened research into nineteenth century enslavement, and begun to re-examine the Great Trek
as a search for forced labour3.
The significance of this volume does not rest entirely upon the future of the
Cobbing debate. It has also brought to light new forms of historical investigation, and
a set of interdisciplinary studies which may open research into the eighteenth and
nineteenth century of southern Africa (a field that was looking decidedly comatose if
not completely dead). Thus we have tentative but interesting studies of the unusual
scenes of conflict depicted in rock art from the Caledon Valley, and a provocative but
historically unsatisfying account of the archaeology of subterranean villages from
north-western Transvaal that also date from the 1820s. In both these cases the ev
dence remains tantalisingly beyond the reach of a straightforward historical analysi
The Mfecane Aftermath also presents a good selection of new historiographica
approaches. Dan Wylie examines a rich collection of colonial historical texts on th
subject of the Shakan state, and identifies a powerful common desire to debase an
'assasssinate the character' of the king. Carolyn Hamilton's innovative study of the
layers of ideas that (mostly colonial) individuals and institutions have produced about
Shaka since the 1820s goes a long way towards resolving the conundrum of the clear1
See Elizabeth Eldredge's 'Sources of Conflictin Southern Africac. 1800-1830:The "Mfecane"
Remembered' (p. 126-139),for a convincing refutation of extensive slave raiding from Delago
Bay before 1823; Jeff Peires, 'Matiwane's Road to Mbholombo: A Reprieve for the Mfecane
(p. 222-236) for a defence of the migration of the Ngwane and the insignificance of sl
raiding during the battle of Mbholombo; and Eldredge's 'Sources of Conflict' (p. 139-150) a
Guy Hartley, 'The Battle of Dithakong and "Mfecane" Theory' (p. 395-416) for well research
rejections of Cohbing's interpretation of the Battle of Dithakong.
Elizabeth Eldredge and Fred Morton (eds.), Slavery in South Africa: Captive Labor on
Dutch Froiztier, Pietermaritzburg: University of Natal Press (1994).
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unreliable evidence offered to us by these sources. In a similarly textual veln, Norman
Etherington seeks to identify a set of common narrative structures in the workings of
the history of the Mfecane and the Great Trek. The tensions between these different
papers also suggest that there are important limits on the capacity of careful textual
analysis to resolve the most pressing political questions of historical debate4.
Whatever the individual shortcomings of the papers in this anthology-many
of which bear the unmistakable signs of being preliminary conference papers-the
Cobbing fracas, the gathering that Hamllton organised at W ~ t stn September 1991 to
dtscuss it, and The Mfecane Aftermath have managed to return scholarly attention to
the history of the early nineteenth century. This can be clearly seen In the numbers of
young scholars pursuing dlssertatlons in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries of the
Cape and KwaZulu-Natal. Ultimately, however, it remains true that there IS a powerful circularity at work here, and until we extend the range of African sources on this
behind
period we are unlikely to escape the 'blind alley, grubbing for colon~al~sts
every d ~ r t

Dan Wylie, 'Language and Assassination: Cultural Negations in White Writers' Portrayal of
Shaka and the Zulu'; Carolyn Hamilton, "'The Character and Objects of Shaka": A Reconsideration of the Making of Shaka as Mfecane Motor'; Norman Etherington, 'Old Wine in New
Bottles: The Persistence of Narrative Structures in the Historiography of the Mfecane and the
Great Trek'.
See Peires, 'Matiwane's Road' (p. 239).
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De Weg naar Monomotapa:
Post-Colonial Studies and Dutch Literature
in
South Africa

A fact that is often ignored in South African literary history is the 270 year long (16521925) contribution of Dutch to this history. Dutch is thc oldcst and the longest written
language in South Africa. Siegfried Huigen's De weg rzaar Morzornotapa brings this
literature, and its importance for colonial discourse theory back into focus. The subtitle (in translation) reads: 'Dutch representations of the geographic, historical and social realities in South Africa' It is unfortunate that this important text is not also available in English.
The focus is on 'representations' of aspects of the South African reality through
intensive research of micro-areas, using selected texts as the starting point. As an
exploration of 'representation' and the institutional sites which determine to some
extent the form and content of representation it relates to Foucault, especially Tlze
Order ofThiililzgs. Representation implies not only the real, but the real looked at from
a particular political ideology and context. Jan van Riebeeck's arrival at the Cape in
1652 is variously represented as a great event for the expansion of Christianity and
civilisation, or as the beginning of suffering and oppression in different ideological
contexts.
According to Huigen, who is a lecturer at the University of Stellenbosch,
interest in South African Dutch literature developed from his discovery of
'drekpoeet' (vomit poet), Pieter de Neyn, who operated at the Cape in the period 167
to 1674. This was the beginning of his discovery of a goldmine of material at th

South African Library and Archives in Cape Town, as well as in the Stellenbosch
University Library. One has a feeling that there might even be more undiscovered
material in the Netherlands.
In the introduction Huigen explores the relationship between twentieth century
interest in Dutch literature, and Afrikaner nationalism. Afrikaans literary historians
struggled with the question of whether the Dutch texts produced in South Africa should
be part of the Afrikaans literary history. H e refers to the contributions of Elizabeth
Conradie (the two volume Hollandse sktywers uit Suid-Afrikc~),Gerrit Besselaar's
Zuicl-Afrika in de letterkurzde (1914) which is the oldest South African literary history
and F.C.L. Bosman's Drama erz toneel in Suid-Afrika (1928), a detailed description of
the institutions, theatre companies, theatres and development of drama in South Africa (again covering all the South African languages).
Conradie argued that the Dutch texts should be part of Afrikaans literature, not
because of its linguistic form, but because of the shared 'volksiel' (national soul) that
is manifest in these texts. Huigen refers to the derivation of the notion of a 'national
soul' from philosophers such as Montesquieu, Hume, Herder and Hegel. Taine popularised this concept by making literature the voice of this national soul. Interestingly a
similar struggle to define a South African English literature was evident in articles
such as R.F.A. Hoernlt's 'Kan ons van 'n "Engelse letterkunde" in Suid-Afrika praat'
(from Jaarboek van die Afrikuurise Skry werskring 1939, p. 92-98). 'These debates must
be seen in the context of the shifting signification of the concept Afrikaner in this
period. Up to about 1933 the concept Afrikaner did not primarily refer to someone
whose language was Afrikaans, but to a person subscribing to Hertzog's anti-colonial
slogan of 'South Africa first'. The 'soul' in these discourses refer to this identification
with South Africa as homeland, and such an identification was at that time essential to
a definition of a South African literature. The emergence of a strong Afrikaans literature at the beginning of the century, with its roots strongly in the South African soil,
contributed to this particular approach to the South African literary identity.
Dutch colonial literature loses its importance for Afrikaans literary scholars
after the Second World War due modernist aesthetics. When Dutch is studied in this
post war period it is the experimental and modern tradition from the Netherlands rather
than the colonial literature.
The book consists of five main chapters. Chapter one explores the representation of the interior of South Africa in the period 1652 to 1686. In this chapter Huigens
very subtly deconstructs Said's Orientalism and the idea that European representations of the peoples on other continents were not really determined by an experience
of reality, but by long existing pfrejudices. H e states that when exploring colonial discourses it is interesting to explore observations of empirical reality that contradicts
existing discourse, and the condition under which this become possible. Huigens then
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shows that ideas do change through the experience of reality. There is an important
difference between those texts based on direct experience and those reporting from
secondary sources. Plagiarising of previous representations was an established tradition in this period.
In the seventeenth century a myth of fabulously rich civilisations in the interior
of South Africa was prevalent and the Dutch were obsessed with discovering these
They sent a number of expeditions to find this empire of Monomotapa. They had to
meticulously record their observations of their journeys into the interior. Each expedition though was disillusioned with the discursive stereotype. What they encountered
were Namaqua pastoralists who were not all that different from the Khoikhoi at the
Cape. (These expeditions though inissed the cities such as Latakoo which at that ti
had considerable big populations and were involved in iron-smelting and trade wit
the Portuguese.) Huigens makes an interesting contribution by elaborating on the prescriptions of the Dutch east India Company on how the journals should be constructed
in terms of a daily report on the geographic position of the expedition, and the careful
collection of geographic, ethnographic, commercial and political information. He link
these directives to the genre of ars apodemica or the systematic presentation of obser
vations when travelling. Huigens also makes the point that if representations are on1
determined by existing discourses, and if reality plays no role, it would be impossib
to criticise any discourse, because it would be impossible to determine which dis
course contains the truth. What would make Said's discourse more credible than tha
which he writes about.
In chapter 2 he contextualises Jan de Marre's lengthy praise-poem to the Cape,
'Eerkroon voor de Caab de Goede Hoop', as a representation in which the representation of the Cape is determined by a classical conception of order which were prevalen
in 18th century Europe, rather than from a specific colonial ideology of power. Th
poem is about the dichotomy of 'order' replacing 'chaos' with colonial settlement
through a process of cultivation.
In chapter 3 Meent Borcherd's depiction of precolonial Khoikhoi life in 'Gedicht
over de volkplanting van de Kaap de Goede Hoop' is seen as a reaction against the
idealisation thereof by John Philip in his Researches in South Africa. Before Euro
ans came the Khoikhoi according to Philip lived 'in a state of independence, posse
ing in abundance the means of subsistence' (Huigens 83). Borcherd through refere
to other texts such as Kolbe's Naauwkeurige en uitvoerige beschryving van de Ka
de Goede Hoop, and the use of poetic imagination, in his construction of his po
attacks Philip's 'primitivism'. Borcherd's representation derives from Christianity, a
the idea that man in his natural state lives in misery. Huigen also mentions another tex
by Borcherds 'Reedevoering over het Christendom' ('Debate about Christianity').
seems as if these texts by Borcherds and Philip can form the basis of a much larg
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intertextual project. William Wellington Gqoba's 'D~scussionbetween the Christian
and the Pagan' and 'Great discussion on education' as allegorical debates come to
mind.
Chapter 4 deals wlth the popular history series by D'Arbez (pseudonym for
J.F. van Oordt) and its increasing focus on the Dutch East Indla period. Although
racist prejudice dominate In these texts, theie is also another conflicting code of the
universality of moral and religious values operating In these texts.
In chapter 5 he rediscovers Jacob Lub's Het zwarte gevaar ('The black peril')
from 1913, and apparently the second Jim-comes-to-Joburg novel produced In South
Africa. Douglas Blackburn's Leaven: A black and wlzzte story of 1908 belng the first
It is a text dealing with the identity transformat~onsthat the main character experience
through the process of urbanisation and comlng to consciousness of h ~ belng
s
equal to
whites. Although the text endorses a patriarchal and rural order the text clearly counters
the way authors such as Said, Fanon and JanMohamed essentiahses colonlal dicourses
as always representing blacks as the 'qulntessence of evll' (Huigen 140) The main
character is portrayed with great sympathy. The impact of reallsm as literary form was
possibly decisive in this.
Huigen surprises not only through the historical detall uncovered, but also
through Intelligent argumentahon backed up with extensive evidence Thls is an lmportant contribution and would gain considerably by in future going much more extens~velybeyond the confines of Dutch to the texts In the other South African languages.
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narration that tries to place literary works in their social and historical 'context'. By
narrating a context, a commentary may claim to have knowledge and understanding of
a text according to the 'reality' in which that text is embedded, thus forestalling any
critique of the commentary's own narrative operations. Rosemary Jane Jolly admits
that it 'may seem strange to introduce this exploration of violence and literature in the
South African context without a description of that context in historical or sociopolitical terms' (1). The reason: 'I have no desire to spectacularize, and thus to exoticize,
the violence of South Africa which motivated the founding questions of this study'
(1). Turning South Africa-one of the most violent societies in the world-into 'an
international spectacle', encouraging the voyeurism and moral condemnation that 'replicates the twin violations of pornographic involvement and the myth of objectivity',
is something she wishes 'most strenuously to avoid' (I). If these are by no means the
only options-therapy and healing were the goal of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission-one can see why strategies of avoidance and critical distance might have an
advantage from a literary standpoint over the more familiar encouragement in the
reader of a moral and emotional involvement whose own deeper motives and effects
often fail to be taken into account. Indeed, Jolly argues that forms of narrative that
assume they can redeem us therapeutically by 'treating' or 'dealing with' violence
invoke a specious kind of closure characteristic of a failed white liberalism (12).
Violence, then, is not simply an act or event to be witnessed, commented on,
and imagined, but a process in which all of us, whatever the context, are in some way
and to some degree accomplices. Before the overt act of violence takes place there is
symbolic violation, the violation of the other that occurs in discourse, in language
itself. Taking her cue from Coetzee's Foe, Jolly examines the extent to which acts of
narration are 'always also, necessarily, acts of violation at the figurative level' (2).
Certain writers, such as Breytenbach and Coetzee, have challenged or tried to avoid
such acts of violation. Andre Brink, however, in depicting close relationships as violent in A Clzain of Voices, has according to some reviewers made that intimate violence seem 'in some sense desirable' (39). This is so, Jolly argues, because the description of these white-master-black-slave relationships carries an erotic charge, appealing to sado-masochistic fantasies. Instead of subverting the basis of the masterslave relationship, Brink's novel, by representing violence as the 'truth' of colonial
history, and thus promoting horror in the reader, 'overlooks the potential of fiction to
create readers who may develop alternative fictions about the status of history' (53).
Breytenbach's strategies for eluding or defying violation are exhaustively analysed in terms of the self, the relationship between interrogator and interrogated, and
the unstable, split subject. Jolly's conclusion is, in her own terms, 'fundamentally
different' from that of Coetzee: reducing Breytenbach's autobiographical attempts in
Mouroir and The True Confessions of an Albino Terrorist to the status of 'a diversion',
she says, 'is to forget that they also comprise a complex and vital act of self-defense'
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(99). Jolly quotes here from Coetzee's Rar~tan (1991) essay 'Breytenbach and the
Censor': 'Turning the gaze from the wlndow to the mirror has never been a way out or
a waypast: lt has always proved to be what Breytenbach in Mouro~rdiscovers it to be.
a diversion'. Coetzee has, however, reworked this essay as 'Breyten Breytenbach and
I ~ ~ Essays olz Cerzsorsh~p
the Reader In the Mirror', chapter twelve in G L V LOfjreelzse
(1996), where the (offending?) passage quoted by Jolly no longer appears In his book
Coetzee says of Breytenbach that m 'making the surface of the mlrror something that
one goes through, an opening to an Infinite progress, he has deferred the cos~frontatlon
with his enemy twln, and fuither has turned this deferring Into a model of textual
production' (230). Fiom ‘diversion' we move to the mole acceptable deferial But
Coetzee doubts Breytenbach's strategy in Mourozr of incorpolating the censor-figure
into himself. 'the test is i2fouro~r,
and Mourozr finally dwindles into a doodl~ngwith
Ariadne's thread, the Minotaur forgotten' (23 1) Between 'a complex and v ~ t a act
l of
self-defense' and pointless 'doodling' many, ~ncludingthis wrtter, will be lncllned to
side with Coetzee
Jolly's thiid s e c t ~ o ncomprises subtle and detalled readings of Coetzee's
Dusklands and Wc~~ttmg
for the Barbarians. Following other commentators, she convinclngly demonstrates how Coetzee's metafrctional strategies manage to avoid the
pitfalls into whlch Brink and-as some (including Coetzee himself) would argueBreytenbach have fallen In Coetzee, sado-masochism ('points in the text where there
exists the largest propensity for the narrator to perform as sadist, and the reader to
respond as masochist') arouses no erotlc fascination The reader is provided with an
alternative ethlcal and aesthet~cposition from which to view--or rather to view the
views-of those scenes of cruelty, kllling, and torture evoked In Coetzee's fictlon In
Dusklarlds the wrlter 'takes care to mark the scenes of violence as representations of
violence' (121) in, for example, Eugene Dawn's Vietnam photogrdphs Quoting Barthes'
superbly accurate and appos~teformulat~on,the 'ovei-constructed horror . that prohibits empathy', Jolly finds that 'Coetzee's narrative does not encourage the reader's
involvement as participant in a pornography of violence' (121).
The argument is carried through with rigour and subtlety The question of the
narrative representation of violence/violation is examlned from nearly every angle,
r
Jolly's readings or with her conclusions
until one flnds it hald to find fault e ~ t h ewith
The slide fiom violence to violation is entirely justified from a Derrldean or Foucauldian
perspective (that IS,in relation to 'the violence of the letter'). Although there are times
(especially In the d~scussionof Breytenbach) when the argument is elaborated with a
rigour that may tlre the patsence of readers who lack the necessary stamina, the book IS
an important contribution to ~ t chosen
s
area of study It makes a strong, coherent, and
convincing case

Johannes A. Snzit
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This book of sociolinguistic case studies edited by Guus Extra (Research Group on
Language and Minorities, Tilburg University) and Jeanne Maartens (Department of
Afrikaans and Ncderlands, University of Natal, Durban) is most probably one of the
most important academic interventions of 1997-i.e. as a bottom-up intervention and
not a top-down one (cf. Broeder & Extra p. 155). Pioneering as it is, it provides a
wealth of information ranging from historical factors (including migratory realities),
current (and past) constitutional/policy decisions and available statistical and demographic information from South Africa and Western Europe, through sociolinguistic
case studies as such (with which the book is primarily concerned), to numerous interpretations of this research and suggestions for further research, language policy formulation and constructive engaging of the possibilities open to languages in a
multicultural context.
Variously pointing to the hegemonic role Afrikaans played as implicated medium for apartheid (cf. Maartens pp. 29-33; Zungu p. 47 for example), it also does not
endorse an uncritical attitude towards English as medium of instruction for various
reasons. In the context of the disjunction between the South African Constitution (which
recognises eleven official languages) and governance structure practices (which seems
to favour English), it points to challenges and provides different options of how to
address this problematic. The book's cross-national or rather, cross-continental nature
is its strong point and prevents the debate's silting up behind historical politicised
battle lines. It opens up a space in terms of which the main challenge-as captured in
the title-can be dealt with responsibly, realistically and pro-actively.
Allcrnat~on4,2 (1997) 256-263 ISSN 1023-1757
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If I must abstract from the book three currently relevant issues, they are: 1) the
antinomy between the South African constitution's provision for eleven official languages and current language practices in society broadly speaking; 2) the constructive
possibilities to be gained from home language as well as multilingual instruction; and
3) the various possible models of multilingual research in a multicultural context for
purposes of language policy formulation and practices facilitating equal social participation (pre-empting 'xenophobia, discrimination, and sometimes brutal racism', Extra & Vallen pp. 1740.
I
In the context of the mismatch between language policy and language practice, one of
the main concerns raised is the 'strongly dominant role' of English in governance
structures, education and the media (Maartens p. 25). Even though English is a minority language-with only 9% and 16% mother tongue speakers in South Africa generally speaking and in KwaZulu-Natal more particularly; cf. McDermott p. 106; Maartens
p. 23)-Lydia McDermott (p. 105) points out that especially upwardly mobile black
South Africans view it as the gateway to 'selfempowerment, upward-mobility, sophistication and learnedness'. She importantly analyses this 'myth' in terms of its
'hegemonic dominance' and 'subversive effects' (McDermott pp. 105ff,110ff). One of
the important points on this issue in her overview of 'views of "others" on the mythology', is Njabulo Ndebele's implicit argument that South Africans have not yet started
to appreciate 'the immense freedom of choice before them' [in the new dispensation]
and Neville Alexander's that 'African languages can be as powerful as English'
(McDermott pp. 115f). This latter view is importantly supported by J. Keith Chick's
(pp. 91ff) excellent setting-specific interactional study on the relationship between
English and isiZulu (which may also be true of minority languages). If the off-setting
of English as 'language of liberation' during the apartheid years to current inconsistencies between the Constitution and language practices are not heeded, McDermott
(pp. lllf,117) suggests that African mother tongue speakers follow Afrikaans Language Movemerzt strategies (which originated in the face of Milnerist 'cultural-imperialist policies' and practices; cf. Maartens pp. 28f).
Within the current impasse brought about by the prevalence of English in society, Phyllis Jane Zungu addresses the 'Status of Zulu in KwaZulu-Natal' by analysing
isiZulu as first, second and third language in education; code-switching, code-mixing
and language shift at work in modern isiZulu and makes some recommendations. Important suggestions address the need for professionals to learn isiZulu (for obvious
reasons), policy decisions which require Afrikaans and English speakers (especially
educators) to learn isiZulu and the importance of language as medium of historical,
cultural, literature and environmental translation in a multilingual society. Pro-active
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steps by especially Afrikaans and English speakers may lay to rest suspicions that
'multilingualism' is just another cover for 'apartheid maintenance' (Zungu pp. 46ff)
she reasons.
Other case studies on the languages in KwaZulu-Natal include those by Anita
de Villiers (Afrikaans), Varijakshi Prabhakaran (Indian languages) and Peter Broeder,
Guus Extra and Jeanne Maartens (languages in the Durban Region). Whereas some
(majority and minority) language communities d o not see their home languages as
part of the core values of their culture and identity (cf. Broeder & Extra on Dutch in
The Netherlands and abroad, p. 155), this is not so amongst [at least some] Afrikaans
speaking South Africans (as well as the Welsh, the Irish, the Francophone Canadians,
the Flemish-Speaking Belgians, p. 71). In this context, D e Villiers' helpful case studies of Afrikaans in KwaZulu-Natal and South Africa more broadly speaking, points to
and further advocates 'additive multilingualism' (isizulu-Afrikaans for example, and
visa versa) in 'creating a multilingual society' (pp. 71f).
Varijakshi Prabhakaran (pp. 76ff) overviews the historical factors which lead
to people of Indian descent representing close to twenty Indian languages in South
Africa. Of these, only five remain: Tamil, Telugu, Hindi, Gujarati and Urdu, 'plus
Sanskrit as sacred scriptural language'. Pointing to the shift towards English within
the Indian community, she nevertheless detects a current 'revival of interest among
the younger Indian generation in their linguistic and cultural heritage'. This is mainly
due to 'various socio-economic, religio-cultural and political reasons' (Prabhakaran p.
89).
As concluding study of the first section in the book (mainly focused on KwaZuluNatal), the 'Durban [primary school] Language Survey' by Peter Broeder, Guus Extra
and Jeanne Maartens (pp. 121ff) revealed that pupils bring many more languages to
the classroom than many educators are often aware of. In the light of the prevalence of
English in many classrooms, the survey also showed that pupils from minority languages prefer instruction in their first or home language-suggesting that 'the education authorities are on the wrong track with the current move towards English as the
medium of instruction' (Broeder, Extra & Maartens pp. 1290. In the context of isiZulu
being the majority language in KwaZulu-Natal (with 80% mother tongue speakers in
KwaZulu-Natal, cf. Maartens p. 23), many a poor academic performance in this province may be attributed to isiZulu speaking pupils having to study in a foreign language
[and teachers teaching in one].
I1
Reflecting on the constructive possibilities to be gained from home language as well
as multilingual instruction, one of the images I toyed with and expanded as if in a
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In this dream, I have seen the isiZulu speakers in KwaZulu-Natal (80% of the
KZN population) as confident, on-top-of-the-game educationists, business persons,
world-renowned scientists conducting themselves in isiZulu, making a crucial contribution to African and international knowledge. Such a dream, I think, would be any
educationist's natural dream or rather expectation/purpose towards which to work.
The question which does not seem to go away, however, is whether such a goal is
realistically achievable when pupils and students have to learn, study and do research
in a foreign language (whether 'South African English' or 'Zulu English').
This contradiction is amplified when its real implications are analysed.
It may be true that there are perceptions that English provides the gateway to
the emerging black bourgeois bureaucratic class. The limited access to this class, however, will not only frustrate expectations but also prevent the pro-active development
of a self-sustaining economy and society independent of state or outside funding.
Moreover, if the critique of this state of affairs collapses into an antagonistic slinging
match between this class and the English, Afrikaans and Indian bourgeois class(es),
these middle and upper classes will be using their rhetoric just to justify their
hegemonies, irrespective of whether they achieved it 'legitimately' or not. The result?
The majority of the population will remain excluded from improving their quality of
life.
Other real alternatives%ould be to 1) not enforce language policy and to allow
a certain degree of freedom to education institutions; 2) enforce English usage on all
levels of education and in all or some institutions; 3) to continue to develop the Sciences within Zulu culture and to present Zulu phrases/explanations alongside English
as medium of instruction; 4) change the language of instruction to isiZulu on all levels
of education in all or in some institutions; or 5) to allow for a mixture of these options.
Many issues and contradictions to all these options need to be pursued further.
I mention only two. Firstly, if English retains its dominant position, the question then
is whether the isiZulu lifeworld (which will be true for 80% of the KwaZulu-Natal
population) will not remain barred from educational/information/knowledge/discourse
development, i.e. except for the first few years of basic education. The contradiction,
here, would be the enforcing of (a locally numerical) minority discourse ([in] English)
onto a (locally numerical) majority. In the face of the spectre (as both threat and lure)
V u c h or sirmlar alternatives echo one of the projects of The UNESCO Regional Office m
Dakar Thls project mon~torsthe use of Nat~onalLanguages In Bas~cEducation In Sub-Saharan
Africa in four areas: I ) countries with language policies but which have not pushed seriously for
the implementation of such policies; 2) countries in which national languages are taught only as
subjects but not used as media of instruction;3) countries in which national languages are used
as media of instruction only in the early years of basic education; 4) countries in which basic
education is entirely in indigenous languages (cf. UNESCO Regional Office, Dakar p.7).
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of universalism-which may not deliver as much as it promises- the result would be
a cultural particularism continuing to disadvantage isiZulu speakers or at least not
create the space for the development of their full potential. The detrimental effects this
would have on the development of the isiZulu lifeworld, speaks of itself.
Secondly, if options three and its harsher variant, option four, are seriously
considered and implemented, this will mean the development of (scientific) discourse
within isiZulu, to various degrees. For the lifeworld development if i s i ~ u l uspeakers
into scientific domains, this would appear crucial. It would mean that isiZulu may
vitally contribute to an ownership model7of knowledge/discourse including both production and consumerism of not only discourse but also products in the marketplace.
As a start, it seems to me that option three must be engaged more vigorously. Initial
indications are that such developments already exist (practised by numerous isiZ~11u
teachers) and that the professional and education sector must seriously consider meeting the challenges posed by the proposals of Zungu (pp. 46ff).
In the spirit of Multilirzgualism, the ownership model will guard against a new
particularist hegemony by also fostering the development of similar activities in other
minority languages of KwaZulu-Natal. Moving along a different curve, Afrikaans as
language (and its speakers)-seeing the degree to which it as language is positively
perceived (cf. D e Villiers 58ff)-must continue to free itself from concepts nationally
and internationally not acceptable. (As was the case amongst educationists especially
since Soweto 19768.)This can be achieved by reaching out both locally and internationally. It is at precisely this juncture which I locate Multilingualism and for which it
is to be applauded. Initiated by the Department of Afrikaans (University of Natal,
Durban), it does not only reach out to the multilingual and multicultural plurality in
South Africa (and KwaZulu-Natal); it also reaches out internationally.
This raises the question of foreign participation in research in Africa (and South
Africa). To thoroughly research the ravages which Africa has been subjected to by the

' The ownership model faces up to the real, embraces both production and consumerism and
does not exclude multiplicity--contra the consumerism propagated (in and for former and neocolonialist countries) by Zygmunt Bauman 1992. Intimations ofPostrnodernity. London &New
York: Routledge. The 'ownership model' may be the alternative 'road' to the conflation of capitalism and socialism prevalent in these countries (cf. Bauman 1992:22-25;22). In this model,
such countries are challenged to see their multilingualism as resource rather than 'problem'.
They are challenged to put governance structures in place in their own countries as well as in
former colonies which may facilitate the development of 'foreign' languages for the benefit of
the people both in the 'home' countries and in the diaspora ones. In the isiZulu-English nexus,
Britain is not absolved from this challenge.
* The tradition (if we can call it that) of minority resistance withn the Afrikaans speaking
community (especially since 1948) still needs to be describedlnarrativised.
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various colonialisms-mainly economically and culturally-much remains to be done.
This is needed not so much to create objects of blame, foster a paralysing ressentiment
or absolving one from responsible participation, I think. It is rather needed to prevent
and block neo-colonial forms of extraction and exploitation. In this, it seems to me,
Multilingualism has succeeded importantly. The participation of the University of
Tilburg researchers in the research here presented does not only make (both theoretical and practical) contributions locally but also internationally, i.e. to other situations
where one is confronted with contradictions concerning the status of what may be
termed, generally speaking, minority discourse. Concerning Afrikaans as discourse, it
also means that its reaching out to the country and language of origin will provide
liberatory possibilities in the spirit of Multilingualism.
In addition to English as avenue to contribute to international knowledge, further South African-Netherlands participation could, in the spirit of Multilingualis~n's
approach, prove relevant. Similarly co-operative research could operate along language trajectories opened up by the focus of the Research Group on Language and
Minorities on Arabic, Berber, Hindi and Turkish (cf. Broeder & Extra pp. 145ff for
m o r e language communities researched). T h e assertion of the realities of
multilingualism in multicultural context, would guard against language as well as cultural particularism if not exclusivism. Similarly, it will create spaces for the constructive engagement and governance structure facilitation of the education and development possibilities which still lies dormant because minority languages are prevented
from developing their lifeworld potential. Foreign country-South African participation may importantly contribute towards our reconstructive and development challenges and practices.
Multilingualism has opened the door to these and other issues not addressed
here (cf. Multilingualism for more). In the spirit of El Aissati and Bos' (cf. p. 192)
proposal, minority languages should not be viewed as home languages of and for
ethnic minorities but as 'modern' languages which receive 'the same attention all other
modern foreign languages get'. This has never been more true than now. In the
multicultural context which is South Africa, for example, the resources minority languages offer-especially concerning the positive value access to such languages by
and for non-mother tongue speakers may create within and for our country-need to
be developed pro-actively. Stated differently: why can English speakers (in both South
Africa and Britain) not study one of the other South African Languages; Afrikaans or
Zulu speakers not Tamil, Telugu, Hindi, Gujarati, Urdu or Sanskrit; French or Dutch
speakers not Arabic or Berber; etc.?
In the bottom-up approach which sees multilingualism as a 'resource' (and not
a 'problem' as in top-down approaches; cf. Broeder & Extra p. 155) educators and
pupils/students (as learners) alike, must realise the possibilities brought about by our
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newly found freedom. It is hoped that more scholars will participate in such research,
the debate, and crucially, the participative and constructive pro-active development of
minority languages.

111
In a country which has been ravished by political and other hegemonic discourses,
Mr~ltilingualism,especially as far as it presents us with case study approaches and
case study data, has done scholarship an immense service. Even though it is true that
any empirical study will always be discursively slanted, it is for us to evaluate the
results (cf. my attempt under I1 above) or prove differently. Even so, the methods
employed, especially as they attempt to move beyond existing 'census' and 'survey'
type approaches, signal a desire to greater scientificity (cf. especially Maartens p. 15ff
and Chick p. 91ff on this issue). To this purpose, each and every contribution provides
a particular approach (with sample questionnaires and tables developed for interpretation and evaluation purposes) which may be used for similar studies, further developed andlor transcended by creating better ones. These comprise the perceptive treatment of existing census and demographic data, the pointing to gaps and how they may
be transcended for policy formulation (Maartens pp. 15ff; D e Villers pp. 67ff;
Prabhakaran pp. 87f; Broeder & Extra pp. 141; El Aissati & Bos pp. 18Of; Van der
Avoird pp. 197ff); the addressing of issues of first, second and third languagc learning
(Zungu pp. 37ff; D e Villiers pp. 61ff; Extra & Vallen pp. l65ff; Van der Avoird pp.
212fQ; the study of code-switching, code-mixing, language shift and language change
(Zungu pp. 44ff; Van der Avoird pp. 207ff; Backus & Boeschoten pp. 221ff);
geolinguistic studies (De Villiers pp. 52ff); sociolinguistic profiling (De Villiers pp.
58ff; Prabhakaran pp. 77ff); sociolinguistic diversity studies (Broeder, Extra & Maartens
pp. 121ff; Chick pp. 95ff); interactional studies (Chick pp. 91ff; El Aissati & Bos pp.
181ft); the de-mythisising of a language (McDermott pp. 105ff); the development of
multilingual teaching models and practices (Extra & Vallen pp. 170ft')l; the addressing
of the education-employment nexus (El Aissati & Bos pp. 182ff); language ~ariation
studies (El Aissati & Bos pp. 1840; the study of the articulation of socio-economic
and cultural status (Van der Avoird pp. 201ff).
Each of these areas of sociolinguistic research opens a space to research the
real. Even though this notion has suffered much in philosophy and other social and
human science reminiscences, Multili?zgualisnzsucceeds in grappling with issues which
some would claim still form part of the unthought of thought, the irrational of reason
or the unconscious of consciousness. Even though its sociolinguistic tools will be
further developed and gaps identified filled, it provides methods and procedures for
empirical socio-linguistic research which importantly open up questions and procedures before which many remain stupefied.
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IV
As evident from the case study research, minority language maintenance is a fact and
the sooner educators and governance structures in both South Africa and Western Europe (or elsewhere) pro-actively facilitate and contribute to this state of affairs, the
better it would be-not only to facilitate improved learning quality but even more, to
create spaces for constructive contributions to sclence and development by and for all.
My view is that hegemonies of whatever kind would only
- spell one of two alternatiGes: Babel or conflict.
In a different context, Zarathustra longed for man to be 'delivered from revenge ... [a] bridge to the highest hope, and a rainbow after many storms'.
Multilinrrualisrn
ill a Multicultural Cotzte,tt9is such a bridge if not manv bridges.
"
Drawing on internationally-recognised and co~istitutionalindicatives,
Mr~ltilirz~ualism's
sociolinguistic case studies reveals a space where minority languages
transcend narrow ethnic definition and political co-option. Multilirzguulisn~is a positive resource and anyone grappling with language policy formulation and its implementation (whether principals, teachers, governance officials), anyone participating
in practices related to minority languages or the fact of multilingualism in a multicultural
context, or anyone (researcher/student/learner) embarking on slmilar research projects
cannot Ignore it. In thls context, 1 think Maartens' (p. 35) statement apt:
u

-

Only if leadership is seen to take pr~dein all South Afr~canlanguages, only ~f all
schools value every child's mothel tongue as a unique asset, oifering multil~ngual
optlons, and only ~fpeople are rewarded for thelr knowledge of a varlety of languages
in terms of jobs and status, can language practlce eventually rcflect language pollcy
The contributors and editors must be congratulated for creating contextual effects and clearing spaces for not following idealised sociolinguistic trends but for
constructively engaging the 'indeterminacies, unevenness, diversity, tensions and struggle of real sociolinguistic orders' (cf. Chick p. 91). Pro-actively, governance structures
and education but also the media, business and private enterprise should participate.
Research in the same pioneering spirit and which spans the net even wider (to cover
socio-economic, religio-cultural and political spaces-amongst others-more explicitly) promises much.

The recognltlon of the fact that mult~cultural~sn~
In South Afrlca IS (re)prescnted In 'a'
context, may lead to an lnterpretatlon conducive to an apartheid mentahty In such an interprctatlon, Soutli Afrlca would constitute the or 'a' context, 'multlculturahty' would represent lts
cultural d~versityand, if mult~lingualitywould then be mapped over th~sone or s~nglecontext
s
of cultural enclaves, then, you would have a post-Apartheld apartheld
refracted Into ~ t d~vers~ty
sltuatton Howevel, the constltutlon and th~sbook's argument posit a diffelent space-as 1s
especially ev~dentfrom my treatment of the book not only In sectlons I and 111above but especlally my evaluat~onIn section I1 It is for th~sreason that I find the book not to calc~fy111elther
race or class positions but to move lnto a space beyond such hegemon~es
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